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LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR TUNER PROBLEMS... 
PTS will repair any tuner—no matter how old or new. Fastest Service—8 hour—in and out the same day. Overnight transit to 

one of our strategically located plants. Best Quality—you and your customers are satisfied. 
FTS uses only ORIGINAL PARTS! No homemade or make-do, inferior merchandise (this is why we charge for major Darts1) 

You get your tuner back in ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT condition. PTS is recommended by more TV Manufacturers than any other tuner company and is overhauling more tuners than all other 
tuner services combined. 

VHP, UHF $10.95 
UV-COMBO 17.95 
IF-SUBCHASSIS 12.50 

Major parts and shipping 
charged at cost. (Dealer net!) 

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 
HOME OFFICE .... BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47401  5233 S. HIGHWAY 37   . 812-824-9331 
ALABAMA BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35222 524 32ND ST. SO  205-323-2657 
ARIZONA PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85061  2412 W. INDIAN SCHOOL RD  602-279-8718 
CALIFORNIA CENTRAL  LOS ANGELES, CA. 90023 . .4184 PACIFIC WAY  213-266-3728 
CALIFORNIA NORTH ... .SACRAMENTO, CA, NO. 95841 .4611 AUBURN BLVD  916-482-6220 
CALIFORNIA SOUTH . ,,.SAN DIEGO. CA. SO. 92105 .. .5111 UNIVERSITY AVE  714-280-7070 
COLORADO   ARVADA, COLORADO 80001  4958 ALLISON ST  303-423-7080 
FLORIDA NORTH  JACKSONVILLE, FLA. NO. 32210 1918 BLANDING BLVD  904-389-9952 
FLORIDA CENTRAL TAMPA. FLA. 33690  2703 S. MACDILL 813-839-5521 
FLORIDA SOUTH  MIAMI. FLA. SO. 33168  12934 N.W. 7TH AVE 305-685-9811 
INDIANA CENTRAL INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46202 28 E. 14TH ST  317-631-1551 
INDIANA ... BLOOMINGTON, IND. 47401 5233 S. HIGHWAY 37 812-824-9331 
KANSAS  KANSAS CITY, KANSAS 66106  3116 MERRIAM LANE  913-831-1222 
LOUISIANA METAIRIE, LA. 70003  2914 WYTCHWOOD DR 504-885-2349 
MARYLAND  SILVER SPRINGS, MD. 20919  8880 BROOKVILLE RD 301-565-0025 
MASSACHUSETTS EAST SOMERVILLE. MASS. 02144 . 52 HOLLAND ST  617-666-4770 
MASSACHUSETTS WEST  SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01103  191 CHESTNUT ST. . 413-734-2737 
MICHIGAN DETROIT. MICH. 48235   .13709 W. 8 MILE RD.  313-862-1783 
MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55408 . 815 W. LAKE ST 612-824-2333 
MISSOURI  ST. LOUIS. MO. 63130  8456 PAGE BLVD 314-428-1299 
NEW JERSEY  E. PATERSON, N. JERSEY 07407  158 MARKET ST 201-791-6380 
NEW YORK  BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14212    993 SYCAMORE ST 716-891-4935 
NORTH CAROLINA CHARLOTTE, N. CAR. 28205  724 SEIGLE AVE 704-332-8007 
OHIO SOUTH  CINCINNATI, OHIO 45215  8180 VINE ST 513-821-2298 
OHIO CENTRAL COLUMBUS, OHIO 43227  4003 E. LIVINGSTON AVE 614-237-3820 
OHIO NORTH  PARMA, OHIO 44134  5682 STATE RD 216-845-4480 
OKLAHOMA  OKLAHOMA CITY, OK. 73106  3007 N. MAY 405-947-2013 
OREGON   PORTLAND. OREGON 97213  5220 NE SANDY BLVD 503-282-9636 
PENNSYLVANIA WEST  PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202   . 257 RIVERVIEW AVE. W 412-761-7648 
PENNSYLVANIA EAST  UPPER DARBY, PA. 19082  1742-44 STATE RD 215-352-6609 
TENNESSEE  MEMPHIS, TENN. 38118  3614 LAMAR AVE 901-365-1918 
TEXAS SOUTH  HOUSTON, TEXAS 77032  4324-26 TELEPHONE AVE 713-644-6793 
TEXAS NORTH  LONGVIEW, TEXAS 75601  MOPAC RD 214-753-4334 
VIRGINIA  NORFOLK, VA. 23504  3118 E. PRINCESS ANNE RD 804-625-2030 
WASHINGTON  SEATTLE. WASH. 98108  432 YALE AVE 206-623-2320 
WISCONSIN  MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53215  3509 W. NATIONAL  414-643-8800 
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We offer you finer, faster. 

Precision 

Tuner Service 

1 YEAR 

GUARANTEE 

^ELECTRONICS, INC.... 
. .. Number ONE and still trying harder! 

(Not a Franchise Company) 

No 
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Santa had a 

Alt air... 

Santa might 

be possible! 

Have you ever wondered how Santa keeps track of all the 
addresses of all the children in the world? How he knows who 
gets what? 

With an Altair 8800, Santa might have a fighting chance. He 
might be able to keep up with the ever-expanding toy industry. 
He might be able to remember who's been naughty and nice 

With an Altair 8800, Santa might be possible. 
This Christmas you can do something that's never before been 

possible. You can put an Altair under your tree or under the tree 
of a friend Or you can start with our special Christmas 75 time 
payment plan!* 

The Altair 8800 is the NUMBER ONE hobby computer in the 
whole world. No other computer offers you the power and versa- 
tility—the proven track record— of the Altair 8800 at a compa- 
rable price. No other hobby computer offers you the sophistica- 
tion of Altair BASIC software or the wide variety of Altair modules 
and peripherals. No other hobby computer offers you the cus- 
tomer support of an Altair (free membership in the Altair Users 
Club free access to the Altair Service Department and the Altair 
Software Library, and a free subscription to the Altair monthly 
publication, Computer Notes). 

Order now and avoid the last minute Christmas rush! 

^ Christmas 75 Time Payment Plan 

IK Altair for lust $68.00 a month! 

The Altair time payment plans allow you to be the owner of 
an Altair 8800 with 1,024 bytes of memory for just $68.00 a month 
Each month (for 8 months) you send in your payment and we 
send you part of an Altair kit until you have the complete system. 
The advantages of this plan are NO interest or financing charge, 
GUARANTEED price based on today's price, and free, immediate 
membership to the Altair Users Croup including subscription to 
Computer Notes. 

Our terms are cash with order, BankAmericard or Master 
Charge. If you send in an early payment we will make an early 
shipment. By the same token, a late payment will result in a late 
shipment. (After 60 days past due, the balance of the deal is 
cancelled. All payments must be made within 10 months). 

Total Price: $544 (Retail price: Altair $439, Memory $97, 
Postage and handling $8 —total $544) 

HARDWARE PRICES: 
Altair Computer kit with complete assembly instructions 
Assembled and tested Altair Computer 
1,024 Byte Static Memory Card 
2,048 Byte Static Memory Card 
4,096 Byte Dynamic Memory Card 
Full Parallel Interface Card 
Serial Interface Card RS232) 
Serial Interface Card (TIL or Teletype) 
Audio Cassette Record Interface 
COMTER 11*    

S439 
S621 

SO'' kit and S139 assembled 
S145 kit and $195 assembled 
$264 kit and $338 assembled 

$92 kit and $114 assembled 
$119 kit and $138 assembled 
$124 kit and $146 assembled 
$128 kit and $174 assembled 

$780 kit and $920 assembled 

CDnPttf6* BB00 -4LTAIP 

•The Cornier II Computer Terminal has a full alpha-numeric keyboard and a 
highly readable 32-character display. It has its own internal memory of 256 
characters and complete cursor control. Also has its own built-in audio cassette 
interface that allows you to connect the Comter II to any tape recorder for 
both storing data from the computer and feeding it into the computer. Requires 
an RS232 Interface Card. 
SOFTWARE PRICES: 
Altair 4K BASIC $350 

Purchasers of an Altair 8800, 4K of Altair Memory, and Altair Serial I/O or 
Audio-Cassette I/O ONLY $60 

Altair 8K BASIC  $500 
Purchasers of an Altair 8800, 8K of Altair Memory, and Altair Serial I/O or 
Audio-Cassette I/O    ONLY $75 

Altair EXTENDED BASIC $750 
Purchasers of an Altair 8800, 12K of Altair Memory, and Altair Serial I/O or 
Audio-Cassette I/O   ONLY $150 

Altair PACKAGE ONE (assembler, text editor, system monitor) 
Purchasers of an Altair 8800, 8K of Altair Memory, and Altair I/O ONLY $30 

NOTE: When ordering software, specify paper tape or cassette tape. 

Warranty: 90 days on parts for kits and 90 days on parts and labor for assembled 
units. Prices, specifications, and delivery subject to change. 

Creative Electronics 

MITS/6328 Linn N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87108 505/265-7553 or 262-1951 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 
□ Enclosed is check for S  
□ BankAmericard « □ or Master Charge -  
□ Altair 8800 Q Kit Q Assembled D Options 

Include $8 tor postage K handling (List on separate sheet) 

□ Altair Time Payment Plan 
□ Please send free literature 

NAME- 

□ Please send my order to different address 
(List on separate sheet) 

ADDRESS- 
CITY  . STATE & 2IP- 

MITS/6328 Linn N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87108 505/265-7553 or 262-1951 
NOTE: Personal checks take 2-3 weeks for clearance For immediate processing 
send money order or use charge card. 
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Introducing 

a TV set only a 

TV technician 

could love. 
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Ready to use. Fully pre-tested. 
A complete unit including 13V in 
slotted-mask CRT with x-ray 
Inhibiting glass. 

Accessories included: 
Two 70° adapters: two 
90° extensions; six 
yoke-programmer 
plugs; audio leads; 
four convergence 
ballast plugs; Set-Up 
and Instruction 
Manuals. 

The big book. CK3000 
Set-Up Manual lists 
over 7000 models, 49 
brands. And we're 
constantly updating 
it. Just mail the 
registration card. 

Adapters. Vou can 
buy kits for the seven 
most popular brands 
and discrete adapters for 
42 more. Many old adapters 
can be used, too—don't throw 
them away! 

Ultra-portable CK3000 Test Jig. 
Under25 lbs.—easy to tote from jobtojob. 
The handle's not just for show! 

30kV and more. A must for today's 
■line sets. Anode meter's big 50/jA 

movement makes it easy to monitor 
voltagesto35kV—more than in any 

TV setyou'll meet. 

Patented yoke 
programmers let you 
match CK3000's yoke 
to six different 
deflection outputs. 
Three for tube and 
hybrid, two for 
transistor sweep, one 
for SCR sweep. 

Dual focus connec- 
tions. Built-inalternate 
focus supply for 
testing both 4.5kV 
and the new Black- 
Matrix 7.IkV. 

4* 

See the CK3000 Test J ig at your Sylvania distributor's now! 
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Radio-Electronics. 

THE MAGAZINE FOR NEW IDEAS IN ELECTRONICS 

Electronics publishers since 1908 

COLOR TV 29 TV Games For Your Home 
See how Odyssey works, preview Broadmoor's 4-Play 
and Atari's Pong, by Larry Sleekier 

32 New Solid-Stale Tuning System 
It's called Omega. It's made by General Instrument and 
it works like a dream, by Karl Savon 

34 Zoom In Tight 
Zenith's "new" Zoom circuit enlarges the center of the 
picture. It's really rather simple, by Karl Savon 

61 Service Clinic 
Four cases—one cause, by Jack Darr 

62 Reader Questions 
R-E's Service Editor solves reader problems. 

GENERAL 
ELECTRONICS 

4 Looking Ahead 
Sneak preview of tomorrow's news, by Dave Lachenbruch 

26 Pioneers Of Radio 
Edwin Houston & Elihu Thomson 
by Fred Shunaman 

68 Annual Index January 75—December 75 

106 State Of Solid State 
IC electronic thermometer, by Karl Savon 

TEST 
EQUIPMENT 

35 Digital Panel Meters 
They're getting more popular all the time. Here's a round- 
up to bring you up to date, by Jack Darr 

DECEMBER 1975 Vol. 46 No. 12 

ON THE COVER 
TV games are cropping up 
everywhere. Save the 250 
and play at home using your 
own game and TV set. The 
new Odyssey game by Mag- 
navox is described in great 
detail in this issue. Turn to 
page 29 now. 
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ZOOM IS WHAT ZENITH calls their TV pic- 
ture enlarger. These waveforms make it work. 
The details are on page 34. 
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BUILD ONE 42 Logic Probe 
OF THESE Simple solid-state tester checks out logic IC's. 

by Don Lingle 

48 Music Synthesizer 
Part III: Now you can complete your own very special 
special-effects generator, by John Simonton 

HI-FI 44 R-E Tests Marantz 4400 
AUDIO New 4-channel receiver gets a going over 

STEREO in R-E's laboratory, by Len Feldman 

51 Buying Bookshelf Speakers 
Part ///; Making them work in your listening room, 
by Art Kleiman 

58 Vertical FET For Power 
How this new device Is used in power audio applications, 
by Len Feldman 

DEPARTMENTS 108 Advertising Index 
12 Advertising Offices 
16 Letters 

6 New & Timely 

81 New Literature 
76 New Products 
88 Next Month 
89 Service Notes 

DIGITAL PANEL METERS are in. But do you 
really know how many are available? Here's 
a quick rundown. ... see page 35 
Radlo-Eleclronlcs, Published monthly by Gerns- 
back Publications, Inc.. 200 Park Avenue South, 
New York. NY 10003. Phone: 212-777-6400. Sec- 
ond-class postage paid at New York, NY and 
additional mailing offices. One-year subscription 
rate: U.S.A., U.S. possessions and Canada, $8.75. 
Pan-American countries, $10.25. Other countries, 
$10.75. Single copies 75c. © 1975 by Gernsback 
Publications, Inc. All rights reserved. Printed In 
U.S.A. 
Subscription Service: Mail all subscription orders, 
changes, correspondence and Postmaster Notices 
of undelivered copies (Form 3579) to Radio- 
Electronics Subscription Service, Boulder. CO 
80302. 
A stamped self-addressed envelope must ac- 
company all submitted manuscripts and/or art- 
work or photographs If their return is desired 
should they be rejected. We disclaim any re- 
sponsibility for the loss or damage of manuscripts 
and/or artwork or photographs while In our 
possession or otherwise. 

As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and 
technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics 
disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published In this magazine. 
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Trinitron upgraded 

The picture tube that 
launched a revolution in small- 
screen color is now being 
overhauled and will be manu- 
factured in both the United 
States and Japan. The new 
version is claimed to have a 
60% increase in brightness 
and far greater contrast than 
the current models. The tube 
is Sony's Trinitron—the one 
that sparked color tube mak- 
ers all over the world to de- 
sign models with in-line guns 
and vertical phosphor stripes, 
the so-called "slot-mask" 
tubes, 

Sony is combining its Trini- 
tron single-gun, slit-mask prin- 
ciple with another trend that 
has swept the color-tube in- 
dustry—"negative matrix," pi- 
oneered by Zenith's Chroma- 
color tube. Sony was the last 
holdout against negative mat- 
rix. The negative matrix tube 
uses a black material to 
separate the phosphors for 
greater contrast. Increased 
brightness is achieved by en- 
larging the electron beam so 
that it fully illuminates the 
phosphor stripe or dot on 
the screen. Additional bright- 
ness can be attained by in- 
creasing the transparency of 
the faceplate, since the added 
contrast provided by the black 
material on the screen re- 
duces the need for tinted 
glass. Sony is using both tech- 
niques to enhance brightness. 

The first tubes to use the 
new Trinitron will be 17- and 
19-inch units with 114° deflec- 
tion, to be incorporated in sets 
for sale in the United States 
in 1976. 

Radiowriting 

In a little-noted action last 
March, the FCC amended its 
rules to permit transmission 
of visual material via the SCA 
multiplex subcarriers of FM 
stations (normally used for 
such services as background 
music for restaurants, and so 
forth). One of the first groups 
to take advantage of this 
change is Fax Net Inc., 

headed by the television pi- 
oneer John Porterfield, which 
is establishing a new broad- 
cast service called Fiadio- 
printer. 

Radioprinter is a method of 
relatively low-cost electronic 
delivery of written material 
and will be used to transmit 
specialized news and educa- 
tional services to subscribers 
in financial, medical, market- 
ing and traffic fields. Each sta- 
tion's subcarrier is capable of 
sending out four encoded 
Radioprinter broadcasts si- 
multaneously, covering all 
subscribers within a radius of 
about 50 miles. A subscriber 
to any of the special services 
—which could be a financial 
news ticker, a daily trade mag- 
azine or price information de- 
signed for retail chains- 
leases a receiver and special 
high-speed teleprinter. A de- 
coder permits him to receive 
only the service or services to 
which he subscribes. Porter- 
field says he plans to franchise 
FM stations in 50 major mar- 
kets to use his system and 
that he is now in discussion 
with publishers and others 
who would use his service as 
a substitute for mail or wire- 
line communication. The sys- 
tem has been tested for a year 
on FM station WCLR, Chicago. 
A future variation on this sys- 
tem, he suggests, might use 
slow-scan TV or facsimile. 

TV via FM 

Television pictures are al- 
ready being transmitted by FM 
stations in at least two school 
systems—South Bend, IN and 
Hancock, Ml. The latter has 
started an elaborate experi- 
mental program of educational 
slow-scan teaching using 
WGGL-FM, an educational 
station in Houghton, Ml. A 
standard videotape is first 
made, then fed into an elec- 
tronic signal compressor that 
selects only portions of the 
image for squeezing into the 
narrow bandwidth of the FM 
station (frames are changed 
once every 8.5 seconds). This 
image is then broadcast by the 
radio station and picked up 
by 16 cable systems operating 

throughout the Michigan Up- 
per Peninsula area. The cable 
systems feed the picture on 
a regular channel, and con- 
ventional television sets are 
used at the schools to display 
the picture. No motion can 
be shown on slow-scan tele- 
vision, of course, but the sys- 
tem is expected to bring math 
and music instruction—and 
eventually science teaching— 
to about 2,500 children in 15 
school districts at a produc- 
tion cost of perhaps $100 an 
hour. 

Recession casualties 

One of the major private- 
brand names in television 
and stereo has disappeared— 
Bradford, the name under 
which W. T. Grant sold its 
consumer electronic products 
through some 1,100 outlets. 
Bradford color and mono- 
chrome TV sets have been 
made by General Electric, 
Matsushita (Panasonic) and 
Wells-Gardner. Its stereos 
have come from a variety of 
sources, including the big 
Japanese trading company C. 
Itoh, Lloyd's and Major Elec- 
tronics. 

Meanwhile ,the largest sup- 
plier of glass bulbs for TV pix 
tubes, Corning Glass Works, 
has dropped out of the mono- 
chrome business after unsuc- 
cessfully trying to pass along 
cost increases—leaving the fu- 
ture of American black-and- 
white tube business in doubt. 
Corning shut down its last re- 
maining monochrome plant, in 
Albion, Ml. This still leaves 
two monochrome pix bulb 
manufacturers, Owens-Illinois 
and Lancaster Glass Co. 
But Owens is known to be 
re-evaluating its black-and- 
white business and Lancaster 
makes only relatively expen- 
sive small pix tubes. There 
are two black-and-white tube 
manufacturers left in the 
United States—Sylvania and 
Clinton Electronics. If they 
drop production 'of mono- 
chrome tubes, or if they are 
forced to price too high, the 
end of black-and-white televi- 
sion set production in the 
United States could be in 

sight. Of course, monochrome 
sets will continue to be sold 
under American brand names, 
but they'll come from Japan, 
Taiwan and other Far Eastern 
countries, as many already do. 

CB spectrum crisis 

The greater the success of 
Citizens band radio, the less 
valuable it is to CB users. The 
fact is that CB's burgeoning 
boom has resulted in such 
overcrowding on the 23 chan- 
nels that in some localities it's 
difficult to get a word in edge- 
wise. Recently, a group of 36 
CB equipment manufacturers, 
distributors, dealers and user 
organizations petitioned the 
FCC to get moving on its plan 
to reallocate 40 more chan- 
nels for FM Citizens-band use 
in the 224-225-MHz band. 
This proposal has been op- 
posed by amateur radio oper- 
ators, who currently occupy 
these frequencies along with 
government services. 

The CB proponents told the 
FCC that the situation had 
reached "emergency propor- 
tions" and predicted a "public 
outcry of unsatisfied and dis- 
gruntled citizens" unless the 
FCC took action soon. The 
FCC says it can't do anything 
until it receives reaction and 
data from Mexico and Canada, 
required by treaty. The Com- 
mission is particularly anxious 
not to arouse the ire of ama- 
teur radio operators, who have 
performed great emergency 
services for the nation—and 
also happen to have a very 
effective lobby. As an alterna- 
tive to the 224-225-MHz band, 
the FCC is known to be look- 
ing into the 216—218-MHz 
band that is used for low- 
powered telemetering. The 
FCC believes that this band 
could be shared between CB 
operators and telemetering 
service without any major in- 
terference problems. But don't 
look for any rapid resolution 
to the situation—FCC alloca- 
tion proceedings are always 
slow affairs at best. 

by DAVID LACHENBRUCH 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 
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PATENTED 

INSTANT GO, NO-GO 

TV SIGNAL INDICATOR 

Levelite is not just a new product, it's a completely new type 
of test instrument... so different it has been granted a U.S. 
patent. About the size of a pocket calculator, it makes 
instant go, no-go tests for TV signals at antennas, preampli- 
fiers, downlead, splitters and MATV outlets. 

Just plug Levelite into an outlet, press the button and watch 
the green light. If the green light glows, you have TV sig- 
nals. If not, there is insufficient signal. 

Levelite is invaluable for troubleshooting TV and MATV 
signals. A handy range switch enables you to set the 
threshold signal level to —6 dBmV for weak signals or 
+6 dBmV for strong signals. The kit comes complete with 
adaptors for most types of 75-ohm and 300 ohm connec- 

tors, plus a padded holster-type 
carrying case that clips to any 
belt. Powered by 9-volt transistor 
battery (not supplied). One hand 
operation. 

Ask your Jerrold distributor for a 
demonstration of the remarkable 
new Levelite. 

EVERY TV-MATV 

TECHNICIAN 

NEEDS ONE! 

CHECKING 
ANTENNA 
SIGNALS 

Q 
CHECKING 
SPLITTERS 

CHECKING 
TAP-OFFS 

JERROLD I* 
a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company 

Distributor Sates Division 
HEADQUARTERS A EASTERN OFFICE 200 Witmer Rd , Horsham Penna. 19044, (215) 674-4800 
SOUTHERN OFFICE 1 Perimeter Place, Suite 101, Atlanta, Georgia 30339, (404) 432-3102 
WESTERN OFFICE 1255 Veterans Blvd.. Redwood City, Calif. 94063. (415) 365-5050 
MIDWESTERN OFFICE 1334 Atlantic Street. North Kansas City, Mo. 64116, (816) 474-0450 
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new & timely 

Raymond F. Guy dies at age 76; 
was early amateur, broadcaster 

One of the first holders of an amateur 
radio license as well as one of the first 
persons to operate a broadcast station, 
Raymond F. Guy, died July 12 at Boca 
Raton, Florida. Born in 1899, he received 
the ham call 2ANC in 1911 and his com- 
mercial radiotelegraphy license in 1916. 
He worked as "Sparks" on several ships 
before enlisting in the U.S. Army in 1918, 
where he served in the Signal Corps. 
After his discharge he attended Pratt In- 
stitute in Brooklyn, receiving his E.E. de- 
gree in 1921. 

On the opening of WJZ, the country's 
second broadcast station in the same 
year, he accepted a position that in- 
cluded the work of engineer, announcer 
and such other functions as might be 
necessary. In 1924 he was transferred to 
the RCA research laboratory at Van Cort- 
landt Park, New York, doing development 
and research work. This included (in 
1927) some of RCA's earliest television 
developments. 

He joined the National Broadcasting 
Co., (NBC) in 1929, remaining until his 
retirement in 1961 as Senior Executive 
Engineer, responsible for all of NBC and 
its networks, transmitters and frequency 
allocations. 

Mr. Guy was an active member of more 
than a dozen professional organizations, 
plus a number of amateur and other as- 
sociations. He was a prolific writer, co- 
author of Fundamentals of Radio and 
Electronics, published by Prof. W. L. 
Everett, and of more than 150 engineering 
papers, as well as numbers of magazine 
articles, some of which appeared in 
Radio-Craft and Radio-Electronics. His 
numerous awards include recognitions 
from the Veteran Wireless Operators As- 
sociation, Broadcast Pioneers, National 
Association of Broadcasters and RCA 
Corp. 

He is survived by his wife, a sister, a 
daughter (Mrs. Helen Guy Winget of Mah- 
wah, NJ) and two grandchildren. 

Thomas Waye and Stephen Meredith 
are Gemsback Award winners 

Latest winner of the Hugo Gemsback 
Scholarship Award—a grant of $150 given 
annually to an outstanding student in 
each of eight leading home study elec- 
tronics schools—is M/Sgt Thomas A. 
Waye, GET, of Elgin Air Force Base, Flor- 
ida. A Crew Chief Radar Maintenance 
Supervisor, M/Sgt Waye is responsible 
for the operation and maintenance of the 
AN/FPS-85 Phased Array Spacetrack 
Radar (valued, his colonel says, at more 
than $100 million). The radar is used to 
detect and track satellites. His duties also 
include guiding the workload of a large 

number of technicians who perform es- 
sential functions for the organization. 

Married and with two children, M/Sgt 
Waye expects to retire from military ser- 
vice this year after 20 years of service 
(he is 37) and hopes to obtain a research 
or development oriented job. 

Vtv" 

M/SGT THOMAS A. WAYE 

He has completed two courses at the 
Capitol Radio Institute, and has taken a 
number of military and civilian courses in 
various phases of electronics. His future 
educational goal: to earn a BSEE de- 
gree. The February, 1975 issue of the 
ISCET (International Society of Certified 
Electronic Technicians) magazine reports 
that M/Sgt Waye is the only GET who has 
ever passed all five of the available CET 
examination options. 

STEPHEN H. MEREDITH 

Winner of the second-place award, an 
RCA WV-529A service special VOM 
donated each month by RCA, is Stephen 
H. Meredith. Born in Corning, Iowa, he 
graduated from the Bedford Community 
High School in May 1970 and attended 
Southwestern Community College in 
Creston, Iowa, majoring in Electronics 

Technology until June, 1972. In Septem- 
ber of that year he entered the Air Force 
and attended the Precision Measuring 
Equipment Specialist School at Lowrey 
Air Force Base, graduating with special 
honors at the top of his class. 

He is now at Offut Air Force Base in 
Nebraska, where he .was selected as 
Maintenance Man of the Month in De- 
cember 1974. He is continuing his CREI 
studies, maintaining an "A" average 
while progressing rapidly. In February 
1975 he passed his examinations for the 
First Class Radiotelephone license. 

Acoustooptical light deflection 
opens up new techniques 

Before the laser, the only practical 
methods of deflecting light beams were 
mechanical. Acoustooptical methods 
made possible by laser technology have 
greatly increased scanning speeds, mov- 
ing deflection up from the low speeds of 
the mechanical techniques into the order 
of microseconds. 

RESOLUTION IS HIGH Irom acoustooptical 
printer. Letter on right was made with new 
printer, letter on left was made with a con- 
ventional mechanical printer. 

In an acoustooptical scanning system, 
ultrasonic waves are generated and made 
to travel through a suitable deflecting 
medium (crystal or liquid). The resulting 
variations in pressure traveling down the 
reflecting medium alter its refractive 
index (the amount it will bend a beam of 
light) so that a laser beam passing 
through the medium at right angles to 
the direction of the ultrasonic waves is 
deflected as if by a diffraction grating. 

An important application of such tech- 
niques is in nonmechanical high-speed 
printers where, in addition to the high 
scanning speed, wear is reduced almost 
to zero because of the absence of moving 
parts. Siemens Laboratories have demon- 
strated such a printer, in which the 
switching time (the time required to de- 
flect the beam from one end of its scan to 
the other) is between 5 and 10 micro- 
seconds. Printing speeds of more than 
10,000 lines a minute are possible. The 
acoustic frequency used is approxi- 
mately 150 MHz. 

(Continued on page 12) 
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aM- .226 STA 

Model 
Shown; STA-225 39995 

The Same Price it Was in July, '74 

Super Value! 

Save on this Complete 
STA-225 System 

How Come 

Only Realistic9 

Has These Features? 

A demonstration of these Realistic STA-225 features at any 
Radio Shack store will make you wonder when — if ever — the 

other "famous" brands will catch up. Maybe we just love audio- 
philes a little better? Auto-Magic gives you precision FM fine- 

tuning— automatically, Glide-Path slide controls let you see and 
feel volume and balance settings. And Quatravox lets you enjoy the 
added realism of synthesized 4-channel sound simply by adding a 
2nd speaker pair. Power output is 50 watts per channel, minimum 

RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.5% total 
harmonic distortion. U.L. listed. #31-2058. There's only one place 

you can find it . . . Radio Shack! 

Radio /hack 
N 

Use your 
credit card at 

participating stores A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY 
OVER 3500 STORES • 50 STATES • 7 COUNTRIES 

Save 

6080 

Reg. 659.80 
Only 

$599 

Realistic STA-225 Receiver • Two Optimus-1B 
Walnut Veneer Speakers • LAB-34 Changer, 
Base and $17.95-Value Cartridge 

ame 
Street 
City 

FREE! 1976 CATALOG 
See What's Really New in Electronics! 
164 Pages • Beautiful Color • Over 2000 Items 

Mail to Radio Shack, P.O. Box 1052, Ft. Worth, TX 76101 
(Please print) 
 Apt. #  

_ziELXTXn 
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Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers. 
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Ever wonder why no 

other TV/Audio home 

study school puts its 

prices in its ads? 

Maybe it's because they can't match this value! 

No other school gives you a choice of five ways to learn TV/Audio servicing, 

with complete courses starting as low as $370... with convenient, 

inexpensive time payment plans. The Master Color TV /Audio training course 

gives you a unique, engineered-for-training 25" diagonal color set with all 

the electronic instruments you need for as much as $600 under the next 

leading home study school's comparable course. NRI quotes its prices 

because we believe you get the top educational value from NRI. 

You pay less because NRI passes 

its savings on to its students. 

NRI pays no salesmen. We buy no outside "hobby 
kits" for our experiments or training kits. NRI 
designs its own instruments and TV sets... to give 
you great performance plus real training that you 
can put to practical use. The result is low tuition 
rates without the penalty of exorbitant interest 
charges for time payments. We pass the savings 
on to you. 

More than 1 million students have 

come to NRI for home training. 

Home study isn't a sideline with NRI. We've been 
« its innovating leader for 60 years. More than one 
2 million students have enrolled in our many career 
§ courses. NRI is one of the few home study schools 
o with a full-time staff of engineers, authors and 
jjJ editors to help you with any problem. NRI 
6 graduates will tell you; you can pay more, but you 
< can't buy better training, 
cc 

15 Electronic courses available... 

including digital computer training 

and complete communications. 

Send for the free NRI electronics catalog and 
check out the full spectrum of courses available, 
including Color TV, FCC Licensing, Complete 
Communications Electronics, Computer 
Electronics, Marine and Aircraft Electronics, 
Mobile Communications, etc. 

TVKRVKMC. cw—ncimom, EUCTTTOWCS, 
0^- 

Mail the card for your 

Free NRI catalog. 

No salesman will call. 

AVAILABLE FOR CAREER STUDY UNDER Gl BILL 
Check the GI Bill Box on the card for information. 

NRI SCHOOLS 
K h M McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center 
f-', 4 TW 3939 Wisconsin Avenue, 
■ ■ m ■ Washington, D.C. 20OI6 
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good with 7 kits... $370 
Or low monthly terms 

A basic TV/Audio Servicing Course including 7 training 
kits for your experiments. You build your own solid-state 
radio, solid-state volt-ohmmeter, and experimental elec- 
tronics lab. Includes 65 bite-size lessons (16 on color TV), 
15 special reference texts with hundreds of servicing short 
cuts, tips on setting up your own business, etc. This com- 
pletely up-to-date course covers black & white and color 
TV, FM multiplex receivers, public address systems, an- 
tennas, radios, tube, transistor and solid-state circuits. 

9* < 

better ...with 11 kits /x. 

and B/W TV...$465  — 1 
PS 

Or low monthly terms 
A complete course in B&W and Color TV Servicing, includ- 
ing 65 lessons (16 on color TV), 15 special reference texts 
and 11 training kits. Kits you build include your own solid- 
state radio, solid-state volt-ohmmeter, experimental elec- 
tronics lab, plus a 12" diagonal solid-state black & white 
portable TV... to build and use. At each assembly stage, 
you learn the theory and the application of that theory in 
the trouble-shooting of typical solid-state TV sets. 

f-Wa 

better yet with n kits 

and 19"diag. Color TV... $795 
Or low monthly terms 

The course includes 53 lessons and reference texts plus kits 
and experiments to build a superb solid-state 19" diagonal 
color TV receiver ... complete with rich woodgrain cabinet, 
and engineered specifically for training by NRI's own en- 
gineers and instructors. This handsome set was designed 
from the chassis up to give you a thorough understanding 
of circuitry and professional trouble-shooting techniques. 
You build your own solid-state volt-ohmmeter, and experi- 
mental electronics lab. 

s 
0 

best ... with 14 kits and 25" diagonal Color TV.. .$1,095 
Or low monthly terms 

The ultimate home training in Color TV/Audio 
servicing with 65 bite-sized lessons, 15 reference 
texts, and 14 training kits ... including kits to 
build a 25" diagonal Color TV, complete with hand- 
some woodgrain console cabinet; a wide band, 
solid-state, triggered sweep, service type 5" oscillo- 
scope; TV pattern generator; digital multimeter, 
solid-state radio, and experimental electronics lab. 

This Master course combines theory with prac- 
tice in fascinating laboratory units. Unlike "hobby 
kits", the NRI color TV was designed with exclu- 
sive "discovery" stages for experimentation and 
learning. Building the set will give you the con- 
fidence and ability to service any color TV set on 
the market. And you'll have a magnificent set for 
years of trouble free performance. 

* 

Plus Advanced Pro Color... $645 
An advanced Color TV Servicing Course for experienced tech- 
nicians, 18 color lessons, 5 new "Shop Manuals", and NRI 18" 
diagonal Color TV training kit are included. 

Or low monthly terms 
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Smokey Bear and truckers 
unite for greater safety 

Truckers and highway police have 
often been at odds, with truckers using 
CB radio (now almost universal on large 
road rigs) to warn of speed traps. Some 
groups have even proposed making CB 
radio illegal on trucks. 

Such organizations as REACT (Radio 
Emergency Citizens Radio Teams) main- 
tain that CB increases highway safety 
tremendously. 

The US Department of Transportation 
appointed a committee to study the pros 
and cons, particularly from the view- 
point of interstate trucking use. The 
report of this committee backs up the 
citizen user of CB with the opening state- 
ment "CB has value for transportation 
safety by providing means for the citi- 
zen to request assistance, report hazards 
and problems and receive safety informa- 
tion," and recommends "Support and 
encourage use of CB Channel 9 as a na- 
tional emergency and motorist-aid con- 
tact channel." 

Traffic police organizations tend to 
agree with the D.O.T. No one is more 
interested in highway safety than the 
driver of a large truck, and where State 
Police have CB radio, the response to ac- 
cidents—reported largely by truckers- 
has been speeded up and apprehension 
of drunken and wrong-way drivers and 
other menaces to safety has increased 
greatly. The trucker, of course, still uses 
his radio to warn of "Smokey Bear" and 
speed traps, but the superintendent of the 
Missouri State Highway Patrol, Colonel 
Sam Smith, predicts that such warnings 
would diminish in scope if all enforce- 
ment officers were equipped with CB. 

Colonel Smith further points out that 
the greatest benefit of CB is that it makes 
the traveling public and the police part- 
ners in maintaining highway safety. "We 
consider the use of CB radios the most 
revolutionary idea to occur in law en- 
forcement in the century," he says. "It 
not only has the potential of providing 
upgraded services to the public, but will 
also provide means whereby the citizen 
can become involved in law enforce- 
ment." 

Sale of instant-on TV's 
banned in New York State 

Passed as an energy conservation 
measure, a new State law forbids the sale 
of sets in which a small continuous cur- 
rent flows at all times, keeping tube ele- 
ments hot and permitting the set to go 
into action immediately when it is turned 
on. 

The new law has been before the legis- 
lature a number of years, but passed only 
recently. It takes effect January 1,1976. 

Scientists believe they've found 
magnets with only one pole 

Scientists of the University of Califor- 
nia and the University of Houston (TX) 
join in announcing that they have discov- 
ered the track of what may be the basic 
unit of magnetism, a unit that plays the 
same part in magnetism that the electron 
does in electricity. The track of the as- 
sumed magnetic particle was found in a 
multi-layer "blanket" that was hung from 
a balloon over Iowa two years ago, in a 
search for superheavy elements in cos- 
mic rays. It contained 33 layers of a spe- 
cial plastic plus several layers of emul- 
sions and photographic film designed to 
record the tracks of high-speed particles. 

The track is of a particle far heavier 
than any previously recorded, and the sci- 
entists believe it can only be a monopole, 
or one-pole magnetic particle. 

Researchers have long suspected that 
a one-pole magnetic unit might exist, 
and in 1931 the famed physicist P. A. M. 
Dirac listed some specifications for it. He 
said that the magnetic monopole should 
carry a basic unit of manetism compar- 
able to the basic unit of charge on an 
electron. It would be 68.5 times as strong 
as the electric unit, or a multiple of that 
figure. (The present particle appears to 
have the strength figure of 137, predicted 
as a possibility by Dirac.) 

In 1943 the controversial Austrian sci- 
entist, Professor Felix Ehrenhaft, reported 
that he believed he had observed such 
particles in an apparatus of his own de- 
vising. His work was described in two ar- 
ticles in the predecessor of this maga- 
zine, Radio-Craft, March and November 
1944. One of the articles states; "Dr. 
Ehrenhaft believes that small particles 
may have one polarity—may be magneti- 
cally charged North or South." The pro- 
fessor's results were inconclusive. 

Other scientists have looked favorably 
on the idea of magnetic monopoles, 
partly because electric theory almost re- 
quires such units. The existence of mag- 
netic monopoles "would lead to such 
symmetry in electrical and magnetic 
phenomena" as to cause scientists to 
suspect their existence. Says Dr. Gold- 
haber of the State University of New 
York; "No one would have believed in 
the existence of monopoles from one ob- 
servation, if they were not already con- 
vinced." 

The possibilities of isolating or using 
monopoles seem remote, but dramatic 
statements have been made about the 
uses to which they might be put. These 
range from new therapies and small but 
powerful motors to "putting a few mo- 
nopoles in a ship and having the Earth's 
magnetic field tug it across the ocean." 

(Continued on page 14) 
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You'll go nuts over 

our computers! 
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And the Sphere Computer System costs 

less than anyone else^s terminal. 

Completely intelligent micro-systems . . . that's what we offer. Just look at the features, and the 
prices. No compromising, with no short cuts! Recently at WESCON, SPHERE also demonstrated its 
new, full-color and B/W graphics terminal — and we have other new products, to be just as 
revolutionary as the SPHERE 1 SYSTEM was when we released it last June. SPHERE 'R&D' will keep 
ahead of your demands, no matter the state of the art. Take one look at our catalogue, then call or 
write us today. 

KIT ASM KIT ASM 
$350 $520 + ONE-CARD COMPUTER: Motorola 6800 Mic- 

roprocessor, 4-K RAM, IK EPROM (containing an 
EDITOR, ASSEMBLER, DEBUGGER, COMMAND 
LANGUAGE, CASSETTE LOADER, DUMPER, 

1765 2250 + SPHERE 3: Includes all the features of SPHERE 2, 
plus memory totaling 20K which is sufficient to 
run full extended BASIC Language. 

UTILITIES, a REAL-TIME CLOCK, and 16 LINES OF 6100 7995 + SPHERE 4: Includes all of the features of SPHERE 
DIGITAL I/O.) 3, except the cassette has been replaced by an 

IBM-compatable dual floppy disk system. This 
860 1400+ SPHERE 1: Includes the ONE-CARD COMPUTER 

described above, plus 512 character video with 
full ASCII keyboard and numeric/cursdr keypad, 
power supply, chassis, and associated parts. 

system includes a Disk-operating System and 
BASIC Language and a 65 LPM line printer. 

OTHER SPHERE PRODUCTS: Light pen option: 
Full color and B/W video graphics system; Low 

999 1499 + SPHERE 2: Includes all features of SPHERE 1, 
plus audio cassette or MODEM interface. 

cost Dual Floppy Disk System; and full line of low 
cost peripherals. 

The Whole System: 

SPhEFE 

CORPORATON 
791 South 500 West Dept. 123 
Bountiful, Utah 84010 (801)292-8466 

4-This ASSEMBLED SPHERE System includes complete Chassis and VIDEO MONITOR, as pictured above. 
The ONE-CARD COMPUTER price is the OEM 100-quantity price, special to the hobbyist. 
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NOW, FOR 

ANY 

ASSIGNMENT.. 

BY Xcelite 

i1. 

■. -._j 

Model TC-IOO/ST 

Model TC-200/ST 

Technicians, servicemen, field engi- 
neers: Here's the ideal combination — 
Xcelite professional hand tools housed 
in a rugged, attractive attache case with 
your initials. Tools mounted in pockets 
on removable trays, plus generous space 
for test instruments, parts boxes, solder- 
ing gun and other tools. 

Your choice of two: Model TC-100/ST 
provides a larger, yet compact case con- 
taining 41 individual and 13 inter- 
changeable tools with 3 handles, and 5 
separately cased sets of drivers. Model 
TC-200/ST offers an economical selec- 
tion of 10 individual and 28 inter- 
changeable tools and handles for less 
demanding work. 

Ask your local distributor or write ... 

Weller-Xcelite 

Electronics Division 

The Cooper Group r 
P. O. BOX 728, 
APEX, NORTH CAROLINA27502 

new & timely (Continued from page 12) 
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Lamont Whitlock, Donald Thorne 
awarded Gernsback scholarships 

The fourth 1975-76 winner of the Hugo 
Gernsback Scholarship Award, a prize of 
$150 given annually to a deserving stu- 
dent in each of eight leading home study 
electronics schools, is Lamont C. Whit- 
lock. Winner of a WV-529A special ser- 
vice VOM donated monthly by RCA to the 
student who scores second highest in the 
contest is Donald Thome, Sr. 

Born in 1951 in Mayfield, KY, Lamont 
C. Whitlock enlisted in the Marine Corps 
in the spring of 1970. His interest in elec- 
tronics began with his in-service training 
as a radio-telecommunications mainte- 
nance man. Having left high school in a 
dispute over classes a month before 
graduation, he also acquired his High 
School GED certificate—with a score of 
95—while in the Marines. 

A, sr 
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LAMONT C. WHITLOCK 

Arrested in November 1974 while on a 
deer hunting trip, Lamont was convicted 
of carrying a concealed weapon without 
proper license and was sentenced to 10 
months in the county jail. Deciding to put 
his time to good use, he enrolled for the 
NRI Master TV/Audio Servicing course 
while working as instructor for the in- 
mates weight-training course, High 
School-GED program, and English and 
Math study programs. 

Donald J. Thorne, Sr., age 40, had to 
leave school at age 15 to help support 
his family. During his working years he 
became increasingly aware of the impor- 
tance of radio and electronics to many 
industries. 

He took a course with NRI, and in 1961 
graduated as an appliance service tech- 
nician. At present he is taking the Com- 
plete Communications Course, which he 
has almost completed. He has also en- 

X 1 
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DONALD J. THORNE, SR. 

rolled in the American School's High 
School course and has completed nine of 
the 18 units required for graduation. 

Electronics firms unlikely to 
take over digital watch sales 

Sales of digital watches will continue 
with watch companies rather than go into 
the hands of electronics marketeers as 
was the case with electronic calculators. 
This is the opinion of W. K. Weakland of 
Hughes Aircraft Company's microelec- 
tronics products division, probably the 
nation's largest producer of digital watch 
modules. 

"The watch business," said Weak- 
land, "has a long-established and suc- 
cessful merchandising pattern that watch 
companies know and electronics com- 
panies don't." Calculators, on the other 
hand, were a brand new product with no 
existing marketing channels. 

THE NEW GEMINI II DIGITAL WATCH, has a 
digital display which shows the time clearly 
under all light conditions from noonday sun 
to absolute darkness. Retal price is $395. 

The comments were made at the first 
public showing of the Longines Wittnauer 
Gemini II, for which Hughes makes the 
module. The new watch features a unique 
dual-display design, using both light- 
emitting diodes and liquid crystal display. 
The reflecting liquid crystal is most highly 
visible in brightest light; the LED display 
is activated in dim light or darkness. 
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The Computer System You Have Been Waiting For 

A BENCHMARK SYSTEM-Using the MOTOROLA M6800 benchmark microprocessor family. 

COMPUTER SYSTEM SuiTH 6800 
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Southwest Technical Products is proud to introduce the IVI6800 computer system. This system is based upon the 
Motorola I\/IC6800microprocessor unit (MRU) and it's matching family of support devices. The 6800 system was chosen 
for our computer because this set of parts is currently in our opinion the "Benchmark Family" for microprocessor 
systems. It makes it possible for us to provide you with a computer system having outstanding versitility and ease of use. 

In addition to the outstanding hardware system, the Motorola 6800 has without question the most complete set of 
documentation yet made available for a microprocessor system. The 714 page Applications Manual for example con- 
tains material on programming techniques, system organization, input/output techniques, and more. Also available is the 
Programmers Manual which details the various types of software available for the system and provides instructions for 
the programming and use of the unique interface system that is part of the 6800 design. The M6800 system minimizes 
the number of required components and support parts, provides extremely simple interfacing to external devices and 
has outstanding documentation. 

Our kit combines the MC6800 processor with the MIKBUG® read-only memory (ROM), This ROM contains the pro- 
gram necessary to automatically place not only a loader, but also a mini-operating system into the computers memory. 
This makes the computer very convenient to use because it is ready for you to enter data from the terminal keyboard 
the minute power is turned "ON". Our kit also provides a serial control interface to connect a terminal to the system. 
This is not an extra cost option as in some inexpensive computers. The system is controlled from any ASCII coded 
terminal that you may wish to use. Our CT-1024 video terminal is a good choice. The control interface will also work 
with any 20 Ma. Teletype using ASCII code, such as the ASR-33, or KSR-33. The main memory in our basic kit con- 
sists of 2,048 words (BYTES) of static memory. This eliminates the need for refresh interrupts and allows the system to 
operate at full speed at all times. Our basic kit is supplied with processor system, which includes the MIKBUG ROM, a 
128 word static scratch pad RAM, and clock oscillator bit rate divider; main memory board with 2,048 words, a serial 
control interface, power supply, cabinet with cover and complete assembly and operation instructions which include 
test programs and the Motorola Programmers Manual. 

If you have a Motorola 6800 chip 
set, we will sell you boards, or any 
major part of this system as a separ- 
ate item. If you would like a full 
description and our price list, circle 
the reader service number or send 
the coupon today. Prices for a com- 
plete basic kit begin at only 
$450.00. 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 
Q Enclosed is $450.00 I I or Master C. #  
□ or BAG ff Ex Date 

Bank -tt. 

For My SWTPC Computer Kit I I I 1 Send data package 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY- 
STATE ZIP 

Southwest Technical Products Corp., Box 32040, San Antonio, Texas 78284 
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letters 

RECTIFICATION 
Regarding your article, "Audio Signals 

You Never Bargained For" in the April 
1975 issue of Radio-Electronics, I felt 
compelled to write to you regarding de- 
tection of RF signals. I work as a tech- 
nician for the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation here in Toronto and our 
radio studios are about 100 yards from: 

CH 5TV transmitter 
CH 19 TV transmitter 
CH 25 TV transmitter 
FM station at 94.1 MHz 

We originally had considerable inter- 
ference from these transmitters and I 
thought you might be interested in our 
solutions. 

For a transistor stage, the solution is 
shown in Fig. 1. The 1000-ohm resistor 
and 200-pF capacitor should be as phy- 
sically close to the transistor as possible 
—preferably on the leads of the transistor 
itself. The 1000-ohm resistor is after the 
biasing network. 

The rectification is normally in the 1st 
stage of the mike, phono or tape preamp 

but the same method should be applied 
to later stages if required. The 200-pF 
capacitor with 1/4-in. leads has a series 
resonance of about 80 MHz but its very 

1— 

K 
200pF 

FIG. 1 
broad and will cover TV channels 4 
through 6 and FM band. I don't recom- 
mend going above 500 pF as the 

transistor could oscillate. 
For AM band, change the 1000-ohm 

resistor to a 1-mH RF choke and the 
capacitor to 470 pF. 

© 

IK 

20pF 

FIG. 2 
For 30 MHz; leave the resistor at 1000 

ohms (although a 20 /iH RF choke may 
work as well) and change the capacitor 

(continued on page 22) 
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It puts almost anythina 

to the test. 

RCA's new Industrial Maintenance 
and Appliance Tester. 
It's the one you've been looking for to check out just about 
everything. From appliances and electrical wiring to heating and 
cooling systems. 
With the special Thermistor Probe, unique LED Probe and Test 
Leads, the new WV-531A measures: Temperatures of liquids and 
gases to 500" F. Continuity: LED Probe lor extra visual check. AC 
and DC Voltage and Current (low DC Voltages with 0.05 V. F. S. range 
for thermocouples and other low-voltage devices). Resistance to 
over 1 megohm. AC Leakage (shock hazards). 
To buy the new WV-531 A, contact any one of the more than 1,000 
RCA Distributors worldwide. Or write RCA Distributor and Special 
Products Division, Bldg. 206-2, Cherry Hill Offices, Camden, N.J. 

Only $89. 
(Suggested price) 

mcluding Carrying 
Case, Probes, 

and Leads. 

ItCil 
Electronic 
Instruments 

Circle 9 on reader service card 



LIVE IN THE WORLD 

OF TOMORROW... TODAY! 
And our FREE 164 PAGE CATALOG is packed with 
exciting and unusual values in electronic, hobby 
and science items — plus 4.500 finds for fun. study 
or profit.. for every member of the family 

A BETTER LIFE 

YOU COME TO PHmDElPHI* BE SURE TO SEE TVH 

IN BmiNSTQW, H.J. ONLY 10 MINUTES AWAY 
EDMUfMD FACTORY STORE 

WORLD'S SMALLEST 
CALCUUTOR! 
Small but mighty! 8-digit, 4-func- 
tion electronic calculator does 
everything big ones do—even has 
automatic % key .for only 
$19.95. Take it anywhere. Fits in 
your pocket—2/3 size of cigarette 
pack. 3V2 oz. dynamo features 
floating decimal, constant key, lead zero depression, more! 
Includes plug-in rechargeable Ni-Cad battery pack. 2x3V2X 
9/16" with plenty of room for most fingers. Another Edmund 
first with advanced technology. 
Stock No. 1945EH . $19.95 Ppd. 

RUN A WORKING STEAM ROLLER! 
Authentic English hand-crafted model made of heavy-gauge metal, powered 
by steam so you can run it forward, 
backward, regulate speed, pull other models, lock roller and run engine 
independently. Just set steering or 
use the 12" extension steering rod 
and drive it yourself! The fun even 
includes a traditional black chimney for the exhaust, which 
can power the mighty whistle. To run, fill the safe vaporizing 
spirit lamp w/wood alcohol (not incl). 
No. 71,934 EH (4 lb.; 101/4x6x7")   $44.50 Ppd. 

PRO ELECTRONIC 
SOUND CATCHER 
Parabolic mike w/ IB3/," transpar- 
ent reflecting shield & 2 I.C.'s in 
amplifier magnifies signals lOOx 
that of omni direction mikes. Catch 
sounds never before heard! Highest 
signal to noise ratio poss. Ear- 
phones, tape recorder output, tripod socket; req. two 9v 
trans, batt. (not incl). 
No. 1649EH (SVi LB.) ... ,4299.00 Ppd. 
LOW COST MODEL; NO EARPHONES, ELECTR. CIRC. No. 1665 EH ... $149.95 Ppd. 
LOWER SENSITIVITY ECON. MOD. W/O ELECTR. 
No. 80,242 EH .. $89.50 Ppd. 

Q 
o 

AN ALPHA MONITOR FOR $34.95? 
Yes, because you built it! Use your 
ability to tune In your brainwaves, an aid to relaxation, concentration. 
Kit Incls. everything you need (ex- 
cept 9v trans, batt.) to own a portable 
self-cont. BIOFEEDBACK unit for a 
pittance; steth. earphones, electrode 
headband, solid-state circuitry; 5 microvolt sensitivity, more! Compl. assembly instructions & op. manual. With basic 
electronics knowledge, you can do it! 
No. 61,069 EH (KIT)   $34.95 Pod No. 71.809 EH (FULLY ASSEMBLED)   .$55.00 Ppd! 

aaaanj) 
Ezarl 

NEW! AUTOMATIC TIME-LAPSE PIX 
Terrific bargain! Under $200! 
Compares w/others at $450-$700. 
Get fabulous time/motion shots 

| * P with the versatile 37-ounce porta- 
y. J ble Edmund Time Machine. Con- 

' verts almost any camera to a 
— total time lapse system. Comes w/20" cable release for socket camerasr 20" electric cable 

for electronic remote or single frame socket types. Continu- 
ous variable interval from 0.5 to 300 seconds: built-in photo- 
cell control, more! Rechargeable power supply. 
No. 72.122 EH (6 x SVz x 2")  $199.95 Ppd. 
• ••••••••••••••••• 

TOTAL KIRLIAN 
PHOTOGRAPHY SET 
Explore "aura" photography w/ 
superb new self-contained Kirlian 
Electrophotography Research Unit. 
Terrific value at $139.95. Has 
everything but vinyl photo chang- 
ing bag. Ideal for color or b&w 
35mm, sheet or Polaroid film for 
photos up to 5x7" all without camera or lens. Variable voltage 12v to 32kv. Ultimate 

safety design—fully encased in plastic; patented electronics. 
Instrs. 
No. 72,104 EH (3x57/8x7%") $139.95 Ppd. 
No. 42,240 EH (CHANGING BAG) $6.50 Ppd. 

LOW COST 
7X INFRA RED VIEWER 
For Infra-red crime detection sur- 
veillance, security system align- 
ment, l.R. Detection, laser check- 
ing, nite wildlife study, any work 
req. l.R. detection & conv. to visible 
spectrum. Self cont. scope w/every- 
thing incl. l.R. light source. 6v or 12v power, 6032 l.R. converter tube, f/4.5 objective lens, 

adjust, triplet eyepiece. Focuses from 10' to infinity. 
No. 1659 EH (11x14V4x3")     $285.00 Ppd. 
WITHOUT LIGHT SOURCE 
No. 1663 EH   ...  $225.00 Ppd. 

ml 

BUILD THIS COMPUTER, 
SAVE $27 
Assembled, our amazing elec- 
tronic digital comouter Is $45. 
New kit lets you build it for almost 
Vi that! Easy to program, fun to operate; solve problems, play 
games, try to outwit it. Program 
it, give it problems, get results from electronic readout. Quickly learn "what makes a com- 

puter tick," how to program, soon program w/your prob- 
lems, data. 14 x 15" unit has 3 movable registers, patch 
cords & plugs; 2 manuals, cards, dice. Req. 3 AA batts., 
soldering. 
No. 72,105 EH (HI-IMPACT PLASTIC)  $17.95 Ppd. 

m 

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL 
STOPWATCH; $69.95 
A price breakthrough! New pocket 
size 4 oz. timer acc, to ± 2% of 
reading (1/100 sec. increments). Compares with others twice the 
price! Instant error-free read-outs 
to 9999.99 sec. (over 2% hr.). 

. . , ^ . Starts, stops, re-starts (accum- ulates). Mechanical pushbutton & electrical remote on/offs w/ any 3.5-150V AC/DC source. Plug-in jack. Incls. 9v batt. 
Solid state. 
NO. 1943 EH (2V»*4yjx»A-)   $69.95 Ppd. 
BELV?«2

c?yENT STOPWATCH (=t 0.01% OF LAST DIGIT) No. 1653 EH  $149.95 Ppd. 

MAIL COUPON FOR 
GIANT FREE 

CATALOG! 
164 PAGES 
4500 

MORE THAN 
UNUSUAL 
BARGAINS 

COMPLETE AND MAIL WITH CHECK, M. O. OR CHARGE NO. 
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 

How Many Stock No. 
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, NJ. 08007 ' 
Description 

I-* MKlaMind 
Completely new 1976 edition. New items, categories, ■ illustrations. Dozens of electrical and electromagnetic 

PLEASE SEND GIANT 
" FREE CATALOG "EH" 
' □ Charge my BankAmericard ' 

Prica Each 

'parts, accessories. Enormous selection of Astro-Charge my Master Charge *. a. u..ri|in, n,. nn n-.or. iinn.-tx nn xnx n-n..-.c n. 
| nomlcal Telescopes. Unique lighting and ecological I Add Handling eng.. $1.00, Orders Under $5.00 SOp, Orders Over $5.00 ■ itpmc Mirrncrnnac ninm-ular^ MormEfiai-c Maana** X Intprhank Nrt i I ■ ' ■ items. Microscopes, Binoculars, Magnifiers, Magnets, 
' Lenses, Prisms. Hard-to-get surplus bargains. Ingen 
| ious scientific tools. 1000's of components, 
j EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
! 300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 06007 
I Please rush Free Giant Catalog "EH". 
j Name   
■ Address    
J^City  State Zip. 

Interbank No. 
' My Card No. Is 

I ancloM Qcheck □ money order tor TOTAL $ 

Total 

Card Expiration Date  
30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. 
You must be satisfied or return 
any purchase in 30 days .for full 
refund. *$15.00 minimum 

n Signature- 

Name  
Address. 
City  _State_ .Zip_ 
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Demand for electronics technicians will continue to grow year after 
year, according to responsible projections, not only in broadcast control 
(shown here), but in hospitals...industry...offices...schools. Electronics 
is the field for tomorrow. 
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TO MOVE 

AHEAD IN 

Choose the one that's right for 
you, now. The one that can 
make your future more reward- 
ing, more secure, more enjoy- 
able. These steps to your better 
tomorrow are available from 
Electronics Technical Institute 
...the finest in electronics home 
study courses and programs! 

"Building" is a key word at 
Electronics Technical Institute. 
Whether your goal is to get into 
TV Repair and Service, get your 
FCC license, move into comput- 
ers, advance in your present job 
through learning solid-state 
technology, or become an elec- 
tronics draftsman, you build a 
solid future where the action has 
to come. 

You build that future on a 
foundation of learning that is 
useful... practical... step-by- 
step... hands-on. 

You build it from the begin- 
ning by a special, simplified, 
building-block teaching system 
called A utotext (exclusive with 
Electronics Technical Institute) 
that makes learning fun. You 
keep building, combining 
hands-mind-equipment in the 
most practical way, so you can 
"talk shop" or present an idea 
effectively, and you can also do 
the job! You've learned by 
doing and you gain all the con- 
fidence that comes with it. 

You build with the con- 
cerned personal help of a li- 
censed instructor who knows the 
subject and wants to know you. 
You build with the reputation of 
the school that began as the 
Marconi Institute back in 1909, 

In many phases of building 
your technical know-how, you 
use specially developed Project 
Kits that move in a logical se- 
quence, hands-on, from the first 
step through completion of bas- 
ic units. There is no surer way to 
build solid electronics knowl- 
edge and your own confidence 
in what you can do. 

Choose your future...here, 
and now! 

Fundamental Electronics 
Gel a solid foundation for en- 
tering the fast-moving world of 
electronics where today is great, 
and tomorrow will be greater. 
Learn it the simple, easy, step- 
by-step. programmed way 
calledAutotexl. exclusive-with 
ETI! 

Electronics Drafting 
Learn a vitally needed specialty 
that translates new tech- 



ELECTRONICS 

nological concepts and develop- 
ments to the practical drawing 
board. Become a specialist-in- 
demand. through ETI's training. 
Learn it at home...get your fu- 
ture moving now! 

Color TV Servicing 
There's a real future waiting for 
the established color television 
technician. You become that 
technician through this program 
that takes you step-by-step to 
theoretical and practical mastery 
of color TV. Get your tomorrow 
started today! 

Master TV/Radio Servicing 
Here is true "master" prepara- 
tion for a career that can take 
you as far as you want to go into 
radio and television servicing, 
both black and white and color. 
The helpful practical F.TI way 
can be your way to more money, 
security, success! 

Communications 
ETI's communications program 
opens up a whole range of ca- 
reer development possibilities in 
electronics. Solid-state receivers, 
solid-state audio equipment, 
communications equipment, 
CATV, as well as preparation 
for FCC-licensed positions in 
commercial broadcasting and 
mobile communications. You 
can find a real future here! 

\ 
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Industrial Electronics 
You open great career opportu- 
nities through this program, as 
instrumentation technician, 
electronic equipment main- 
tenance technician, electronic 
calculating machine technician 
and audio technician. It also 
prepares you to move into and 
up in communications, automa- 
tion and industrial electronics! 

n 

Digital Technology 
Join the digital revolution which 
is radically altering our lives to- 
day and tomorrow. Gel solidly 
trained in the new digital spe- 
cialties that can lead to a real fu- 
ture as a digital control tech- 
nician, electronic calculating 
machine technician, field repre- 
sentative, manufacturer's 
representative. 

Electronics Technology 
Learn electronics across the 
board! You'll be ready for real 
career advancement with train- 
ing that can lead to technical 
positions in communication, au- 
tomation and industrial elec- 
tronics, and can also help you in 
sales positions, management 
and administration. 

Computers 
ET1 offers training opportunities 
in Computer Technology and 
Computer Programming. Learn 
at home, and get ready to enter 
a field where incredible devel- 
opments are sure to continue. 
It's practical, useful—the step- 
by-step ETI way! 

Advanced Electronics 
Want greater challenges and ca- 
reer advancement? This course 
is for you. It can be valuable 
preparation not only for a tech- 
nical career, but also for the 
fields of sales, management and 
administration. Make your 
move now! 

Digital Electronics- 
Advanced 

Here's a special course for those 
already in the field of digital 
electronics, ready to move into 
more advanced areas. This is 
how to move up in sales, man- 
agement and administration. 
Here's your tomorrow! 

Black and White TV 
Servicing—Advanced 

This can be your own "ad- 
vance" source to black-and- 
white TV competence from A to 
Z. You'll construct a receiver 
yourself, if you wish. A key to 
life-time success! 

Industrial Instrumentation- 
Advanced 

Move up in the world...the 
wonderful electronics world! 
This course opens up a whole 
range of careers in the industrial 
field, as instrumentation tech- 
nician, laboratory technician, 
process control technician or 
electronic calculating machine 
technician. Get ready,..and go! 

Color TV Servicing— 
Advanced 

Here is the "graduate" course in 
color TV for those who already 
know television fundamentals. 
You'll learn color TV from lop 
to bottom, build your own set if 
you choose. A great way to 
build your future! 

Solid-State Electronics- 
Advanced 

Applications of transistors are 
increasing all the time and the 

transistor may be a break- 
through comparable in impor- 
tance to the development of nu- 
clear energy. Solid-state can 
mean your solid career develop- 
ment, too, through ETI! 

FCC License Preparation 
Here is real down-to-earth prac- 
tical preparation to take your 
3rd, 2nd, or 1st class Federal 
Communication Commission 
Radio-telephone License exam- 
inations. Get yourself ready now 
for any of the FCC-licensed po- 
sitions involving broadcasting, 
mobile communications, micro- 
wave communications links, 
marine communications equip- 
ment or in many other positions 
in solid-state, communications, 
CATV. Get ready for tomor- 
row... today! 

And it's simple to check it all 
out right now, with no obliga- 
tion—and no salesman will call. 
All it takes to get the colorful 
new 48-page ETI Career Book is 
a card or coupon. If you like 
electronics, you'll enjoy reading 
about it. You owe it to yourself 
to get the facts. 

The Career Book itself may 
be worth real money to you, as 
you make plans for your future 
and consider the many opportu- 
nities open to you through 
16 diflferent courses and 

(programs in 
electronics. 

To build a 
(future in elec- 
tronics, the 
first step is to 
send for your 
free ETI Ca- 
reer Book 
today! 

saELEcrmoMCS tbchmcal 

Electronics 

Technical Institute 
Division of Technical Home Study Schools 

Electronics Technical Institute, Dept. 2-479-125 
Little Falls, New Jersey 07424 
EH Send me the Electronics Technical Institute Career Book. 
Tell me how I can pet ahead In Eleccronics through ETI. I've checked Che fields of special interest to me. 
□ TV/Audio Servicing Q Communications Q Computers Q Business and Engineering Black and White FCC License Color AircraH Solid-Stale Marine CATV Mobile Two-Way Closed Circuit Microwave Video Recorders Radio Hi-Fi Siereo 
PI Check here for Veterans information. 
Name  

Digital Electronics Computer Technology Computer Programming 
Electronics Fundamentals Electronics DrafUng Industrial Electronics Advanced Electronics Industrial Instrumeniation Elcclronics Technology Medical Electronics 

Address_ 
Cilv  -Zip- 
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LETTERS 
(continued from page 16) 

to 470 pF. 
For UHF TV interference; try a ferrite 

bead in place of the 1000-ohm resistor 
and change the capacitor to a 10 pF 
ceramic. 

For Darlington input stage—same 
method. (See Fig. 2.) 

Now for the theory behind this. Con- 
sider a detector (base-emitter junction) 
and an antenna (See Fig. 3). If a capacitor 

IKIDUCED 
RF 

r 

/Tn 

FIG. 3 

is placed between point A and ground, 
the source is effectively shorted out as 
far as RF is concerned. This applies more 
RF to the base-emitter junction and 
makes matters worse! Connecting a ca- 
pacitor to point B (close to transistor) and 
to ground is not doing the job either. The 
reactance of the emitter capacitor is very 
high to RF, so the emitter resistor is in 
series with the capacitor across the base- 

emitter junction (see Fig. 4). Obviously, 
the best solution is to put the capacitor 
directly across the detector (base-emitter 
junction). The resistor in series with the 
detector gives a further improvement. 

It has not been my experience that the 
base-collector junction detects. Possibly 

FIG. 4 
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because of the high reverse-bias. Old 
germanium transistors never give any 
trouble due to their high base-to-emitter 
capacitance (low high-frequency re- 
sponse). 

For tubes, a 10,000-ohm resistor in the 
grid circuit once again, as close as pos- 
sible to socket, usually works best. NO 
CAPACITOR. (See Fig. 5.) 

The solution for integrated circuits is 
shown in Fig. 6. IC's are the hardest to 
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1 

i—sAAA- 

200 0r 

FIG. 6 

debugg primarily because its not gen- 
erally possible to get across the base- 
emitter junctions. 
T. R. BURNS 
Toronto, CANADA 

In your April 1975 issue, you published 
an article by Len Feldman entitled "Audio 
Signals You Never Bargained For." The 
article came at an appropriate time as I 
was having this type of trouble and could 
not determine what was causing it. 

I do quite a bit of tape recording of 
records as a retirement hobby. I recently 
constructed a single-channel 9-octave 
audio equalizer which I wanted to use 
while taping records. 

I have a small Sony 8FS-50W stereo 
(continued on page 28} 

Portable Digital 

Multimeter at an 

Analog Price 

9 9.9 

MODEL 280 
$9995 

Enjoy the benefits of 
auto-polarity digital read- 
out plus full overload 
protection and high-low 
power ohms for accurate 
tests in solid-state cir- 
cuits. 
Accuracy better than 
analog VOM's! 
22 RANGES 
Reads in decades: AC 
and DC volts and mA, 1- 
1000; ohms. 100-10 meg. 
Resolution: ImV, 1mA, 
0.1 ohm. 
Accuracy: DC typically 
±1% F.S.; AC and ohms 
typically ±2% F.S. ex- 
cept ±2.5% on highest 
range. Uses "C" cells. 
Optional AC adapter/ 
charger. 
In stock at your local 
distributor 

t 
PRECISION 

PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN 
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue Chicago. IL 60613 

Circle 12 on reader service card 

Affordable frequency counter for 

jobs that have always needed one 

1 
c 

EK2I 

A 
1' ESC=1 PRODUCT OF DYNAI^N * 

MODEL 1801 $230 

With a good autoranging frequency counter you can watch 
oscillator adjustments, monitor RF and audio frequen- 
cies precisely, do fast production testing, check critical 
countdown chains, calibrate signal generators, check 
pull-in range of AFT circuits and CB frequencies ac- 
curately. The 1801 is good because its accuracy is 
typically belter than 10PPM; it typically reads 10Hz- 
60MHz and is guaranteed to read 20Hz-40MHz. It's auto- 
matic—there's just one control and gate times, decimal 
points and scalings are automatically selected for best 
speed and accuracy. And it's fast—the display is re- 
freshed up to 5 times per second. 
In stock at your distributor. 

'gKPRECISION 

PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN 
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue Chicago, IL 60613 
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This automatic transistor tester 

works in-circuit when others can't. 

ZtfpHicisia 
520 TBANSISTOP TESTER 

OUT OF CIRCUIT 

leakage 
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520 Dynapeak0 

$150.00 

Now you can avoid wasting time unsoldering 
good transistors that test bad in-circuit and good 
out-of-circuit because of erroneous testing. With 
B&K-Precision Dynapeak'™' Transistor Tester you 
can quickly determine whether a transistor is 
good or bad in circuits where automatic transis- 
tor testers have never worked before. Low im- 
pedance circuits are becoming more and more 
common in TV, audio and industrial controls—and 
the Dynapeak1™' pulse testing system will let you 
test transistors in these circuits which have shunt 
impedances as low as 10 ohms or 50 mfd! 

COMPLETE TEST IN 9 SECONDS: 

You connect the leads any way, turn the switch 
and the rest is automatic: Pulsating audio tone 
and a light automatically indicate a good device. 
PNP or NPN determination and Germanium or 
Silicon identification are automatically indicated 
by LED's. Leakage tests require no charts, be- 
cause leakage current limits are shown on the 
meter face for the different kinds of devices. 

Actual transistor action is determined in-circuit— 
not just junction or diode characteristics: you 
know you're making a valid test. 

Write for our full color brochure explaining why 
the Dynapeak1™' transistor testing system will 
stop time-wasting diagnostic errors and speed 
solid state servicing. 

EVEN WORKS IN CIRCUITS LIKE THIS! 
If you don't have a 520 Dynapeak'™', you'll have 
to unsolder the transistor to test it in this circuit. 
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PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN 
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue-Chicago. IL 60613 
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8 great Hcathkit ideas for winter 

enjoy build-it-yourself, service-it-yourself savings 

'm? 

D 

Digital-Design 
Color TVs 

Now, enjoy the 
super performance 

of Digital-Design 
TV in 5 picture 

sizes — 
25, 21,19, 17,15. 

IB 
e;n.HD 

The design the experts say leads 
the way in advanced technology. 

Whatever picture size you choose as 
best for you, the technical advances of 
the design that startled the industry are 
yours in Heathkit Color TV. 

On-Screen Channel Numbers 
Big, bright, white numbers you can see 

from any angle, even across the room. 
Adjustable in brightness. 
Positionable anywhere 
on the screen. Adjust- 
able for time duration of 
uptolVz minutes or they 
can remain on all the. 
time, at your option.The numbers change 
as you change channels. No other chan- 
nel readout is as convenient. 

On-Screen Clock Time 
Here's a $29.95 option that's a marvel 

of convenience, too. Big %" numbers 
appearing just below the channel num- 
bers tell you the exact time every time 
you change channels. Right down to the 
second, if you wish. And it displays in 
12 or 24-hour format. 

Fixed-Filter for Best Pictures Longer 
Unique. Exclusive. Heath-designed cir- 

cuitry incorporates a fixed L-C type filter 
with an integrated-circuit IF amplifier to 

produce an ideally shaped bandpass. 
That means you not only get less adja- 
cent channel interference, but also con- 
sistently excellent color pictures year 
after year because it never needs peri- 
odic instrument alignment.These Heathkit 
Color TVs always look better. 

100% Solid-State 
And more integrated circuits than any. 

The only tube in these sets is the picture 
tube. This sophisticated circuitry gives 
you less interference, truer colors, more 
precise, reliable tints, improved sensi- 
tivity, greater noise immunity, and better 
picture definition. Solid long-life perform- 
ance. 

The Differences 
Tuning. In the 25v and 21v sizes, you 

get Total Electronic Touch Tuning. Silent 
varactor tuners, no moving parts. A pro- 
grammable digital counter controls the 
tuning—sweeping up or dowrHhe 16 pre- 
selected channels. And remote control 
of all functions is just $89.95. In the small 
screen sizes, the tuning is all-channel 
detent type. 

One-Button Picture Control in the three 
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NEW High Fidelity 
AM/FM Table Radio 

At last, a table radio worth listening to... 
one that performs like hi-fi components, 
5 nV sensitivity: ceramic filters for 60 dB 
selectivity; and an output power of 5 
waffs, minimum rms, at less than 1% total 
harmonic distortion, from 60 to 15,000 Hz 
into its 8 ohm full range high compliance 
speaker. The closed cabinet features a 
teak wood grain vinyl covering and black, 
molded double-knit jersey front panel. 
Kit GR-1085, $99,95 

NEW Programmable 
Electronic "Doorbell" 

Put a song at your doorstep with this 
unique kit. Program it to play your favor- 
ite song. C through C "keyboard" with 
plug-in leads for up to 16 notes. Change 
your tune when you wish to celebrate a 
season, anniversary, birthday, or special 
party. One watt sound power; controls 
for tuning, volume, speed, and decay 
characteristics. Kit TD-1089, $44.95 

smaller sets restores brightness, con- 
trast, color and tint to pre-set levels at the 
touch of a button. Child-proof perform- 
ance. 

Latest-design Picture Tubes. In the 
two larger sets you enjoy brighter pic- 
tures with greater contrast thanks to the 
deluxe Black (negative) Matrix tubes. 
The three table models use picture tubes 
with the new precision in-line gun and 
slotted shadow mask for greater light 
output and picture realism. 

Easier to build and service. 
Plug-in circuit modules and wiring har- 

nesses make these sets the easiest to 
build of all. And the new digital-design 
Dot Generator, slide-out Service Drawer 
and Test Meter make self-service easier. 

Compare the value. 
Send for your free Heathkit catalog, 

choose the model you prefer. Then com- 
pare it with any brand — we think you'll 
agree you get more for your money with 
Heathkit Digital-Design Color TV. 

For as low as $399.95, you can enjoy 
Heathkit Digital Design Color TV. 

NEW versatile, low 
cost 5-digit counter 

Measures frequency from 5 Hz to 30 MHz, 
period to 99.999 seconds, counts events 
to 99,999, and it will operate on 120 VAC 
or 12 VDC. As a freq. counter it will re- 
solve to 1 Hz; sensitivity is 15 mV above 
50 Hz, 50 mV below 50 Hz. In the period 
mode, it will resolve to 1 msec. Has Over- 
range indicator; gate lamp; 3-position in- 
put attenuator: 10 MHz time base. Kit 
IM-4100, $129.95 
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MODULUS™ 
The new total-flexibility music 
system. For your changing needs. 

Heath proudly introduces MODULUS. 
The totally modular music system that 
enables you to make of it what you will, 
change it when you like. With complete 
freedom. Without obsolescence. 

As you like it. 
Performance and versatility as in the fin- 
est of separate components, yet with the 
convenience of an integrated receiver. 

Your MODULUS custom music system 
begins with Module I, the AN-2016 Digital 
AM/FM Tuner/Preamplifier. A superb FM 
tuner with sophisticated circuitry and 
exceptional specifications (four Vz" LEDs 
display frequencies; dual JFET, 4-gang 
tuner with 1.7 sensitivity; digital dis- 
criminator; LC IF filter with over 100 dB 
selectivity; phase-locked loop multiplex 
with over 40 dB separation). AM you'll 
really enjoy hearing (dual-gate MOSFET 
tuner and mixer stages; computer-de- 
signed 9-pole LC IF filter for no align- 
ment; shielded loop antenna). A superla- 
tive preamplifier that functions in stereo 
or 4-channel modes with specifications 
unlike any component we've ever offered. 
Distortion below 0.05% even at full out- 

r: 

NEW 3-Way Speaker 
Looks and sounds like it should cost $100 
more! High performance 3-way system 
has a 10" woofer, 41/2" mid-range, 1" 
dome tweeter. Drives with 10 watts, yet 
a super-power amp reveals its unusual 
dynamic range and high power handling 
capabilities. Enclosure has walnut veneer 
on all sides and front for use without the 
black foam grille. Tweeter and front- 
mounted switch plate are interchange- 
able for optimum imaging in horizontal 
or vertical position. Kit AS-1373, $149.95 

J 

put. Hum and noise are 80 dB below a 
0.25 v. input even in the high-level sec- 
tion. A phono preamp with over 94 dB dy- 
namic range — better than most records! 
Versatile control center. Special speaker 
protecting circuitry. Four lighted output 
meters with 40 dB dynamic range. Sepa- 
rate bass, treble, and level controls for 
front and back channels. Master volume 
control. 21 pushbutton switches that 
light when activated. They include; out- 
put; inputs (stereo phono, CD-4, aux., 
tape, tape monitor, dubbing AM and FM); 
mode (mono, stereo front channels, stereo 
4 channels, SQ, and discrete 4-channel); 
high filler; low filter; loudness; tone flat; 
squelch defeat; FM Dolby; and power. 
Use it as a tuner only, as a driver for your 
present power amps, as a control center 
for taping, so good you can even use it 
as a broadcast station monitor. Kit AN- 
2016, $599.95 

Expand your MODULUS system with 
your choice of stereo power amplifiers. 
Module II is the medium power AA-1505. 
Module III is the high power AA-1506. 

35 or 60 watts, min. RMS, per channel 
into 8 ohms at less than 0.1% distortion 
from 20-20,000 Hz. Styled to match the 
Module I tuner/preamp. Add one of either 
power level for a stereo receiver; add two 
for a 4-channel receiver. Kit AA-1505, 
$159.95; AA-1506, $179.95 

Choose your mode and input. Module 
IV is the FM Dolby module AD-1504 for 
reduced noise and greater dynamic 
broadcast range ($39.95). Module V is 
the CD-4 Demodulator for the spacious 
sound of CD-4 discrete 4-channel rec- 
ords ($79.95). Module VI is the SQ De- 
coder for quadraphonic separation of 
matrixed material; full logic and variable 
blend ($49.95). All are housed inside the 
tuner/preamp module. 

A "Living" music system. 
MODULUS is designed for you — the way 
you live — today and tomorrow. It can 
grow with you, adapt to your changing 
life style, flex with changing technology. 
Whatever your desires in music systems, 
now and later, MODULUS. 

VPV NEW Digital Stopwatch 
Programmable — for the time of your 
sporting life. You program in a time (up 
to 9 hours, 59 min., 59 sees.) and it will 
count up to that time or down from it to 
zero. Or it will count 99 hours, 59 mins., 
59:99 sees, in the five other functions 
which include; Start/Stop Elapsed; Se- 
quential; Total Activity: Split; & Start/ 
Stop Activity, 8 digits & 2 IC counters 
with accuracy to ±0.003% & resolution 
to 1/100th second. Jacks for external 
trigger and alarm. Includes nickel-cad. 
batteries & charger. Kit GB-1201, $99.95 

NEW 2-Way Telephone Amps 
Amplified "talk" and amplified "listen", 
with or without dialer. Real hands-free 
convenience — use from 10' away. VOX 
control silently switches from built-in 
microphone to speaker without clipp'ed 
words or feedback squeals. GD-1112 
works with regular phone. GD-1162 with 
built-in dial and electronic ringer works 
like an extension phone. Easy to build, 
convenient for use at home or office. Kit 
GD-1112, $49.95; Kit GD-1162, $69.95. 

You can build it better, let us show you how. Send for FREE catalog. 
"Fan 15711 

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS - 
Units of Schlumberger Products Corporation 
Retail prices slightly higher. 
ARIZ.: Phoenix; CALIF.: Anaheim, El Cerrito, Los Angeles, Pomona, Redwood City, 
San Diego (La Mesa), Woodland Hills; COLO.; Denver; CONN.: Hartford (Avon): FLA.; 
Miami (Hialeah), Tampa; GA.: Atlanta; ILL.: Chicago, Downers Grove; IND.; Indian- 
apolis; KANSAS: Kansas City (Mission); KY.; Louisville; LA.; New Orleans (Kenner); 
MD.: Baltimore, Rockville; MASS.: Boston (Wellesley), Boston (Peabody); MICH.: 
Detroit: MINN.; Minneapolis (Hopkins); MO,- St. Louis (Bridgeton); NEB,: Omaha; 
N.J.: Fair Lawn; N.Y Buffalo (Amherst), New York City, Jericho (L.l.), Rochester, 
White Plains; OHIO: Cincinnati (Woodlawn), Cleveland, Columbus, Toledo; PA.: 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh; R.I.: Providence (Warwick); TEXAS: Dallas, Houston: VA.: 
Norfolk (Va. Beach); WASH.: Saattle; W1S.: Milwaukee, 

[ 
Schlumberger Heath Company, Dept. 20-12 

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

□ Please send my free Heathkit Catalog. 

PRICES ARE MAIL OnOEIt, F.O.B. FACTORY. PRICES A SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. CL-575A 
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Everything 

we make 

has you 

in mind. 

When you're looking for profit- 
able electronic lines, look to 
RCA Distributor and Special 
Products Division 

TEST EQUIPMENT & 
ACCESSORIES 

EXACT REPLACEMENT 
PARTS 

SK REPLACEMENT 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

FLAMEPROOF 
RESISTORS 

COLOR & BLACK-AND- 
WHITE PICTURE TUBES 

RECEIVING TUBES 

INDOOR & OUTDOOR 
ANTENNAS 

ANTENNA HARDWARE 

ANTENNA ROTATORS 

CAR RADIOS & TAPE 
PLAYERS 

STEREO SPEAKER 
SYSTEMS 

SCANNERS 

BATTERIES 

. . . AND MORE 

See your RCA distributor. Or, 
for more information, contact 
RCA Distributor and Special 
Products Division, Bldg. 206-2 
Cherry Hill Offices, Camden, 

to New Jersey 08101. 
o 
-z. 

iltCil 

5 Distributor and 
^ Special Products Division 

PIONEERS 

OF 

RADIO 

by FRED SHUNAMAN 

ELIHU THOMSON 

THE EFFECTS OF RADIO WAVES WERE 
probably first noted by Professor Edwin 
Houston of Philadelphia, in 1871. At- 
tempting to improve the 6-inch spark 
from a new induction coil, he attached 
one end of the secondary to a water 
pipe and the other to a large insulated 
conductor, in this case a metal still. 
This made the spark stronger, though a 
little shorter. Houston called it a "con- 
densing" (we would say capacitance) 
effect. 

He noted that when the coil was so 
connected, sparks could be drawn from 
metal objects in the room, especially 
grounded ones, and that he could light 
the gas with the spark that jumped 
when he brought a finger close to the 
metal gas jet. He did not understand 
the effect and referred to it as electrical 
losses. 

Four years later, Edison announced 
his discovery of "etheric force." He did 
not believe it was electrical, because it 
could not be detected with a galvanom- 
eter and did not affect the gold-leaf 
plates of an electroscope. 

Houston and his associate Elihu 
Thomson, chemistry professor at Phil- 
adelphia's Central High School, dis- 
cussed the new force. Thomson de- 
cided: "This is not a new force—it is 
electrical, in the form of sudden im- 
pulses reversed rapidly, as it might be 
termed." Rigging up the 1871 equip- 
ment (with a smaller spark coil) they 
set out to prove the new force was elec- 
trical in nature. Professor Thomson 

EDWIN HOUSTON 

was able to draw sparks from door- 
knobs with a short, sharp lead pencil, 
first in the same room as the coil and 
then on succeedingly higher floors till 
he drew sparks from the observatory 
library doorknob on the sixth floor, 
about 100 feet from the "transmitter." 

Houston and Thomson debated Edi- 
son's conclusions in the Journal of the 
Franklin Institute and in the Scientific 
American Supplement. They explained 
that the reason Edison's "force" did not 
act like ordinary (direct current) elec- 
tricity was that each impulse that pro- 
duced a spark was succeeded by a re- 
verse impulse, an "inverse current" as 
they called it. This neutralized any ef- 
fect the first current would have had on 
an instrument, if indeed the first cur- 
rent lasted long enough to have pro- 
duced any effect at all. (If they had 
known that the first two were followed 
by a series of "direct" and "inverse" 
currents of decreasing amplitude, they 
would have had a complete theoretical 
explanation.) 

Unfortunately for radio, Thomson's 
great talents led him in other directions. 
He left teaching and with his friend and 
associate Houston started designing 
and manufacturing electric generators 
and motors, and arc lighting and resis- 
tance welding equipment. Their com- 
pany combined with Edison's in 1892 
to form General Electric, though the 
Thomson-Houston firm name still exists 
and is important in a number of foreign 
countries. R-E 
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While your customers hear real life, 

you'll hear the sound of sales. 

With RCA Scan-Aire Scanning Monitors. 
One of the greatest names in consum- 

er electronics now introduces a line with 
built-in excitement: Scan-Aire. 

Four brand-new scanning monitors 
that let your customers hear the real life 
drama of police, fire, ambulance, marine, 
and other public service broadcasts. 

Two home/mobile units — an 8-channel 3- 
band and a 10-channel 4-band, operable 
on 120-V AC or 12-V DC. 

Two Pockette units — a Hi-Lo VHF and a 
UHF, operable on regular or rechargeable 
batteries (not furnished), car lighter sock- 
et or 120-V AC, with optional adapter. 

And all Scan-Aire monitors come with 
the popular features that make RCA 
number one and make you money. 

How does that scan? 
For more information, contact your 

RCA distributor or RCA Distributor and 
Special Products Division, Bldg 206-2, 
Cherry Hill Offices, Camden, N.J. 08101. 

ItCil 

Scan-Aire 
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60% MOPF POWEP! 

For the past seven years, regular TUN-O-WASH has been the 
best (and best selling) degreaser on the market. However, 
intensive research and field testing have enabled us to make new 
Super TUN-O-WASH 50% stronger. 

SuperTUN-O-WASH melts away grease, oil, dirt and corrosion, 
leaving contacts like new. It does a better job than any othertuner 
degreaser on the market. What's more, it's ecomonical, since it 
cleans IViz times as many tuners as regular TUN-O-WASH. 
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Try Super TUN-O-WASH 
in either the 24 oz. size or 
the new 12 oz. caddy size. 
You'll love it. 

CHEMTftONICS 
INCORPORATED 

45 HOFFMAN AVE., HAUPPAUGE, N.Y. 11787 
Our business is improving yours. 

c 
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LETTERS 
(continued from page 22) 

AM/FM receiver thru which I can play 
and tape records but it is not equipped 
with tape monitor in and out circuit, so 
I constructed a separate phono preamp 
using an LM381 IC. Now when I connect 
the record player thru the preamp, then 
equalizer, to the tape recorder (Sony 
model TC-353), I can tape a record and 
monitor the taped result on my speakers. 
But at times while taping I'd hear inter- 
ference—sometimes music, sometimes 
voices. Checking this out I found I was 
hearing an FM station and at times an 
Amateur would be heard. 

As suggested by Mr. Feldman, I put 
a 250 pF capacitor across the input of 
the preamp and that helped considerably. 
I tried the capacitor and inductor setup 
suggested using first a 1.5 fiH inductor 
and then a 5.6 ^iFI, but it didn't seem to 
improve things. I was told that the 
shielded cables normally used are made 
with a spiral shield instead of braided 
shield. I had some single-conductor 
braided shield cable and tried that but 
it didn't help. 

Mr. Feldman said if enough interest 
was shown he would have more informa- 
tion on this subject. Are more articles 
coming up? I would like to get all in- 
formation available on this subject. I 
wrote to the local FCC but they were of 
no help. I am writing to EIA to see what 
they will do. 
A. A. HOLLIGER 
Los Angeles, CA 

Mr. Feldman is patiently awaiting read- 
er responses to determine if there is 
enough interest for a follow-up article. 
Your response has been taken into con- 
sideration. 

How about the rest of our readers? 
If you know of any other sources of in- 
formation on rectification, let us know 
so we can pass it on—Editor. 

CLEARING HOUSE FOR SECURITY 
I've been an avid reader of your pub- 

lication for many years. I particularly look 
forward to the excellent articles on 
security systems and I am presently at- 
tempting to write a book on the subject. 
In reviewing the many articles you have 
presented over the years, I noted that a 
gentleman volunteered to act as a "clear- 
ing house" for your TV Typewriter. I 
would like to avail myself as a "clearing 
house" for security systems. Readers 
that would like to participate In exchang- 
ing ideas, approaches and problems can 
write to me at the following address: Don 
Johanson, 1860 Polk St., Concord, CA 
94521. In turn I will compile the informa- 
tion and distribute it to those interested. 
(A self-addressed, stamped envelope 
will help.) 

My book, when completed, will cover 
fire/intrusion detection, controls and 
alarms with sections on do-it-yourself 
circuits and low-cost measures that can 
be taken to reinforce areas of entry. 

Keep the security articles coming—in 
these times we need them. 
DONALD P. JOHANSON 
Concord, CA. R-E 
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TV games are great fun to play. 

But they are also exciting 

examples of how to use modern 

electronics. Come along and 

see how they work 

by LARRY STECKLER 
EDITOR 

TV Games At Home 

FOR A CONSIDERABLE NUMBER OF YEARS, 
we sat in front of our TV sets and let them 
entertain us with moving pictures on that 
little screen. In the time that we've en- 
joyed TV, the screen has gotten larger and 
is still growing, and we've gone from back 
and white pictures to full living color. And 
now there are even some experiments with 
stereophonic sound. 

Yet there is a new kind of entertainment 
being offered on that home TV screen— 
it's a Ping-Pong game, a soccer field, a 
shooting gallery and others and you, who 
until now have been a passive viewer get 
to control the action. 

By now, we've all been exposed to the 
coin-operated games in hotel lobbies and 
"penny" arcades, but those games have 
finally moved into the livingroom. You 
just take the little black box with two or 
four knobs on the top, connect it to your 
TV receiver and instantaneously convert 
that set into a home game center—a center 
that lets you play any one of several 
games, keep score and includes sound ef- 
fects too. 

The first of these games to reach the 
home was the Magnavox Odyssey, In its 
original form, it offered no sound, but did 
permit the user to play a multitude of 
games by placing printed plastic overlays 
on the screen of the set to form the game- 
board. Now Magnavox has gone one step 
better. They've added sound effects along 
with scoring and pattern generation, to 
create the field upon which you play and 
produce the sound effects that add realism. 

We've all seen the games, but the real 
question is do we know how they work. 
Thanks to an awful lot of cooperation 
from the Magnavox engineering staff in 
Fort Wayne, Indiana, we are able to bring 
you details on how their system functions. 

Odyssey 200 
The 200 is a self-contained unit that 

connects to the antenna terminals of any 
TV set. It is powered by either six "C" 
cells or an external 9-volt DC power sup- 
ply. Three games are offered—Hockey, 
Tennis and Smash. Either two or four 
players can play. 

The unit connects to the TV receiver 
and delivers its signal via a 50 ohm coaxial 
cable through an antenna switchbox to the 
set's VHP antenna terminals. The switch 
selects either the game or an external VHP 
signal. Since this unit is a Class 1 TV de- 
vice, it meets all of the required FCC reg- 
ulations. The switch box prevents game 
signals from being fed into the antenna 
system. 

Before we look at how the unit works, 
let's briefly describe the three games that 
can be played. First is Hockey, which can 
be played with either two or four players, 
a ball, a left wall and a right wall on the 
screen. In the 4-player mode, each oppo- 
nent has vertical position control of two 
players (both move vertically by means of 
one control) and horizontal control of one 
player (the other player is fixed horizon- 
tally). The two walls have openings 
(goals) at the center. As the ball moves 
across the screen and contacts one of the 
walls, it reverses direction. 

If the ball is moving to the right and 
contacts the right opponent's player, it re- 
verses direction to the left and the right 
opponent has ball control. If the ball is 
moving to the right and touches the left 
opponent's player (it may have rebounded 
off the left wall), it continues to the right, 
but the vertical ball control is now in the 
possession of the left opponent. The ball 
cannot go off the top or the bottom be- 
cause black rebound walls return the ball 

to the playing field with a bounce. A score 
is made for the left opponent when the 
ball passes through the right goal regard- 
less of who has ball control. The right op- 
ponent scores when the ball passes out 
through the left goal. 

The second game is Tennis, and again 
there can be either two or four players, a 
ball and a center wall. The ball does not 
rebound from the center wall. The op- 
ponents attempt to make each other miss 
the ball as it moves across the screen. A 
score is made for the left opponent when 
the ball passes out the right side of the 
screen and a score is made for the right 
opponent when the ball passes out the left 
side of the screen. Just as in Hockey, the 
ball will not go off the top or the bottom 
because black rebound walls return the 
ball to the playing field with a bounce. 

The third game is Smash and there can 
be only two players, a ball and a left wall. 
The ball rebounds to the right off the wall 
and to the left off the players. Opponents 
attempt to make each other miss the ball. 
A score is made for the opponent who last 
had ball control when the ball passes out 
the right side of the screen. Just as in 
Hockey and Tennis, the ball will not go 
off the top or bottom because black re- 
bound walls return the ball to the playing 
field with a bounce. The ball is reset by 
touching the wall with a player. 

How it works 
Signal from the unit is fed into the TV 

set on either channel 3 or channel 4, The 
choice is up to the user and the active 
channels in his area. The heart of the unit 
is a network of six integrated circuits (see 
block diagram in Fig. 1), IC1 contains the 
regulated power supply, right-wall genera- 
tor, syc generator, and rebound circuitry. 
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FIG. 1—TOTAL SYSTEM OF MAGNAVOX ODYSSEY shown in block diagram form. 
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Another, IC2 contains two user adjustable 
(horizontal and vertical position) player 
generators. IC3 contains the ball genera- 
tor, the left-wall generator and the wall 
gate on-off. IC4, like IC2 has two operator 
adjustable (vertical position only) player 
generators. ICS contains the game select 
logic, video summer, serving delay, hori- 
zontal video blanking, ball horizontal di- 
rection and ball vertical control selection 
flipflops, IC6 contains the circuitry for on- 
screen bar scorekeeping. 

Spot generator 
Figure 2 is a block diagram of a spot 

generator, the basic building block of the 
Odyssey system. All video spots are gener- 
ated using this system and varying the size 
and polarity of the vertical pulse. The ver- 
tical and horizontal sections both operate 
in the same manner so we need only de- 
scribe one of them here. Vertical sync is 
used to control the switching that transfers 
the position control voltage to the timing 
capacitor. Constant-current source Ii be- 
gins to discharge the timing capacitor. 
When the voltage reaches the first trip 
point, voltage comparator 1 output goes 
high (see timing diagram in Figure 2-b). 
Since the output of the comparator 2 is 
still low and the output of inverter 1 is 
high, the output of and gate 1 goes high 
too. This high level turns I» on increasing 
the discharge rate of the timing capacitor. 

When the timing voltage reaches the 
second trip point, the output of compar- 
ator 2 goes high, causing the output of 
and gate 1 to go low, L turns off and the 
timing capacitor continues to discharge at 

VERT 
POSITION SECOND CONTROL FIRST VOLTAGE 

COMPARATOR 
I 

VOLTAGE TRIP VOLTAGE TRIP COMPARATOR POINT POINT REFERENCE VERI REFERENCE 
SYNC 

NVERTER 
VERT 

1 TIMING 
CAPACITOR VERT PULSE INVERTER USED IN 

WALL GENERATOR ONLY T 
12 >0 .POT 

VIDEO 

HORIZ 
HORIZ PULSE POSITION HORIZ SECTION 

SAME AS VERT 
SECTION ABOVE 

CONTROL 
VOLTAGE 

HORIZ 
SYNC n_ HORIZ OR VERT SYNC F 

HORIZ OR VERT TIMING 
CAPACITOR HORIZ 

TIMING 
CAPACITOR COMPARATOR t_ 

COMPARATOR 2_ 
INVERTER 1 

HORIZ OR VERT PULSE_ 
VERT PULSE FDR" 

b WALL (INVERTER 2) 
FIG. 2—THE SPOT GENERATOR is the basic building block of the Odyssey system. It creates 
all the spots on the game field. 

the lower rate. The width (height) of the 
spot is determined by the size of the ca- 
pacitor and I2 since h is much larger than 
Ii. The position of the spot is determined 
by the capacitor, F and the position con- 
trol voltage. 

To produce the video spot, the output 
of the vertical section is combined with 
the output of the horizontal section in an 
and gate. In the case of a wall, the output 
of the vertical section is first inverted. This 
produces a goal for the hockey game. In 
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tennis and smash, 
turned off. 

the vertical section is 

FIG. 3—THERE ARE THREE DISTINCT PARTS lo this IC; the video summer, coincidence con- 
trols, and a logic control system. 

Video summer-logic 
ICS (Fig. 3) has three distinct sections, 

the video summer, coincidence circuits 
(which operate ball and vertical ball con- 
trol flip flops) and logic control systems. 

The video summer is a 5-input or gate 
with horizontal and vertical sync added to 
the output of the gate through an exclu- 
sive-or gate. 

The purpose of the coincidence gate is 
to detect coincidence of the ball with the 
players or walls, depending on which 
game is being played. The proper coinci- 
dence will immediately operate the ball 
and vertical ball control flip flops. Vertical 
ball control flip flop controls polarity of 
the voltage applied to the player control 
and thus determines who has control over 
the vertical direction of the ball. In the 
tennis game, the flip flop output is also 
used to determine horizontal direction of 
the ball, since in this game ball direction 
change and vertical ball control must 
occur at the same time. 

The ball flip-flop output operates the 
sound beeper and in hockey and handball 
it also controls ball horizontal direction. 
The sound beeper, by the way, is simply a 
ceramic transducer that produces a sound 
output each time the ball strikes the side 
of the game or one of the paddles (play- 
ers). 

Logic-control circuitry is connected to 
the game select switch. When this switch 
is on, as in the handball (smash) position, 

(Continued on page 71} 
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new digital 

color TV 

tuning system 

General Instrument's Omega system features channel 

selection via a keyboard and a new memory that stores 

channel information for ten years without power. 

by KARL SAVON 
SEMICONDUCTOR EDITOR 

THE SMELL OF ADVANCED WORK BEING 
done on new convenience oriented TV 
tuning systems is in the air. A number 
of systems are already being sold. The 
best of them use varactor tuners. Com- 
plete elimination of mechanical switch- 
ing is the recognized goal. 

People want to be able to select and 
scan stations with the same ease as they 
dial telephones with a touch-tone key- 
board. The technology is available to- 
day but has been given a low priority 
because of the unencouraging sales his- 
tory of deluxe and remote-control 
tuners. Brand new semiconductor de- 
velopments have given set designers 
updated food for thought. Hopefully 
they can build improved, nearly per- 
fect, systems. Hopefully as the device 
processes get into high production 
swing the system prices will fall signi- 
ficantly below those of some of the 
unreliable mechanical monsters that 
have come and gone in the last decade. 

General Instruments has done their 
research and development painstaking- 
ly. They have come up with a calcula- 
tor type keyboard-controlled system 
with a couple of unusual features that 
put it in the technological forefront. 

First and foremost it uses an 
EAROM, an Electronically Alterable 
Read Only Memory. NCR Corporation 
developed the unique memory and put 
it into high volume production in its 
electronic business machines. What the 
seemingly paradoxical tag EAROM 

w means is that although the memory is 
g primarily designed to be used to store 
O data that is used over and over with- 
i- out modification, the data can be o uj changed if necessary. The rewrite pro- 
[u cess is slow so the memory is not good 
0 for a general purpose computer. But 
Q high memory speed is unimportant for 
1 the TV tuner application. 
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Second, the memory is non-volatile. 
The data stored in its cells will remain 
there for years, as much as ten years 
even with no power supplied to the 
device. There is no need for standby 
power or battery supplies of any type. 

Third, there are none of those banks 
of pots that so many designs use to store 
the channel information by their me- 
chanical positions. All tuning informa- 
tion is stored electronically inside the 
memory. There is only a single pot that 
can be used to reset the memory cells, 
but may never have to be touched by 
the viewer for the life of the set. 

System elements 
Figure 1 shows all the components 

of the system except for the relatively 
few interconnecting wires and the rare- 
ly used setup controls. On the left is the 
UHF-VHF tuner pair. General Instru- 
ments has been the major world TV 
supplier for this component. Last year 
they even sold UHF tuners to Japan. 
Next on the right are the four chips 
including the non-volatile memory. 
This is the heart and brain of the sys- 
tem. 

Pj 

PROTOTYPE of Omega system is 4-feet long 
and contains over 400 standard IC's. 

Three different integrated circuit 
technologies are merged to optimize 
the individual circuit requirements. 
The control logic and display driver 
and channel address IC's are N-chan- 
nel, metal-gate MOS, ion-implant cir- 
cuits. The digital-to-analog converter 
is CMOS, and the memory uses the 
silicon nitride process. It has but a 
single transistor per bit of storage, a 
space and cost saving factor. 

Over one more to the right is the 
keyboard that allows non-sequential 
completely random selection of any 
station. Each station is selected by key- 
ing in a two-digit channel number. For 
the low channels, a zero is keyed be- 
fore the number— for channel two you 
punch in 02. A system design option 
allows single digit selection of favorite 
channels. Below the keyboard is the 
seven-segment display that reads out the 
selected channel number. Planned fu- 
ture options include direct screen dis- 
play of the addressed channel number. 

How it works 
Figure 2 is the system block dia- 

gram. It all starts at the keyboard 
where the switch contacts are scanned 
at a 10-kHz rate by signals from the 
control logic chip. Scanning is used in 
logic systems where the data rate flow 
is slow enough that parallel sensing of 
information is not necessary. Borrowed 
from similar calculator keyboard scan- 
ners, the technique saves valuable 
terminals and simplifies system wiring. 
From the operators point of view, rec- 
ognition of a key closure by the circuit 
is instantaneous because of the mere 
few milliseconds it takes to scan all pos- 
sible control functions. The system has 
a five-function capability, but all the 
functions may not be used in any one 
system. The functions are channel se- 
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FIG. 1—COMPONENTS that make up General Instrument's Omega system. 

lection, channel stepping by units or 
tens, coarse tuning, fine tuning, and up 
and down searching. 

When a channel is selected by the 
viewer, the control logic generates 20 
bits of information to be acted upon 
by the rest of the system. Each of the 
two channel digits is converted to a 
one-out-of-ten code. No, 10 binary-bits 
is not optimal coding. Theoretically it 
only takes 7 bits to encode the 98- 
channel system capability. However, 
it's much simpler to encode in this 
way, particularly because of the way 
the data is generated by two separate 
keystroke operations. It also turns out 
to be very convenient for the channel 
display decoding, memory addressing, 
and memory incrementing. Besides, 
nothing is lost; optimal coding is not 
really of any concern since this is far 
from a highly loaded data transmission 
system. There is plenty of time to trans- 
mit the very limited amount of data. 

Having received the channel infor- 
mation from the keyboard, the control 
logic chip addresses the memory to 
secure the vital tuning data. This is a 
drastically different concept from those 

KEYBOARD 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

EAROM 
MEMORY 

systems that mechanically or even 
electronically pick off the voltage from 
selected potentiometers. The non- 
volatile memory is the thing that makes 
this approach practical. The 20 ad- 
dress bits from the control logic are 
sent serially one after the other down a 
single wire to the EAROM. A total of 
1400 binary cells are arranged as 100 
14-bit words. Ninety-eight of these are 
used to store tuning information for 
the 70 UHF and 12 VHP stations. Six- 
teen words are reserved for optional 
services such as closed circuit or CATV 
hookups. The two remaining words 
store the channel number of the last 
selected program. You can think of 
these as the two slots which would hold 
the tuning data for channels 00 and 01 
if they had been assigned stations. They 
actually hold a channel address be- 
tween 02 and 99. This is one of the 
outstanding features of the Project 
Omega design. Without any need for 
standby energy, the power supply can 
be sensed during set turn-on to auto- 
matically interrogate the memory. 
Start-up will then be on the station it 
was tuned to when it was last shut 

DISPLAY 
DRIVER & 
CHANNEL 
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BAND_[_SWITCHING 
TUNING I | 

VOLTAGE | VARACTOR I 
TUNER I 
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down. Without this particular memory 
and in the absence of a mechanical 
tuner, continuing from where you were 
last is a tough act to duplicate. 

Information to the control logic can 
also originate from a remote control 
receiver. Again an encoded random- 
channel selection can be shifted into 
the chip through special terminals. In 
the signal-search tune mode, the tuner 
steps in numerical order up or down 
until an active channel is found. 

Normally the system requires no 
customer set-up of any kind, but it is 
sufficiently adaptable to tune to a trans- 
mitter channel-frequency with an error 
of 2 MHz or such as encountered in 
some CATV systems. 

Each of the 98 14-bit data words in 
the memory have 10-bits dedicated to 
an encoded representation of the coarse 
tuning voltage. Ten bits divide a refer- 
ence voltage into 210 or 1024 equal 
segments. The other four bits are the 
fine tuning data representing 15 signal 
levels. 

Now when the memory is interro- 
gated by the 20-bit address code, the 
address is first stored in address regis- 
ters and the data in the selected channel 
word then transferred out over the 
same single bidirectional lead connect- 
ing to the control logic chip. A 3-bit 
parallel code again conserving wires 
and pins, commands the memory into 
one of its seven operating modes—in- 
put address, input data, erase, write, 
read, data out, and standby. Only seven 
pins are tied up resulting in a small 
and inexpensive package—the package 
is a large part of the total IC cost. 

The digital-to-analog converter chip 
resolves the data word into the DC 
voltage needed to find the channel be- 
ing addressed. The DC voltage changes 
the capacitance of the varactor diodes 
used in the tuner. Pulse-width modu- 
lation is used to convert the 10-bit 
coarse tuning data into the coarse-tun- 
ing voltage. The average voltage of a 
sequence of pulses is proportional to 
the area under its envelope. With the 
pulse amplitude determined by a pre- 
cision regulated reference voltage, 
changing the widths of a pulse group 
changes the average DC value. A con- 
stant-width pulse is used to convert the 
4-bit fine tuning portion of the tuning 
data into the fine-tuning voltage. The 
amplitude of a single coarse-data pulse 
is adjusted to one of the 15 fine-tuning 
voltage levels. A low-pass filter extracts 
the DC tuning voltage from the com- 
bined pulse-width modulated pulse 
train and fine tuning pulse. The filter 
integrates the area under both compo- 
nent waveforms. The modulator-filter 
converter keeps the tuning voltage 
ripple below 100 microvolts, and the 
settling time is about 200 ms. Maxi- 
mum clock rate is 1 MHz which gives 
an overall resolution of one part in 
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FIG. 2—OMEGA SYSTEM has keyboard channel selection. 
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16,000 of the reference voltage. CMOS 
technology is used for the pulse-width 
modulator because it is the best way of 
time gating the precision reference 
voltage into the filter to recreate the 
analog tuning voltage with minimal 
effects from component and environ- 
mental drifts. 

The display driver and channel 
address chip performs the remaining 
chores. It also receives the serially 
transmitted code from the control logic 
and stores it. Decoding the channel 
number determines what bandswitch- 
ing configuration the system must 
adopt and an appropriate switching 
voltage is sent to the tuner. The chip 
also supplies the two digit seven-seg- 
ment display signals to operate the 
channel display indicator on the front 
panel of the receiver. 

Though tuning is preset at the fac- 
tory and can be lumped with general 
alignment procedures, there are occa- 
sions when the mode switch and tuning 
pot may have to be juggled to revise the 
systems stored data. It is a mandatory 
procedure when the tuner has been re- 
placed or repaired or when the varactor 
tuning characteristics have been modi- 
fied. Don't get worried—the adjustment 
is simple. After punching in the chan- 
nel number, the serviceman or viewer 
presses the coarse-tune switch and turns 
the pot until the channel is tuned in. 
As labelled, this is a coarse adjustment 
and is made to the limited resolution 
of the single turn of the pot. Its setting 
determines the most significant 10-bits 
of the data word to be stored in the 
memory slot. Marking the pot dial with 
approximate channel numbers speeds 
up the alignment operation. When the 
coarse button is released, the actual re- 
writing of memory with the new data 
word is carried out. Calling up that 
data word later by punching in the 
same channel number calls on the sys- 
tem to synthesize the voltage from the 
binary bits with the minimum error 
possible. Frequency resolution of 25 
kHz is the capability of the system, 
which is more than enough for just 
about any situation that may be en- 
countered. 

Fine tuning is taken care of in the 
same basic way but the pot is not used. 
The tuning is stepped by the control 
logic itself, controlled by fine-tune up 
and down switches. Release of the but- 
ton again rewrites the data into the 
addressed channel memory slot. Rock- 
er switches are ideal so you can jiggle 

m the tuning back and forth easily cor- 
g reeling for overshoot. 
O Additional chip development is un- 
£ der way for full random-access remote 
uj control via a keyboard, digital clock 
[]j and channel number information dis- 
6 play on the face of the picture tube, 
Q and preprogramming of an entire week 

of TV viewing. R-E 
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ZUtJIft in tight 

by KARL SAVON 
SEMICONDUCTOR EDITOR 

SHADES OF YESTERYEAR! DO YOU REMEMBER 
those black-and-white round pix TV sets 
with the magic button that blew up the 
center of the screen? (Enlarged the picture 
-—not exploded the pix tube.) Yup, they're 
back again in today's much improved 
nearly rectangular deluxe color sets. 
Zenith's revived "Zoom" is a relay acti- 
vated system that uses three transistors 
and a dozen or so other parts. One 19-inch 
and all 25-inch models are being equipped 
with the electronic magnifier as part of the 
Space Command 1000 remote control op- 
tion. 

the vertical output amplifier harder. 
So far so good. But when the same 

amount of picture is stretched over a 
greater expanse of picture tube area, con- 
trast and color saturation are diluted. That 
accounts for the two leads routed to the 
low level luminance and chroma modules. 
Both video and color gain are hiked in 
the Zoom mode. 

There's still one more problem to be 
straightened out—overscan. Expanding 
the picture beyond the screen edges with- 
out any further precautions would produce 
a hazy backlighting effect that wouldn't do 
the picture much good. Blanking the video 
during the overscan intervals solves this 
problem. Horizontal pulses and vertical 
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FIG. 1—ZENITH'S ZOOM feature expands both the vertical and horizontal scans to provide the 
magnification. 

Figure 1 shows the way the new Zoom 
module reaches out to the related receiver 
functions to expand the picture 50%. 
Pushing the zoom switch fills the screen 
with the original center two-thirds of the 
image. The front panel indicator lamp 
lights and the system springs into action. 

First the scan must be expanded in both 
the horizontal and vertical directions for 
the basic magnification effect. A connec- 
tion from the Zoom module to the hori- 
zontal yoke circuit steps up the horizontal 
scan. The vertical scan control lead in- 
creases the vertical deflection by driving 

sawtooth signals fed to the Zoom module 
are processed to form an overscan blank- 
ing signal. The blanking is inserted into the 
video in the low level luminance circuits. 

You'll find the detailed circuit ins and 
outs in Fig. 2. Grounding Zoom module 
terminal W13 triggers the circuit by ener- 
gizing K1. The relay is shown in the Zoom 
position. The upper double-throw contacts 
add R313 in series with the lower end of 
the contrast control. R312 bypasses part of 
the luminance signal from the top of the 
contrast control. The overall effect is an 

(Continued on page 66} 
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Digital Panel Meters 

The DPM is the state-of-the-art answer to the D'Arsonval 

meter movement. Here's a roundup of who 

makes what and how they work. 

by JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

THE DIGITAL PANEL-METER (DPM) HAS 
been getting more popular of late. They 
have advantages over the conventional 
types. For one, better readability at a 
distance. Unlike bench meters, the 
panel-meters must often be read at 
some distance. They also take up less 
room. Though there doesn't seem to be 
a standard size yet, the typical unit is 
approximately 4-inches wide and 2- 
inches high. They're approximately 4.5- 
inches deep behind the panel. 

Most of them use the 7-segment LED 
display, in various sizes. The most pop- 
ular LED size is 0.5-inch high, give 
or take a fraction. 

The basic DPM uses an analog-to- 
digital converter to convert any analog 
input to a corresponding digital value. 
This is fed to the stock decoder/latch/ 
driver and then to the display. Figure 
1 shows a block diagram of this, as used 
in several of the Simpson DPM's. 

Like its predecessor the milliam- 
meter, the DPM can be made to read 
any desired electrical quantity by add- 
ing multipliers, rectifiers, shunts and so 
on. Another development that makes 
this easier is the new resistor networks. 
These are made a lot like IC's in that 
they're encapsulated. Networks of high 
precision can be made with this tech- 
nology and they'll hold the initial ac- 
curacy for a long time. Speaking of 
accuracy, this type of digital circuit is 
inherently very accurate. Accuracy of 

1 % on all readings is common. In many 
units, such as the Simpson 2850 Series 
shown in Fig. 2, accuracy of 0.1% on 
all ranges is standard. Since this is a 
3 Vi-digit readout, an accuracy of 
"±0.1% of reading ± 1 digit" means 
that a reading of 122.9 volts as shown 
would be accurate to within ±0.123 V. 
For a reading of 1.229 volts, it would 
be accurate to within ± 1.23 mV. 

Other very desirable features are 

easy to get, without adding much of 
anything to the basic circuitry. Auto- 
matic polarity indication, for one. Au- 
tomatic zeroing for another, as in the 
Datel model DM-4000 shown in Fig. 
3. The input impedance is very high; 
a 10-megohm input is easy, and some 
go to 100 megohms. With high sensi- 
tivity and low loading, the output of 
small sensors and transducers can be 
fed directly into the instrument. 
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FIG. 1—SIMPSON MODELS 2850 and 2851 digital panel meters, block diagram. 
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CREI—the only home-study 

college-level training 
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program which gives you 

in electronic circuit design 

only CREI offers you a complete 

college-level Electronic Design 

Laboratory to speed your learning 

Electronic circuit design—source of all new development 
in the application of electronics to new products and 
services. Without this skill, we would be unable to monitor 
the heartbeat of men in space. Without it, the computer 
revolution would never have occurred. And we would have 
yet to see our first TV show. Yet, only CREI teaches 
electronic circuit design at home. 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN 
A key skill which paces our nation's progress in count- 
less fields—from pollution control to satellite tracking 
to modern medicine to exploring the ocean's depths. 
And beyond. A skill which you must have to move to 
the top in advanced electronics. 

CREI programs open up 
new worlds of opportunity for you. 

In addition to electronic circuit design, CREI provides 
you with a full advanced electronics education in any of 
thirteen fields of specialization you choose. Communica- 
tions, computers, space operations, television, nuclear 
power, industrial electronics—to mention just a few of 
the career fields for which CREI training is qualifying. 
With such preparation, you will have the background for a 
career which can take you to the frontiers of the nation's 
most exciting new developments. And around the world. 
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This free book can change your life. 
Send for it. 
If you are a high-school graduate (or 
equivalent) and have previous training or 
experience in electronics, then you are 
qualified to enroll in a CREI program to 
move you ahead in advanced electronics. 

Send now for our full-color, eighty page book on 
careers in advanced electronics. In it, you will find full 
facts on the exciting kinds of work which CREI pro- 
grams open up to you. And full facts on the compre- 
hensive courses of instruction, the strong personal 
help, and the professional laboratory equipment which 
CREI makes available to you. All at a surprisingly 
low tuition cost. 

And when you have it, talk with your employer about it. 
Tell him you're considering enrolling with CREI. He'll 
undoubtedly be happy to know you are planning to 
increase your value to him. And he may offer to pay all or 
part of your tuition cost. Hundreds of employers and 
government agencies do. Large and small. Including some 
of the giants in electronics. If they are willing to pay lor 
CREI training for their employees, you know it must 
be good. 
Send for Advanced Electronics today. You'll be glad 
you did. 

CREI Dept. E-1405F 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20016 
Rush me your FREE book describing my opportu- 
nities in advanced electronics. I am a high school 
graduate. 
Name  Age  
Address, 
City  State _ ZIP- 
If you have previous training in electronics, check here Q 
Employed by_  
Type of Present Work  
Veterans and servicemen, check here for G. I. Bill Information □ 

CAPITOL 
RADIO 
ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20016 



Stability is very good. Most DPM's 
incorporate elaborate temperature- 
compensating circuitry, and some have 
crystal-controlled clock circuits, as in 
the Datel DM-4000. 

The displays are flicker-free due 
to the high sampling rate used—several 
times per second. Changes of reading 
are rapid and easy to follow. For over- 
range indication, the entire display 
blinks on and off to attract attention. 
Several models use separate LED's as 
over-range and overflow indicators. 
The decimal point switches automati- 
cally with the range switch, if used. 

There are several novel applications 
of these readouts. One good example 
is the Simpson model 7527 shown in 
Fig. 4. It looks like a standard linear- 
scale meter; the meter needle is a row 
of dots, each one being a red LED. In 
Fig. 4, it's showing a reading of 0.6 
microamperes. This type of display 
makes it a bit easier to do things like 
peaking and dipping of adjustments. 

The Burroughs Self-Scan display 
The Burroughs Corporation has 

come up with a novel type of display 
unit. These are flat panel analog-type 
indicators; they use digital techniques 
to drive them. Figure 5 shows one of 
these. This is a dual bar-graph type, 
equivalent to two meter-needles. The 
length of each bar indicates the value 
of the reading; the two bars are inde- 
pendent of each other. There are two 
types, one with 100 separate elements 
for a 1 % accuracy, and the other with 
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FIG. 2—SIMPSON MODEL 28S0 

FIG. 3—DATEL MODEL DM-4000 
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200 elements for an 0.5% accuracy. 
A third, shown in Fig. 6, has a cir- 
cular scale with 120 elements. 

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of 
the electronics. The voltage (or quan- 
tity) to be read is compared to a ref- 
erence voltage. The circuitry scans the 
display from the bottom up, lighting 
each bar as it goes. When the input 
voltage reaches coincidence with the 
reference voltage, the display from 
there on does not light. The scan con- 
tinues, and resets when it reaches the 
top. Scanned at 70 Hz, the display does 
not flicker but displays an apparently 
solid bar of light. 

FIG. 5—BURROUGHS SELF-SCAN linear bar- 
graph displays. 

How it works 
Each bar-graph panel is made up of 

a rear substrate, a spacer, and a glass 
front-plate (see Fig. 8.) The desired 
segment pattern is screened onto the 
substrate with conducting ink. A black 
dielectric mask is also used to give 
a light-absorbing background and in- 
crease contrast. Two transparent con- 
ducting anodes are screened onto the 
front glass, as well as the anode con- 
tacts. The spacer establishes the dis- 
tance between front and back panels. 
The whole assembly is then sealed and 
filled with neon gas. Electrical connec- 
tions are made by a connector unit that 
slides between the front and back 
panels, on the end. 

The display segments are lit up on 
the glow-transfer principle. The glow 
is established at the reset cathode, then 
transferred sequentially to the desired 
segment of the panel at a 70 Hz rate. 
Figure 9 shows the construction of the 
panel and the circuitry inside. When 
the panel is energized, the +250-volt 
potential between the keep-alive anode 
and cathode establishes a glow-dis- 
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FIG. 6—BURROUGHS SELF-SCAN circular 
bar-graph display. 
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FIG. 4—SIMPSON MODEL 7527 FIG. 7—DRIVE CIRCUITRY of the Burroughs Self-Scan display. 



charge in this area. The phase genera- 
tor controls the transferral of the glow 
along the bar. 

To start a scan, the reset transistor 
Q1 is turned on, grounding the reset 
cathode. The reset and phase-drive 
anodes are connected to the +250-volt 
source through limiting resistors. When 
the reset cathode is grounded, the neon 
gas ionizes at this one cathode. The 
counter advances on the next clock 
pulse and transistor Q2 is turned on, 
while the reset cathode is returned to 
the off condition. 
(NOTE: This description is written for 
the dual linear bar-graph. The circular 
graph operates much like this, though 
it uses 5 phases, and the 5th phase is 
held on for two clock pulses). 

Transistor Q2, grounds every third 
+250V 

ANODES 

GLASS 
PLATE 

SPACER 

ANODE 
CONTACTS 

CATHODES 

CERAMIC 
CATHODE SUBSTRATE 

CONTACTS 

FIG. 8—CONSTRUCTION of the Self-Scan 
display. 

When the counter determines that a 
sufficient number of clock pulses have 
been generated to scan every cathode 
element, the reset pulse generator is 
enabled. This grounds the reset tran- 
sistor Q1, and the scan cycle starts over. 

Since the phase-1 bus is connected 
to cathodes 1, 4, 7 etc., whenever cath- 
ode-1 is grounded, so are cathodes 4 
and 7. However, the glow appears only 
at cathode 1. When cathode-1 is turned 
off, the glow transfers to cathode 2, 
and ionization at cathode-1 begins to 
decay. When cathodes 1 and 4 are 
grounded once more, (only two clock- 
pulses later), the ionization decays be- 
low a point where a glow will again 
form on cathode 1. So, if a different 
scan-rate is selected, the period that 
each cathode must remain off before 
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RESET 3-PHASE 
SEGMENT BUSSING 
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SIGNAL 2 
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Q6 
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□ 1 02 Q3 □4 

RAMP 
GENERATOR 

PHASE 
GENERATOR 

02 

03 CLOCK 

FIG. 9—CONSTRUCTION AND CIRCUITRY of the Self-Scan display. 

cathode; ionization rapidly transfers on 
the surface of the phase-1 cathode. At 
the same time, ionization is no longer 
supported at the reset cathode. The 
glow will occur only at the adjacent 
or nearest grounded cathode. Once 
ionization occurs at this cathode, the 
anode voltage drops, due to current 
flow, to a level high enough to support 
ionization at the desired cathode but 
too low to cause ionization at any other 
grounded cathode. 

The next clock pulse turns Q2 off 
and turns Q3 on. This removes the 
ground from the phase-1 cathodes and 
at the same time grounds the phase-2 
cathode bus, transferring the glow to 
the second cathode. The next clock 
pulse removes the ground from the 
phase-2 cathode bus and grounds the 
phase-3 cathode bus. 

As the counter advances, the cathode 
busses are sequentially grounded, caus- 
ing the glow to transfer along the panel. 

that bus is grounded again will be be- 
tween 100 and 150 microseconds. 

The length of the glowing bar, in 
either the linear or circular types, is 
determined by terminating the glow 
after the desired number of clock 
pulses. This is accomplished by turn- 
ing the anode driver on at the begin- 
ning of the reset period and turning it 
off again at the desired count. This 
point is determined by the input voltage 
in the comparator circuit. R-E 
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Build your own 

Logic Probe 

A simple logic probe like the one described in this article 

can save hours of time when troubleshooting TTL logic 

circuits. This probe is built around a single IC 

and the source of power is derived from the circuit being tested 

by DON LINGLE 

THE SERVICE TECHNICIAN OR EXPERI- 
menter who works with digital circuits 
can use this economical logic probe 
to determine the state of any point in 
a TTL circuit. By powering the probe 
with 5 volts from the circuit being 
tested and touching the tip of the 
probe to any point in the circuit, two 
Light Emitting Diodes (LED's) indi- 
cate the logic state. When a logic high 
is encountered, one LED lights; when 
a logic low is encountered, the other 
LED lights. If there is an open circuit, 
neither will light. 

How it works 
The heart of the logic probe is a 

CD4009 COSMOS hex inverter IC. 
The characteristic high input imped- 
ance of COSMOS gives the advantage 
of not loading the circuit being tested. 
In addition, the output current cap- 

NC C 
vcc< 
GNDC 
VDD ( 

13 

. '6 

ability of the CD4009 can be increased 
by placing inverters in parallel, so it 
can drive the LED's directly without 
any other current amplification. The 
inverters in the logic probe circuit (See 
Fig. 1) are arranged to give comple- 
mentary outputs if a logic low or high 
is encountered at the input and no 
output at all if the input is at an open 
circuit or other high impedance. 

Since the output of the inverters is 
not specified at either a high or low 
level with a floating input, an input 
bias network produces lows at both 
input inverter pairs if the input is 

All resistors Vs watt, 5% 
R1—150,000 ohms 
R2, R3—100,000 ohms 
LED 1, LED 2—Monsanto MV 5020 or equal 
IC—RCA CD4009 hex inverter 
Misc.—marking pen, wire, alligator clips, 

safety pin, epoxy, cork, solder 

w 
O 
z 
o cc h- 
o 111 

o 
Q 

AO^—= 4 

BO^—^x>-^OH = B 

CC^ ^>o-^OI = C 

DO— ^><3OJ = D 

E011-PX2ok = E 

INPUT > 

R1 
150K 5% 
1/8 WATT 

R2 
100K 5% 
1/8 WATT 

LED 1 
MV 5020 

R3 
100K 5% 
1/8 WATT 

r^>°i 

v 

■S/ LED 2 
MV5020 

RCA CD 4009 
^ FIG. 1—LOGIC PROBE schematic using five of the six CD4009 inverters. The basing dia- 

gram of the CD4009 is also shown. 
42 

open or at less than 2 volts. Resistor 
R3 holds the input of inverter 3 low 
which makes the output of inverters 4 
and 5 low and will not permit LED 
2 to light. At the same time, R1 holds 
the inputs of inverters 1 and 2 high, 
so that their output is low and LED 
1 will not light. If the probe input is 
touched to a logic low, the output of 
inverter 3 is held high by R3 and in- 
verter 1 and 2 are brought low, which 
causes their outputs to go high and 
turns on LED I. 

Construction 
For compact construction, mount 

the components on a printed-circuit 
board. The foil pattern is shown in 
Fig. 2. After etching, trim the board 
to Vi in. x 3 in. Solder the jumper 
wires where indicated and attach a 
4-ft length of twisted pair lead to the 
+5 volt and ground connections of 
the board. The component layout is 
shown in Fig. 3. Tape the front sec- 
tion of the leads to the board for strain 
relief. Solder a sufficient length of wire 
to the input so that it can later be 
soldered to the probe tip. Use a large 
felt-tipped pen of sufficient size to 
contain the PC board for the probe 
housing. Pry the bottom off the mark- 
ing pen cylinder with a screwdriver. 
Remove the packing inside and clean 
it out with solvent. Drill a .18 inch 
diameter hole in the bottom of the 
tube for the 5-volt leads and 2 holes 
.18 inch diameter and .18 inch apart 
in the front of the tube for the LED's. 

After guiding the input lead wire 
through the probe tip, insert the circuit 
board into the tube by pushing it 
through the rear of the tube. Adjust 



the board in the tube so the LED's fit 
through the holes drilled in the top 
of the case. Press the plastic down 
around the two LED's. This is a close 
enough fit to fix the board in position, 
but if you want to, secure the board 
with a dab or two of epoxy along the 
rear inside of the cylinder. 

For the probe tip, snip a % " length 
off a safety pin. A heavy gauge straight 
pin could also be used. Solder the 
blunt end of the pin to the input lead 
coming from pin 3 of the CD4009. 
The pin can now be fixed in the tip 

of the probe with epoxy. Before you 
put the epoxy in, grease the inside of 
the probe tip so after the epoxy sets 
it will form a plug that can be pulled 
out of the probe tip if necessary. Use 
a cork to hold the pin so when the 
tube is placed horizontally the cork 
keeps the pin centered until the epoxy 
hardens. Drill a small hole in the rear 
cap of the cylinder. Fit the power 
leads through the hole and snap the 
cap back onto the end of the probe. 
Solder two alligator clips on the ends 
of the power leads and mark them so 
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FIG. 2—FOIL PATTERN shown full-size. 
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that the positive and negative leads 
cannot be confused. 

Test the probe by hooking it up to 
a 5-volt supply and touching the probe 
tip alternately to the high and ground 

LED 1 

LED 2 
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INPUT LEAD 
TO PROBE TIP 

"8 

R2 

GROUND 
LEAD 

FIG. 3—COMPONENT LAYOUT shown from 
the component side of the PC board. 

pins. LED 2 should light when you 
touch the positive pin; LED 1 should 
light when you touch the negative pin. 
If the probe is not contacting anything 
both LED's should remain off. R-E 
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Radio-Electronics. 

Tests Marantz Model 4400 

by LEN FELDMAN 
CONTRIBUTING HI-FI EDITOR 

THE MARANTZ MODEL 4400 IS THAT COM- 
pany's most expensive receiver. If you con- 
sider power output alone (as, unfortu- 
nately, so many uninformed buyers do) 
you might well wonder what right the 
company has to charge upwards of $1200 
for this 4-channel/2-channel unit. This 
only goes to prove that there is more in 
front and behind a front panel than watts 
of audio power and elegant styling. 
Marantz has styled this impressive unit in 
keeping with the family tradition of that 
famous brand of components, as can be 
seen in the front panel view of Fig. 1. 
There is edge-flywheel tuning (which they 
call Gyro-touch tuning), a feature that 
we still feel makes for the smoothest type 
of station frequency selection possible. 
The center of the upper portion of the dial 
becomes illuminated in blue frequency 
markings for FM and AM. The FM scale 
is linear and a supplementary 0-100 log- 
ging scale is provided between the FM and 
AM frequency scales. Above the frequen- 
cy markings are a series of illuminated 
words that indicate the program source 
selected, the presence of a stereo broadcast 
and whether or not the Dolby circuitry 
has been activated. Yes, the receiver is 
fully equipped for Dolby FM broadcast 
reception, but more about that in a mo- 
ment. The left end of the panel is pictured 
in the close-up detail of Fig. 2. The famous 
Marantz oscilloscope tube is there, an on- 
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going reminder of the venerated Marantz 
I0B tuner where it first made its appear- 
ance many years ago. Four pushbuttons 
just below select one of the three uses of 
the scope display (audio display for stereo 
or 4-channel, tuning, and multipath, plus 
a button to turn the scope feature on and 
off). 

This sort of scope display, when prop- 
erly calibrated, is, in our opinion, still the 
most useful and accurate way to tune FM. 
To the left of the scope display are four 
tiny level controls, two for calibrating 
Dolby record level and two for calibrating 
Dolby playback level (yes, you can use the 
built-in Dolby with your open-reel or cas- 
sette tape deck, if either or both of these 
units does not already have the Dolby 

feature built in). A tiny meter at the ex- 
treme left of the panel assists in these cali- 
bration procedures. The remaining two 
buttons in this area of the panel serve to 
introduce a built-in 400-Hz tone for cali- 
bration purposes and to select left- or 
right-channel connection of the level 
meter. 

The central section of the front panel 
contains three slide controls that handle 

TABLE 1 

RADIO-ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 
Manufacturer: Marantz Model: 4400 

FM PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 
SENSITIVITY, NOISE AND R-E Measurement R-E Evaluation 
FREEDOM FROM INTERFERENCE 
IMF sensitivity, mono: (gV) 2.2 Very good 
Sensitivity, stereo (gV) 5.0 Excellent 
50 dB quieting signal, mono (gV) 3.1 Very good 
50 dB quieting signal, stereo (gV) 50.0 Average 
Maximum S/N ratio, mono (dB) 78.0 Superior 
Maximum S/N ratio, stereo (dB) 64.0 Good 
Capture ratio (dB) 1.2 Very good 
AM suppression (dB) 65 Superior 
Image rejection (dB) More than 110 Excellent 
IF rejection (dB) More than 110 Excellent 
Spurious rejection (dB) More than 110 Superior 
Alternate channel selectivity (dB) 72 Very good 

FIDELITY AND DISTORTION 
MEASUREMENTS 
Frequency response, 50 Hz to 

15 kHz (±dB) +0. -0.75 Excellent 
Harmonic distortion, 1kHz, mono (%) 0.1 Excellent 
Harmonic distortion, 1kHz, stereo (%) 0.22 Excellent 
Harmonic distortion, 100 Hz, mono (%) 0.15 Very good 
Harmonic distortion, 100 Hz, stereo (%) 0.30 Very good 
Harmonic distortion, 6 kHz, mono (%) 0.13 Excellent 
Harmonic distortion, 6 kHz, stereo (%) 0.50 Very good 
Distortion at 50 dB quieting, mono (%) 0.80 Good 
Distortion at 50 dB quieting, stereo (%) 0.80 Very good 

STEREO PERFORMANCE 
MEASUREMENTS 
Stereo threshold (gV) 40.0 Excellent 
Separation, 1 kHz (dB) 47.0 Superior 
Separation, 100 Hz (dB) 40,0 Excellent 
Separation, 10 kHz (dB) 34.0 Excellent 

MISCELLANEOUS MEASUREMENTS 
Muting threshold (gV) 6.0 to 35 Very good 
Dial calibration accuracy (±kHz @ MHz) -60 @ 90 Very good 
EVALUATION OF CONTROLS, 
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION 
Control layout Excellent 
Ease of tuning Excellent 
Accuracy of Meters or other tuning aids Excellent 
Usefulness of other controls Very good 
Construction and infernal layout Superior 
Ease of servicing Very good 
Evaluation of extra features, if any Excellent 

OVERALL FM PERFORMANCE RATING Excellent 
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TABLE II 

Manufacturer; Marantz 

AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

Model; 4400 

0.007 
0.012 
0.02 
0.016 

65 

0.4 
120 

66 

POWER OUTPUT CAPABILITY R-E Measurement 
RMS power/channel, 8-ohms, 1 kHz (watts) 59/180 
RMS power/channel, 8-ohms, 20 Hz (watts) 58/178 
RMS power/channel, 8-ohms, 20 KHz (watts) 56/163 
RMS power/channel, 4-ohms. 1 kHz (watts) 90 
RMS power/channel, 4-ohms, 20 Hz (watts) 78 
RMS power/channel, 4-ohms, 20 kHz (watts) 80 
Frequency limits for rated output (Hz-kHz) 15-30 

DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS 
Harmonic distortion at rated output, 1 kHz (%) 
Intermodulation distortion, rated output (%) 
Harmonic distortion at 1 watt output, 1 kHz (%) 
Intermodulation distortion at 1 watt output (%) 

DAMPING FACTOR, AT 8 OHMS 
PHONO PREAMPLIFIER 
MEASUREMENTS 
Frequency response (RIAA ± dB) 
Maximum input before overload (mV) 
Hum/noise referred to full output (dB) 

(at rated input sensitivity) 

HIGH LEVEL INPUT MEASUREMENTS 
Frequency response (Hz-kHz, ± dB) 
Hum/noise referred to full output (dB) 
Residual hum/noise (min. volume) (dB) 

TONAL COMPENSATION 
MEASUREMENTS 
Action of bass and treble controls 
Action of secondary tone controls 
Action of low frequency filter(s) 
Action of high frequency filter(s) 

COMPONENT MATCHING 
MEASUREMENTS 
Input sensitivity, phono 1/phono 2 (mV) 
Input sensitivity, auxiliary input(s) (mV) 
Input sensitivity, tape input(s) (mV) 
Output level, tape output(s) (mV) 
Output level, headphone jack(s) (V or mW) 
EVALUATION OF CONTROLS, 
CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN 
Adequacy of program source 

and monitor switching 
Adequacy of Input facilities 
Arrangement of controls (panel layout) 
Action of controls and switches 
Design and construction 
Ease of servicing 

OVERALL AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE 
RATING 

10-30, 0.2 dB 
90 
94 

See Fig. 7 
See Fig. 8 
See Fig. 9 
See Fig. 9 

2.0 
190 
190 
190 

0.5 V 

R-E Evaluation 
Excellent 
Superior 
Excellent 
Superior 
Excellent 
Excellent 

Very Good 

Excellent 
Excellent 

Very Good 
Very Good 

Excellent 

Very Good 
Good 

Very Good 

Very Good 
Excellent 

Very Good 

Very Good 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 

Very Good 
Very Good 
Excellent 

Very Good 
Excellent 

Very Good 

Excellent 

Marantz Model 4400 4-Channel/2-Channel Receiver 
SUMMARY OF MANUFACTURER'S PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS: 
TUNER SECTION (FM) 
Quieting Slope: 1.8 MV for 30 dB; 5 for 55 dB; 10 jtV for 60 dB. Ultimate S/N: 70 dB. 
Selectivity: 75 dB. Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB. Image Refection: Better than 90 dB. IF Refec- 
tion: Better than 100 dB. Spurious Rejection: Better than 95 dB. AM Suppression; Better 
than 60 dB. THD: (Mono): Less than 0.2%; (Stereo): Less than 0.3%. Frequency Response: 
30 Hz to 15 kHz ±1 dB. Muting Threshold: Variable from 8 /iV to 35 uV. Stereo Separa- 
tion: 42 dB at 1 kHz; 27 dB at 15 kHz. 
TUNER SECTION (AM) 
AM Sensitivity: 20 MV. Selectivity: Better than 30 dB. AM Bandwidth; 7 kHz (for -6 dB). 
Image Rejection: Better than 70 dB. 
AUDIO AMPLIFIER SECTION: 
Power output: 125 watts-per-channel in stereo, 50 watts-per-channel in quadriphonic, 
minimum continuous power into 8 ohms at no more than 0.15% total harmonic distortion. 
IM Distortion: 0.15%. Power Bandwidth (FTC): 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Damping Factor: 50. 
Input Sensitivity: Phono: 1.8 mV; High Level: 180 mV. Frequency Response: Phono: RIAA 
± 1 dB. Preamp-outpul Level: 1,0 volt. S/N Aux: 80 dB. Phono Dynamic Range: 96 dB 
above 1.5 /tV equivalent noise input. Tone Control Range; Bass: ±10 dB at 50 Hz; 
Treble ±10 dB at 15 kHz; Mid-Range: ±7 dB at 700 Hz. Filter Cut-off Points: Low: 50 
Hz (12 dB/octave); High: 9 kHz (12 dB per octave). 
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
Power Requirements: 120 VAC, 60 Hz, 690 watts maximum (65 watts minimum). Dimen- 
sions: 19-19/64'' wide X 5%" high X 15-13/64" deep. Net Weight: 51.6 lbs. Suggested 
Retail Price: $1250 (SQA-2B Decoder $79.95 extra). 

front left-to-right balance, front-rear bal- 
ance and rear left-to-right balance. Six 
more symmetrically positioned pushbut- 
tons at the right, under the tuning wheel, 
activate loudness control, FM muting, low 
and high cut filters and select main or re- 
mote pairs or quartets of speaker systems. 
The lower portion of the panel is equipped 
with nine gold colored metal turned 
knobs, a power on/off pushbutton switch 
and a pair of headphone jacks for con- 
nection of front and rear plugs of a 
quadraphonic headphone. The knobs are 
master volume, treble, bass, mid-range, 
a dimension control that is associated with 
the built-in matrix decoder circuit, a mode 
switch, tape monitor switch (that selects 
source or one of two tape-monitor cir- 
cuits), program selector switch and a 
Dolby selector switch (with settings for 
Dolby FM, Dolby playback, settings for 
recording non-Dolby or Dolby programs 
and an off position). 

In the specifications as supplied by the 
manufacturer, we noted that an optional 
SQ decoder costs $79.95. That was not 
meant to imply that this 4-channel receiver 
comes without matrix decoding facilities. 
It does. In fact, the built-in matrix decoder 
has a dimension control that varies the 
decoding parameters over a wide range. It 
is, however, what the industry has come 
to call a "basic" matrix decoder. That is, 
it contains no logic circuitry and therefore 
provides only minimal channel separation 
when listening to matrix encoded records. 
For this reason, Marantz very wisely chose 
to provide a "pocket" under the receiver 
into which can be popped SQ decoders of 
increased sophistication as they become 
available. There are two advantages to this 
approach. If you find that the built-in de- 
coder gives you all the 4-channel effects 
you would want, leave well enough alone. 
If, however, you seek the ultimate in 4- 
channel SQ reproduction, add Marantz's 
latest full-logic decoder (which, at the 
moment, is their model SQA-2B which 
was included in our sample) for another 
$80.00 or so. A view of how the module 
fits in under the chassis is shown in Fig. 3 
and the whole idea is also designed to 
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prevent obsolescence as more sophisticated 
logic circuits are developed. Instead of hav- 
ing to scrap a $1250.00 receiver, you can 
buy an even better logic decoder later on, 
assuming improvements are made in the 
future. 

The rear panel of the Model 4400 will 
elicit as much delight from the seasoned 
audiophile as will the front panel. In addi- 
tion to the sixteen speaker terminals for 
two full quartets of speakers (main and re- 
mote), there are the usual tape in, tape out 
and phono inputs, scope controls that po- 
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sition the scope trace and adjust focus and 
intensity, a variable FM mutting control, 
an FM deemphasis switch (Dolby broad- 
casts use 25 microsecond deemphasis in- 
stead of the usual 75 microseconds), a 
remote control switch (that permits con- 
nection to an adjacent receptacle of a re- 
mote control attachment), Dolby FM pre- 
set level controls, a detector output jack, 
jumpers to connect the preamp output to 
the main amplifier input, a power mode 
switch that selects higher powered 2 chan- 
nel operation or 50-watt-per-channel 
quadraphonic operation, a pair of con- 
venience AC receptacles, a line fuse, a 
pivotable AM ferrite bar antenna, and a 
chassis ground terminal. A view of the 
complete rear panel is shown in Fig. 4. 

We removed the metal enclosure (a 
wooden cabinet is also available) to get a 
better look at the insides of this circuit- 
packed receiver and found that major as- 
semblies are individually shielded with 
black metal covers, as can be seen in Fig. 
5. A better idea of the complexity of this 
receiver can be had by consulting the over- 
all block diagram shown in Fig. 6. 

Circuit Description 
Field-effect transistors are used for both 

the RF amplifier and the mixer in the FM 
front-end of this unit. The IF section con- 
sists of six transistors and four stages of 
dual ceramic filters. Limiter circuitry con- 
sists of gold bond hot-carrier diodes and 
an IF limiter amplifier and the output of 
the FM detector feeds a buffer amplifier 
that is followed by the FET muting circuit. 
The signal then goes to a phase-locked- 
loop IC stereo decoder circuit. The muting 
circuit consists of a two-transistor noise 
amplifier and a three-transistor switching 
circuit. 

The AM tuner section consists of a 
single IC, a transistor amplifier that fol- 
lows AM detection and a three-section 
variable capacitor. A ceramic filter is also 
used in the AM circuitry and the AM IF 
amplifier incorporates an automatic gain 

control circiut (AGC). Tone control am- 
plifiers use a two-stage direct coupled 
NPN-PNP in/out configuration followed 
by an R-C feedback network. The power 
amplifier sections consist of four direct- 
coupled differential amplifiers and silicon 
output transistors are arranged in a full 
complementary Darlington format, The 
driver stage uses a pair of push-pull com- 
plementary symmetry transistors. The 
elaborate electronic protection circuitry 
consisting of three transistors and four 
diodes for each channel, senses peak out- 
put current and limits the current to the 
drivers to a safe maximum value. 

The oscilloscope display circuit consists 
of two deflection amplifiers and a cathode- 
ray tube, Each signal to be displayed is 
selected by the appropriate front panel 
push button switch and 4-channel signals 
are matrixed into the oscilloscope display 
circuits. 

FM performance 
Of those specifications that are supplied 

by Marantz, every single one was exceeded 
by a wide margin in our test measure- 
ments, as can be seen in the results shown 
in Table I. Note that Marantz does not 
publish an IHF sensitivity figure, but pre- 
fers to quote only the more meaningful 
quieting slope results. In the case of our 
sample, 50 dB of quieting in mono was 
achieved with a signal input of only 3.1 
pV (Marantz claims 5 pV for 55 dB of 
quieting). Ultimate S/N measured 78 dB 
in mono (far better than the 70 dB 
claimed) and a satisfactory 64 dB in stereo. 
All distortion figures were notably better 
than claimed, and even at 6 kHz in stereo 
(for which no figures were given by the 
manufacturer) THD remained low, at 
0.5%. Other results, ranging from very 
good to superior, can be seen in Table I. 

While we do not normally make exten- 
sive laboratory measurements of AM per- 
formance, we did measure usable sensitiv- 
ity for the AM section of this receiver and 
found it to be 17pV for mid-band frequen- 
cies using an external antenna and 420 
pV when using the built-in ferrite bar 
antenna. 

Amplifier performance 
Our amplifier measurements are listed 

in Table II and can be compared with 
manufacturer's ratings. Even at the diffi- 
cult frequency extremes, the power ampli- 
fier delivered 58 watts-per-channel (at 20 
Hz) in the 4-channel mode and 180 watts- 
per-channel in the stereo "strapped" mode. 
In 4-channel operation, only 8-ohm loads 
are recommended and our measurements 
reflect this limitation. Overall, power 
ratings as stated are extremely conserva- 

tive and, at the rated 50 watts-per-channel 
(in 4-channel mode), the actual distortion 
for mid-frequencies measured a mere 
0.007 % compared with the rated THD of 
0.15%. Damping factor measured 65 
which is excellent and all hum and noise 
figures are substantially better than 
claimed. 

Action of the bass and treble controls 
is shown in the graphs of Fig. 7. It should 
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be noted that the knobs used on these 
controls, though equal in depth to those 
used for switches, are in reality two half- 
depth knobs mounted on dual concentric 
shafts for individual tonal control of front 
and rear channels. The same holds true for 
the mid-range control. The response and 
range of the mid-range control is shown 
in Fig. 8. High- and low-cut filter responses 
are shown in Fig. 9. 
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Phono overload occurred at 120 milli- 
volts as against 100 mV claimed, a high 
enough figure for most modern recordings 
played with typical magnetic cartridges, 
but not as high as some we have measured 
on a few stereo receivers in the high price 
category. 

SQ decoding 
Since our unit came equipped with the 

add-on SQ decoder previously mentioned, 
much of our listening concerned itself with 
SQ source material. We were impressed 
with the added dimensional realism af- 
forded by the full-logic circuitry of the 
decoder and decided to measure separa- 
tion, using a CBS supplied SQ test record 
and a Shure V15 Type III phono cartridge. 
We played a left-channel-only SQ encoded 
signal at various frequencies through the o 
entire system and came up with the results ™ 
shown in Fig. 10. Note that no graph is m 
provided for the right-front channdl under 
these test conditions, because in the SQ m 
system, separation from left- front to right- ^ 
front is theoretically infinite (or at least 

(continued on page 64) w 
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ments that will need to be made to the 
GNOME. These adjustments are; balance 
for the VGA and bias and trim for VCF. 
The rest of this procedure will be involved 
with testing the various sections of the 
GNOME to verify their proper operation. 

Snap a pair of heavy-duty 9-volt tran- 
sistor radio batteries (Eveready #1222 or 
equivalent) into the battery connectors 
and use a jumper cable to connect the rear 
panel output jack of the Gnome to the 
musical instrument or hi-fi amplifier that 
you intend using. On most hi-fi amplifiers, 
either the "aux." or "mag phono" inputs 
are appropriate. 

Before beginning the calibration pro- 
cedure, set the controls as follows; 

Controller section. Rotate the 
RANGE control fully counter clock- 
wise to the minimum setting. Set 
the VCO switch to the off position 
(opposite direction of arrow in 
schematic is in all cases consid- 
ered to be off), VCF switch off. 
Noise section. Rotate the NOISE 
LEVEL control to the minimum 
position, 
VCO section. Rotate SKEW control 
fully clockwise (CW), RANGE con- 
trol to minimum, TRIANGLE LEVEL 
to minimum, SQUARE WAVE to 
minimum. 
VCF section. Set IN-OUT switch to 
out position, REPEAT switch to off, 
SUSTAIN switch to off, RANGE 
control to minimum, FREQ/Q con- 
trol fully CCW, ATTACK control to 
minimum, DECAY control to mini- 
mum. 
VGA section. Set SUSTAIN switch 
to off, ATTACK control to minimum, 
DECAY control to minimum. 

Turn the external amplifier that you 
are using on and select the proper input 
channel. Turn the GNOME on by sliding 
the front-lip mounted power switch to the 
on position. 

Testing the VGA 
Rapidly and repeatedly press the trig- 

ger button. You should hear a thump 
from the amplifier that indicates that the 
GNOME's VGA is working but needs to 
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be balanced. Again repeatedly press the 
trigger button while adjusting the circuit 
board mounted vca trim control. At some 
point in the rotation of the control, the 
thump will be minimized. This is the 
proper setting for this control. 

Testing the noise source 
Turn the VCA sustain switch to the 

on position and set the noise control to 
maximum. Now press the trigger button, 
you should hear a burst of white noise 
(hissing similar to inter-station FM radio 
static) that stays on as long as the trigger 
button is held down. This indicates that 
both the noise source and VCA are work- 
ing properly. 

Testing the VCA function generator 
Rotate the VCA attack and decay con- 

trols to maximum and press the trigger 
button. The noise that you hear should 
take a little more than a second to build 
up to a peak volume and then remain at 
that volume as long as the trigger button 

is held down. Releasing the trigger but- 
ton should allow the noise to die away 
slowly, taking approximately a second to 
turn off completely. 

Turn the VCA sustain switch off and 
once again press the trigger button. Ob- 
serve that now, even though the trigger 
button is held down, the noise builds to a 
peak and then immediately begins to die 
away. Press the trigger button and re- 
lease it before the entire attack and decay 
cycle is completed. Observe that as soon 
as the trigger button is released the 
sound goes off. This is an automatic mut- 
ing function that is operational any time 
the VCA sustain switch is in the off posi- 
tion. Successful completion of this se- 
quence shows the VCA function generator 
to be operating properly. 

Testing the VCO 
Return the noise level control to min- 

imum and advance the VCO square wave 
level control to maximum. Return the 
VCA sustain switch to its on position and 

the VCA attack and decay controls to 
minimum. Press and hold the trigger 
button while advancing the VCO range 
control toward maximum. During the first 
30° or so of the rotation of the VCO 
range control you should hear nothing. 
After about 30° of rotation, you should 
hear a low pitched tone from the ampli- 
fier and as the control is advanced further 
the tone should rise in pitch. 

Return the VCO square wave level 
control to minimum and advance the 
triangle level control to maximum. 
Press and hold the trigger button while 
once again rotating the VCO range con- 
trol. Once again you should hear a tone 
that increases in pitch as the VCO Range 
control goes from minimum to maximum. 
This tone should be considerably more 
mellow than the square wave but the fre- 
quency range should be the same and you 
should have the same "dead zone" at the 
minimum end of the rotation of the range 
control. 

(continned on page 86) 
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SPEAKERS 

III 

Understanding the specifications is the first step. 

But there's more. Knowing how to conduct listening tests, 

speaker placement and room acoustics are just as important. 

by ARTHUR KLEIMAN 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

THE FIRST TWO PARTS OF THIS ARTICLE DIS- 
cussed the speaker sepecifications and pre- 
sented manufacturer's specifications for 
several systems. At this point, you should 
have narrowed down the number of avail- 
able choices to just a few based on the 
specifications. 

This concluding section will show you 
how to make a final choice based on lis- 
tening tests In addition, we will discuss 
room acoustics, speaker placement and 
speaker set-up. 

Listening tests 
Speaker systems should not be choosen 

purely on the basis of specifications. Audi- 
tioning the speaker system is the final and 
possibly the most important step in deter- 
mining the quality of sound that a speaker 
system will produce. There is no better 
test instrument available to judge this than 
the human ear. Especially since it is the 
human ear that must ultimately be satis- 
fied. 

Throughout this article we have been 
mentioning the accuracy of reproduction 
—the ability of a hi-fi system to reproduce 
original sounds. However, most people 
in today's society are accustomed to 
"canned" music—music that has been re- 
produced. The term "original" music has 
no meaning for them. Therefore, the first 
step in conducting listening tests would be 
to purchase a ticket to a concert. It is this 
"live" music that the final judgment in 
sound quality must be made against. Lis- 
tening tests are done on a comparative 
basis—comparing one speaker system 
against another. When making a judgment, 
it is necessary to choose the speaker system 
that sounds the most natural. It is impos- 
sible to make this judgment if you have 
never heard natural live sound. 

Program material 
Most audio showrooms allow you to 

bring in your own program material for 
conducting listening tests. Choose a record 
that is plentiful in bass notes (a bass drum 
is good for judging transient bass re- 
sponse), string instruments, horns, and 
high-frequency sounds such as bells. Sift 
through your record collection and choose 
an album that has most, if not all, of these 
sounds. One of my favorite records that 
has its fair share of these sounds is Car- 
mina Burana, Columbia Records, MQX- 
33172. In addition, it would be a good idea 

to bring along a test record, such as Proj- 
ect 3, PR401-SQ. These test records have 
frequency sweeps, transient response tests, 
pink-noise tests, etc. Plus musical passages 
that make it easier to judge speaker sys- 
tems. 

You should be familiar with the musical 
passage you choose to conduct the listen- 
ing tests with. It would be ideal if you 
heard it performed at a concert too. In this 
way, you can become aware of how the 
musical passage should sound. You will 
have an idea of what is actually on the 
record and whether the speaker system is 
reproducing it accurately or not. 

Avoid program material that includes 
"electrified" instruments. The reason for 
this is simple. No one has ever heard 
these instruments except through another 
speaker system. There is no way of know- 
ing what the natural sound of these instru- 
ments are. Modern "rock" music is typical 
of this. In addition, many rock performers 
intentionally add sound effects in the form 
of large amounts of distortion. When lis- 
tening to this type of music, it's difficult to 
tell whether the speaker system itself is 
distorting or whether the distortion is part 
of the music. 

Auditioning speaker systems 
Listening tests are conducted on a com- 

parative basis. The idea is to compare the 
sound quality of two speaker systems and 
choose the better of the two. Speaker sys- 
tems will not sound the same in the audio 
showroom as they would in your home 
environment. In most cases, they will 
sound better in the showroom. Most audio 
showrooms are acoustically treated so that 
they more closely approach an ideal listen- 
ing room. In addition, the physical layout 
of most audio showrooms are such that 
one wall is full of speaker systems. One 
speaker system is played while the rest 
remain passive. Those passive speaker sys- 
tems contain resonant cones that affect the 
overall sound quality that you hear. So, 
don't select a speaker system on the basis 
of sound quality alone without comparing 
it to another system. 

The ability of the human mind to re- 
member sound quality is astonishingly 
poor. For this reason, you should not com- 
pare more than two speaker systems at any 
one time. Needless to say, you should 
never attempt to compare speaker systems 
in different showrooms. If you are inter- 
ested in three speaker systems in the same 
showroom, select the better system of two 
and then compare it to the third. 

Audio showrooms do not carry all of 
the speaker systems that are available; they 
can't, there are just too many different sys- 
tems. If you are lucky, you will find one 
that carries all the systems you are inter- 
ested in. If not, you will have to go from 
showroom to showroom. Don't forget the 
poor ability of the human mind to remem- 
ber sound quality. Choose the best speaker 
system in the first showroom and the best 
system in the second showroom. Now you 
will have to find a third showroom that has 
both these speaker systems so you can 
make the final choice. 

Once in the showroom, insist that the 
program material you brought with you be 
played. In addition, insist that all the 
speaker systems you are comparing be 
driven from the same amplifier-turntable- 
cartridge combination. This will eliminate 
any effect that different combinations 
might have on the sound quality. Most 
audio showrooms are equipped with a 
switching panel that facilitates this easily. 
Also, it is a good idea to listen to only one 
speaker of a particular model at a time 
instead of a stereo pair. Switch the ampli- 
fier to the mono mode and switch off all 
other speaker systems. 

Finally, it is very important that the 
speaker systems you are comparing be 
driven to the same output level. Due to 
psycho-acoustical effects, a louder speaker 
system usually sounds better. A poor 
speaker system often sounds better than a 
good speaker system if it is driven to a 
louder output level, even if you are not 
consciously aware of the difference in 
volume levels. Therefore, carefully adjust 
the volume control on the amplifier so that 
the speaker systems you are comparing 
are driven to the same output level. 

Remember, efficiencies vary from 
speaker system to speaker system, so this 
does not necessarily mean the same vol- 
ume control setting for all speaker sys- 
tems. Also, make sure the tone controls 
on the amplifier are in their "flat" position. 
Otherwise you will be judging the com- 
bined effects of the amplifier-speaker com- 
bination and not just the speaker system 
itself. And don't forget to check the cross- 
over control on the rear of the speaker en- 
closure. It can have a tremendous effect on D 
the sound reproduction and if set incor- m 
reclly can downgrade the performance of m 
a first-rate system. S 

CD 
Judging speaker systems ^ 

Play the program material you brought to 
with you and listen to the bass sounds, cn 
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These notes should be a subtle enhance- 
ment to the music passage. They should 
not "boom" and you should not be overly 
aware of their presence. They should sim- 
ply be there. Try to pick out the beats of 
a bass drum. These beats should be dis- 
tinct and clear. The bass drum should 
sound like a bass drum. Of course, if 
you've never heard a live bass drum, this 
explanation is meaningless. This brings us 
back to that preliminary ticket to a live 
concert. 

Another deficiency among speaker sys- 
tems is an overall weakness in the bass fre- 
quency range (the relative output level of 
the woofer is lower than the mid-range and 
tweeter.) This weakness is not necessarily 
accompanied by a limited bass frequency 
response (the speaker system will still be 
able to produce an audible output down to 
say 30 Hz.) As a result, you will be able 
to hear the low-frequency bass notes, but 
not in the proper balance with the rest of 
the music passage. In addition, the attack 
portion of the bass note will be exagger- 
ated due to the better mid-range response. 
A bass note reproduced through this type 
of speaker system will sound unnaturally 
sharp, unnaturally crisp. As a result, you 
will be overly aware of the presence of the 
bass notes. 

The sound of string instruments as well 
as some female voices are another good 
basis for judging speaker systems. Nor- 
mally, strings have a very subtle resinous 
quality. Speaker systems that have their 
mid-range response emphasized (this is 
usually accompanied by an increase in 
distortion) will exaggerate the resinous 
quality of the strings. The strings will 
sound unnaturally harsh. In extreme cases, 
the instalments will sound as if they are 
equipped with metal strings and were be- 
ing played by metal bows. Violins are ex- 
cellent instruments to judge this quality by. 

A good speaker system should sound 
transparent. Poor speaker systems can 
sound as if a cloth screen has been placed 
between the musical instruments and your 
ear. The reproduced sound takes on a sort 
of muffled quality. 

High-pitched bells should sound distinct 
and clear. In addition, poor speaker sys- 
tems can impart a nasal quality to the 
sound. Nasal quality in orchestral music is 
difficult to define because of the natural 
nasal quality of some of the instruments. 
The only way to separate the natural nasal 
quality of the instruments from the nasal 
quality added by the speaker system is to 
be reasonably familiar with the original 
music. However, when comparing speaker 
systems, it is easier to spot this quality in 
human voices. Singers reproduced through 
speaker systems of this type sound as if 
they have a head cold. 

Dispersion is another important quality 
in speaker systems. Poor dispersion results 
in the music sounding as if it is coming 
from a confined source. Good dispersion 

w results in a sense of spaciousness—a qual- 
= ity that is common in live music. The re- 

produced music will also sound dull and 
lacking in high-frequency sounds from any 

b normal listening position in the room, 
j In the final analysis, an ideal speaker 
^ system will sound as if the musical instru- 
2 ments are in the same room with you. It 
^ will reproduce the original music exactly 
cc as it was played. How closely the actual 

speaker system approaches this ideal de- 
termines how good it is. 

The listening room 
Listening rooms should be acoustically 

treated to obtain the best performance 
from a speaker system. This includes the 
consideration of such factors as absorp- 
tion, reverberation, room resonance and 
standing waves. Unfortunately, this type 
of treatment is very expensive and most 
often out of the reach of most hi-fi listen- 
ers. For example, room resonance and 
standing waves are controlled by, among 
other things, the room dimensions. There 
is an ideal set of room dimensions that will 
optimise these factors. However, not many 
hi-fi listeners would be willing or able to 
go through the expense of building a lis- 
tening room from the foundation on up. 

A simpler acoustical treatment consists 
of controlling the reverberation time. 
Reverberation time is a measure of how 
quickly a sound decays after it has been 
produced. It is defined as the time required 
for the sound energy to decay 60 dB from 
its original intensity. It varies with fre- 
quency too. Low-frequency reverb time is 
dependent on room volume. Figure 10 
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TIME-SECONDS 
FIG. 10—REVERBERATION TIME curve of a 
typical listening room. The 0-dB reference 
level is the steady-state output level of the 
sound source. 

shows a reverberation-time curve for a 
typical listening room. If the surfaces 
within the room are acoustically reflective 
(that is, they reflect the majority of the 
sound energy that is incident upon them), 
the sound will bounce back and forth (see 
Fig. II) and take a long time to die out. 

SPEAKER 
SYSTEMS 

FIG. 11—SOUND ENERGY reaches the lis- 
tener from many directions. 

The problem with this situation is that 
the speaker system will continue to pro- 
duce sounds even though the time period 
isn't long enough to allow the prior sounds 
to sufficiently subside. The result will be 
that the listener will hear several sounds 
simultaneously. If the reverberation time 
is too great, the listeners ears will become 
confused and the sound will lose its clarity. 

The human ear has become accustomed 
to reverberations. It exists in normal 
everyday situations. The concert hall is 
characterized by the many reflections 
reaching the listener from different direc- 
tions. As a result, the ear tends to "pick 
out" the direct sound and ignore the rever- 
berations. However, a listening room that 
is devoid of all reverberations (anechoic 
chamber) would sound unnatural. It 

would be lacking in the qualities that the 
ear associates with live music. 

The ideal listening room lies somewhere 
between a 100% reverberant room and an 
anechoic chamber. Just how much rever- 
beration time is desirable is open to con- 
troversy and numerous philosophies exist. 
A further discussion of this is best left for 
the psycho-acousticians. 

Reverberation time is controlled by the 
room dimensions and the type of materials 
that comprise the room. Controlling room 
dimensions, as already pointed out, is im- 
practical. The materials that comprise the 
listening room can, however, be changed. 
Hard materials reflect sound (increasing 
reverberation time) and soft materials ab- 
sorb sound (decreasing reverberation 
time.) There is a procedure for calculating 
the reverberation time in a listening room 
(Sabine's formula.) However, the proce- 
dure is tedious and must be carried out for 
several frequencies. In addition, the prob- 
blem of defining the ideal reverberation 
time would still remain. So, this procedure 
is not described in this article. 

A few generalized hints regarding room 
furnishings can be given. The furnishings 
should consist of enough soft material 
(carpeting, upholstered furniture, drapes, 
etc.) to partially absorb the sound energy. 
There should also be enough hard ma- 
terial (exposed walls, glass windows, etc.) 
to provide the reflections necessary to give 
the sound the liveliness that is common in 
concert halls. Figure 12 shows a possible 
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FIG. 12—REVERBERATION TIME can be re- 
duced by covering the reflective surfaces 
with soft sound-absorptive materials. 

acoustical treatment of the listening room 
shown in Fig. 11. Large areas of glass, 
such as picture windows, should be cov- 
ered with thick drapes. Large bare walls 
should be treated in a similar manner, but 
they should not be completely covered. 
Covering the entire floor with thick car- 
peting should be avoided. It is better to 
cover tiled floors with several thick scatter 
rugs. Acoustical ceiling tiles generally 
prove ineffective in reducing reverberation 
time as the majority of the reflections are 
from the walls and floor, not the ceiling. 
Upholstered furniture should be scattered 
around the room, but not directly against 
the walls. 

Speaker position 
Speaker placement within the listening 

room is an integral part of the room 
acoustics. It affects the overall tonal bal- 
ance of the speaker system as well as the 
primary listening area. 

Bookshelf speaker systems, as the name 
implies,- are mounted against a wall. The 
bass response is affected by the relative 
position of the speaker with respect to two 
adjacent surfaces. Minimum bass-fre- 
quency output is obtained by placing the 
speaker system in the center of a wall. By 
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positioning the speaker system closer to 
either of the side walls, the bass output is 
increased. This effect can be further in- 
creased by positioning the speaker system 
closer to either the ceiling or floor. Maxi- 
mum bass output occurs with the speaker 
system placed in a corner. The best re- 
sponse, however, is usually obtained by 
placing the speaker system at ear level 
height. The bass response is controlled by 
maintaining this height and moving the 
speaker system either closer or farther 
away from the side wall (See Fig. 13). 

The speaker system can be oriented 

□ □ 

FIG. 13—SPEAKER SYSTEMS are usually 
placed at ear-level so the listener receives 
enough direct high-frequency sound energy. 
The bass output is adjusted by moving the 
speaker system relative to the side wall. 

either horizontally or vertically. As stated 
earlier, depending upon the type of tweeter 
used in the speaker system, dispersion may 
not be symmetrical for both the vertical 
and horizontal axis. If the dispersion is 
not symmetrical, then the orientation of 
the speaker system will affect the high- 
frequency reverberant field in the listening 
room. The speaker system should be ori- 
ented so that maximum dispersion occurs 
horizontally. 

The bass frequency response depends 
upon how close the woofer is placed 
against an adjacent surface. To increase 
the bass output with a vertical orientation 
when the speaker system is placed against 
the floor, it should be positioned upside up. 
Similarly, when the speaker system is 
placed against the ceiling, it should be 
placed upside down. To increase the bass 
output for a horizontal orientation, the 
bottom of the speaker system should be 
placed against the side wall. Figure 14 
shows the proper orientations for obtain- 
ing maximum bass output in the corner 
locations. 

^4. 
' WOOFER 

Lj° 

°ii 

FIG. 14—MAXIMUM BASS OUTPUT occurs 
when the woofer is placed closest to the cor- 
ner. 

The best location and orientation in a 
particular listening room is found through 
experimentation. Try various positions 
and locations in your listening room and 
stick to the one that produces the best 
sound quality. Manufacturers know the 
particular characteristics of their speaker 
systems. Therefore, Radio-Electronics 
asked each manufacturer for their recom- 
mendations. These recommendations ap- 
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FIG. 15—SPEAKER POSITION AND DIRECTION affects the location of the primary listening 
area. Some typical listening room shapes are shown. (Courtesy of Marantz.) 

pear in the chart (see November 1975 is- 
sue) and should only be regarded as a 
starting point. Experimentation will still 
be necessary. 

Speaker location will also affect the lo- 
cation of the primary listening area. This 
will also be affected by tilting and pointing 
the speaker system. Figure 15 shows vari- 
ous listening room shapes and the affect of 
speaker system position and direction on 
the location of the primary listening area 
in a quadriphonic system. 

Mid-range and tweeter controls 
Most bookshelf speaker systems have 

mid-range and tweeter controls that set the 
relative output of their respective drivers. 
A control is not provided for the woofer as 
its relative output remains constant. Un- 
like the tone controls on the preamplifier 
that introduces a slope at the extremes of 
the frequency response curve, these con- 
trols change their entire respective sections 
of the spectrum equally. If these controls 
are misadjusted, the frequency response 
curve appears stepped. The controls are 
provided to compensate for production 
variations and room acoustics. 

Contrary to common belief, setting 
these controls to the center of their rota- 
tion does not necessarily correspond to a 
fiat frequency response. To properly set 
these controls, the speaker system should 
be placed in the final position you have 
selected for it in the listening room. The 
hi-fi system is turned-on and program 
music that you are familiar with is played. 
Better yet, if your hi-fi system is equipped 
with an FM tuner, tune to interstation 
hiss. The balance controls on the pream- 
plifier are adjusted for minimum output 
from the other speaker systems. The tone 

controls on the preamplifier are adjusted 
to their nominally flat positions. Both con- 
trols on the speaker system are set to their 
minimum positions. 

Get close to the speaker system. Your 
ear should be about one-foot away. 
Slowly turn-up the midrange control on 
the speaker system. At one point in its 
rotation, the sound will seem to be com- 
ing from one driver instead of the two 
(woofer and mid-range) that it actually 
is. The sound will appear to be coming 
from a point mid-way between the two 
drivers. Leave the control in this position. 
The same procedure is repeated for the 
tweeter control. 

The speaker system is now set-up 
properly. Some very minor adjustments 
of the controls might be necessary de- 
pending upon the room acoustics and the 
particular taste of the listener. Repeat the 
procedure for the other speaker systems 
in the listening room. R-E 
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"Look at it this way—it's no more than 
you'd spend on a babysitter and movie 
tickets if you had to go out for your 
entertainment." 
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Right now, you're reading a technical magazine with 
articles that require a certain amount of electronics 
know-how. And that says a couple of things about you. 

First, you're involved in Electronics... on the job, or 
as a hobby. 

Second, you obviously realize the importance of staying 
up-to-date on the latest technical applications and devel- 
opments. Reading a technical magazine helps, but it takes 
more than that to get you where you want to be ... if 
you're serious about Electronics. 

How can you afford 
. . . not to continue with your electronics training? 

You know the answer to that as well as we do. 
To achieve continuing success, you have to keep build- 

ing more knowledge into the Electronics background and 
experience you already have. You have to sharpen the 
tech skills you've already got and add new ones. 

And one of the most logical ways for you to get what 
you need is to seriously consider an in-depth electronics 
training program that could help you achieve your am- 
bitions in Electronics. 

How can you afford 
... the time and trouble of going back to school? 

An excellent and convenient way for you to develop and 
expand your electronics knowledge is to "let the school 
come to you.'" 

CIE's independent education plan does just that. 
Because we can effectively train you with an "education 
by mail" electronics training program that makes sense. 
And it makes sense for these reasons: 

You can master career Electronics without missing one 
day of work. Without sacrificing one paycheck! Because 
you study in your free time ... setting the study pace 
that best fits your schedule. You decide when and where 
you want to study. So you can go right on enjoying your 
leisure time because there are no /-/g/c/classroom schedules 
to be met. You're in control! 

How can you afford 
.. . the expense of the additional education you need? 

A lot depends on which CIE course best fits your educa- 
tional goals and background. We have a variety of 
electronics courses at beginner, intermediate, and ad- 
vanced college-level. And there's a convenient payment 
plan available for every course. But, one way to evaluate 
your investment in CIE is this . . . you can graduate from 
CIE for about the cost of one year's tuition at some 
colleges or universities. 

How can you afford 
... to learn Career Electronics from anyone other than 
an electronics specialist? 

If you are serious about your career in Electronics, you 
owe it to yourself to investigate the home study school 
that devotes its entire curriculum and instructional efforts 
to Electronics. That's CIE — Cleveland Institute of 
Electronics. 

We have specialized exclusively in Electronics education- 
by-mail for more than 40 years. Just Electronics. Nothing 
else. And, the courses we offer today are the result of 
these years of teaching experience and proven methods 
of training... all based on the expert guidance of our 
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specialized Electronics Instruction Staff. Our lessons 
reflect this specialized experience. No frills. No unneces- 
sary fancy stuff. Instruction is thorough . . . designed to 
meet the demands of electronics employers. 

Each CIE course is built on the principle that the best 
way for you to learn and retain what you've learned is to 
explain; then to check your understanding; then to 
reinforce your comprehension with practical applications. 
In some courses, you will perform experiments and tests 
with your CIE Experimental Electronics Laboratory using 
authentic electronic components and gear. And, if you 
select a course that includes Color TV technology, you 
will not only build and keep a big screen Color TV which 
features digital circuitry.. . you'll also learn how to 
troubleshoot your TV. 

The course you select will be a complete educational 
program, designed by experts to give you the best in 
Electronics independent home-study education. It will 
not be a "snap" course. No easy exams. It will make you 
work . . . and think. So that when you've earned your 
CIE Diploma, you'll really know your stuff. 

In education just like in the "real world" of Electronics, 
your success depends on you and the effort you make. 
That's a real plus in CIE independent home-study . .. 
you build a strong foundation of self-discipline. And 
that pays off! 

How can you afford ... to stop now? 
There is a lot more to CIE than this advertisement can 
tell you. And because you're looking for the best, we 
think it's well worth your while to find out what CIE is 

all about. Detailed Courses of Study outlines. In-depth 
training programs in Electronics Technology, Broad- 
casting, Industrial, Color TV, Engineering, and 1st Class 
FCC License preparation. Special CIE Student Services. 

All this information is available to you, FREE, when 
you mail the card or coupon to us. For your convenience, 
we'll try to have a school representative contact you to 
review the benefits of CIE training and assist in course 
selection. And as soon as we hear from you, we'll mail a 
complete package of information, including our school 
catalog, G. 1. Bill details, special FCC License informa- 
tion. All the facts you need to start your Electronics 
career program with CIE. 

Send TODAY for CIE'S FREE information. 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
East 1"7ch Street. Cleveland, Ohio .44114 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 
Yes, I want your FREE school catalog and career Information 
package today. 
I am especially interested in: RE-61 
□ Electronics Technology □ Industrial Electronics 
□ FCC License Preparation □ Electronics Engineering 
□ Color TV Maintenance □ Other  
□ Mobile Communications 

Print Name 

Address Apt. 
City 
State Zip Age 
Check box for G.I. Bill information. □ Veteran □ On Active Duty 
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by LEN FELDMAN 
CONTRIBUTING HI-FI EDITOR 

ALMOST SINCE THE VERY FIRST SOLID- 
state hi-fi audio amplifier appeared in 
audio shops some twenty years ago, 
there has been a raging argument be- 
tween proponents of "tube sound" and 
those who favored "transistor sound." 
It took several years for engineers to 
thoroughly analyze why the sound of a 
transistor amplifier whose power out- 
put and overall distortion specifications 
were identical to those of a tube-type 
amplifier "sounded" different. 

Today it is generally conceded that 
two characteristics of bipolar output 
transistors are responsible for the 
audible differences between tube am- 
plifiers and transistorized amplifiers. 
The manner in which a bipolar transis- 
tor operates leads to the generation of 
high-order odd harmonics even at sig- 
nal levels below clipping, as shown in 
the diagram of Fig. 1. It is generally 

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 
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BI POLAR POWER AMPLIFIER 
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FIG. 1—SPECTRAL GRAPH showing har- 
monic distortion in bipolar transistor ampli- 
fiers. 

conceded that the presence of such 
high-order harmonics is more disturb- 
ing to listeners than low-order har- 
monics which might add up to the 
same total harmonic distortion ex- 

PowerFETforAudio 

The controversy between tube and solid-state audio power 

amplifiers has taken a new twist with the development of the 

power FET and its introduction in the Yamaha B-1 amplifier. 

pressed as a simple, single percentage 
figure. In other words, 1% total har- 
monic distortion in an amplifier, when 
that distortion consists primarily of 
second and third harmonics, is apt to 
be less subjectively annoying than 1% 
total harmonic distortion which is 
made up of high-order (4th, 5th, 6th, 
7th, etc.) harmonics of the fundamen- 
tal. Besides generating high-order har- 
monics over their so-called linear oper- 
ating characteristic, the manner in 
which bipolar transistorized output cir- 
cuits "clip," or overload (because of 
saturation and cut-off) leads to the gen- 
eration of sharp, squared-off signals, as 
Fig. 2 illustrates. Such waveforms also 

FIG. 2—CLIPPING in class-B bipolar tran- 
sistor amplifiers. 

contain large amounts of high-order 
harmonic distortion which are more 
irritating to the listener's ears. 

The second significant difference be- 
tween tube and bipolar transistor am- 
plifiers is thought to relate to the 
transient response capability of each. 
Conventional transistors exhibit a car- 
rier-storage effect. This effect can best 
be described in terms of an analogy. 
Think of a bipolar transistor as a series 
of storage tanks of unequal capacity, 
with a valve to shut-off the flow. Out- 
put flow is regulated by the valve. Even 
if the valve is fully closed, isolating 
tank 1 from tank 2, output current will 
continue to flow until tank 2 is fully 
drained into tank 3. It is this carrier- 
storage effect (not present in tubes or 
FET's) that limits rise (and fall) time 

of high-frequency transient signals in a 
transistorized amplifier circuit. Thus, 
even though the bandwidth of the cir- 
cuit may extend to well beyond the 
highest audio frequency to be handled, 
square-wave response at high frequen- 
cies may be distorted, as Fig. 3 shows, 
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FIG. 3. SQUARE-WAVE RESPONSE o( bi- 
polar transistor amplifier at 20 kHz. Note 
poor transient response at trailing edge of 
square wave. 

because of the carrier-storage effect. 
Carrier-storage time is the interval 

between the beginning of the turn-off 
signal applied to the base of a satu- 
rated transistor and the instant that the 
collector voltage starts to rise toward 
the supply voltage. 

Merits of the FET as a power 
amplifier 

Bipolar devices (transistors) use in- 
put current to control output current. 
The FET, on the other hand, uses a 
change in input voltage to control out- 
put current. The FET may be thought 
of as a kind of large hour-glass-on- 
edge storage tank, where the diameter 
of the constriction can be controlled by 
the applied input voltage. The merits of 
using voltage to control output cur- 
rent would make the FET a more 
suitable device for use in audio am- 
plifiers if it could be made to produce 
high output current. Until recently, 
though, the ordinary FET was unable 
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to handle high currents. When the regu- 
lating input voltage is high (constrict- 
ing the narrow section of the analogous 
"hour glass"), output current is lim- 
ited and the device exhibits cut-off. So 
until recently, FET's have been con- 
fined to voltage amplifying circuits 
(RF amplifiers and low-level audio 
preamplifier stages) where current 
flow was measured in milliamperes. In 
1971, Professor Nishizawa of Tohoku 

YAMAHA MODEL B-1 amplifier 

University solved the problem of ob- 
taining high output currents from the 
FET by drastically changing its inter- 
nal structure. Although passage of cur- 
rent is still controlled by a voltage 
applied to the "gate," Professor Nishi- 
zawa changed the "shape" of the con- 
striction to allow high current output 
even under high voltage input. In ef- 
fect, current passage can take an in- 
finite number of "paths" instead of 
just the single path of our hour glass 
analogy. 

(Figure 4 compares the construction 
of the small-signal FET with its lateral 
or horizontal current flow in Fig. 4-a 
with the new vertical power FET in 
Fig. 4-b. The vertical FET or V-FET 
permits current to flow vertically from 
source to drain. The vertical current 
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FIG. 4—A COMPARISON of the cross-section 
of a small-signal FET (a) with that of a verti- 
cal FET (b). Note the comb-like construction 
of the gate. 

path has a far greater current capac- 
ity and provides for a low output 
resistance. Current is controlled by the 
voltage applied to the grid-like P-f 
gates. 

The chip of a typical V-FET is 3 
mm square and contains approximately 
1500 rectangular source areas connect- 
ed by metal jumpers. The chip for a 
small-signal FET is only about 0.7 mm 
square.—Editor) 

Another form of distortion often 
encountered in bipolar transistor am- 
plifier designs is called "notch distor- 
tion." The effect is illustrated in the 
waveform of Fig. 5. While improper 
biasing of conventional class "B" 
transistor circuits can cause high levels 
of notch distortion, even correctly 
biased output stages may exhibit vary- 
ing amounts of this form of distortion 
because of the carrier-storage effect. 
Since notch distortion is present at all 
power output levels, it is even more 
audibly objectionable at low listening 
levels—where it constitutes a greater 
percentage of the total reproduced sig- 
nal—than at higher listening levels. 
The newly-developed "vertical" power 
FET, devoid of any carrier-storage ef- 

fect, might correctly be expected to 
eliminate this very audible form of dis- 
tortion as well. The device itself is in- 
herently linear; therefore high-order 
odd harmonics that are most audibly 
irritating are minimized or eliminated. 
In addition, the linearity of vertical 
power FET's means that only small 
amounts of negative feedback need be 
applied for wideband frequency re- 
sponse and a higher degree of stability. 

Temperature stability 
The FET exhibits an inverse rela- 

tionship between temperature and 
current flow. As a result, there is an 
inherent and automatic self-protecting 
aspect to the use of power FET's in 
an audio amplifier. As the temperature 
of the device increases, the current 
passing through it decreases, causing 
a decrease in operating temperature. 
This is a direct contrast to the perfor- 
mance of bipolar transistors which, 
unless properly protected, are suscep- 
tible to thermal runaway. 

Triode-like performance 
The FET shows no saturation in 

high-current operation. As voltage in- 

NOTCH DISTORTION COMPARISON CHART 
TYPICAL NOTCH DISTORTION 
IN CONVENTIONAL BI-POLAR 
POWER AMPLIFIER 

NOTE ABSENCE OF NOTCH DISTORTION 
IN VERTICAL FET POWER AMPLIFIER 

FIG. 5—COMPARISON of notch distortion. Conventional bipolar transistor amplifier is shown 
in a. Vertical FET is shown In b. 
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creases, output current also increases, 
similar to the action that takes place 
in a triode tube circuit and in contrast 
to the action of conventional bipolar 
transistors where an increase in voltage 
beyond a given level produces no fur- 
ther increase in output current—a con- 
dition of saturation. 

An all-FET amplifier 
With the availability of vertical 

power FET's, it was natural that an 
all-FET power amplifier should be de- 
signed. One such design already mak- 
ing its way to the audio market is 
Yamaha's new B-l basic stereo power 
amplifier. This unit delivers at least 
150 watts-per-channel of continuous 
power at any frequency from 20 Hz to 
20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.1% 
total harmonic or intermodulation dis- 
tortion when driving 8-ohm or 4-ohm 
loads. 

Interestingly, at low output-power 
levels (where notch distortion often 
tends to produce higher relative per- 
centages of distortion), both harmonic 
and intermodulation distortion are 
considerably lower, decreasing to a 
maximum of 0.04% at 1 watt output. 
Although lower than usual negative 
feedback (about 40 dB) is used in this 
amplifier because of the inherent 
linearity of the power FET's, damp- 
ing factor remains high (100 at 1 kHz 
and lower frequencies) and overall 
frequency response claimed for the 
new amplifier, measured at a nominal 
1 watt output level, extends from 5 
Hz to 100 kHz, 4-0, —1 dB. Other spe- 
cifications claimed for the B-l ampli- 
fier are hum and noise ratio of 110 dB 
(measured using an "A" weighing net- 
work) and an input sensitivity of .775 
volts for rated output. 

Yamaha B-1 block diagram 
Figure 6 shows a simplified block 

diagram of the B-l amplifier. A type 
LK-1200 dual FET serves as a first 
stage differential amplifier (Ql, Q2). 
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FIG. 8—OVERALL BLOCK DIAGRAM showing power supply, protection, rumble filter, 
and remote control connection points of Yamaha B-1 amplifier. 

INPUT O 
FIG. 7—CASCODE AMPLIFIER stage 
used in Yamaha B-1 amplifier. Q1 is a 
low-voltage FET while 02 is a high-volt- 
age FET. 

The two FET's formed on one chip 
are well balanced electrically and ther- 
maly. One of the problems encountered 
in direct-coupled designs is thermal 
drift of the DC-zero balanced output 
point. The differential amplifier elimi- 
nates this problem. 

One of the novel features of the B-l 
amplifier is the cascode connection of 
the next pair of differential amplifier 
stages (Q3-Q4 and Q5-Q6). A cas- 
code FET amplifier is one which uses 
a neutralized grounded source input 
stage followed by a grounded-gate 
output stage. The circuit has high gain, 
high input-impedance and low noise. 
As detailed in Fig. 7, the load of the 
source-grounded amplifier consists of 
the low input-impedance of the follow- 
ing grounded-gate stage, and feed- 
back from output to input. Overall 
feedback from output to input of the 
amplifier is lower than in most solid- 
state designs, increasing overall sta- 
bility. In a cascode connection such 
as this, gain is almost as great as in a 
grounded source circuit, but reverse 
admittance is low, further improv- 
ing stability. In the case of these stages, 
the gate-grounded vertical FET's load 
the outputs of the source-grounded 
horizontal FET. In addition, the cir- 
cuit is equivalent to that obtained from 
an ordinary horizontal FET with the 
added advantage of high breakdown- 
voltage. High breakdown-voltage for 
the FET is necessary since the entire 
amplifier is direct coupled from input 
to output. While conventional ("hori- 
zontal") FETs have breakdown vol- 

tages of 50 to 60 volts at the most, 
the newly designed "vertical" FET can 
sustain voltages as high as 200 volts 
or more before breakdown occurs. 
High breakdown-voltage, low output- 
impedance and excellent linearity—all 
properties of the familiar triode—ap- 
ply to the vertical FET as well, and the 
new device also exhibits the same non- 
saturating output characteristic as a 
triode. 

Additional design features 
In addition to the unique FET cir- 

cuitry of the B-l, there are several 
other design features worth noting. 
Independent power supplies are pro- 
vided for powering left and right am- 
plifier channels. Total filtering capac- 
itance is 30,000 ^F-per-channel, and 
each power transformer has a capacity 
of 500 VA. Despite the basic reliabil- 
ity ascribed to the vertical FET by its 
designers, various protection circuits 
have been incorporated in the finished 
product design. 

Speaker protection 
In the event that over ±2 volts of 

DC potential appears at the speaker 
terminals, an electronically operated 
speaker relay opens to prevent voice 
coil damage. This same relay delays 
speaker turn-on when power is first ap- 
plied to the amplifier. 

Overload protection 
In the event of a short across the 

speaker terminals, or the application 
(continued on page 65) 
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R-E's Service Clinic 

Four Cases- 

One Cause 

Four Different Troubles 

With The Same Cause 

by JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

This column is for your service 
problems—TV, radio, audio or general 
and industrial electronics. We answer 
all questions individually by mail, free 
of charge and the more interesting ones 
will be printed here. 

If you're really stuck, write us. We'll 
do our best to help you. Don't forget to 
enclose a stamped, self-addressed en- 
velope. If return postage is not includ- 
ed, we cannot process your question. 
Write: Service Editor, Radio-Electron- 
ics, 200 Park Ave. South, N.Y. 10003. 

let's take a look at some appar- 
ently unrelated troubles and see if we 
can tie them together. These troubles 
all have a common cause. See if you 
can guess what it is before we get to 
the explaining of the inexplicable and 
the unscrewing of the inscrutable. This 
really shouldn't be a guess, there is a 
good logical reason. (Of course, it's 
only taken me about 4 years to put 
these all together and see it!) Once 
you get it, this should be very helpful 
in avoiding similar difficulties in the 
future. 

Case 1: This one occurred quite 
a few years ago. Good-sized tran- 
sistor hi-fi amplifier. Problem; the 
output transistors blew out while 
making standard tests on the am- 
plifier. It had been working very 
well up to then. 

Case 2: Small RCA solid-state 
B/W TV set. Problem; the circuit 
breaker tripped almost as soon as 
it was turned on. All DC power sup- 
ply circuits checked. Both sweep 
transistors, damper and high-volt- 
age rectifier, also checked. No 
defects. This was one of the early 
solid-state RCA's. 

Case 3: Solid-state RCA XL-100 
chassis. Horizontal output transis- 
tor blows. No apparent cause. All 
DC power supply and associated 
circuits check out good. 

Case 4: RCA CTC-38 tube-type 
chassis. Problem: 6LQ6 cathode 
current far too high, about 280 
mA. All load circuits on flyback 
checked, tubes substituted; no re- 
sults. 
There you are. Can you find the 

common cause? It's in there. Four 
"mysterious" cases of trouble in four 
entirely different TV sets. Yet, the ac- 
tual cause of the defect is exactly the 
same in every one! If you have run 
into any one of them in the past and 
cleared it up, now you know what the 
problem is in the other three. 

Basically, this is a "drive" problem. 
At times I'm not too fond of transis- 
tors because of some of their charac- 
teristics, such as catastrophic failure. 
However, I'll say this; they're willing 
little beasts. If you push one, it will 
cheerfully drive itself to destruction 
trying to handle the load you're put- 
ting on it (sort of an electronic shmoo). 
The worst part of this is that it does it 
so blooming quick! 

OK; now let's go back and look at 
a few basics. Notice that we hung in 

one tube-type set? Same thing applies. 
When we feed a signal to the input of 
a device, we cause it to draw a cer- 
tain amount of current. The average 
current through the thing is directly 
proportional to the time that it is kept 
turned on. The currently-popular out- 
put-transformerless Class-B transistor 
output stages are a perfect example of 
this. With no signal input, they draw a 
very small current. At full output, they 
may take 50 or 75 times as much, sim- 
ply because they are turned on for 
longer periods of time. So, our average 
current goes skyrocketing. 

Figure 1 shows this graphically. This 
is the key to the whole thing. In Fig. 
1-a, there are two pulses. Let's say 
that each pulse is 10 milliseconds wide. 
So, during time T, the transistor is 
drawing current for only 20 ms. Now 
look at Fig. 1-b. The pulses are the 

on!- — 

OFF 

ON 

offlj 
 T -1 

b 

Fig. 1 

same width, but now there are 5 of 
them. So, what happens to our average 
current during time T? It goes away 
up; 2.5 times greater. 

What did we do? We changed the 
frequency of the driving pulses. These 
can be flat-top pulses or one half of a 
sinewave; makes no difference. The 
end result comes out the same. If we 
feed more pulses into the transistor 
during the same time, we raise the 
average current clear out of the ball 
park! 

Let's stop for a moment and clear up 
something. While I suspect that this o 
could apply to all transistor stages, in o 
this case it is meant to apply only to ^ 
power-amplifier stages which work at tn 
high currents. These are the ones that 3 
cause the trouble. 5 

Now let's go back and fill in a few tn 
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DELUXE DIGITAL COLOR 

CONVERGENCE GENERATOR 

NOW AT A PRICE EVERYONE 
CAN AFFORD 

ROCK SOLID PAHERNS 
ALL IC COUNTDOWN CIRCUITS 
QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS 
2 FULL YEARS' WARRANTY 

B ■ ES Oo ri 

EUHCO "•00* 

MODEL $9095 
SG-200 

10 Patterns: Full & Gated Rainbow, 4 
Crosshatch, 4 Dot,Die Casted Vs" Alu- 
minum Case. 
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DOTS 

MODEL a7595 

SG-150 

10 Patterns-. B&W Bars, White Field, 4 
Crosshatch, 4 Dot. 

Elenco Electronics inc. PBBasow CKHWCM 

I" 
1 

MODEL 

SG-100 

ONLY 
$5995 

2 Patterns; 20 x 16 Crosshatch, 320 
Dots, weight only 17 oz. 

FULL 15 DAYS MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE 

See Your Distributor or Write: 

ELENCO ELECTRONICS INC. 
8744 W. North Ten, Niles, III. 60648 
312-564-0919 MODEL SG-  
□ My check or money order enclosed. 
□ COD-Add S2.50 mailing l, handling. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 
DISTRIBUTORS' INQUIRIES INVITED 
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details. In Case 1, the transistor am- 
plifier was in good condition. What 
blew the output transistors was feed- 
ing in a sustained sinewave signal at 
15 kHz during a frequency-response 
test! In a music signal, it reproduced 
the high frequencies very well because 
they occurred only at very short and 
irregular intervals. However, trying to 
drive the amplifier to full power with 
a single-frequency, high-frequency sig- 
nal overloaded the stage. This was a 
characteristic of the early transistor 
amplifiers; later models have been 
designed so that this doesn't happen. 

In Case 2, the trouble turned out to 
be very simple (after we found it!) 
The vertical oscillator was running far 
too fast! The hold control had been 
turned all the way to the high fre- 
quency end. Since the receiver didn't 
stay on long enough for us to see a 
raster, it was hard to tell what was 
causing the problem. Frankly, we 
found it by accident by putting the 
scope on the wrong place. Readjusting 
the vertical hold control cleared up the 
whole problem. 

Case 3 in the XL-100 chassis was 
exactly the same thing, but this time 
it was the horizontal hold control that 
had been turned too far toward high- 
frequency. 

Case 4 in the tube type set was also 
the same thing. We had turned the 
brightness down to see if this would 
reduce the current. When we finally 
looked at the raster, we saw nothing 
but very thin horizontal lines, show- 
ing that the horizontal oscillator was 
far above normal frequency. Readjust- 
ing this, we saw to our amazement that 
the current had dropped to normal! 
The high frequency was simply turn- 
ing the horizontal output tube on too 
often, thus raising the average current. 

So there it is. If you run into a case 
of mysterious fuse blowing or breaker 
tripping and none of the stock reme- 
dies help, check up on the drive fre- 
quencies. You can do this easily in 
practically all solid-state sets by tak- 
ing the output transistor out and read- 
ing the frequency of the drive on the 
base terminal. In tube sets, you can 
take the tube out if the heater string 
is connected in parallel. Tubes will 
withstand overloads longer than tran- 
sistors, so that you can let it "run up" 
to get an idea of what's going on. 

In some of the older tube power am- 
plifiers, it was possible to blow the out- 
put tubes or the output transformer 
by running it at high power with the 
speaker terminals open. In some of 
them, you would see an ultrasonic 
oscillation develop in the output stage 
that caused the thing to develop large 
voltage peaks. In other equipment, a 
failure of a filter capacitor, etc., could 
let the output stage go into a violent 
ultrasonic oscillation, and here we go 

again. The scope is the best weapon 
for catching these things. You may 
not be able to hear this oscillation, but 
you can very definitely see it on a 
scope! This is the only instrument that 
will give you the data you need about 
the P-P voltage and the frequency of 
the drive signal. r-e 

reader 

questions 

BLUE WON'T WORK! 
Here's a convergence problem for 

you! The red and green tcill overlap 
nicely, but I can't get the blue to move. 
What the heck's going on?—G.D., Over- 
land Park, KS. 

Offhand, I'd say nothing. Blue 
should be the easiest of all to converge. 
You can go in all directions, because it 
has two magnets. If these will not move 
the blue lines in the proper direction, 
they're out of place. That is, if the blue 
lateral makes the blue move in a diag- 
onal, like the red and green; the magnet 
isn't set in the proper place on the neck. 
Move it until it will make the blue 
move horizontally as it should. 

If they won't make the blue move at 
all, the magnets must be demagnetized. 
Replace them, or remagnetize them. 

OLD SCOPE FOR COLOR TV? 
I've got an old scope, in good ivork- 

ing order, a 1957 kit model. Do you 
think it tcill do for color TV tvork? 
Don't knotc what it will do up around 
4-5 MHz.—J.T,, Commodore, PA. 

I'd say yes. Get a working color TV 
set, feed a color-bar pattern into it, and 
check the critical patterns. Compare 
these to the ones shown on the sche- 
matic. They don't have to be identical, 
but as long as you know what they look 
like, fine! 

These critical patterns would be: 
Red, green and blue grids on picture 
tube; output of burst amplifier; output 
of 3.58-MHz oscillator, and output of 
bandpass amplifiers (through detector 
probe). If you can see a "bar" on the 
3.58-MHz oscillator, you do not have 
to be able to see individual cycles. All 
you need to know is the p-p voltage. If 
you can get a good clean pattern at the 
video detector output, at horizontal 
frequency, it should do nicely. 

INTERMITTENT BRIGHTNESS 
The brightness level jumps up and 

down on this CTC-25X RCA. When this 
happens, the picture blurs and loses 
focus. I can rap the chassis and make it 
come back. The voltages on the picture 
tube vary when this trouble shows up. 
High voltage goes down, I suspected a 
bad picture tube, but I tried an isolation 
brighlener and it didn't help—so, I need 



yours!—A.G., Westminster, CA. 
If this is a "jar intermittent," you 

can find it much more easily. Most 
likely cause is a bad solder joint some- 
where on the PC board. Take a new 
lead pencil, and tap lightly around at 
different points. Find out where the 
most sensitive place is; where you can 
just barely tap it and make the problem 
appear. When you get here, start mov- 
ing various parts gently; if you can find 
one that makes the picture cut out 
when you move it, OK. One end of it is 
probably intermittent. 

Some parts which could cause this 
would be the common cathode resistor 
of the color-difference amplifiers; the 
B-(- or boost feed to the screen con- 
trols, and so on. Check the horizontal 
blanker stage, especially the 0.22-/<F 
coupling capacitor to the difference 
amplifiers. If this is opening intermit- 
tently, it will upset the bias on these 
three tubes. 

INTERMITTENT VERTICAL 
SWEEP 

I had intermittent vertical sweep in a 
Motorola TS-915 Quasar. Finally went 
out, to a single thin horizontal line. 
Thought it was the vertical output 
transistor, but it wasn't. Then tried the 
convergence (H) panel. No. Finally 
checked the schematic, and found that 
the vertical oscillator, pulse shaper and 
vertical driver are on the Video Am- 
plifier Panel fE). 

A short blast of spray-coolant on 
Qll-e (Vertical Driver) transistor 
brought the vertical sweep back; touch- 
ing the case with a hot iron killed it. Re- 
placing this cured the whole problem. 
(Thanks to Paul Galluzzi, Box 352, 
Beverly, MA. for this one!) 

INTERMITTENT OPERATION 
This Roberts 50508 tape-recorder 

doesn't work properly. Sometimes the 
relays will stay in, but most of the time 
they close then drop out. All of the re- 
lays seem to be good. This is a pretty 
complicated switching circuit, and I get 
lost in it. Can you help?—H.L„ Flor- 
ence, KY. 

I hope so! Since all of the relays 
seem to be afflicted with the same 
trouble, look for something common to 
all of them, meaning the DC power 
supply! Something seems to be cutting 
down the current output, so that the 
relays can't hold-in as they should. 

Check that "filter resistor" in the 
low-voltage supply; it's marked 182W 
on the schematic, which I translated as 
18 ohms, 2 watts. You may find that 
this has gone up in value, causing too 
much drop in the voltage on the relays. 

HV PROBLEM 
First problem on this Magnavox 

T939 was no high voltage; the raster 

would come on for a couple of seconds, 
then disappear. Second problem was no 
sound or video. D/ew 6HB7 mixer- 
oscillator tube cured the last one, but 
the high-voltage problem is still there. 

Tried new tubes, checked grid drive 
on horizontal output, which was fine, 
200 volts peak-to-peak. Boost voltage 
comes up to about +400 volts, then 
drops to about +220 volts. High- 
voltage regulator circuit seems OK. 
Cathode current of output tube rises to 
about 160 mA, then drops to about 130. 
Any suggestions?—J.B., Littleton, CO. 

From the symptoms and the read- 
ings, especially the cathode current of 

the output tube, you shouldn't be look- 
ing for a short. Check all of the elec- 
trolytic filter capacitors, with the scope. 
This sounds very much like feedback 
due to an open capacitor, which is can- 
celling the output. Try bridging new 
ones across any suspected units. R-E 
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IGNITION 

NOW optically-controlled MEGASPARK- 
the next generation in dependable 
electronic ignition—gives you: 

Peak Engine Performance 
• Reduced Maintenance 
• Perfect Engine Timing and Dwell 
• Unmatched Fuel Economy 
• Lowest Operating Expense 
• Lifetime Guarantee Std. Mdl. 400 

Made In U.S.A. 

Points and condensor are replaced by a supremely accurate 
opto-electronic sensor, so you eliminate tune-ups forever; 

timing and dwell never need resetting. 
MHGASPARK IS A SUPERIOR PRODUCT absolutely improves economy, pickup and per- 
formance on every car under every operating 
condition. Optical trigger and fast switching is 
the secret. With the new High-Power Darlington 
Amplifier you get a fatter, longer duration "com- 
plete combustion" spark - great for today's lean 
mixture engines. Fast, Va microsecond switching 
time means cool, long-life, trouble-free operation. 
OPTICAL TRIGGER ELIMINATES MECHANICAL 
PROBLEMS. MEGASPARK'S infra-red opto-elec- 
tronic sensor eliminates points and condenser. 
No more worries over corroded, pitted points. 
The modern opto-electronic trigger device never 
wears out, never needs adjustment. It is totally 
accurate - for the life of the car. Timing is not 
retarded as it is with other add-on units using 
magnetic pickup sensors. 
fnsfa/foNon? No Problem; Deiailed ln%fructions 

Furnished! Fits All Cars • 4, 6, 8, Cylinder. 
Domestic and Foreign - Rotarys, too. 

Use your standard coil or check the box below 
for our special discount offer on famous Mallory 

Voltmaster Mark II Coils. 
LIFETIME WARRANTY Each MEGASPARK carries a liletime tree repair or replacement warranty. No lime limit. 

mimed LigM wtmed LgW i Erartter Detector 
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Pulse Shaping Network -* Monotyttik Darlington Amplrfier 
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Shorted Output Protection 
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POWER TO SPARE IN SUB-ZERO WEATHER. 
MEGASPARK means quick starts on cold, damp 
mornings. Solid state, controlled optical trigger- 
ing is rugged and reliable. It eliminates all prob- 
lems associated with the points and condenser. 
It provides for cylinder-to-cylinder firing accuracy 
simply unattainable with any other system - a key 
factor in gas economy. Extended dwell means in- 
creased coil saturation and higher spark intensity. 
CUT MAINTENANCE AND FUEL COSTS. MEGA- 
SPARK pays for itself quickly. It costs less than 
most tuneups and it locks the tuneup in... indefi- 
nitely. MEGASPARK saves you money thru in- 
creased efficiency and gas mileage, decreased 
maintenance costs. You will get better gas mile- 
age; spark plugs last longer; pickup and power 
is enhanced: service costs go way down. 
RELIABILITY AND DESIGN ARE SECOND TO 
NONE. Made with top-quality, U.S. made com- 
ponents housed in a heavy aluminum case, each 
unit is fully protected against reverse polarity, 
open secondary and power surges. Completely 
waterproof and heat resistant. 

ATTENTION CD IGNITION OWNERS 
Convert your CD to opto-electronic operation 
with MEGASPARK 300 for only $34.50. Works 
perfectly with AU. CD units. 

MODEL 500 High efficiency. 
Crier W'ngA^rCw^elWLl □eliverejWj^l^ MOOETSoO 
SoOeTaOO Trigger Unit 
Eu.nderd • modemfcM 
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Vequirements ^ p CO ignitions. 
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NITION SYSTEMS INC., 2547 - 8th St, Space S, Berkeley, CA 94710, (415) 845-3584 

□ SEND FREE ILLUS- 
TRATED BROCHURE 

Enclosed is my check □; money order □; in the amount indicated. Please RUSH — Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
□ MEGASPARK 500 @ $64.50   
□ MEGASPARK 400 @ $48.50   
□ MEGASPARK 300 @ $34.50   
□ VOLTMASTER Mark II Coil @ $19.95   

Add for Postage and Insurance. $1.00 
California residents add sales tax   

TOTAL   

Charge my 
□ MASTER CHARGE 
O BANKAMERICARD 

(Please provide full 
credit card info) 

IMPORTANT: 
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engine 
displacement 
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of cylinders. 
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The Hickok Model 512 Dual 
Trace Oscilloscope eliminates 
the set-up and precision 
problems you've had to accept 
using other triggered scopes. 

It's easy to set up 
■ Simplified color-coded front 
panel controls. 
■ Beam finder quickly locates 
off-scale traces. 
■ Foolproof triggering to 15 MHz. 

It gives you superior performance 
■ 10 MHz response flat within 
3dB. Excellent pulse response. 
■ Unique automatic VITS sync 
separator. 

Hickok industrial lab quality 
and construction 
Glass epoxy PC boards used 
throughout. Regulated power 
supply. 
Plus, our exclusive two-year 
warranty. 
Ask to see the Hickok Model 
512 or single trace Model 511 at 
your Hickok distributor or 
contact us for more information. 

$675°° 
complete with probes and accessories 

HICKOK 

the value innovator 
INSTRUMEMTATION & CONTROLS DIVISION 
THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
10514 Dupont Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44108 
12161541-8060 • TWX 810-421-8286 
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R-E TESTS MARANTZ 4400 
{continued from page 47) 

stereo cartridge). At frequencies below 
100 Hz, the logic circuitry does not im- 
prove separation to a great degree beyond 
the 3 dB inherent in the SQ system. It 
should be noted, however, that separation 
at very low frequencies is not an important 
requirement for the enjoyment of multi- 
channel musical reproduction. Above 100 
Hz, cross-talk into both related channels 
(left-back and right back) is reduced to 
values ranging between 15 dB and 20 dB, 
providing very effective quadriphonic lis- 
tening. The SQ adaptor module in ques- 
tion, though quite small, contains three 
ICs (two from Motorola, the other a Sony 
SQ IC) and more parts than we cared to 
count. To give you an idea of the com- 
plexity of this little module (and why 
Marantz asks just under $80.00 for it), we 
photographed the inside of the module, as 
shown in Fig. 11. 

Utilization and listening tests 
It took us several hours just to try out 

all the many features of the Marantz 4400. 
It is, indeed, an audio purist's dream in 
that its designers have not overlooked any 
feature that might prove worthwhile in 

1 
5 ^ Q. h- => -10 0 LU 
_ -20 t- < 
1 -30 1 kHz 10 20kHz 

FREQUENCY 10 
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TABLE III 

RADIO-ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 

Manufacturer; Marantz Model: 4400 

Retail price 
Price category 
Price/performance ratio 
Styling and appearance 
Sound quality 
Mechanical performance 

Comments: 

OVERALL PRODUCT ANALYSIS 

$1250. (SQ Full Logic Decoder optional, extra) 
High 
Very Good 
Superior 
Excellent 
Excellent 

The Marantz model 4400 receiver is, from any view- 
point, a receiver designed for the quadriphonic en- 
thusiast, providing that he or she installs an SQA- 
28 SQ decoder in that under-the-chassis pocket, 
and providing the user is willing to invest in a sep- 
arate CD-4 demodulator circuit such as Marantz's 
CD-400B. If these two "extras" are included in your 
system, you end up with one of the most powerful 
and flexible 4-channel receivers ever offered to con- 
sumers. While it may be argued that the paralleling 
or "strapping" feature of the receiver makes it a 
worthwhile purchase for the stereo enthusiast as 
well, we would tend to disagree, since, for over 
$1200.00, one could purchase some fairly sophisti- 
cated separate components (tuner and amplifier) 
that would outperform this all-in-one both in power 
capability and versatility of controls. This would be 
true even if one stayed with Marantz in choosing 
such separates. Looking at it another way, if all you 
wanted was a 100 watts plus per channel stereo re- 
ceiver, you can find one at about $500 less than you 
must pay for the 4400. The emphasis, therefore, is 
on 4-channel—whether you want it now or plan to 
convert to it later (in which case the "strapping" 
feature of the 4400 lets you enjoy full-powered use 
of the receiver until you buy that extra pair of speak- 
ers plus the necessary add-in SQ decoder and 
add-on CD-4 demodulator). While we strongly sug- 
gest staying with Marantz's own SQ module because 
of its being able to be tucked into the main re- 
ceiver's underside, such restriction need not be 
placed on your choice of CD-4 demodulators. Any 
one of good recent design will work effectively with 
this receiver (we fried two others from Technics and 
JVC in our tests and all did well). The demodulator 
will remain "outboard" regardless of whose version 
you use. Aside from these provisos, the Marantz 
4400, in its basic functions (FM reception, controls, 
tuning, etc.) is typical of Marantz's traditionally su- 
perb styling and internal design. 



stereo or 4-channel use. As we said earlier, 
the built-in matrix decoder is not nearly as 
effective in reproducing matrixed 4-chan- 
nel discs with full dimensional realism as 
compared with the results obtained from 
the optional SQA-2B module. It is a pity 
that Marantz was not able to include a 
CD-4 module option (in another possible 
pocket under the chassis) so that all 4- 
channel facilities could be self-contained, 
but we could understand the problem 
when we later examined their separate well 
engineered Model 400B outboard demod- 
ulator accessory. 

As for FM reception—it was flawless, 
limited in quality only by the station's 
transmission practices. Since our lab is 
equipped with a rotator that controls the 
orientation of our outdoor 5-element di- 
rectional FM antenna, we were able to 
watch the multipath problems disappear 
on the scope display as we leaned on the 
rotator control. To use anything but this 
arrangement with a set of this kind is to 
do its display features an injustice, for you 
can literally "tune" your antenna for best 
reception of each station as you watch 
that clever scope presentation. Then, when 
all was right, we switched over to the audio 
display and permitted those four radiating 
traces to mesmerize us as we listened to 
our favorite stations and records. Cer- 
tainly, the scope display adds a consider- 
able percentage to the final cost of this well 
equipped receiver, but after a few hours 
of use, it all seemed worthwhile. 

Our summary comments will be found 
along with our overall product analysis 
ratings in Table III. R-E 

POWER FET 
(continue} from page 60) 

of a load impedance of much less than 
4 ohms, the power supply to the power- 
FET circuit is automatically shut 
down to protect both output circuitry 
and the power supply itself. Once the 
overload condition is removed, the cir- 
cuit recovers automatically. 

Since absence of negative bias at 
the gate of a FET would cause exces- 
sive current flow, the current supply 
to the output FET's will automatically 
be shut off if the gate bias circuit fails. 

Thermal protection 
If abnormal heating of the output 

FET occurs, base current supply is 
also temporarily shut off. A thermal 
detector is mounted on the amplifier 
heat sink and is activated at a tempera- 
ture of 100° C. In case of thermal prob- 
lems, both the thermal and overload 
indicators on the front panel will light. 
In other cases of circuit protection ac- 
tivation, only the overload indicator 
light is illuminated. 

An overall block diagram (Fig. 8) 
illustrates the interconnection of some 
of the features just discussed. Also 
shown in this diagram is a block rep- 
resenting a rumble filter which has a 
cut-off frequency of 10 Hz and a slope 
of —12 dB/octave. 

Does it sound better? 
We have had only a brief listening 

session with the new Yamaha B-l am- 
plifier, but can attest to the fact that it 
sounds as clean as any amplifier (tube 
or transistor) we have heard in many 
years. In the future, we hope to do an 
R-E test report on this unique 
unit, at which time we shall be able to 
compare its sound with that of con- 
ventional high-powered amplifiers and 
conduct our own test measurements. 
In the meantime, the Yamaha B-l and 
other "power FET" amplifiers that are 
sure to follow offer an alternative for 
the purist who never could get used to 
"transistor" sound. R-E 

4^^ 
" 'Any disturbance in a parallel-tuned 
circuit starts a current oscillating 
through the coil,' said Dick. 'But the 
oscillation dies out unless properly 
timed energy is fed into it,' said Jane. 
'Bow- M-ovi',' barked spot." 
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Let's face it. After 37 years, even a Phantom III can use a 
lift. That's why I put a Delta Mark Ten B Capacitive Dis- 
charge Ignition on my Phantom ... to give her a spark I'd 
pit against any '75 model car. I went to Delta because they 
aren't Johnny-come-latelys. Delta's been making electronic 
ignition systems for over a decade. 
Whatever kind of car you drive, you can give it the same great 
Delta performance I gave mine. 
• Mark Ten B Capacitive Discharge Ignition Systems are 
manufactured by Delta Products, Inc., a company with a 
conscience, and with a proven record of reliability both in 
product and in customer relations. 
• The Mark Ten B really does save money by eliminating 
the need for 2 out of 3 tune-ups. Figure it out for yourself. 
The first tune-up or two saved pays for the unit, the rest is 
money in your pocket. No bunk! 
• Because the Mark Ten B keeps your 
car in better tune, you actually can 
save on expensive gasoline. - -^1 
• With a Mark Ten B, spark plugs 1LRktenb| 
stay clean and last longer... fouling 
is virtually eliminated. 
r* 
I I want to know more about Mark Ten B GDI's. Send me complete 

no-nonsense information on how they can improve the performance 
of my car. 
Name—    
Address- 
City  _State_ -Zip- 

n 

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1147, Dept. RE. Grand Junction, Colo. 81501 
303-242-9000 

Mark Ten B, 
assembled  S64.95 ppd 

Mark Ten B, kit . . $49.95 ppd 
Standard Mark Ten, 

assembled  $49.95 ppd 
Deltakit® $34.95 ppd 
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ZOOM IN TIGHT 
(continued from page 34) 

increase in contrast due to the shift in the 
contrast circuit attenuation. 

Next down from the top are the color 
enhance contacts. Chroma gain in Zenith's 
receivers is DC controlled. As the voltage 
on pin 6 of chroma amplifier-demodulator 
IC1001 decreases, chroma gain increases. 
Activating the Zoom function loads the 
center of the color level pot to ground with 
R311. The voltage at the control slider is 
reduced and the color level is raised. The 
lower contact in the transfer set disables 
the transistor circuitry below. More about 
this later. 

The third set of contacts expands the 

horizontal scan by changing the size of the 
horizontal yoke series capacitor. In the 
normal non-Zoom connection, C250 is 
paralleled with C242 to form a 0.37 pF 
capacitor. Switched to Zoom only the 0.1 
mF is in the circuit and the picture widens. 

The last set of contacts picks up the 
130-volt DC supply. The Zoom indicator is 
fed through R235. R233 and CR200 paral- 
lel the 330K resistor increasing the charg- 
ing current to the 0.47 vertical capaci- 
tor. Vertical sawtooth amplitude and 
picture height are stepped up by the re- 
duced RC time constant. 

Horizontal flyback pulses are integrated 
and full wave rectified by a pair of diodes 
and the three-transistor amplifier to syn- 
thesize the horizontal blanking voltage. 
Low-pass filter R303-R304-C301 shapes 

EDLIE'S 

BARGAIN 

BONANZA 

ONLY 

HIGHEST QUALITY 

PRODUCTS 

□ (1015) TOP 
QUALITY RE- 
CORDING TAPE, 
Made by 
Scotch, Sound- 
craft, or Ampe* On lOVz" 
reels, W' x 3600' $1 99 ea, 
2 for $1,75 ea. 10 for $1.50 
each, 

□ (1017) COPPER CLAD BOARDS! 
Copper on one side, 1/16" 
thick. Excellent quality for 
either production or experi- 
mental work 
B) 4"xl6%" 990 ea. 3/$2.69 
D) SxieVa" $1.19 ea. 3/$2.99 
E)6%"xl7V2"$1.19ea. 

3/$2.99 
□ (1134) 8 ROTARY SWITCHES 

Some multiple gang. $1.00 
□ (1128) 13 MINIATURE ELEC- 

TROLYTIC CAPACITORS $1.00 
Axial & upright, popular values. 

□ (1144) TRANSISTOR 
REPAIR KIT $1.19 
Various parts used to repair 
transistorized devices. 

□ (I33G) TO—3 TRANSISTOR 
SOCKETS 12 for $1.00 

□ (1298) 1 WATT ZENERS 60C 
available in 5V 9.1V, 12V, 20V. 

□ (1164)4 ROLLS OF WIRE $1.00 
Approx. 25 ft. per roll, 20-28ga. 

□ (1140) TAPE RECORDER 
SPARE PARTS KIT $2.95 
Parts for repairing most tape 
recorders; capacitors, meter, 
pilot lamp, jacks, and MUCH 
MORE. 

□ (1167) 10 MINIATURE 
POTENTIOMETERS $1.00 

□ (1182) 2 MISC. METERS $1.00 
Miniature 

□ (1156) 60 DISC 
CAPACITORS $1.00 
Asst from .0001 to .1, most 
600v, Z5U, NPO, N750, etc, 

SURPLUS TUBES 
All guaranteed for 

1 full year. 
ANY 3 FOR $1.25 

Acquired from U.S. Defense depots 
or removed from equipment (new 
and used). These are laboratory 
tested and guaranteed for one full 
year. Most are of such standard 
makers as RCA, GE, etc. 
3A3 6AU6 6EB8 12AL5 
3AF4 6AV6 6EJ7 12AL11 
3BN6 6AV11 6EM7 12AT7 
3DG4 6AX4 6ER5 12AU7 
3KT6 6AX5 6EY6 12AV6 
3Q4 6AY3 6GF7 12BE6 
4BC5 BAY 11 6GH8 12BH7 
4BN6 6BA6 6GN8 12C8 
4BU8 6BG6 6GU7 17JZ8 
4BZ7 6BJ8 6 KB 18FW6 
4CY5 6BQ6 6K11 21KQ6 
5V6 6BZ6 6LB6 25L6 
5Y3 6CB6 6SN7 35EH5 
5AF4 6CG7 6T8 35Z5 
6AG5 6CM7 6V6 36AM3 
6AG7 6DE4 6W4 50A5 
6AL5 6DR7 6X4 50L6 
6AQ7 6DW4 10EW7 
6AT6 6EA8 12AE7 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS! 
C 74515 Schottky 3 inp pos 

AND. O.C. 45C 
B739 Dual lo-noise pre-amp 85t 

N8815A Dual 4 Inp. NOR 
2 for St.00 □ (1018) 4 LSD's in mini-DIP. $2.00 

TTL 

□ (1147) 4 lb. GRAB BAG 
SPECIAL $1.00 
Full of exotic and exciting elec- 
tronics parts. 

□ (1155) TUBE BONANZA! $1.00 
20 asst. popular tubes, untested. 

□ (1142) 50 PRECISION 
RESISTORS $1.00 
All 1%, Vaw and Iw, low and 
high ohmages. 

□ (1150) 15 HI-FI KNOBS $1,00 
Every one superb! Purchased 
from Harmon, Kardon, Fisher, 
etc. 

□ (1102) CALCULATOR 
KEYBOARD $2.95 
Wild Rover C-1380. Can be used 
with CT5001. 4 function, clear, 
clear entry and constant. 7 cm 
x 9 cm. 

□ (1175) 70 VaW CARBON 
RESISTORS $1.00 
Asst. values. Some 5%. 

□ (1154) 150 CUT LEAD 
RESISTORS $100 
Carbon, all leads long enough 
for soldering. 

□ (1149) 20 POLYSTYRENE TOP 
GRADE CAPACITORS $1.00 □ (1132) 20 DUAL POTS $1.00 

□ (1138) 10 SHOE SWITCHES 
All types; DPDT, SPST. $1.00 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Terms; Minimum order $4.00, In- 
clude postage. Either full payment 
with order or 20% deposit, bal- 
ance C.O.D. 
□ WRITE FOR FREE 1976 

VALUE PACKED CATALOG 
Listing thousands of components, 
tubes, transistors, IC's, kits, test 
equipment. 
□ BONUS 

FREE CAPACITOR KIT 
With Every $5 Purchase I 

□ 7400 
7401 
7402 
7403 
7404 
7405 
7406 
7410 
7411 □ 7413 
7420 
7430 
7440 □ 7442 

LINEARS 
□ LM309K 5v la reg. 

555 Timer 
_ 566 Function gen. □ 567 Tone decoder 

709 Op amp 
741 comp. op amp 
2102 1024 bit RAM 
8038 volt cont osc 

1(* 
160 
230 
230 
230 
230 
230 
230 
270 
400 
230 
230 
300 $1.12 

7446 
7447 
7448 
7473 
7474 
7475 
7476 
7490 
7492 
7493 
7495 
74121 
74122 
74123 

800 
800 
800 
490 
490 
850 
530 
790 
790 
690 
790 
570 
570 
670 

$1.15 
750 

$1.75 
$1.95 

400 
390 

$4.95 
$4.25 

B 

CLOCK CHIPS WITH DATA 
(MM5314) 6 dig clock $4.95 
(MK50250) alarm $4.95 

LEO'S 
(1223) 10 Asst LEDs $1.00 
(1242) 5 Jumbo Green LEDs $1.00 
(1242) 5 Med Yellow LEDs $1.00 (I001) 5 Jumbo Red LEDs $1.00 
(1011) 5 Med Red LEDs $1.00 (1012) b Mini Red LEDs $1.00 
(1293) DL707 (equlv.) 7 seg 
red LED, .3" char, comm 
anode $1.00 □ (I007) DL747 7 seg red 
LED, .6" char, comm 
anode $1.95 □ (1013) MAN 5 (equiv.) 7 seg 
green LED, .27 char, 
comm anode $1.49 □ (1014) MAN 8 (equiv.) 7 seg 
yellow LED, .27 char, 
comm anode $1.49 

IC BREADBOARDS & TERMINALS 
Boards have .042 holes. Made 
of 1/16" polyester glass. 

940 
$1.29 
$1.65 
$2.12 

(IB663) 3"x4" 
M (18664) 3"X6" 

(IB665) 4"x6" □ (18666) 4"x8" 
Push-in terminals 
0(186601-20) pkg 20/900 

(IP6601-100) pkg 100/ $2.89 
Push-in flanged pins 
9(166602-20) pkg 20/900 

(186602-100) pkg 100/$2.89 
Push-in flea clips 

(166603-20) pkg 20/900 
(166603-100) pkg 100/$2.89 
(1008) 14 pin DIP sockets 

3 for $1.00 
□ (I1104) 10 REMOVAL AND IN- 

SERTION TOOL $4.95 
"Pul-n-sertic" extracts and in- 
serts ICs without damage. □ (1271) 1N4148 High Speed 
switching diode. Full leads. 12 for $1.00 

the positive going flyback pulse into a saw- 
tooth by the accumulating effect of the RC 
network. The positive portion of the hori- 
zontal sawtooth is conducted through 
CR305 to the base of Q30I. Hooked up as 
a common-emitter inverting amplifier, the 
collector of Q301 swings downward dur- 
ing this interval. The negative swing of the 
integrated pulse bypasses the amplifier by 
going through CR304 right to the transis- 
tor collector terminal. 

HORIZONTAL 
FLYBACK 
PULSES 

Q301C 
SWITCHING 
LEVEL 

LEFT BLANKING RIGHT BLANKING 
Q302C 

ORIGINAL UNBLANKED. 
VIDEO WIDTH 

ft 
NORMAL 
BLANKING 

TOTAL 
BLANKING 
SIGNAL 

EDLIE ELECTRONICS, INC., 2700-1 HEMPSTEAD TPKE., LEVITTOWN, N.Y. 11756 

REDUCED UNBLANKED 
VIDEO WIDTH 

FIG. 3—SIGNAL processing sequence for 
Zoom blanking. 

Twice each horizontal line the summed 
collector signal swings negative. Full-wave 
rectification generally doubles the signal 
frequency by its non-linear switching char- 
acteristic. Q302 inverts and squares up the 
signal transitions to a sharply defined posi- 
tive going blanking signal. Buffered by 
follower Q303 the signal then is added into 
the luminance channel where the video is 
blanked both by this uniquely processed 
signal and the conventional horizontal re- 
trace blanking pulse. The blanking infor- 
mation now extends into the video at the 
left and right picture edges. 

The total width of the blanked hori- 
zontal screen region is adjusted by R303. 
It controls the amplitude of the horizontal 
sawtooth formed on C301 and the exact 
points of the end of the left blanking and 
the beginning of the right pulse. 

Figure 3 shows the signal processing 
sequence. Note the way the normal blank- 
ing pulse covers over the negative gap 
between the left and right synthesized 
pulses to produce a continuous single 
pulse. The remaining gap is the reduced 
unblanked video segment that just fills the 
screen. 

Vertical overscan blanking works with 
the same mechanism. The transistor cir- 
cuitry is shared by both blanking signals. 
During the wider vertical blanking period 
the two signals are ORed by the circuit. 
This is perfectly normal and is what con- 
ventionally happens between standard 
horizontal and vertical blanking pulses. 
Two more diodes CR301 and CR302 do 
full-wave vertical rectification. The verti- 
cal signal is already integrated in the verti- 
cal module and this sawtooth feeds the 
Zoom circuits through terminal W1 with- 
out any intermediate integration. R301 is 
the vertical overscan blanking adjustment. 
As in the horizontal circuit it varies the 
sawtooth amplitude. 
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IMPROVE 

ANY BRAND 

TEST RIG 

+24V U2 

TO W1 ON .»NW,V 9-88-02 

JT^' 

I . TOuREEN U4 ^ HORIZ. 
PULSE 

W1 4*- 9-88-02 ^ LOW Lf\ 

TO U4 9- x " 86-01D >W9, 
TOW15 9- \W7' 

88-02 s , 

TOJ201 13 ^W5 

TO U4 9- VW1S 88-02 7W1 

TO U18 VERT 
MODULE 

9-92 
CR200 l» R233 

^ 82 K R235 1/2W 39 K TO -^Wv * 
ZOOM LIGHT FRONT PANEL 

FIG. 2—HORIZONTAL 
cuitry. 

R303 10K HORIZ. AND VERT ZOOM MODULE 
□303 R304 

4.7K R307 150K CR301 

4 

R306 10K vw 
CR304 
-w- R310 820 n. □302 R305 2.2K CR305 WV 

n 
R302 
i.7K 2 * CR307 

^ r CR303 Q30T CR302 
H4- 

R308 IK 5*-030! T.047 

R311 n 12K 
R312 COLOR ENHANCE 

R313 390 A. CONTRAST 
ENHANCE 

U2 4+* +24V 

4 i CR306 VERT 
SIZE OZOOM LIGHT 

BRIGHT RED 
 o- HORIZ. 

b—J 

. . TOW11SC 
<W13^*- CONTROL i ^ on a d n 

i I  RELAY IN ZOOM MODE J 
U10 W15,U14 U12 U8 

A\ /K 
t H 

C242 .27 

TO HORIZ. 
"T" YOKE WINDINGS 

-0250 
. 6CI0V -] 'pC 

J- J-6 

and vertical Zoom module contains relay switching and related cir- 

Now for that borrowed color-enhance 
contact. In the non-Zoom mode the relay 
armature is returned by its spring ground- 
ing the base of Q303. Q303 is cut off and 
the residual luminance signals on its emit- 
ter see the high impedance of the reverse 
biased emitter-base junction. Normal 
blanking takes over. 

Two jumpers must be connected to op- 
erate the set with the Zoom module re- 
moved. One between terminal U2 and 
U8 maintains horizontal deflection. The 

other goes between W5 and Wll in the 
contrast control circuit. 

There it is—a great gadget for TV view- 
ers who like to feel like active participants 
in the production of their favorite shows. 
At their own discretion they can zoom in 
on close or instant replays. Resolution re- 
mains fixed of course, you can't create in- 
formation that's not there. But there are 
practical aspects for the viewer—such as 
blowing up text located at or near the 
center of the screen. R-E 

MISSING TUBE 
A little guitar amplifier just came in. 

It has four tubes. One of these is miss- 
ing. No number on socket, no sche- 
matic. The three that are left are 35W4, 
12AV6 and a 12AT6. Can you tell what 
the missing one is?—F.S., Bowling 
Green, OH. 

I'll make you a heck of a close guess; 
try a 50B5. You have the rectifier 
(35W4), a preamp and the tremolo 
oscillator. All you need is a power- 
output tube, and this is the one used 
mostly with the other types. 

HALF COLOR, HALF B/W? 
There's a weird symptom in this 

CTC-36. The screen is half in color, half 
in B/W! Divided vertically in the mid- 
dle. What is this?—J.C., Philadelphia, 
PA. 

The crystal ball says that something 
is wrong in or around the blanking. 

You seem to be getting a distorted 
blanking-pulse which is cutting off the 
color during that half of the scan. Try 
scoping all bypass capacitors around 
the color circuits; bandpass amplifier, 
demodulator, etc. If you see any signal 
at a point which should have none, that 
bypass is probably open. Try connect- 
ing a good one across it. 

(Field feedback; it was C707, .047 
/xF, in the grid circuit of the bandpass 
amplifier!) 

TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION 
/ can't find a substitute for a hori- 

zontal output transistor, 297VO69C01. 
Used in model V-2483. Do you know of 
any I could use?—C.M., Brooklyn, NY, 

Should be several. The original is in 
a TO-3 case, as nearly as I can tell. 
Something like G-E's GE-36 should 
have plenty of voltage and current 
rating. r-e 

SERVICE 
SOLID STATE 
ON ANY 
TEST RIG 
with the PLUG IN 

TRANSVERTER 
NO WIRING 

HVM - 3900 

$3300 

ADD-A 
METER 

TO YOUR RIG 

, • * * *■ - « 

MONITORS ANODE VOLTS 
CONVENIENT MOUNTING 
SIMPLE INSTALLATION 

ADD-A 
FOCUS SUPPLV 
SERVICES THE NEW 
LOW FOCUS VOLTAGE TV's. 

FVS - 3950 
0 

$0095 

•ADJUSTABLE 
•SAFETY LIGHT 
•E-Z HOOK-UP 

FOR ALL 
BRANDS TV. 

ADAPTORS 
YOKE-CONVERGENCE 

ADAPTOR 

JgEEU 'V 

IMHatic 
2862 Fulton Street 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 

Name 

Street 

State Zip City 

My Supplier is; 

SOLD THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS ONLY 
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1975 ANNUAL INDEX 

JANUARY 1975—DECEMBER 1975 
Abbreviations: (AC) Appliance Clinic; (C) Construction; (ER) Equipment Report; (F) Filler; (SC) Service Clinic; 

(HFLTR) Hi-Fi Lab Test Report 

ACS MK1 Function Generator Jul 22 
Add CCTV To MATV (Kluge) Apr 36 
Add Ons Improve Your Hi-Fi Rig (Petras) Oct 52 
Add UART To TV Typewriter (Smith) (C) Feb 51 
Alarms 

20 COSMOS Burglar Circuits (Marston) 
(C) Apr 33, May 48, Jul 50 

Smoke & Fire Detection (Darr) (AC) Mar 12 
All About Curve Tracers (Gilmore) Mar 53, Apr 58 

May 60 
Amplifiers—see listing under Audio 
Antennas—see listings under CB, CCTV, 

MATV, TV 
Appliance Clinic (Darr) 

Automatic Coffee-Maker Jan 28 
Exhaust Fans Feb 61 
Smoke & Fire Detection Mar 12 

Archerkit VOM (ER) Jun 92 
Audio 

Add-Ons Improve Your Rig (Petras) Oct 52 
Amplifiers 

Crown VFX-2 Bi Amplifier (Feld- 
man) (HFLTR) Aug 39 

Schober TR-3 Power (ER) Jan 26 
Vertical FET (Feldman) Dec 58 
Squarewaves & Audio Performance 

(Feldman) Nov52 
Cartridges 

CD-4 Phono, All About (Scott) Jun 46 
Empire 4000D/III (Feldman) 

(HFLTR) Sep 55 
Shure M95ED (Feldman) (HFLTR) Nov 61 
Equalizer Soundcraftsmen RP2212 

(Feldman) (HFLTR) Oct 39 
FM 

Switchcraft 621 Dolby FM Compen- 
sator (ER) Mar 20 

Tuner Costs $2500 (Feldman) Mar 30 
Tuner Roundup (Petras) Mar 44 

Four Channel 
All About CD-4 Phono Cartridges 

(Scott) Jun 46 
Empire 4000D/III Cartridge (HFLTR) 

(Feldman) Sep 55 
OS Matrix Simplified (Kitahra) Oct 16 
Marantz 4400 (Feldman) Dec 44 
Radio-Shack QTA-770 (Feldman) 

(HFLTR) Nov 54 
Sansui QRX-6001 (HFLTR) Jul 32 
Synthesizer (Nichols) (C) Oct 33 

How We Test Hi-Fi Gear (Feldman) (HFLTR) 
Jun 40 

One-Sided Noise Reduction System 
(Feldman) Mar 37 

Public Address 
Make It Work (Yoshinari) Jul 45 
Shure M688 Stereo Mixer (ER) Mar 23 

Signals You Never Bargained For (Feldman) 
Apr 38 

Signal-To-Noise, What Does It Mean? 
(Feldman) Sep 50 

Speakers 
How To Buy Bookshelf (Kleiman) 00141, 

Nov 63, 52 
Taming The Bass Reflex (Weems) Feb 58 

Tape 
Battle Of The (Petras) Mar 40 
Bias—What Does It Really Mean 

(Feldman) May 70 
Inside Today's Transports (Feldman) 

Aug 45 
Pioneer CT-F9191 Deck (Feldman) 

(HFLTR) Oct 36 
Testing 

How We (Feldman) Jun 40 
Super Fi (Feldman) Oct 50 

Turntables 
B.I.C. 960 (Feldman) (HFLTR) Sep 53 

Automatic Coffee Maker (Darr) (AC) Jan 28 
Automotive Electronics 

Tri-Star CD Ignition System Kit (ER) May 18 

B 
B & K 280 DMM (ER) Nov 116 
B & K 520 Transistor Tester (ER) Aug 22 
Battle Of The Tapes (Petras) Mar 40 
B.I.C. Model 960 Turntable (Feldman) (HFLTR) 

Sep 53 
Books Jan 97, Apr 93, Jun 87, 89, Jul 27, Aug 88, 

Sep 94 
Bookshelf Speakers, How To Buy (Kleiman) 

Oct 41, Nov 63, 52 
Brainwave Monitor, $35 (Ehren) (C) Jan 33 
Build 

Add UART TO TV Typewriter (Smith) Feb 51 
Brainwave Monitor, $35 (Ehren) Jan 33 
Color TV Camera (Davis) Jul 29, Aug 42, 

Sep 36 
Digital Scope Memory (Titus) Jun 29, Jul 48 
Electronic Stopwatch (Tyler) Nov 43 
4-Channel Synthesizer (Nichols) Oct 33 
40 Projects Using COSMOS IC's (Marston) 

Jan 47 
Giant LCD Clock (Whalen) Aug 33 
IC Breadboard System (Wadsworth) Fob 44, 

Mar 59 
IC Doorbell Plays Your Song (Cousio) 

Sep 33, Oct 59 
Logic Probe (Lingle) Dec 42 
Manual Cursor Board For TVT II (Colle) 

(C) Nov 50 
Portable Synthesizer (Simonton) Nov 37, 

Dec 48 
Reading Computer (Braunbeck) Jun 44 

t>u5iTSf?R 

V * " ^ . to i ■«*» i** 

6f*C o if c/i 

CO 
o 

Add a trace to any 

scope for only $108* 

RCA's new WM-541A Dual-Tracer... 
the sensible way to update your equipment 
and servicing technique. 
Think of all the ways you could use a multi-trace scope and you'll 
see why the RCA Dual-Tracer is so popular. Use it to compare 
gain, frequency, response, distortion, phase shift, time delay and 
more. It's great for TV, stereo and digital equipment servicing. 
Here are some of the reasons why: 

The WM-541A features; Useable DC to 10 MHz. Two 6-step 
compensated attenuators (1, 2, 5, ratio) 1 Megohm input. Choice 
of continuously variable "alternate" or "chopped"switching rate. 
10 mV to 50 V direct input, 500 V with 10X. probe. AC or DC 
coupling and vertical position controls for each channel. 
Separate, variable sync-level control with polarity reversing 
switch. 

To buy the new Dual-Tracer WM-541 A, contact any oneofthe 
more than 1,000 RCA Distributors worldwide. Or contact, RCA 
Distributor and Special Products Division, BIdg. 206-2, Cherry 
Hill Offices, Camden, N.J. 08101 (Phone 609 779-5715). 

O cc 
o LU 

Q 
< CC ItGil 

Electronic 
Instruments 

Video waveforms can be checked quickly 
and precisely with the RCA Dual-Tracer. 
Top; Composite video waveform. 
Bottom: Color burst keying pulse. 
Sweep: TV/H. 

"Suggested price 
68 



Screen-Read Board For TVT II (Code) Sop 56 
Tick Timer (Tooker) Apr 40 
3 Unique Clocks (Carringella & Robbins) 

Jan 43, Fob 35, Mar 62 
TV Typewriter II (Code) Feb 27, Mar 56, 

Apr 61 
20 COSMOS Burglar Alarms (Marston) 

Apr 33, May 48, Jul 50 
Burglar Alarms—see Alarms 

Camera 
Color TV (Davis) (C) Jul 29, Aug 42, Sep 36 

Cartridges—see listing under Audio 
Castle Master Subber (ER) Apr 22 
CB 

Equipment Roundup (Friedman) Jan 40 
Installing Antennas (Kopetzky) Jan 50 
New Rules For (Helmi) Jan 40 

CB Equipment Roundup (Friedman) Jan 40 
CCTV 

Add to MATV (Kluge) Apr 36 
CD-4 Phono Cartridges, Ad About (Scott) Jun 46 
Clock 

Giant LCD (Whalen) (C) Aug 33 
3 Unique (Caringella & Robbins) (C) Jan 43, 

Feb 35, Mar 62 
Color TV Camera (Davis) (C) Jul 29, Aug 42, 

Sep 36 
Color TV—see Television, Service 
Computers 

Manual Cursor Board (Code) (C) Nov 50 
Reading, Make Your Own (Braunbeck) (C) 

Jun 44 
Screen Read Board (Code) (C) Sep 56 
TV Typewriter II (Code) (C) Feb 27, Mar 56, 

Apr 61 
Construction—see Build 
Crown VFX-2 Bi Amplifier (Feldman) (HFLTR) 

Aug 39 

Datr Precision 5740 Frequency Counter 
(ER) Sep 22 

DC Volume Controls (SC) Oct 69 
Digital Panel Meters (Darr) Dee 35 
Digital Scope Memory (Titus) (C) Jun 29, Jul 48 
Digital Storage Scope, Four Channel (Vice) Apr 50 

8 New Kits-Lab Power Supplies (Sleekier) May 37 
Electronic Organs, Servicing (Darr) (SC) Apr 73 
Electronic Stopwatch (Tyler) (C) Nov 43 
Empire 4000D/III Cartridge (Feldman) (HFLTR) 

Sep 55 
Equipment Reports 

ACS MK-1 Function Generator Jul 22 
Archerkit VOM Jun 92 
B&K 280DMM Nov 116 
B & K 520 Transistor Tester Aug 22 
Castle Master Subber Apr 22 
Data Precision 5740 Frequency Counter 

Sep 22 
G-E MOV Varistor May 30 
Heathkit IG-1271 Function Generator 

Kit jUn 88 
Heathkit IM-2202 Digital Multimeter 

Kit Nov 122 
Heathkit 10-4510 Scope Kit Jul 16 
Heathkit 10-4530 Scope Kit Aug 24 
Hickok 215 Semiconductor Analyzer Feb 25 
Hickok 239 Color Bar Generator Feb 62 
Hickok 246 Color Bar Generator Apr 14 
Hickok 270 Function Generator Jul 25 
Jerrold TRC-12 Remote Control Jun 24 
Leader LCG-391 Color Bar Pattern Gen- 

erator Jan 25 
Leader LCG-395 Color Bar Pattern Gen- 

erator Apr 24 
Lectrotech TO-60 Scope May 20 
Mider-Stephenson Chemical Sprays Aug 24 
Schober TR-3 Power Amplifier Jan 26 
Sencore PS29 Minute-Man Scope Feb 22 
Shure M688 Stereo Mixer Mar 23 
Simpson 432 Color Generator Oct 104 
Switchcraft 621 Dolby FM Compensator 

Mar 20 
Telequipmenl D61 Scope Apr 20 
Triplet! 60 VOM Sep 26 
Tri-Star CD Ignition System Kit May 18 
Wahl Thermal-Spot Tester Jun 26 
Weston 670 FET VOM Jun 79 

Exhaust Fans (Darr) (AC) Feb 61 

Fix Loose Test Leads (Edwards) (F) Jan 24 
FM—see listing under Audio 
FM Tuner Costs $2500 (Feldman) Mar 30 
FM Tuner Roundup (Petras) Mar 44 
FM Tuners—see listing under Audio 
40 Projects Using COSMOS Digital IC's 

(Marston) (C) Jan 47 
Four Channel—see listing under Audio 
4-channel Synthesizer (Nichols) (C) Oct 33 

G-E MOV Varistor (ER) May 30 
Giant LCD Clock (Whalen) (C) Aug 33 

H 
Heathkit IG-1271 Function Generator Kit 

(ER) Jun 88 
Heathkit 10-4510 Scope Kit (ER) Jul 16 
Heathkit IO-4530 Scope Kit (ER) Aug 24 
Heathkit IM-2202 Digital Multimeter Kit 

(ER) Nov 122 
Hickok 270 Function Generator (ER) Jul 25 
High Fidelity—see Audio 
High Voltage Hold Down Circuits (Darr) (SC) 

May 75, Jun 63, Jul 65, Nov 78 
Home Videoplayers (Gerson) Jun 33 
Horizontal Oscillator (Darr) (SC) Mar 71 
How A Prora Works (Smith) Nov 72 

i 
IC Doorbell Plays Your Song (Cousino) (C) 

Sep 33, Oct 59 
IC Breadboard System (Wadsworth) (C) Feb 44, 

Mar 59 
IC's also see State-Of-Solid-State 

Breadboard System (Wadsworth) (C) Feb 44, 
Mar 59 

Doorbell Plays Your Song (Cousino) (C) 
Sep 33, Oct 59 

40 Projects Using COSMOS (Marston) Jan 47 
How A Prom Works (Smith) Nov 72 
Pseudo Random Circuits, Understanding 

(Lancaster) Apr 42 
20 COSMOS Burglar Alarms (Marston) 

(C) Apr 33, May 48, Jul 50 
Understanding The Op-Amp (Lancaster) 

May 51, Jul 42 
Increased Focus Voltage (Darr) (SC) Sep 63 
Industrial—see servicing, Test Equipment 
Inside Todays Tape Transports (Feldman) Aug 45 
Installing CB Antennas (Kopetzky) Jan 50 
Installing MATV Antennas (Wolf) Sep 37 

Jerrold TRC-12 TV Remote Control (ER) Jun 24 

Kenwood KR-5400 Receiver (Feldman) (HFLTR) 
Kits 

Archer VOM (ER) Jun 92 
8 New Power Supplies (Sleekier) May 37 
Heathkit IG-1271 Function Generator 

(ER) Jun 88 
Heathkit IM-2202 Digital Multimeter 

(ER) Nov 122 
Heathkit 10-4510 Scope (ER) Jul 16 
Heathkit 10-4530 Scope (ER) Aug 24 
Tri-Star CD Ignition System (ER) May 18 

Leader LCG-395 Color Bar Pattern Generator 
(ER) Apr 24 

Lectrotech TO-60 Scope (ER) May 20 
Letters Jan 16, Feb 14, Mar 14, Apr 16, May 16, 

Jun 16, Jul 14, Aug 14, Sep 16, Oct 14, 
Nov 16, Dec 16 

Logic Probe (Lingle) (C) Dec 42 
Looking Ahead (Lachenbruch) Jan 4, Feb 4, 

Mar 4, Apr 4, May 4, Jun 4, Jul 4, Aug 4, 
Sep 4, Oct 4, Nov 4, Dec 4 

M 
Make PA Work (Yoshinari) Jul 45 
Manual Cursor Board For TVT II (Colle) (C) 

Nov 50 
MATV 

Add CCTV To (Kluge) Apr 36 
Installing Antennas (Wolf) Sep 37 
Servicing Systems (Wolf) May 41 
Splitters (Kluge) Aug 70 

Marantz 4400 (Feldman) (HFLTR) Dec 44 
MATV Splitters (Kluge) Aug 70 
Measure dB's With Your Scope (Gabbert) May 59 
Miller-Stephenson Chemical Sprays (ER) Aug 24 

Are you, 

of all people, 

still opening 

your garage 

m 

hard 

way? 

the 

r 

Anybody 

who's into 

electronics 
certainly should be getting 
the everyday convenience and 
family security of automatic garage 
door operation... especially 
now, with Perma Power's 
great Electro Lift 
opener... 
made to fit 
in the trunk 
of your car, 
designed for 
easy handling 
and simple 
do-it-yourself 
installation. 
Available now at a 
surprisingly low price from 
your distributor. 

P.S. Show off your opener to 
your friends and neighbors. You'll 
probably be able to pay for yours 
with what you make installing 
openers for them. 

tt Perma Pomen 

Chamberlain Manufacturing Corporation 
Perma Power Division 
5740 North Tripp Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60646 
Telephone (312) 539-7171 

Circle 23 on reader service card 
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ALLISON 

' OPTO-ELECTRIC' 

The BEST...the ULTIMATE 

of ALL Ignition Systems! 

• (We challenge ANYONE 
lo dispute ihis Facll 

*33 

☆ N 31 

Never wears out or needs any Maintenance! 

• gives you Maximum Power 
with continuous PEAK PERFORMANCE 

...while reducing Maintenance 
and Operating Costs! ^9P| 

• The Allison OPTO-ELECTRIC System eliminates the Points 
aid Condenser, replacing them with an OPTO-ELECTRONIC 
TRIGGER using a Light-Emitlmg Diode and Photo transistor 
The System operates on a beam ol Light. As there are NO 
moving parts in rubbing contact. "Friction-wear is completely 
eliminated Timing adiustments are PERMANENT 
• Gives 40-Times more Timing accuracy than ANY system 
using "Mechamcar Breaker-Points1 UNLIMITED RPM! 
"Electronically-Controlled DWELL automatically supplies 
HIGHEST Performance at both Low and High speeds Spark 
strength does nol fall off at high RPM POSITIVE SPARK 
helps eliminate "Misfire for faster acceleration and improved 
Engine Performance. Sparkplugs LAST 3 to 10-Times LONGER. 
• Easier Starfmg under any condition1 Smoother running 
(NO TIMING FLUCTUATION as with Magnetic Impulse Units) 
All SOLID-STATE Components UNAFFECTED By Temperature 
Moisture, or Vibration! Only Highest grade materials used 
Guarantees you Solid. Dependable Performance! 
• PERFECTTIMING INCREASES Engine Efficiency and Gas 
Mileage SAVES Precious Fuel! Allison gives you MAXIMUM 
Engine Efficiency 100% ol the Time and that's the name of 
the game lor the BEST in GAS MILEAGE AND ECONOMY 
• Perfect Timing and Dwell never change. 
• Pays (or itself! EliminatesignitionTune-Upstorever! 
INFINITE LIFE Once installed . Never needs replacing! 

PROVEN RELIABILITY! 
Unit Tested lo 15,000 RPM. 
• Road and Race Proven. 

  (Opto-Electric Systems won al 
VV 'W'C——IN0Y Two years In a row!) ^ • • • 

You CAN install the ALLISON System In ALL 
the U.S. made & Foreign Cars! (4. 6. or 8-Cylinder), 

• • • 
"EASIEST-TO-INSTALL" UNIT ON THE MARKET. 

(Not necessary lo dismantle Distributor as with other systems) 

• It you want the BEST, and SAVE! This is IT! 
ORDER with CONFIDENCE 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

Each 

Only J4995 

COMPLETE. 
that s EVERYTHING1 

including 
Postage & Insurance 

10-YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY! 
(Free Repair or Replacement) 

• • • 
• Send Check or M 0 

State Make. Year. Engine Size (Cam Res ana Taxi 
★ (So New. .it s Sold ONLY FROM FACTORY DIRECT). 
• You may use your MASTER CHARGE or BANKAMERICARD. 

Send usdlYourNumbet |2| Interbank No , (3) Exp Dale 
★ ... 

Before buying any other Type Ignition system.. 
Send Postcard for our FREE BROCHURE. 

☆ If you have already installed a C-D ignition system. 
Modernize and Increase its Efficiency. 

CONVERTYOUR CD' UNIT TO BREAKERLESS! 
Opto-Electric "TRIGGER UNIT' Only *34.95 

• • • 
Our BEST Salesmen are the users of our ALLISON System! 

• • • 
America's Oldest and Largest Mlg. ol 

A y Op'd-Eleclronic Ignition Systems J 

.XI so 
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ALLISON 
AUTOMOTIVE COMPANY 

1267-L, East EDNA PL., COVINA, CAL. 91722 

N 
NESDA Convention News Nov 108 
New Color Circuits (Savon) Dec 32 
New & Timely Jan 6, Feb 6, Mar 6, 39, 81, 

Apr 6, S3, May 6, 58, Jun 6, 
93, Jul 6, 52, Aug 6, 75. Sep 6, 42, 77, 

87, 89, 93, Oct 6, Nov 12, Dec 6 
New HEW Circuits (Darr) (SC) May 75, Jun 63, 

Jul 65 
New Lit Jan 88, Feb 88, Mar 79, Apr 92, May 92, 

Jun 83, Jul 84, Aug 87, Sept 92, 
Oct 90, Nov 96, Dec 81 

New Products Jan 86, Feb 84, Mar 75, Apr 79, 
May 87, Jun 80, Jul 70, Aug 78, Sep 78, 

Oct 80, Nov 92, Dec 76 
New Rules For CB (Helmi) Jan 40 
Next Month not indexed 
Noiseless Discs At Last (Feldman) Feb 31 

One-Sided Noise Reduction System (Feldman) 
Mar 37 

Orphan Preamplifier, The (Darr) (SC) Jan 78 
Oscilloscopes—see listing under Test Equipment 
Oscilloscopes, All About (Gilmore) Jun 51, Jul 53, 

Aug 52, Sep 40 
Overvoltage Relay (Taylor) (F) Apr 97 

PA—see listing under Audio 
Photography—see Camera 
Pioneer CT-F9191 Tape Deck (Feldman) 

(HFLTR) Oct 36 
Pioneers of Radio (Shunaman) Dec 26 
Portable Snythesizer (Simonton) (C) Nov 37, 

Dec 48 
Prom, How A Works (Smith) Nov 72 
Pseudo Random Circuits, Understanding 

(Lancaster) Apr 42 
Publisher's Memo Nov 6 

OS Matrix Simplified (Kitahra) Oct 16 

Radio 
Satellites Plus Walkie Talkies (F) Mar 99 
Radio-Shack QTA-770 (Feldman) (HFLTR) Nov 54 
RCA CTC-19D—Poor Color Convergence 

(Mark) (F) Mar 86 
RCA Remote Control (Nichols) Dec 90 
Read Current On VTVM (F) Nov 119 
Reader Questions Jan 76, Feb 68, Apr 76, 

May 76, Jun 68, Aug 69, Sep 68, Oct 96, 
Nov 80, Dec 62 

Reading Computer, Make Your Own (Braun- 
beck) (C) Jun 44 

R-E Tests HI-FI Gear (Feldman) (HFLTR) May 40 

Sansui QRX-6001 (HFLTR) Jul 32 
Satellites Plus Walkie Talkies (F) Mar 99 
Scan Derived DC Power Supplies (Darr) (SC) 

Aug 63 
Screen Read Board, TVT II (Colle) (C) Sep 56 
Security Systems-see Alarms 
Semiconductors also see IC's, Transistors 

G-E MOV Varistor (ER) May 30 
Service also see Appliance Clinic, Reader 

Questions, Service Clinic, Service Notes, 
Service Questions, Slep-By-Step, Tech- 
notes, Test Equipment 
Electronic Organs (Darr) (SC) Apr 73 
MATV Systems (Wolf) May 41 
Measure dB's With Your Scope (Gabbert) 

May 59 
NESDA Convention News Nov 108 
RCA CTC-19D—Poor Color Convergence 

(Mark) (F) Mar 86 
Sherlock Ohms & Substitute Sync (Darr) 

May 62 
Sylvania D-03 Chassis (Davidson) (F) Mar 89 
Test Equipment For Industrial (Darr) Jul 35 
Weak Sound (Held) (F) Mar 88 

Service Clinic (Darr) 
DC Volume Controls Oct 69 
Electronic Organs Apr 73 
Four Cases—One Cause Dec 61 
HEW Circuits May 75, Jun 63, Jul 65, Nov 78 
Horizontal Oscillator Mar 71 
Increased Focus Voltage Sep 63 
Orphan Amplifier, The Jan 78 
Scan Derived DC Power Supplies Aug 63 
VRT Saturated Transformer, The Feb 65 

Service Notes Nov 106 
Service Questions Jan 49, Mar 43, May 93, 95, 

Aug 96, Sep 90, Oct 89, Dec 62 
Servicing MATV Systems (Wolf) May 41 

Sherlock Ohms & Substitute Sync (Darr) May 62 
Shure M95ED (Feldman) (HFLTR) Nov 61 
Signal-To-Noise—What Does It Mean? 

(Feldman) Sep 50 
Simpson 432 Color Generator (ER) Oct 104 
Smoke & Fire Detection (Darr) (AC) Mar 12 
Soldering Fragile Components (Blllos) (F) Mar 86 
Soundcraftsmen RP2212 Equalizer (Feldman) 

(HFLTR) Oct 39 
Squarewaves & Audio Performance (Feldman) 

Nov 52 
Step-By-Step Troubleshooting Charts (Prentiss) 

Jan 71, Apr 68, Jul 60, Aug 58, Sep 60, Oct 62 
State-Of-Sol id-State (Savon) Jan 59, Feb 71, 

Jun 58, Aug 55, Sep 43, Nov 22 
Stereo—see Audio 
Super Fi Testing (Feldman) Oct 50 
Sylvania D-03 Chassis (Davidson) (F) Mar 89 

Taming The Bass Reflex (Weems) Feb 58 
Tape Bias—What Does It Really Mean? (Feld- 

man) May 70 
Technical Topics (Scott) Jan 62, Feb 42 
Technotes (F) Mar 88 
Telequipment D61 Scope (ER) Apr 20 
Television also see Reader Questions, 

Servicing, Service Clinic, Service 
Questions, Step-By-Step 
Build Color Camera (Davis) (C) Jul 29, 

Aug 42, Sep 36 
Color TV Kit Teaches Electronics Nov 114 
Home Videoplayers, Coming Soon (Gerson) 

Jun 33 
Jerrold TRC-12 Remote Control (ER) Jun 24 
New Color Circuits (Savon) Dec 32 
Zoom In Tight (Savon) Dec 34 

Test Equipment also see Equipment Reports, 
Servicing 
Curve Tracers, All About (Gilmore) Mar 53, 

Apr 58, May 60 
Digital Panel Meters (Darr) Dec 35 
8 New Kits—Lab Power Supplies (Steckler) 

May 37 
Fix Loose Leads (Edwards) (F) Jan 24 
IC Breadboard System (Wadsworth) (C) 

Feb 44, Mar 59 
Industrial, For Servicing (Darr) Jul 35, 

Nov 40 
Logic Probe (Lingle) (C) Dec 42 
Measure dB's With Your Scope (Gabbert) 

May 59 
Probes From Old Pens (Legon) (F) Jan 24 
RCA Remote Control Dec 90 
Read Current On VTVM (F) Nov 119 
Scopes, All About (Gilmore) Jun 51, Jul 53, 

Aug 52, Sep 40 
Scope Memory, Digital (Titus) (C) Jun 29, 

Jul 48 
Super-Fi Testing (Feldman) Oct 50 
What Is The Signal Now? (Western) Sep 58 

Test Equipment For Industrial Servicing (Darr) 
Jul 35, Nov 40 

Test Probes From Old Pens (Legon) (F) Jan 24 
Tick Timer, A (Tooker) (C) Apr 40 
Transformers—Buck Or Boost (Greenlee) May 68 
Transistor Substitution Guide (Scott) Jan 68, 

Feb 62, Mar 68, Apr 70, May 72, Jun 60 
Jul 87, Aug 60 

Transistors—see IC's, Semiconductors, State- 
Of-Solid-State, Transistor Substitution 
Guide 

Tri-Star CD Ignition System Kit (ER) May 18 
TV Games In Your Livingroom (Steckler) Dec 29 
TV Typewriter II (Colle) (C) Feb 27, Mar 56, 

Apr 61 
Add UART (Smith) (C) Feb 51 
Screen-Read Board (Colle) (C) Sep 56 

20 COSMOS Burglar Alarms (Marston) (C) 
Apr 33, May 48, Jul 50 

u 
Understanding The Op-Amp (Lancaster) May 51, 

Jul 42 

Dec 58 

Jun 33 
Feb 65 

Vertical FET (Feldman) 
Videoplayers 

Coming Soon, Home (Gerson) 
VRT Saturated Transformer, The (Darr) 

w 
Wahl Thermal Spot Tester (ER) Jun 26 
Weak Sound (Held) (F) Mar 88 
Weston 670 FET VOM (ER) Jun 79 
What Can Digital Do? (Karlin & Comlskey) Feb 48 
What Is The Signal Now? (Western) Sep 58 

Zoom In Tight (Savon) Dec 34 

Circle 24 on reader service card 



TV GAMES 
{continued from page 31) 

the logic circuitry enables the coincidence 
gates to detect ball coincidence with the 
back side of the left player. In handball, 
the ball must bounce off either player and 
reverse its direction back towards the wall 
which is always on the far left of the TV 
screen. 

The serve lockout and score output on 
this IC provide a score indication pulse 
for the score IC and also through dis- 
charging of an external capacitor prevents 
the ball from re-entering the playing field 
once a score has been made until that score 
has been registered by the score IC (IC6). 
This capacitor allows approximately 1.5 
seconds delay before the ball can be re- 
turned to play. Since the ball reset is ac- 
complished by the player who lost the 
score touching his player to a wall, the 
delay prevents cheating. 

BROADMOOR 4-PLAY combines mono- 
chrome TV and game chassis. Game signal 
is video and is fed directly to video circuitry. 

The blanking generator provides a logic 
pulse slightly wider than the horizontal 
sync and is centered, timewise, about hori- 
zontal sync. Coincidence of the ball and 
this pulse enables the score output and 

rvr 

PONG BY ATARI is available at Sears stores 
now. It plays only the one game. 

initiates the serve lockout circuitry. This 
blanking pulse is needed to prevent the 
ball from travelling into and disappearing 
in the horizontal sync. If this were allowed 
to happen, the ball video would not be 
generated to operate the logic or coinci- 
dence gates. 

(continued on page 90) 

f y 
In/Out Of Circuit 

TRflHSISTOii TESTER 
Model TT26AK* 

Kit Form 
w/Alligator 
Clips 

PP. 
(Photo shown 
#TT26EZ w/E-Z Hooks) 
Features; 
• Tests Transistors 
• Checks Diodes 

P" ' • Checks Continuity 
■di • Gold-Plated 
CT Socket for 
f Extra Reliability 

Other Models Available: 
#TT26EZ 
(Completely assembled 
w/E-Z Hooks). . $19.55 pp. 
#TT26A 
(Completely assembled 
w/Alligator Clips) $17.95 pp. 
#TT26EZK* 
(In Kit Form, 
w/E-Z Hooks) $12.55 pp. 
'Kits assembled in less than 1 hour 

All orders shipped within 48 hours. 
Send check or money order. N.Y. residents add 8% 
tax. Write for full line of electronic accessories. 

TOKYO ELECTRONICS INC. 
1467 - 48th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 

Made in 
U.S.A. 

Isn't it time you had 

another choice in 

electronic kits? 

Introducing... 

the other choices; 

ELECTRONIC 
KITS 

Over $50 easy to-buad, h^i-quetty etectromc Wts tor the hobbyist, expertmentoE; technician and engineec 

Circle 26 on reader service card 

tt-ft,automcittve,C8. amateur radto, security aiarme, los^ devicea, test eqjpment, musical instnjment accessories, eonamont catwieti 

164 kits offering better value, 
greater choice than any other 
kits available today. For free 
catalog, write: 
^fiTnnnnn^Amtroncraft Kits Ltd. 

1 West 13th St., 
^uiU"Uiin0^New York N Y. 10011 

(212) 255-2362 
Circle 27 on reader service card 
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You can build a better organ 

than you can buy! 

A magnificent Schober Electronic Organ 

What a marvelous way to put your special 
talents to work! With our Schober Electronic 
Organ Kits and your skill, you can build your- 
self some very special satisfaction, and a life- 
time of great music! 

Schober Organs are literally far superior 
to comparably-priced "ready-made" units. You 
could actually pay twice as much and get no 
better organ...and miss the fun of assembling 
it yourself. A PC board at a time, component by 
component, you'll assemble your own "king of 
instruments." And when you're done, you'll 
wish there was more to do. And there is! For 
then, Schober will help you learn to play, even 
if you've never played a note beforel 

Schober Organ Kits range from $650 to 
$2850, and you can purchase in sections to 
spread costs out...or have two-year time pay- 
ments. Combine the incomparable quality of 
Schober components with your talent...and 
produce a far better organ than you can buyl 

Thousands of others have, ever since 1955. 
You can have all the details, without cost 

or obligation. Just send the coupon for the 
fascinating Schober color catalog (or enclose 
$1 for a record that lets you hear as well as 
see Schober quality.) Why not clip it right now, 
before you forget? 

■ The /fc/tfj/e't Organ Corp., Dept. RE-145 
| 43 West 61sl Street, New York, N.Y. 10023 
| □ Please send me Schober Organ Catalog. 
I □ Enclosed please find $1 00 for 12-inch L.P. 

record of Schober Organ music. 
I   | NAME 
1 ADDRESS 
| CITY STATE ZIP 

Circle 28 on reader service card 



ELECTRO-LAB 
(Simulated TV Reception) 

As an NTS student you'll acquire the know-how that 
comes with first-hand training on NTS professional 
equipment. Equipment you'll build and keep. Our 
courses include equipment like the NTS/Heath 
Digital GR-2000 Solid Stale color TV with first-ever 
features like silent varactor diode tuning; digital 
channel selection, (with optional digital clock), and 
big 315 sq. in. ultra-rectangular screen. 

Also pictured above are other units — 5" solid state 
oscilloscope, vector monitor scope, solid-state ster- 
eo AM-FM receiver with twin speakers, digital multi- 
meter, and more. It's the kind of better equipment 
that gets you better equipped for the electronics 
industry. 

This electronic gear is not only designed for train- 
ing; it's field-type — like you'll meet on the job, or 
when you're making service calls. And with NTS 
easy-to-read, profusely illustrated lessons you learn 
the theory behind these tools of the trade. 

Choose from 12 NTS courses covering a wide range 
of fields in electronics, each complete with equip- 
ment, lessons, and manuals to make your training 
more practical and interesting. 

Compare our training; compare our lower tuition. 
We employ no salesmen, pay no commissions. You 
receive all home-study information by mail only. 
All Kits, lessons, and experiments are described in 
full color. Most liberal refund policy and cancella- 



and the equipment 

be equipped. COMpfl^ 
OUR KITS 

OUR HIGH FIDELITY 
SPEAKERS 

tuition 

SOLID-STATE STEREO 
AM/FM/MULTIPLEX 

RECEIVER 
r ft a 

. 9 
~ ~ COLOR BAR/DOT 

GENERATOR / 

... 
♦ % 

i i a i || 

v.V- . - 

TUBE & TRANSISTOR TESTER 
FET-VOM 

SAM/FM/SW PORTABLE 
SOLID-STATE RECEIVER 

£- 

74 sq. in. 
Solid-State 
B&WTV 

VECTOR MONITOR 
SCOPE 

mmmmv o 

o p :p 

P P 0 

r* r 
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O 
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P ¥ • t 

5" OSCILLOSCOPE MUL'-hmbtcb SOLID-STATE 2-METER FM MULTIMETER TRANSCEIVER & POWER SUPPLY 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

SOLID-STATE 
POCKET RADIO 

tion privileges spelled out. Make your own com- 
parisons, your own decision. Mail card today, or 
clip coupon if card is missing. 

NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL 

APPROVED FOR VETERAN TRAINING 
Get facts on new 2-year extension 

I 

I 

I 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS l-jpnt OflR 1 9^ 
4000 South Figueroa St.. Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 ^UD 

Please send FREE Color Catalog and Sample Lesson, 
NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. 

Color TV Servicing 
B & W TV and Radio Servicing 
Electronic Communications □ FCC License Course 

NAME. 

□ Electronics Technology □ Computer Electronics □ Basic Electronics □ Audio Electronics Servicing 

_AGE_ 

NATIONAL^) SCHOOLS I 

ADDRESS. .APT #_ 

TECHNICAL-TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 
Resident and Home-Study Schools 

4000 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 
I 

CITY  
Please fill in Zip Code for fast service. 

_STATE_ 

□ Check if Interested In G.I. Bill information. 
□ Check If interested ONLY In classroom training In Los Angeles. 

O m 
0 m 
CD 
m 33 
CO 
01 
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3 GOOD 

REASONS 

FOR 

BUYING AN 

EMPIRE 

CART- 

RIDGE 

1YOUR RECORDS WILL LAST 
■ LONGER. Unlike ordinary 

magnetic cartridges Empire s vari- 
able reluctance cartridges have a 
diamond stylus that floats free of its 
magnets. This imposes much less 
weight on the record surface and 
insures much longer record life 

2 YOUR RECORDS WILL 
■ SOUND BETTER. Empire 

sound is spectacular. Distortion at 
standard groove velocity does not 
exceed .05% Instruments don t 
waver: channel separation is razor 
sharp 

3 MORE CARTRIDGE FOR 
■ YOUR MONEY. We use 4 

poles, 4 coils and three magnets in 
our cartridge (more than any other 
brand). Each cartridge must pass 
rigid tests before shipment. 

For more good reasons to buy an 
Empire cartridge write for your free 
catalogue; 
EMPIRE SCIENTIFIC CORP., 
Dept. C,Garden City, N Y 11530 

Mfd. U.S.A. EMPIRE 

f 

A 
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Circle 29 on reader service card 

new products 

More information on new products is available from the 

manufacturers of items identified by a Reader Service num- 

ber. Use the Reader Service Card inside the back cover. 

RF WIDE-BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR, the 
LSG-16 Is said to be ideal for service, hobby, 
education or industrial use. It features an FET 
oscillator circuitry for high-stability perform- 
ance plus an accurately calibrated frequency 
dial. Frequency range is 100 kHz to 100 MHz; 
and up to 300 MHz on harmonics. Internal 
modulation is 1 kHz at 30% or higher while 
external modulation is 50 Hz-20 kHz at less 
than 1 RMS. 

. 

©9 

The LSG-16 can function as a marker-gen- 
erator when used in conjunction with a sweep 
generator and will check and align RF and IF 
circuits in TV, FM and communication-type 
receivers and transmitters. Use of the product 
is further extended by provisions to accom- 
modate a 1—15 MHz crystal. 

The LSG-16 offers a 115/230V; 50/60 Hz; 
3VA approx, power supply. It measures 6 X 
10 X 5 inches and weighs 5,5 lbs. $109.OS- 
Leader Instruments Corp., 151 Oupont Street, 
Plainview, NY 11803. 

Circle 31 on reader service card 
FOUR-INCH SILICON SOLAR CELL is ca- 
pable of putting out 1 full watt of electricity 
and over 2 amps of current at 0.45 volt. It is 
ideal for designers researching the efficiency 
of solar energy. Each cell is double tested at 
intensities equivalent to sunlight at 25°C 
(±3°). Operating range is —65° to ±125°C. 
The cell is rated at 100 mW/cm1 light inten- 
sity at 0.45 V. It can be operated without a 
plastic lens (required by most for optimum 

& l 
•Sis I 

mm 
^SS59BB SBS 

efficiency) and comes with tab leads, allowing 
any number of parallel or series configura- 
tions to attain desired voltage or amperage 
level. 

This 4-inch solar cell, stock No, 42,314 is 

$29.95 postpaid.—Edmund Scientific Co., 380 
Edscorp Bldg., Barrington, NJ 08007. 

Circle 32 on reader service card 

AUDIO ANALYZER. The LAV-190, combines 
an audio generator, attenuator and AC milli- 
volt meter which will provide performance 
checking of all audio equipment. 

It consumes only 7 VA during testing. Of- 
fers a swilchable, dual-impedance network of 
either 6 or 600 ohms. The audio generator 
frequency range is 10 Hz to 1 MHz sinewave 
with output of more than 2.5 VRMS into 600 

A..-* 

ohms at low harmonic distortion. There is a 
continuously variable attenuator; a 150 
(iV—500 VAC millivolt meter scale across 12 
ranges with an overall input impedance of 10 
megohms. 

The LAV 190 comes with 2 miniplugs and 
cables, plus a cable with a pin tip. It has a 
115/230 V, 50/60 Hz power supply and meas- 
ures 8.5 X 12 X 7.3 inches. Approximately 
8% lbs. $499.95.—Leader Instruments Corp., 
151 Dupont Street, Plainview, NY 11803. 

Circle 33 on reader service card 
NEW IN/OUT OF CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR 
TESTER, model TT26EZ, features 3-in-one 
testing capabilities. It tests transistors, and 
diodes and also checks continuity. Other fea- 
tures include a gold-plated socket for extra 
reliability; tests transistors in less than 5 

s 

seconds; uses a standard 9V battery; has 
capability of testing a minimum of 8000 trans- 
istors, The TT26EZ measures a compact 
3-15/16" X 1-7/16" X2%", priced at $12.55 



pp. in kit form with E-Z hooks. This unit is 
also available completely assembled at extra 
cost. It can be ordered direct from Tokyo 
Electronics, and will be shipped within 48 
hours. Tokyo Electronics, Inc., 1467 48th 
Street, Brooklyn, NY 11219. 

Circle 34 on reader service card 
COMPACT CIRCUIT-DESIGN TOOL, the Dual 
Op-Amp Designer Tester, designed to aid 
both the beginner and experienced user to 
set-up and test circuits containing one or two 
op-amps is available with internal ±15 VDC 
@ 100 mA regulated power supply (model 
202) or ±9 VDC batteries (model 201). This 
rugged self-powered instrument is also useful 
to test the performance and electrical speci- 
fications of op-amps in any particular test 
circuit. 

No soldering is necessary; just insert 
components such as resistors, capacitors, di- 
odes, IC's, etc. . . . and your circuit is built. 

Other leading features of the Dual Op-Amp 
Designer-Tester include the following: 

m j 11 
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Solderless tie points. ... No special patch 
cords are needed because solid No. 22 gauge 
wire is used for interconnecting tie points, 
No soldering is necessary; just insert com- 
ponents. 

Internal ±15 VDC @ 100 mA regulated 
power supply featuring: short-circuit pro- 
tection 0.1% line and load regulation, 1 mV 
RMS maximum ripple and noise, input isola- 
tion—50 megohms, warm up drift—35 mV. 

On-off switch with provision to use external 
power, two 10K potentiometers, four pairs of 
binding posts for input and output connec- 
tions, four IC sockets (two for each op-amp 
circuit) with provision for the 8-lead metal 
can 14-pin dip or 8-pin mini-dip. Three wire 
6-ff. line cord and 0.5 amp fuse. 

Physical dimensions: 6,25" X 3.75" X 2". 
Model 201, $33.00, (includes ±9 V batt- 

eries), model 202, $55.00 (includes ±15 VDC 
@100 mA regulated power supply).—Poly- 
Iron Devices, Inc., PO Box 398, River Street 
Station, Paterson, NJ 07524. 

Circle 35 on reader service card 
SCREWDRIVERS for driving slotted, hex or 
multiple-spline socket screws, or any of six 

£ 

& 

other types including metric, and available in 
a wide size range of professional fixed-handle 
and interchangeable blade models. The line 

also includes a variety of pouch and roll kits, 
compact bench stand sets of miniatures with 
Xcelite's "piggyback" torque amplifier han- 
dle, series 99 individual and kit reversible 
blades and handles, four metric hex socket 
sets, and the availability of plastic-dip-insu- 
lated blades on fixed-handle drivers.—Weller- 
Xcelite Electronics Div., The Copper Group, 
Apex, NC 27502. 

Circle 36 on reader service card 
FRONT-LOAD STEREO CASSETTE DECK, 
the KX-620, cuts wow and flutter to less than 
0.09%, increases signal-to-noise to better 
than 61 dB, and offers greater recording 
headroom to improve the quality of home- 
recorded cassettes. The unit's precision 
drive system holds vibration and speed ir- 
regularities to negligible levels to achieve 
0.09% wow and flutter performance. The de- 
sign uses an extra-large, critical-tolerance 
capstan and an electronically controlled DC 
servo motor. The capstan shaft is polished 
to a roundness tolerance of less than 0.2 
micron. The DC servo motor utilizes a unique 
feedback circuit to control speed fluctua- 
tions. With the motor achieving uniform and 

unwavering rotation and the capstan in per- 
fect round, the tape movement of the KX-620 
is smooth, unvarying and precise; and wow 
and flutter are thus held to a minimum. An 
automatic stop mechanism complements the 
precision drive system, disengaging the cap- 
stan drive and turning off the drive motor 
within three seconds after tape motion has 
stopped. 

The KX-620 incorporates the Dolby noise- 
reduction system, as well as a low-noise pre- 
amp section, to bring the signal-to-noise ratio 
up to 61 dB with cromium dioxide tapes. For 
a significant improvement in the qualify of 
recordings, the KX-620 utilizes a 0-VU re- 
cording level of 160 pwb/mm—fully four dB 
lower than in conventional systems. This 
lower level provides a full 10 dB of headroom 
above the 0-VU reading of the meter before 
tape saturation begins, this eliminating one 
of the major causes of poor quality record- 
ings. $219.95—Kenwood, Dept. P., 15777 
South Broadway, Gardena, CA 90248. 

Circle 37 on reader service card 
STEREO MIKE MIXER, Healhkit TM-1626, is 
a low-cost, high fidelity mixing console for 
serious tape recording and PA use. It pro- 
vides a number of professional features In- 
cluding stereo outputs, four high/low imped- 
ance mike inputs (one with pan control), 

two auxiliary inputs, lighted level meters plus 
adjustable LED peak indicators and much 

REBATE 
CERTIFICATES 

(see below) 

Polaris 

40 KV 
DUAL RANGE 

Probe 
MEASURES 
VOLTAGE 
AND 
CURRENT /fVi 

n FOR 
TODAY 
AND 
TOMORROW 

MODEL 
#651 

Only 

$29% 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Range One; 

40,000 Volts D.C. 
;7Range Two: 0-400 MA.D.C. 

Accuracy: ± 2% Full Scale 
Meter Movement: BOuA 

Polaris 
DC POWER SUPPLY 

0-25 VOLTS 250 MA 
TEST & SERVICE 

SOLID STATE EQUIPMENT 
MODEL 
TPS 225 
Only 

$29% 

CA 
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• Operates on 105/125 V.A.C. 
• Adjustable Voltage Output 
• Meter Measures Voltage & Current 
• Extremely Low Ripple 

Polaris 
COBRA CURVE TRACER 

RAPID TRANSISTOR 
& DIODE TESTER 

MODEL CT 751 .tp<( _ 
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• In & Out of Circuit Testing 
• Gain-Junction-Leakage Test 
• In Circuit Test Leads 
• Checks Diodes for Function & Polarity 

Polaris New York 
2862 Fulton St.. Bklyn. N.Y. 11207 
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Test Equipment 
CB Equipment 
Electronic Parts 

[RCAS^nc11 

OsciUiscop^ 
L Model 

150 

_ '•Digit 

■ModellSOl JbO| 

Multimeter0^'^' If^JT 

S'^nd 
Model, LM-3 1t3 501 

HI LoVHF 5UI 
SS.-r'0 4^^ ea | ' uW-1'® ''H' 1 l2^30.50lM^' 

Model 13-763 ?:0»lann., 
168' 

[699s ea 

®-C/ianneJ ^OcJe/13-777 
195 
ea 

"gemtronics 
, 23 Channel 
[Transceiver 

(501 

IwAHLCW^Jf55 

Soldering ho" 
Model 7500 

o 

Send check, money order or for 
Master Charge Include MC card No. 
and expiration date. Add $2.00 for 
shipping and Insurance. 

HMDHAM 
Radio Supply Co., Inc. 

Dept. 975 
558 Morris Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451 

Tel: [212] 585-0330 

more. 
Slide controls let you visually balance the 

relative level of the inputs and outputs. 
Switches above each input control let you 
assign that channel to the left or right output 
or switch the input off. The pan control ad- 
justs the apparent location of the fourth mike 
from left to right or anywhere in between. 
Since the pan is a slide control, it's easy to 
visualize what the final mix-down will sound 
like. If six inputs aren't enough for you, mixer 
bus jacks let you parallel any number of TM- 
1626's. 

The TM-1626's exceptional output monitor- 
ing system is particularly useful for tape 
recording. A pair of lighted VU meters con- 
tinuously monitor the output in two switch- 
selected ranges: +4 or -MO dB. Ordinary 
meters can't respond to instantaneous peaks 
quickly enough to prevent tape saturation and 
increased distortion. To solve that problem, 
the device uses a pair of LED's which re- 
spond to peaks faster than any meter. A pair 
of controls on the rear panel set the level at 
which the LED's light, so you can optimize 
performance with any tape recorder or sound 
system. 

Frequency response extends from 40— 
20,000 Hz, ±1 dB with less than 0.5% total 
harmonic distortion up to 6.5 volts output. 
Hum and noise are extremely low and the 
inputs are resistant to overload (aux: 3.0 V; 
mike: 900 mV (hi-Z), 60 mV (lo-Z). 

TM-1626 is a kit even a beginner can build. 
Most of the parts mount on a single printed- 
circuit board and there's almost no point-to- 
point wiring. A fully-illustrated manual guides 
you step by step—even teaches you how to 
solder.—Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Ml 
49022. 

Circle 100 on reader service card 

SIX NEW SOLDERING TIPS for the Iso-Tip 
cordless soldering iron. The new tips are: 
No. 7569 V-tip to send heat under a circuit- 
board wire; Wo. 7572 blunt tip and No. 7577 
chisel tip for general heating applications; 
No. 7573 tinning tip, grooved to coat wire sur- 

M / 

faces; No. 7574 concave centering tip for 
work on the reverse side of the board; and 
No. 7596 knife tip for stripping insulation 
without marring wire. The knife tip is also 
handy for cutting nylon rope since it seals as 
it cuts, preventing unravelling.—Wahl Clipper 
Corp., Sterling, IL 61081. 

Circle 38 on reader service card 

MODULAR MICROCOMPUTERS. A new 
series of modular micros (the 8008 version, 
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Circle 61 on reader service card 

Mike 2, and the 8080-based Mike 3) features 

- 

FREE 

alarm catalog 

over 500 
systems, 

detectors, 
controls, 

sounders, 
tools, locks, 

supplies 

TO PROTECT HOMES, 
BUSINESSES, INDUSTRY 

Huge selection of hard-to-find security 
equipment from stock. 96 fact-filled pages 
loaded with 100's of highest quality profes- 
sional alarm products, technical notes, 
diagrams. 

ONE-STOP SUPERMARKET 
SELECTION INCLUDES: 

ultrasonics, radar, infrared, undercarpet 
mats, magnetic contacts, smoke & heat de- 
tectors; Controls; Alarms: bells, sirens, 
phone dialers, lights, guard panels. Large 
selection of tools, relays, wire, holdup 
alarms, books. Fills need for Industry, alarm 
cos., businesses, homes, institutions. Order 
your copy today. 

mountain west alarm 
4215 n. 16th st. 
phoenix, az. 85016 
(602) 263-8831 

Circle 78 on reader service card 

ISOftTIP 

QUICK 

CHARGE 

Recharges in l/3rd the time 
of any other cordless iron. 

Complete line of accessories available: 

No. 7566 
Micro Soldering Tip 

No. 7535 
Regular Tip 

No. 7546 
Heavy Duty Tip 

No. 7595 
Knife Tip 

No. 7577 
Chisel Tip 

No. 7574 
Concave Tip 

No. 7569 
"V" Tip 

No. 7573 
Tinning Tip 

No. 7572 
Blunt Tip No. 7545 

Fine Tip 

No. 7556 
Tuner Extension Tip 

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION 
ORIGINATORS OF PRACTICAL CORDLESS SOLDERING 
Sterling, Illinois 61081 (815) 625-6525 
"Manufacturing Excellence Since 1919" 

Circle 79 on reader service card 



a bus structure compatible with various stan- 
dard eight-bit microprocessors. Computers 
include a calculator-type keyboard, six large 
LED digits, and a monitor program stored in 
PROM, for easy program loading and de- 
bugging. Assembled on 5.5 by 7,0-inch PC 
boards, a number of accessory modules are 
offered. In kit form, computers start at 
$275.00; assembled and tested versions, and 
boards suitable for OEM use, are also listed. 
As an introduction, the Mike 2 Manual sells 
for $25.00.—Martin Research, 3336 Commer- 
cial Avenue, Northbrook, IL 60062. 

Circle 39 on reader service card 
MINIATURIZED ACOUSTIC SUSPENSION 
SPEAKER SYSTEM, the model 400 is housed 
in a reinforced polystyrene cabinet measur- 
ing just 6% inches by 11 inches by 6 inches 
deep. It is intended for use as a second 
speaker for the Advent mode/ 400 FM receiv- 
ing system. In addition, its combination of 
compact size, high performance, low price, 
and moderate power requirement makes it 
ideal for complete music systems of moder- 
ate cost; for extending the sound of an exist- 
ing component system to other rooms where 
space is at a premium and extremely high 
acoustic output is not required; and for use 
with better-quality automobile tape and radio 
systems. 
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The single acoustic-suspension driver used 
in the mode' 400 loudspeaker has a cone 
area, excursion capability, and magnetic 
structure sufficient to provide solid bass at 
surprisingly high levels. At the same time, the 
driver's cone is small enough to provide ex- 
tended and well-dispersed treble response. 
In addition, what sets it apart from previous 
very small single driver systems is the use of 
an LCR network carefully designed to tailor 
the octave-to-octave tonal balance, and to 
provide the system with its audible family re- 
lationship to the larger and more elaborate 
Advent Speaker systems. 

Impedance is 8 ohms, and the loudspeaker 
requires only 4 to 6 watts of power for ample 
levels in most small- to medium-size rooms. 
The suggested retail price is $32.00.—Advent 
Corporation, 195 Albany Street, Cambridge, 
MA 02139. 

REPLACEMENT POWER AMPLIFIERS. Five 
solid-state power amplifier modules primarily 
for replacement use in domestic and im- 
ported stereo components cover a range of 
power outputs from 8 to 25-watts. They are 
included in GE's 1975 Replacement Semicon- 
ductor Guide, with cross references to RCA, 

(.» 
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Sylvania and original equipment part num- 
bers. This Initial offering of solid-state de- 

catalog ! 
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endeco 

> soldering & 

desoldering 
8 equipment 

Our 23rd year of service fo the World's 
finest craftsmen and technicians. 

A carefully selected and tested assortment 
of unique, hard-to-find tools, clever 
gadgets, precision instruments, bargain 
kits. One-stop shopping for the technician, 
craftsman, hobbyist, lab specialist, 
production supervisor. Many tools and 
measuring instruments available nowhere 
else. One of the most unusual and complete 
tool catalogs anywhere. Get your copy of 
the NC FLASHER today. 

NafaonalS\. f00®"""oept cba 
'X. ^ •0110 camera 

Circle 62 on reader service card 

SOLDERING 
IRONS 

Pencil style. Safety light Two heats — 20w and 
40w. 6 tips. Unbreakable handle. 2 and 3 wire 
neoprene cords. 

DESOLDERING 
IRONS 

Pencil style. Safety light. Some operateat 40w. idle 
at 20w. 8 tip sizes. 2 and 3 wire neoprene cords. 

SOLDERING & 
DESOLDERING 

KITS 
Everyining needed 

to solder or de- 
solder or both. AN in a handy lifetime metal 

box with hasp. 
>ee your distributor or write... 

Enterprise Development Corp. 
5127 E. 65lh St • Indianapolis IN 46220 

PHONE (317) 251-1231 

Circle 63 on reader service card 

THE ACPHA PROFITMETER 

AUTO ZERO/POLARITY 3^ DIGIT MULTIMETER KIT 

ON THE SERVICE BENCH 

r#n 
'Sf 7 

IN THE FIELD 

WITH BRIGHT RED LED DISPLAY 

WHEREVER AND WHATEVER THE JOB., 
YOU'LL NEED ITS BATTERY 
OPERATED PORTABILITY AND 
ITS HIGH ACCURACY: .1% DCV & 
OHMS, 1% CURRENT AND ACV. 

95 +2.95 P&H 
Less test 
leads & 

batterys 

ELECTRONICS 
DEPT 2 PO BOX 1005 
MERRITT ISLAND, FLA. 32952 

TO ORDER OR FOR INFORMATION 

CALL TOLL FREE 

800 - 327 - 2084 

i&LCit 

SPECIAL OFFER: "PROFIT" and SAVE $^0.00 

NOW, BUY THE PROFITMETER AND GET OUR RALLY IV STOPWATCH 

KIT FOR $29.95 OR OUR LED-l OR DD12/24 (HR/MM/SEC/DATE) 

DIGITAL WRISTWATCH KIT for only $9,95 with this ad. 

Circle 64 on reader service card 
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More 

chances 

to be 

right 

\«sr» 

Thousands more 
cross references 

Transistor kit 
for foreign sets 

Replacement 
amplifier modules 

"fSs 4/Os 

All the help you need 
at your authorized distributor 

Tube Products Department 
General Electric Company 
Owensbor 3, Kentucky 42301 

GENERAL fm ELECTRIC 

vices is to be expanded in the near future to 
make it easier for electronic technicians to 
service audio equipment.—General Electric, 
2100 Gardiner Lane, Louisville, KY 40205. 

Circle 40 on reader service card 

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH ADHESIVE, Instant- 
Weld is now available in five formulas in a 
six-pack kit of 1-ounce dispensers. The five 
formulas are classified by the colors of the 
labels—red, blue, yellow, green and white. 

5* 
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Red label sets the fastest of all the form- 
ulas. It bonds a number of materials in about 
3 seconds and is designed for use on plas- 
tics, rubber, ceramic or glass. The assort- 
ment sells for $49,95, postpaid.—Oneida Elec- 
tronic Mfg., Inc., Meadville, PA 16335. 

Circle 41 on reader service card 
TV-FM ANTENNA. The model 1776 is a 37- 
element VHF-UHF-FM antenna on a rugged 1 
inch square bottom IIIVs inches long. The 
multiple drive VHF section with reflector ele- 
ments for both low-band and hi-band assures 

high gain and excellent features of a broad- 
band Yagi-type array and a corner-reflector 
type array for flat response and high gain 
across the entire range of UHF channels. A 
behind-the-set signal splitter is in each car- 
ton.—The Finney Company, 34 West Inter- 
state, Bedford, OH 44146. 

Circle 42 on reader service card 
14 HOURS ON A STANDARD CASSETTE. The 
model LP5A long-play professional machine 
will enable the user to extend by almost five 
times the normal recording time of any high 
quality standard cassette used. 

14 HOUR 

cassette recorder 

Circle 65 on reader service card 

An incredibly slow tape speed of % inches 
per second and the newly developed micro 
"Magnapulse" energized recording head 

combine to enable this cassette recorder to 
record 14 hours on a standard C-180 high 
energy cassette. 

Applications for the LP5 include: Voice re- 
cording, court reporting, data recording, 
telephone recording, medical or physiologi- 
cal information storage, automatic sales order 
storage, security and interrogation storage, or 
any long-term recording with unattended 
service. Features include 115-volt or battery 
operation. Cue control—Audible scanning in 
fast-forward or reverse mode. Tape-footage 
counter, automatic stop at end of tape. 

An automatic voice actuator is offered as 
an option. A 75-millisecond start-up time thru 
voice actuation ends "syllable loss" normally 
associated with voice actuation. Basic LP5 
$249.00 sample quantities; $144.00 2-5 units; 
$125.00 each for 6 units.—The Answerline 
Associates, Inc., 124 W. Lincoln Ave., ML 
Vernon, NY 10550. 

Circle 43 on render service card 

BETTER 

THAN A 

THIRD HAND! 

m *315 

300 

PANAVISE TILTS, TURNS, AND 
ROTATES TO ANY POSITION. 
IT HOLDS YOUR P.O. BOARD 
EXACTLY WHERE YOU WANT IT. 

Quite possibly the finest new tool 
you will buy this year. PanaVise is 
built to exacting professional 
standards. We guarantee it! 
Illustrated is P.C. Board Holder 
2315 in the 2300 Base. This com- 
bination has exclusive multiple 
positioning ability. Boards are 
gently but firmly locked in place 
with one arm spring loaded to 
facilitate quick board changes. 
Three other bases and a wide va- 
riety of heads are available. All 
interchange! Buy a basic unit, then 
add on to create your system. 
FREE Write tor the latest PanaVise 
catalog, prices, and dealer listing. 

Available through your dealer. 

Dept. 5E izmuMsE' 
A Division of Colbert Industries 
10107 Adella Ave., South Gate, CA 90280 

Circle 77 on reader service card 



new lit 19/5 
CHALlENGf 

All booklets, catalogs, charts, 
data sheets and other literature 
listed here with a Reader Service 
number are free. Use the Reader 
Service Card inside the back 
cover. 

LOW-COST ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS are 
listed in a new 12-page catalog for the experi- 
menter, constructor and service technician. 
Among those items listed are tools and sup- 
plies, chassis boxes, probes, adaptors, draft- 
ing supplies, antennas, RF chokes, knobs and 
hardware.—WOAS Electronics, PO Box 2637, 
El Cajon, CA 92021. 

Circle 44 on reader service card 
DESOLDERING FOR ANY BUDGET is the title 
of a 4-page bulletin describing four Ped-A- 
Vac desoldering systems. The systems fea- 
ture a foot-controlled vacuum generator that 
uses available shop air, adjustable vacuum 
and tip temperatures, and permits placing of 
both soldering and desoldering tools at your 
fingertips. Does not generate electrical spikes 
so it can be used with all sensitive circuit 
devices. -PACE Inc., 9329 Eraser St., Silver 
Spring MD 20910. 

Circle 45 on reader service card 
SCHOOL BULLETIN describes the degree 
programs offered by Grantham School of En- 
gineering, a college-level home-study insti- 
tution specializing in teaching electronics, 
computer science and supporting subjects. 
The curriculum in the Electronics Engineer- 
ing program permits the student to reach 
any one of three levels of advancement. 
These are ASET (Associate in Science in 
Engineering Technology), BSET (Bachelor 
of Science in Engineering Technology) and 
BSEE (Bachelor of Science in Electronics 
Engineering).—Grantham School of Engineer- 
ing, 1505 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood, CA 
90027. 

Circle 46 on reader service card 
RADIO SHACK CATALOG. Everything in 
electronics for home entertainment, hobby- 
ists and experimenters is illustrated in the 
new 164-page 1976 catalog. It has 100 full- 
color pages and describes the company's 
complete line of products. Among the many 
new products being introduced for the first 
time in this catalog are a special limited-edi- 
tion Bicentennial radio, a 23-channel Citizens 
band two-way radio with a telephone-type 
handset, an all-new line of Radio Shack 
pocket calculators priced from $16.95, a digi- 
tal multimeter, a precision belt-drive manual 
turntable, an all-new line of Realistic stereo 
cassette recorders and other items. 

In addition, the new catalog lists hun- 
dreds of specialized electronics items, parts 
and accessories, tools, tubes and transistors, 
wire and cable, home security products, in- 
tercoms, microphones, timers, batteries and 
a complete library of Radio Shack's own 
books on electronics and related subjects. 

Also included in the catalog is a coupon 
good tor the purchase of a $1.00 value Radio 
Shack metric slide-rule for only 250. 

The 1976 Electronics Catalog No. 263 is 
available free on request from any Radio 
Shack store or Authorized Sales Center, or 
from Radio Shack, Dept. R-19, 2617 W. Sev- 
enth Street, Fort Worth TX 76107. 

Circle 47 on reader service card 

ELECTRONIC 

4 IGNITION 

Vforyour 
^ CAR 

ALL 1975 U. S. AUTOMOBILES 
USE MAGNETIC PICKUP TYPE 
POINTLESS IGNITION. OURS 
COMBINES THIS WITH THE SU- 
PERIOR PERFORMANCE OF A 
CAPACITOR DISCHARGE UNIT. 
Never wears out or needs any mainte- 
nance. Pays for itself over and over in 
FUEL SAVINGS, INCREASED HORSE 
POWER and elimination of ignition sys- 
tem tune-ups. C D system insures much 
hotter spark than with ordinary transis- 
tor ignition, pointless or using points, 
AT ALL SPEEDS. Non-fluctuating tim- 
ing and dwell never change. Instant all- 
weather starting. Spark plugs last 3 to 
10 times longer. Reduces exhaust emis- 
sions. Will fit ANY car with accessories 
supplied. Guaranteed 3 yrs. Free litera- 
ture available. Only $59.95 ppd. Kit 
version, 344.95. Pointless trigger unit 
for any C D system, $34.95. Send check 
M.O., Bank Credit Card, or C.O.D. 

CHALLENGE ELECTRONICS 
P.O. Box 1991-A or 1162 No. Huntington Blvd. 

Pomona, CA. 91768 
Circle 66 on reader service card 

MATHEMATICS 

ELECTRONICS 

We are proud to announce two great 
new courses for the electronic industry. 

These unusual courses are the result of 
many years of study and thought by the 
President of Indiana Home Study, who 
has personally lectured in the classroom 
to thousands of men, from all walks of 
life, on mathematics, and electrical and 
electronic engineering. 

You will have to see the lessons to 
appreciate them! 

NOW you can master mathematics 
and electronics and actually enjoy doing 
it! 

WE ARE THIS SURE: you sign no 
contracts—you order your lessons on a 
money-back guarantee." 

In plain language, if you aren't satis- 
fied you don't pay, and there are no 
strings attached. 

Write today for more information and 
your outline of courses. 

You have nothing to lose, and every- 
thing to gain! 

The INDIANA 
HOME STUDY INSTITUTE 

DEPT. RE-1275, P.O. BOX 1189 
PANAMA CITY, FLA 32401 

Circle 67 on reader service card 
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FOR TUBE AND SOLID STATE SERVICING 
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• 30 KV CAPACITY 
• WETAL CABINET 
• SPEAKER BUILT IN 
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FREE! Adaptor Quick Reference Chart1 

Circle 68 on reader service card 

$149.95 
(ess 19" picture tube 

HIGH VOLTAGE METER 
STATIC CONVERGENCE 
FRONT PANEL CONNECTIONS 

12245 Pitkin Ave..Brooklyn.N.Y. 11207 
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Bell & HoweU Schools announces two ways to learn new skills 

in electronics without ever going to class or giving up your job! 

Pick the one 

Here are two fascinating home-learning 
adventures that say, "Don't envy the man with 

skills in electronics...become one!" 
If you had to drop everything and go off to school to learn new 
skills in electronics, there's a chance you might not do it. But Bell 
& Howell Schools' excellent home training has already proved to 
tens of thousands that you don't have to drop anything... except 
the idea that classrooms are the only place you can learn! 

You can keep your job, your paycheck and your way of life 
while you're learning. Because these programs allow you to pick 
the training schedule that best fits in with your other activities. 
It's that convenient. 

1. AUDIO/ELECTRONICS 

The first leam-at-home program including 
4-channel technology. Explore this totally unique 
sound of the 70's as you experiment with testing 
equipment and build a sound center featuring 

Bell & HowelTs superb quadraphonic equipment! t 
Learn about 4-channel sound—without a doubt the most impres- 
sive technical advancement in sound realism in years. A develop- 
ment by which separately-recorded channels literally wrap a 
room in sound. 

And now, for the first time, you can also discover this latest 
achievement in audio electronics with a fascinating leam-at-home 
program that explores the whole area of audio technology in- 
cluding 4-channel sound reproduction. A program that could lead 
you in exciting new directions with professional skills and techni- 
cal know-how. 

You actually build and experiment with Bell & 
HowelTs high-performance 4-channel audio center 
...including amplifier and FM, FM-Stereo tuner. 

Understanding today's audio technology requires practical expe- 
rience with high caliber equipment. And with the Bell & Howell 
amplifier and tuner, you've got the technological tools you need to 
gain the knowledge and skills that could open up opportunities for 
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you in the audio field. Of course, we cannot offer assurance of 
income opportunities. 

The sophisticated amplifier gives you the circuitry you need to 
conduct the comprehensive experiments necessary to master 
audio technology. Like signal tracing low level circuits, trouble- 
shooting high power amplifier stages, and checking the operation 
of tone control circuits. 

You'll investigate the technology behind this amplifier's full 
logic, 4-channel decoder and leam how full logic decoding pro- 
duces outstanding front to back separation. 

The tuner you build has both superior performance specs and 
state-of-the-art features such as: all solid state, FET front end for 
superior sensitivity, crystal IF filters for wide bandwidth, and a 
superior stereo multiplex circuit for excellent stereo separation. 

You cover the full range 
of electronic fundamentals. 

But make no mistake. This leam-at-home program is not just 
about 4-channel sound. It covers the full range of elec- 

tronic fundamentals leading to understanding audio 
technology. So when you finish, you'll have the occu- 
pational skills to become a full-service technician, with 
the ability to work on the full range of audio equip- 
ment such as tape recorders, cassette players, FM 
antennas, and commercial sound systems. Get com- 
plete information on this unique program by chec ting 
the appropriate box on the card—mail it today! 

"f" Cabinets and speakers available at extra cost. 
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Simulated TV test pattern. 

II. HOME ENTERTAINMENT 

ELECTRONICS 
Gain new skills in Home Entertainment 
Electronics in an unusual leam-at-home 

program that includes the new generation 
color TV you build yourself! 

This is the first program of its kind to include the study of digital 
electronics. And what better or more exciting way to learn about 
it than to actually build and test a 25" diagonal color TV employing 
digital electronics? 

You'll probe into the digital technology behind all electronic 
tuning and channel numbers that appear on the screen. An on- 
screen digital clock that shows the time to the second. You'll also 
gain a better understanding of the exceptional color clarity of the 
Black Matrix picture tube, as well as a working knowledge of 
"state-of-the-art" integrated circuitry and the 100% solid-state 
chassis. 

As you build this remarkable, new generation color TV, you'll 
not only learn how advanced integrated circuitry works, but how 
to detect and troubleshoot problems in any area. 

Sound good? Then mail the postage-paid card today for more 
deiails. 

Whichever program you choose, 
you'll get to build and experiment with 

your own electronics laboratory. 
"Hands on" working experience with the latest equipment is the 
key to Bell & Howell Schools' home training. That's why in both 
programs we start you 
off with a set of equip- 
ment called the Lab 
Starter Kit, including a 
fully-assembled volt-ohm 
meter designed to help 
you experiment with and 
better understand basic 
electronic principles. So 
you don't just read about 
electronic principles, you 
actually make them work! 

Next, in step-by-step 
fashion, you'll assemble 
Bell & Howell's exclusive 

Electro-Lab® electronics training system. It includes a special 
design console that enables you to assemble test circuits. A 
digital multimeter for accurately measuring voltage, current 
and resistance. And a solid-state "triggered sweep" oscilloscope 
which will allow you to analyze the functioning of tiny integrated 
circuits. Putting these instruments together will give you expe- 
rience in wiring, soldering and assembling. Then, further on, 
you'll use the lab equipment for experience in electronic testing, 
troubleshooting and circuit analyzing. 

We try to give more personal attention 
than other learn-at-home programs. 

Both of these programs are designed so that you can proceed 
through them smoothly, step by step. However, should you ever 
run into a rough spot, we'll be there to help. While many schools 
make you mail in your questions, we have a fbll-Free Phone-In 
Assistance Service for questions that can't wait. Bell & Howell 
Schools also holds In-Person "Help Sessions^ 
in 50 major cities at 
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various times throughout the year. There you can talk shop with 
fellow students and receive additional help from instructors. 
These personalized programs cannot guarantee you a job in 
electronics, but do equip you with important occupational skills. 
The knowledge you pick up will help you look for a job — 
or advance in the one you already have. 

Mah the postpaid card today 
for full details! 

Taken for vocational purposes, these programs are approved by 
the state approval agency for Veterans' Benefits. Send for full 
details today. 
"Electro-Lab*"is a registered trademark of 
the Bell & Howell Company. 

If card is missing, write: 

Electronics Home Study School 
DeVRY inSTITUTE DFTECHnOLOGY 

Bell b Houjell Schools 
4141 Belmont, Chicago. Illinois 60641 
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BEST IN COLOR TELEVISION BOOKS! 
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If you're into electronic music, PAIA's Pyjmy Portable 
Amp and Gnome Micro-Synthesizer are a pair that's hard 
to beat. And now we otter them together, as a package, 
at a price that can't be beat - $84.50 plus 10 lbs shipping 
-catalog #3741, 

DEMO LINE-Use Ma Bell's low night rates to get a one 
minute demo ol PAIA Synthesizers. Our recording equip- 
ment also takes catalog requests, charge orders, etc, 
:405) 843-7396. 

--FREE CATALOG-- 

a 
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Circle 69 on reader service card 

□ Small-Screen TV Servicing Manual. 240p. 367 il. S6 95 □ TVTroubleshooter s Hdbk—3rd£d 448p over 300 il $4,95 □ Color TV Case Histories Illustrated 238p 219 il S5 95 □ Color TV Trouble Factbook—2nd Ed 348p. 100 il S4 95 □ Logical Color TV Troubleshooting 240p 151 il S5 95 □ Pictorial Guide to Color TV Circuit Trbls 256p. 262 il. $4,95 □ TV Tuner Schematic Servicing Manual 224p, 287 il $6 95 □ Kwik-Fix TV Service Manual 384p 100's otil $5.95 
□ Basic Color Television Course. 420p over 300 il $7 95 □ 199 Color TV Troubles & Solutions. 224p. over 180 il. $4.95 □ MATV Systems Handbook 176p 91il $4 95 □ How to Use Color TV Test Instruments. 256p 230 il $5,95 
O Beginner s Guide to TV Repair. 176p fully il. $4 95 □ On the Color TV Service Bench I92p heavilyil, $4 95 □ Pinpoint TVTroublesin 10Minutes. 372p 394 il. $5.95 □ TV Bench Servicing Techniques, 228p. 177 il. $4.95 □ Color TV Repair 160p. 135 il S3 95 □ New Way to Service Color TV I92p Il9il $4.95 □ How to Solve Solid-State Circuit Trbls 304p. 161 il. $5.95 □ 101 TV Troubles—From Symptom to Repair 224p $5.95 □ TV Trouble Diagnosis Made Easy 256p. over 200 il. $5.95 
Q Al!-in-0ne TV Alignment Handbook 304p 145il $5.95 
□ 199 TV Tough-Dog Problems Solved. 252p 199 il. $5.95 □ Practical Electronic Servicing Techniques 256p 138 il $4.95 □ Adv Techniques for T'shootmg with Scope 256p 267il $4.95 □ Practical Color TV Servicing Techniques 404p 325il $5 95 
□ CET License Handbook 276p 244 il $5.95 □ Rapid TV Repair. 224p, 107 il. $4 95 □ Basic TV Course 224p. 128 il. $5 95 □ Home-Call TV Repair Guide. I44p 20 il S3 95 □ 199 Electronic Test & Alignment Tech 224p. 130 il. $4 95 □ Solid-State Circuit T shooting Guide 224p 150 il $4 95 □ How to Interpret TV Waveforms 256p. 250il. $4 95 □ Practical Gde to MATVCCTVSys. Design,^vce 252p $5.95 □ Simplified TV Trouble Diagnosis. 320p. 292 il $5 95 □ 10-Min Test Techniques For PC Svcing. 216p. 114 il. $4.95 
O Solid-State Circuit T'shootmg Guide. 224p. 130 il. $4.95 

TV SCHEMATIC SERVICING MANUALS 
Each vol. has complete service data, parts lists, lull-size 
schematics, and all other info needed. Each 8 x IV. 
196-212 pps. Each only $4.95 unless marked $5.95. COLOR 
TV; Admiral Vol. 1 $5.95 □ Vol. 2 □ G.E. Vol. 1 $5.95 QVol 
2a Jap. Vol 1 oVol. 2 QVol. 3 QVol. 4 $5.95QVol 5 $5 95 □ Magnavo* Vol 1 □ Vol 2 □ Vol. 3 $5 95 □ Airline $5.95 □ 
Motorola Vol 1 □ Vol 2 $5.95 DPhilco S5.95 aRCA Vol 1 
S5 95a Vol 2 $5 95 □ Vol, 3 $5.95 □ Vol 4 $5.95 □ Vol 5 
$5 95 Q Sears $5.95 □ Serv. Modular Rec'v. Vol. 1 □ Vol. 2 □ 
Syl, Vol 1 55 95 □ Vol. 2 □ Toshiba $5.95 D Zenith Vol 1 
$5 95 □ Vol. 2 pVol 3 □ Vol. 4 S5.95aB& WTV Adm □ 
G E.Q Jap DMag aMotorolaoPhilcoaRCADSyl □ Zen.Q 
SEND NO MONEY! We'll invoice you on 19-DAY FREE TRIAL, 
Clip entire ad to order. 100% guaranteed—used by hundreds of 
thousands to learn. 
TAB BOOKS BLUE afoGE5SUMMIT, PA. 17214 
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A Classroom 

In Your Mailbox! 

STUDY 

•i'-.ftV'-V-.V-.Vr, 

Two-Way Radio 

THROUGH THE 
NEWLY REVISED 

MTI 

Home Study Course 

Send for Free Course Outline - No Obligation 

MTI 
College Hill Road, Summerdate. Pennsylvania 17093 

Formerly 
MOTOROLA TRAINING INSTITUTE 

LOOK FOR 

THE 

JANUARY 

ISSUE OF 

RADIO- 

ELECTRONICS 

AT YOUR 

NEWSDEALER 
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MUSIC SYNTHESIZER 
(continued from page 50) 

Leave the VCO range control at some 
intermediate position so that a steady tone 
is coming from the amplifier and rotate 
the skew control in a counter clockwise 
(CCW) direction from the triangle posi- 
tion toward the ramp position. The fre- 
quency will increase slightly as the skew 
control is rotated but it should not vary 
more than a couple of semi-tones. Notice 
that with the skew control set toward the 
ramp position, the tone is considerably 
"sharper" than the triangle wave tone. 

Set the triangle level control to min- 
imum and the square wave level control 
to maximum and verify that the resultant 
tone is the sharpest of all. Successful com- 
pletion of this sequence verifies the proper 
operation of the voltage-controlled oscil- 
lator. 

Testing the VCF 
Return the VCO square wave level 

control to minimum and the range con- 
trol to minimum. Slide the VCF switch to 
the in position and advance the noise 
level control to maximum. Set the filter 
sustain switch to on. Set the vcf bias 
trimmer R83 fully counter-clockwise as 
viewed from the rear edge of the circuit 
board (opposite the direction of the ar- 
row) and rotate the vcf trim trimmer 
R88 fully toward you as you look at the 
circuit board from the rear (opposite di- 
rection of arrow). Make sure that the 
VCF range control is set to minimum 
and press and hold the trigger button. 
While listening to the noise, rotate the 
vcf trim trimmer R88 in the direction 
of the arrow. You should hear the appar- 
ent pitch of the noise increase as the pass- 
band of the filter sweeps upwards in fre- 
quency. Set the vcf trim trimmer to the 
point at which the pitch of the noise just 
begins to increase. 

Rotate the VCF range control to max- 
imum and observe that the pitch of the 
noise once again increases. Now rotate the 
vcf bias trimmer R83 in a clockwise direc- 
tion as viewed from the back of the board 
(in the direction of the arrow) and ob- 
serve that at some point the pitch of the 
noise begins to decrease. Leave the vcf 
bias trimmer set at the point at which the 
pitch of the noise just begins to decrease. 

Return the VCF range control to mini- 
mum and once again advance the vcf 
trim trimmer in the direction of the ar- 
row until the point is reached at which the 
pitch of the noise just begins to increase. 

Testing the VCF function generator 
Set the VCF range control to about 

half of its rotation and the noise level 
control to maximum. Slide the VCF re- 
peat switch to the on position and press 
and hold the trigger button. This setting 
of the VCF function generator controls 
(sustain on, repeat on) causes the func- 
tion generator to trigger itself producing 
a cyclic sweep of the filter. In this case, 
the sound produced should be a "swish- 
ing" as the filter sweeps up and down over 
the frequency content of the noise. Ob- 
serve that the "depth" of this effect in- 
creases as the VCF range control is ro- 
tated from minimum to maximum. 



Note: At this maximum repetition rate 
(VCF attack and decay both minimum) 
there will probably be some "thumping" 
from the GNOME. This transfer of the 
control voltage into the audio channel can 
be eliminated by reducing the setting of 
the VCF range control or by slowing the 
Attack and/or Decay of the VCF function 
generator. 

Observe that as the freq/q control is 
rotated in a clockwise direction, the over- 
all pitch of the noise increases. 

Return the VCF freq/q control to its 
fully counter clockwise position and the 
range control to maximum. While hold- 
ing down the trigger button, advance the 
VCF attack control to maximum and 
observe that the pitch of the noise slowly 
builds up to a peak and then quickly re- 
sets and that this effect occurs cyclicly. 
Return the VCF attack control to min- 
imum and advance the decay control to 
maximum. Observe that now the pitch of 
the noise goes to a high value and then 
slowly slides back down scale until again 
it resets to the high level. Set the VCF 
attack control to maximum and observe 
that the filter slowly sweeps up and down 
scale. Note: The VCF range control is 
designed to have greater effect than is ac- 
tually needed. If, during this last test, the 
pitch of the noise seems to increase to a 
plateau and then hold momentarily be- 
fore sliding back down scale, it indicates 
that the range control is too far advanced. 
Back off on this control slightly and note 
that the "plateau" is no longer present. 
Successful completion of this test sequence 
indicates that both the filter and function 
generator are operating properly. We will 
now test the triggering functions asso- 
ciated with the VCF. 

Set the VCF controls as follows: range 
to maximum freq.'q fully counter clock- 
wise, vcf switch to the in position, repeat 
switch off, SUSTAIN switch off, ATTACK con- 
trol to minimum, decay control to max- 
imum. Press and hold the trigger button. 
You should hear the noise apparently 
starting at a high pitch and decaying back 
to a low pitch, it should not repeat but 
rather should simply stay at the low pitch 
until the trigger button is released and 
pressed again. Set the attack control to 
maximum and the decay control to min- 
imum. Pressing the trigger button should 
produce a noise that increases in pitch 
over a period of a second or so followed 
by a rapid step back to a low pitch. Once 
again, this pattern should not repeat until 
the trigger button is released and pressed 
again. Set the decay control to maximum 
and observe that the pitch of the noise 
slowly sweeps up and back down each 
time the trigger button is pressed. Set 
the VGA decay control to maximum, 
VCF decay control to minimum and slide 
the VCF sustain switch to its on position. 
Press and hold the trigger button. Ob- 
serve that the pitch of the noise always 
sweeps up to a high level and remains 
there until the trigger is released. 

Successful completion of these test se- 
quences indicate that the GNOME is 
working properly. 

Next month the article concludes with 
a short tutorial on synthesizers and the 
operation of the GNOME synthesizer. 

(continued next month) 
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EICO SD-75 

'EARLY WARNi 

SMOKE/FIRE DET 

■ Installs in minutes... no wiring 
■ Detects smoke and invisible combustion gases 
■ Beeps automatically when battery change is required 
■ Supplied complete with long life battery 
Protect your family and home with this "Install-lt-Yourself," 
high performance ionization-type combustion products detector 
that detects fire at the earliest stage and warns you with a loud 
sustained alarm. Battery operated, it will not be affected by 
power failures. Decorator designed to blend 
beautifully with any decor. Don't delay! Install 59®^ 
the SD-75 Smoke Detector today so you can suggested Usi 
sleep peacefully tonight. 

FREE EICO CATALOG 
For latest EICO Catalog on Test Instruments, Automotive and 
Hobby Electronics, Eicocraft Project kits, Burglar-Fire Alarm 
Systems and name of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader 
service card or send 500 for fast first class 
mail service. 
EICO—283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 

Circle 72 on reader service card 

THE MEAN 

LITTLE KIT 

»rr, 

'■ -! 
New compact 24-piece kit of electronic 
tools for engineers, scientists, techni- 
cians, students, executives. Includes 7 
sizes screwdrivers, adjustable wrench, 
2 pair pliers, wire stripper, knife, 2 
alignment tools, stainless rule, hex-key 
set, scissors, 2 flexible files, burnisher, 
miniature soldering iron, solder aid, coil 
of solder and desoldering braid. Highest 
quality padded zipper case, 6 x 9 x 1%" 
inside. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send 
check, company purchase order or charge 
BankAmericard or Mastercharge. We pay 
the shipping charges. 
JTK-6 TOOL KIT $59.50 

FREE CATALOG 
112 pages of hard-to-find 
precision tools. Also 
contains 10 pages of use- 
ful "Tool Tips" to aid in 
tool selection. Send for 
your free copy today! 

JEThTSEN" TOOLS and -A-LLOYS 
4117 N 44TH STREET, ^PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85018 

Circle 73 on reader service card 
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12 REASONS YOUR CAR 

NEEDS TIGER GDI 
Instant starting in any weather - Eliminates 
tune-ups - Increases gas mileage - Increases 
horsepower 15% - Improves acceleration 
and performance - Spark plugs last up to 
70,000 miles - Reduces engine maintenance 
expense - Amplifies spark plug voltage 
to 45,000 volts Maintains spark plug 
voltage to 10,000 RPM - Reduces exhaust 
emissions • Dual ignition switch - An 
Unconditional LIFETIME GUARA.NTEE 
Installs in 10 minutes on any car with 
12 volt negative ground - No rewiring - Most 
powerful, efficient and reliable Solid State 
Ignition made. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or money 
back 
TIGER 500 assembled $53.95 
TIGER SST assembled $42.95 

Post Paid in U.S.A. 
Send check or money order with order to: 

"^TrPStar Corporation 
P.O. Box 1727 B 
Grand Junction, Colorado 81501 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
Circle 74 on reader service card 
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INTERNATIONAL FM 2400CH 

FREQUENCY MEIER 

for testing 

mobile 

transmitters 

and receivers 

Tests Predetermined 
Frequencies 
25 to 1000 MHz 

Extended Range Covers 
950 MHz Band 

Pin Diode Attenuator tor 
Full Range Coverage 
as Signal Generator 

Measures FM Deviation 

The FM-2400CH provides an accurate frequency 
standard for testing and adjustment of mobile 
transmitters and receivers at predetermined 
frequencies. 

The FM-2400CH with its extended range covers 
25 to 1000 MHz. The frequencies can be those 
of the radio frequency channels of operation 
and/or the intermediate frequencies of the re- 
ceiver between 5 MHz and 40 MHz. 
Frequency Stability:±.0005%from+500to + 1040F. 

Frequency stability with built-in thermometer 
and temperature corrected charts: ± .00025% from 
+25° to +125° (.000125% special 450 MHz crystals 
available). 

Self-contained in small portable case. Complete 
solid state circuitry. Rechargeable batteries. 

FM-2400CH (meter only) $595.00 
RF crystals (with temperature correction) .. 24.00 ea. 
RF crystals (less temperature correction)  18.00 ea. 
IF crystals catalog price 

International Crystal Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
10 North Lee. Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 73102 

Circle 75 on reader service card 

JANUARY 1976 

CB Roundup 

The new equipment for today's CB enthu- 
siast. There are synthesizers, SSB, and a 
whole flock of other new and necessary 
features to learn about. 

Antennas For CB 

R-E's Technical Editor describes the pros 
and cons of the many different types of 
CB antennas. It tells where and how to 
use what. 

Build A Portable Computer Terminal 

Handy pocket device that lets you talk to 
a remote computer. It's easy to build, fun 
to use, and darned practical too. 

Turntable Drive Systems 

See the circuits that make these discs go 
round. They're a lot more complicated 
than you think they are. 

R-E's Lab Test Hi-Fi Reports 

This month we're going to look at a 
$1000 stereo integrated amplifier. The 
LUX L-100. 

State-Of-Soiid-State 

Get the low down on new solid-state de- 
vices—how they work and how you can 
use them. 



SERVICE NOTES 

NO RED 
Here's a rent weirdo! I have no red in the picture on this 

Curtis-Hlothes CAfC-33. tulor hor pattern shows 6 hlue bars 
and 3 green. Tint control and color control works. There is 
a normal waveform on the blue grid. The waveform on the 
red grid looks something tike a distorted green waveform, 
at very low amplitude. All DC voltages around the demodu- 
lator and R—Y amplifier tube are very close to normal. In 
other words, everything's all right, it just won't work. HELP! 
—B.R., Empire, AR, 

Check that little choke, L705 in the factory schematic; 
this is between the red demodulator output and the R—Y 
amplifier grid. If this is open, these are the symptoms you'll 
get. Warning! Do NOT use a sharp-pointed test-prod to 
check the little pins coming out of the top of that choke. 
If you do, you can break the wire. I know. I won't say how, 
but believe me. 

RASTER PULLS IN, DARK SCENES 
On a dark scene, the sides of the raster pull in and tceave 

on this Zenith 25CC50. Same thing when you turn the con- 
trast control down. Can't find anything out of order.—P.P., 
Brooklyn, l\Y. 

There are two little neon lamps in the high-voltage regu- 
lator circuit; these have been known to cause this trouble. 
Check them. If they're bad, replace with exact duplicates. 

i beedback reader says "I checked the neon lamps and 
they were all right. However, the VDR connected to them 
was burned in two! That fixed it. Thanks." Oh, well; I 
was close!) r.E 

The Money Generator 

Jr ^ ^  oon 

•0 A BETTER 
APPROACH 

TO TV ANALYZING 
The ATC-10 b different from other color bar pattern generators. It's like a 
portable test lab with the versatility to perform the most commonly used 
functions of an analyst and a substitute tuner. It's a time saver for both 
"'r''™' ""icing. That's why we've nicknamed it the MONEY GENERATOR. Since it takes more than a few words to describe the 
ATC-10 s many unique features, we'd like to send you our big 4 uaie 
dlustrated brochure. n e 
^ hn".<',h™..lcl15 y<,u abou, ,h,: ATC-10's unique patterns which include RED RASTER, 3.58 MONITOR, CRAY QUAD, and IIATCHDOTS It also 
describes some unusual lest capabilities such as: • A full range of crystal 
controlled RE, IF, and video injection signals • Receiver sensitivity and 
dynamic range checks using the calibrated KF output control • Fast accu- 
rate purity and 3.58 oscillator checks with no need to disable guns or short 
lest poinl(s) • Extra clear oscilloscope and vector patterns • In-Home re- 
ceiver bandpass checks at 60 Hs, 1.78 MHz, and 3.56 MHz • Complete 
convergence scries using a single composite pattern • (all of these and many 
more for only 1299.95.)               __ 
The brochure b free, but, if I ^a'' Request To: 
you'd like still more informs a AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY CORP. 
tion on the operation of the | Dept. 12C, Canon City, CO 81212 
ATC-10, you can obtain a copy ■ 
of the 2 volume (home-shop) | Name 
owner's manual. Just include . 
81.00 for postage and handling. I Address 
Act now and evaluate for your- 
self the many ways the ATC-10 I City 
can be a real MONEY GENER- 1  
ATOR for you. | Su|e_ _ Zip 

Ji 
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Put Professional Knowledge and a 

COLLEGE DEGREE 

in your Electronics Career through 

HOME 

STUDY 

m 

igsrvm 

m. 
i m 

Earn Your 

DEGREE 
by correspondence, while continuing your pres- 
ent job. No commuting to class. Study at your 
own pace. Learn from complete and explicit 
lesson materials, with additional assistance from 
our home study instructors. Advance as fast as 
you wish, but take all the time you need to master 
each topic. Profit from, and enjoy, the advantages 
of independent study. 

The Grantham correspondence degree program 
in electronics is comprehensive. It begins with 
basics, written in very simple language, and 
continues through the B.S.E.E. degree level. 
Throughout the entire program, heavy empha- 
sis is placed on clear explanations written in great 
detail, progressing from the simple to the com- 
plex, in easy steps. 

Our free bulletin gives complete details on the 

curriculum, the degrees awarded, the require- 
ments for each degree, and how to enroll. 

GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
2000 Stoner Ave., Los Angeles CA 90025 

• Telephone (213) 477-1901 • 

Worldwide Career Training thru Home Study 
Mail the coupon below for free bulletin. 

Grantham School of Engineering re 12-75 
2000 Stoner Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025 

I have been in electronics for. -years. Please 
mail me your free bulletin which gives details con- 
cerning your electronics degree programs. 

Name. -Age. 

Address. 

City  .State -Zip. 

Circle 76 on reader service card 
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RELAXING! REFRESHING! 
TAKE A BREAK FROM TODAY'S PRESSURES - 

Browse with us through the old days of 
wireless, radio and early TV. 

Young or old, you'll be fascinated by our 
I two great books VINTAGE RADIO (1887- 
1929) and A FLICK OF THE SWITCH 

-   (1930-1950). Just relax and wander through 
thousands of pictures, many old ads and interesting stories of early 
radio. You don't have to be an expert to revel in these fine books. 
Next, browse through our authentic reproduction of Gernsback's 
192?' RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA to meet the heroes (Who's Mar- 
coni?) and see the hardware (what's a coherer?) of early days. 
Our RADIO COLLECTOR'S GUIDE wtll make you an "instant 
expert" as you go prospecting for those fine old collectible radios. 
Then you'll need Morris Beitman's 1926-1938 RADIO DIAGRAMS 
book to restore them. Also, we'll send you the diagram for any 
pre-1951 set for $3.50. 
NEW GIFT IDEA! BEAUTIFUL COLOR PRINTS from original 
artwork of the famous Progress in Electronics stamp set. Four 
different 8" x 10" prints with colorful matte backgrounds. _ 
SEND TODAY to Vintage Radio, Dep't R, Box 2045, Palos Verdes, 
CA, 90274. Postage Paid. California residents add 6% lax 
□ VINTAGE RADIO, $7.95 hard-cover, $5.95 handbook 
□ A FLICK OF THE SWITCH: S9.95 hard-cover, $6.95 handbook 
□ 1927 RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA: $12.95 hard, $9.95 hndbk 
□ RADIO COLLECTOR'S GUIDE $4,45 handbook 
□ 1926-1938 RADIO DIAGRAMS: $7.00 handbook 
□ COLOR PRINTS, Set of four- $7.50 prints, $18.50 Plaques 
□ Diagram fo  radio @ $3.50, 

TOTAL 

Clty_ . St.. . Zip. 
TREAT YOURSELF TO A HOLIDAY GIFT 
1254 PAGES OF PLEASURE! 
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Pruf 10 

Clever Kleps 

Test probes designed by your needs — Push to seize, push 
to release (all Kleps spring loaded). 
Kleps 10. Boathook clamp grips wires, lugs, terminals. 
Accepts banana plug or bare wire lead. 4%" long. $1.39 
Kleps 20. Same, but 7" long. >1.49 
Kleps 30. Completely flexible. Forked-tongue gripper. Ac- 
cepts banana plug or bare lead. 6" long. J1.79 
Kleps 40. Completely flexible. 3-segment automatic collet 
firmly grips wire ends, PC-board terminals, connector pins. 
Accepts banana plug or plain wire. 6V4" long. $2.59 
Kleps 1. Economy Kleps for light line work (not lab quality). 
Meshing claws. 4V2" long. $ .99 
Pruf 10. Versatile test prod. Solder connection. Molded 
phenolic. Doubles as scribing tool. "Bunch" pin fits banana 
jack. Phone tip. SVi" long. $ .89 
All in red or black - specify. (Add 500 postage and handling). 
Write for complete catalog of - test probes, plugs, sockets, 
connectpfs, earphones, headsets, miniature components. 

A vailable through your local 
distributor, or write to: 
RYE INDUSTRIES 

Kleps 40 

Kleps 1 

Pro 10 

TV GAMES 
(continued from page 71) 

Kleps 10 - 20 

Kleps 30 

Regulator sync generator ^ 
The regulator/sync generator IC (TCI) contains a fairly con- 

ventional 5-volt short-circuit protected active regulator, vertical 
and horizontal sync generators. Fig. 4 shows only the sync 
generator, right-wall generator and ball-rebound circuitry. 

INC. 
133 Spencer Place, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 
In Canada: Rye Industries (Canada) Ltd. 

Circle 83 on reader service card 

scHMin TRIGGER SCMMITT TRIGGER CHARGE 
INVERTER AND GATE 

 n. 

FIG. 4—SYNC GENERATOR is the vertical/horizontal sync generator 
shown, plus right-wall and ball-rebound circuits that are not shown 
here. 

The sync generators are nearly identical and only the hori- 
zontal generator will be described. The oscillator consists of two 
Schmitt triggers, whose inputs are both connected to a common 
timing capacitor. As this capacitor charges towards VCc, the 
voltage across it passes the trip point of Schmitt trigger 1. The 
output of trigger I goes high and is ANDed together with the in- 
verted low from trigger 2 to give a positive output at the sync 
output. 

As the timing capacitor continues to charge, trigger 2 trip point 
is reached and its output goes high, activating switch 1 which 
discharges the timing capacitor. Trigger 2's high output is in- 
verted and puts a low at ANDgate 1, thus turning off the sync out- 
put. As soon as the timing capacitor discharges to a voltage level 
low enough to turn trigger 2 off, the switch opens and the capaci- 
tor begins charging all over again. 

Operation of the top and bottom rebound circuitry is as fol- 
lows: Two voltage caparators with the same reference voltage 
are used to detect whether a high- or a low-voltage condition 
exists on the ball vertical control line. Ball vertical position on 
the screen is determined by the voltage on this control line. This 
voltage is controlled by the setting of the player's English con- 
trol. If the ball reaches a pre-determined point on the screen 
near the top or bottom the appropriate comparator transfers a 
voltage high to the damping capacitor on its output. The high 
remains on the capacitor long enough to turn one of the switch- 
ing transistors full on. When it does turn on, a voltage high (or 
low) is applied to the ball's vertical control line which counter- 
acts the voltage already there and causes the ball to reverse its 
vertical direction or bounce away from the rebound wall (both 
switching are normally off when the ball is at or near the center 
of the playing field). 

As the ball continues in its direction away from the rebound 
wall, the comparator that supplied the voltage high to the damp- 
ing capacitor now switches off. However, the capacitor discharges 
slowly through a 100,000-ohm resistor until the appropriate 
switching transistor turns off. When the switching transistor 
turns off, the ball control voltage is no longer being opposed and 
the control voltage line then assumes whatever voltage is being 
applied to it by the player English control. If the player having 
English control is forcing the ball into an extreme upward (or 
downward) direction, the ball will return to the rebound wall 
and the comparator recharges the damping capacitor and the 
switching transistor again forces counter-acting voltage onto the 
ball vertical control line. 

If the player leaves his English control in this extreme position 
long enough, the ball bounce will eventually decay down until the 
ball remains at the rebound line. This happens because the damp- 
ing capacitor requires less and less current to restore its charge 
each time and the switching transistor remains on all the time. 

Scorekeeping 
When the ball leaves the screen, the reset-lockout voltage be- 



gins to rise This is detected by the level detector (see Fig. 5 on 
page 31). This sends a pulse to a counter steered by the score 
steering logic. This increments the 4-bit binary counter of the 
player who scores a point. Each counter stores the score of the 
appropriate player. The output of the counters is converted to 
analog voltages by digital-to-analog converters. 

The horizontal portion of the score index mark is generated 
by horizontal pulse generator No. 1. The position is controlled 
by the analog voltage from one of the two digital-to-analog con- 
verters selected by switch SI. Si is controlled by vertical pulse I. 

The vertical portion of the score is generated by a spot genera- 
tor section with three comparators. The outputs of these com- 
parators are gated together to generate two consecutive vertical 
pulses. The first pulse controls which counter is selected. 

The end-mark horizontal position is generated by a separate 
generator. Its position is set to coincide with the position of the 
index mark when the counter is at binary state 1111 (15). And 
there you have a detailed description of how the Odyssey game 
works. 

Other games 
Odyssey is not the only TV game available today. Broadmoor 

Industries also makds a TV game. Theirs consists of a console 
and a TV set. The game unit itself cannot be used with any TV 
set, but must be used with the one Broadmoor supplies. The 
reason is theirs connects the game signa, into the video circuitry 
of the TV receiver. Their game offers two different versions, 
hockey and tennis, for either two or four players, ft is complete 
with sound and digital scoring. After each player scores a point, 
the score appears on the screen. Details of this circuit's operation 
were not available at the time this article was prepared and 
therefore we can give you only this brief description and a 
couple of photographs of the unit. 

Another game called Pong, is made available through Sears- 
Roebuck stores. It's made by a company called Atari, the same 
people who make the game Pong that you find in hotel lobbies. 
Pong is an electronic adaption of table tennis in which two play- 
ers manipulate dials on a control console to move computerized 
panels and hit a ball of light back and forth across a video display 
screen. The home version of Pong can be played on any size 
color or black-and-white TV set. The unit connects to the an- 
tenna terminals of any TV set and like Odyssey, can be used on 
either channel 3 or channel 4. It too is battery powered or can 
be powered by a 9 volt DC power supply. The game sells for 
approximately $100.00. 

Atari also makes fifteen different coin operated computer video 
games designed around sports such as table tennis, soccer, volley 
ball, hunting and auto racing. Newer models challenging players 
to maneuver tanks or airplanes have been developed using some 
of the most sophisticated computer technology available for 
electronic games. We can be sure that this is just the beginning 
of a whole new industry and many of these games will be avail- 
able in the months and years to come for home entertainment 
use, R-E 

WE RAN OUT OF ROOM 

In this issue we had planned on describing 
a new remote control system made by RCA. 
Its a very special system in that there are no 

controls, that's right NO CONTROLS on the 
TV itself. Also, there is a special digital clock 

built in, and the channel number you have 

selected appears on the screen. Since we ran 
out of room in this issue and could not include 

this story, we have been forced to delay its 

publication until January 1976. Our apologies 
for not delivering what we promised, and 

please do look for this story next month. 

U.S. MANUFACTURERS OF 

THE BEST IN 

CITIZENS BAND 

ANTENNAS 

PERSUADER 
MODEL 17610 

(STAINLESS STEEL WHIP) 
$25.95 

PROTECTOR 
MODEL 17620 

(FIBERGLASS WHIP) 
$28.88 

TRUNK LIP MOUNT 
Antenna, Incorporated 

23850 Commerce Pk. Rd.,Cleve.,0 44122 
(216) 464-7075 

In Canada: E.S. Gould Marketing Co., Ltd. 

Circle 103 on reader service card 

Accuracy like a VTVM... 

Convenience like a VOM... 

NEW BATTERY-OPERATED FET 

SOLID-STATE VOLT-OHM METER #116 

Easy-to-build KIT 

$36.90 =n6K 

Factory-Wired & Tested 

*49.49=„6W 
Now you can get all the benefits of a 
VTVM (laboratory accuracy, stability and 
wide range) but with its drawbacks gone; 
no plugging Into an AC outlet, no waiting 
for warm-up, no bulkiness. New Field 
Effect Transistor (FET) design makes 
possible low loading, Instant-on battery- 
operation and small size. Excellent for 
both bench and field work. 
Compare these valuable features; 
• High impedance low loading: 11 meg- , 
ohms input or, DC, 1 megohm on AC • 
500-times more sensitive than a standard 
20,000 ohms-per-volt VOM • Wide-range 
versatility: 4 P-P AC voltage ranges: 0-3.3, 
33, 330,1200V; 4 RMS AC voltage ranges: 
0-1.2,12,120,1200Vi 4 DC voltage ranges; 
0-1.2,12,120,1200V; 4 Resistance ranges: 
0-1K, 0-100K, 0-10 meg., 0-1000 meg.; 
4DB ranges; -24 to +5608. 
Sensitive easy-to-read 4V4" 200 micro- 
amp meter. Zero center position avail- 
able. Comprises FET transistor, 4 silicon 
transistors, 2 diodes. Meter and tran- 
sistors protected against burnout. Etched 
panel for durability. High-impact bake- 
lite case with handle useable as instru- 
ment stand. Kit has simplified step-by- 
step assembly instructions. Both kit and 
factory-wired versions shipped complete 
with batteries and test leads. SIVH x 
6%"W x 2%"D. 3 lbs. 

SB, " 
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m 

Send FREE catalog of complete EMC line 
and name of nearest distributor. 

RE-12 
Name  
Address- 
Cily- 
State. 

EMC 
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS CORP. 

625 Broadway, New York, N V. 10012 
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Learn an honest trade,"my old man 

used to say,"and you'll never have 

to knuckle under to any man!' 

(A TRUE STORY) 

Bill De Medio of Conshohocken, Pa., has 
it made. 

At 26, he's a licensed master electrician. The 
top of a trade where there aren't enough good 
men to go around. 

But more important, Bill's his own boss and 
calls his own shots. 

"I just went into my own business. And 
even before the sign on my truck was dry, I got 
my first big job. 

"The contractor for a new group of houses 
asked me todo all the wiring. And there's bound 
to be a lot more work from him and other 
builders. 

"Ifit wasn't for my ICS training as an elec- 
trician, I'd still be in some dead-end job —hating 
what I was doing, taking orders from everyone, 
and never getting any thanks for it. 

"As a master electrician, you're the boss on 
the job—even when you're working for some- 
one. You get respect, good money, and like my 
old man said, you don't have to take baloney 
from anyone." 

The right combination for success 
Bill De Medio is one of our outstanding 

graduates. He's hard working. He'sin a growing 
field. And he has good training, 

Of course, we can't promise you'll be as 
successful as Bill—no school can guarantee jobs 
for its graduates. ICS can't make you smarter 
than you already are, and we can't make you 
ambitious if you're lazy. 

But ICS can give you the first-rate training 
you need—especially if you're interested in one 
of the growing careers where ICS concentrates 
its training. Like Electrician. Engineer. Auto 
Mechanic. TVRepairman. Draftsman. Air Con- 
ditioning Serviceman. (Check your choice on 
the attached card.) 

An ideal way to learn 
As an ICS student, you study at home, on 

your own schedule. You waste no time travel- 
ing to and from class. And you never have to 
miss a paycheck. 

But you're never alone. Skilled instructors 
are always ready to help you. 

If you ever have doubts or problems or 
just want to talk to an instructor, you can call 
ICS from anywhere in the continental United 
States, day or night, using our special toll-free 
Dial-a-Question* service. 

ICS training works 
Since 1890, millions of men and women 

around the world have turned to ICS for career 
training. 

At 26. Bill De Medio has more freedom, more 
security, and gets more respect than guys twice 
his age. (Photograph by Frank Cowan.) 

More than 70 of America's largest 100 cor- 
porations (including Ford, U.S. Steel, Mobil Oil, 
GE and RCA) use ICS training for their own 
employees. 

And the ICS Center for Degree Studies is 
authorized by the Pennsylvania Department of 
Education to award the Associate in Specialized 
Business Degree in Accounting and Business 
Management. These are 2-year college degree 
programs available entirely through home study. 

Free Demonstration Lesson 
If you want more—more money, more se- 

curity, more day-to-day satisfaction and more 
future—our free Career Guidance Booklet and 
free Demonstration Lesson can help you get 
started in the right direction. Just check the box 
next to the field that interests you most and mail 
the postpaid card today There's no obligation. 

Remember, it's your life. You might as well 
make the most of it. © 1975 Intext, Inc. 
 E 

inQ International Correspondence Schools 
Scranton, Pa. 18515 XA811L 

Please mail me the Free Career Guidance Booklet 
and Free Demonstration Lesson for the field I have 
checked below. I understand I am under no obligation, 

□ Electrician 
□ Engineering 
□ Accounting 
□ Drafting 
□ Electronics 

Technician 
□ TV Service & Repair 
□ Airline/Travel 
□ Surveying & Mapping 
□ Construction 

Elearician 
□ Diesel Mechanic 
□ Air Conditioning 

& Refrigeration 

□ Automotive 
Mechanics 

□ Business Management 
□ Civil Engineering 
□ Interior Decorating 
□ Restaurant/ Club Mgt. 
□ Income Tax 
□ Motel/Hotel Mgt. 
□ Mechanical 

Engineering 
□ ICS High School 

Diploma 
□ High School 

Equivalency 

Namc_ 
Addres 

. Agc_ 

City_ _Statc_ -Zip- 
Telephone  

Earn a college degree 
The ICS Center for Degree Studies is authorized by 
the Pennsylvania Department of Education to offer 
college programs at home leading to Associate in 
Specialized Business Degrees. For more information 
at no cost or obligation, check the degree of your 
choice. 
□ Accounting 
□ Business Management 

Canadian residents use Scranton. Pa. address for service from ICS Ca- nadian, Ltd. In Hawaii: 931 University Ave.. Honolulu. Hawaii 96814. _l 
APPROVED FOR VETERANS' TRAINING. APPROVED FOR FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOANS, 
ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 

X m 



OUALITY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS^ 
— SAME DAT SERVICE — 

NEW DISCOUNT SCHEDULE 
SAVES YOU EVEN MOREl 

1024 BIT STATIC MOS RAM 

2102 . . . $3.50 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS - TTl, CMOS, LINEAR 1 MOS 

7400 . . . . .2«c 7451 .. 22e 74155. . ...77c 4018 $1 44 4510 $128 '401 . . . .24C 7453 . . 22c 74156. . . .77t 4019 58c 4520  $1.28 '402 . . 24t 7454 22c 74157. . 68c 4020 $1.56 4527 ... . $2 00 '403 . .24c 7460 22c 74)60 $1.19 4021 $1.42 4528 90c 7404 24c 7470 34c 74161 .$1.11 4022 . $1.18 NfS36T . $3.25 '405 . . .24c 7472 34c 74162 . $1.19 4023 24c NE5401 $2.04 '406 24c 7473 31c 74163 $1 19 4024 96c NC5S31 $187 '407 2*c 7474 .31c 74164 $1.28 4025 24c NES541 $187 7408 24c 7475 ..51c 74174 $09 4026 $1.67 NE555V 48c 7409 ,24c 7476 . 34c 74175 . $1.02 402' 64c NE556A 38c 7410 24c 7400 68c 74100, . . 77c 4028 $1.04 NE5606 $3 83 7411 24c 7487 68c 74101 . $2.13 4029 $1.36 NES6IB . . $3.83 7412 . 24c 7483 68c 74182. ,85c 4030 . 50c NE562B . , $3,83 7413 24c 7485 $1.1) 74190 $1.45 4033 $1.67 NE565A . . . 1.45 7414 $1.02 7486 . . . 31c 74191 $1.45 4034 $3.34 NE566V . $1.28 7416 24c 74589 . $2,13 74192 $1 19 4035 $1.36 NE567V . $1.36 7417 24c 7490 . 48c 74193 . $1.11 4040 $1.60 UA709CA. .43c 7420 24c 7491 . 77c 71194 $1.11 4041 ,90c uA709CV 43c 7421 . .24c 7492 4ec 74195 . $1.11 404? B2c UA710CA. . , 36c 7425 65c 7473 48c 74279 56c 4043 , 67c uA711CA .37c 7426 24c 7494 77c 8T97 95c 4044 . . 67e UA723CA. 50c 7428 . 43c 7495 B5c 7S150 $1.40 4046 $2.35 U6741CV, ,43c 7430 24c 7496 77c 4000 . ?4c 4049 . 52e UA747CA 68c 7432 .43c 74100 $1.24 4001 24c 4050 . 52c iiA748CV .41c 7433 . -.31c 74107 . 31c 4002 24c <051 $1 44 MC;456V , SI .00 7437 24c 74121 36c 4006 $1.50 4052 $ 44 MC1458V , 5lc 7438 24c 74122.. .43c 4007 . . .24c 4053 SI 44 MC3302P . BSc 7440 24c 74123. . 78c 4008 $1.17 4060 $1 67 IM309K $160 7441 $1.11 74125. , 39c 4009 64c 4066 90c IM324N SI .28 7442 . 61c 74126 39c 4010 64c 4071 26c UA7805CU $1.25 7443 74132. 73c 401 . 24c 4072 26c uA7806CU $1.25 7444 .61c 74141. 94c 4012 4073 . 26c UA7808CU $1.25 7445 61c 74145 $1.16 401: 4075 26c UA7812CU $1.25 7446 ...77c 74150 $1.36 401 $1 53 4061 26c uA781SCU $1.25 7447 . .77c 74151. . .esc 4015 . ..$1.17 4082 . 26c uA78IBCU $1.25 7448 , esc 74153. .77c 4016 , . . . 50c 4502 5 i 26 uA7824CU $1.25 7450 .77c 74154 .$1.36 4017 $1.26 4511 ..$1,60 21028 . . , $3.50 
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LED DISPLAYS 
rour Chofc* of RIO. ORttN or YIILOW 

0.3" High .. .$1.90 ea. 0.6" High . . $3.50 M. 
XAN7S RED CJL XAN673 RED CA. 
XAN52 GREEN CA. X AN 651 GREEN CA. 
XAN82 YEU0W CA. X AN 682 TEU0W CJL 
XAN74 RED C.C XAN674 RED CC. 
XAN54 GREEN CC XAN654 GREEN C.C. 
XAN84 TIU0W C.C XAN684 rmow C.C. 

SILICON TRANSISTORS 
EN91B 21c $17.85/C MP53638A 16c $13.60/C PM4888 .16c $13.60/C MPS930 . 16c $13.60/C 2N3640 . 21c $17,a5/C 2N5089 . 16c $13.60/C MPS2222A 16c $13.40/C MPS3541 16c $13.60/C 2N5129 - 21e $17.85/C MPS2369A 16c $13.60/C MPS3643 16c $13.60/C 2N5133 . .2le $17.85X MPS2712 , . 16C $13.60/C 2N3645 21e $17.B5/C 2N5134 . 21c $17-85.C MPS2907A 16c $13.60/C MPS3646 .16c $13.50,C 2N5137 .21c $17,85.C 2N3055 . . 99c $85.00/C 2N3904 16c $13.60/C 2N5138 .21c S17.85)C MP53392 . 16c 513.60/C 2N3906 16c $13.60/C 2N5139 . 21e $17.85/C MPS3393 16c $13.60/C 2N4124 16c $13.60/C 2NS210 . 16c SI 3.60/C MPS3394 16c $13.60/C 2N4126 16c $13.60/C 2N5457 . 52c S44.20/C MPS3395 lit $13.60/C 2N4401 16c $13.60/C PN5964 .16c $13.60/C 2N3563 . 21c $17,85/C 2N4403 16c $13.60/C MPF102 48c $4O-0O/C MPS3S65 , . 16C $13.60/C 2N4410 . 16c $13.60/C MPSA13. . 40c $34.00/C MP53638 , 16c $13.60/C 00581 . 5Sc SSO.OO/C 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 
— Radial Laad — 

lufd/50v . 2.2ufd/50v . 3JuM/50* 4.;uf«t/2S* . 10ufd;25v. . lOufd/SOv 22ufd'25v. . 22iifd/50v 1 OOu<d/6.3y 100uH/16v . 100u»d/25v 

. Be S 5.<0/C 8c S 5.40/C 8c S 5.60/C . 8c $ 5.40/C - 8c S 5.70/C . 10c S 6,60/C 9t J 6.10/C . 12c S 8J0/C . 9c 5 6.30/C .lie $ 7.30/C . 13c J 9,20/C 

— Axial Laad — 
1ufd/50v. lie $ 7.70/C 2.2iifd;50y ..12c S 7,80/C 3.3ufd/35* .. 12c S 7,90/C 3.3ufd/50v . . 12c J B.30/C 4 7ofd/3Sw .. 12c J 7.90/C 10ufd,16»... lie S 7.70/C lOcrfd'TSY. .. 12c S B.30/C 10uld/50v. ,14c S 9.60/C 22ufd/16*. 12c S 8.30/C 22idd/25v.. 13c $ 8.70/C 33ufd/16» . 12c $ B.50/C 33vfd/2Sv. 14c S 9.60/C 47ufd/16* . ,14c $ 9.60/C 

— Axial 
47iFfd,-2S*. 100ufd'16» . lOOwfd 25v , . lOOufd'SOv . . 220ufd'16v 220ufd'2Sv 330ufd'16» . . SSOufd^v 470wfd'16v , . 470utd'25* . 1000ufd/16* I000ufd/25y 22(XWd/16* 

Laad — 
17c S1I.20/C 17c S11.20/C 20c $13.30/0 29c $19.70it 20c $13.30/C 29c S20,00(C 29c S20.00/C 32c $21.60/C 32c $21.60/C 37c $25.40/' 39c $26.60/C 56c $38.20'C 62c $42.(I0/C 

DISC CAPS 
e A AOrtr .O'ufd/500v. 6c S 8.S5/2C 220pf/500v 4c $ 6.09/2C .Olufd/SOv . 3c $ 4.05/2C : .022vfd/25y. 3c $ 7.73/20 470pf/500v 4c $ 6.09/2C 

Sf/sS * $ 6 HrtC •047lrfl)'25y- 51 S i 

SSS/lSSi !?;J5S -,u,d/25v tk S,0S7/2C 

SILICON DIODES 
IN4148 . . 40c/!0 $3.50/C )N4004 . 70c/10 $5.95/C 1N4001 . . 64c/10 $5.50/C 1N400S . . 82c/10 S7.0S/C 1N4002 .. 66c/10 $5,61/C 1N4006 . . 90c/10 $7,73/C 1N4003 . . 68C/10 $S,78/C 1H4007 99c/10 $8.S9/C 

% WATT ZENER DIODES 
1N5226B 3.3y . 15c Sll/C 1N5236B 7.5y . 15c $11/C 1M5227B 3.6v 15c $n/C 1N52378 fl.2v 15c $11/C 1N5228B 3.9v 15c $I1/C 1N5238B B,7y 15c $11/C 1N5229B 4Jy . ISc $I1/C 1N5239B 9.1 v . 15c $!!/€ 1N52306 4,7y , 15c $11/C lN52«0e 10v ISc $11/C 1NS231B S.ly . 15c $I1/C 1N5241B llv, . 15c $11/C 1N5232S 5.6v , 15c $11/C 1N52428 1 2v . 15c $ll/C 1N52338 6.0y . ISc SU/C 1N52438 13v. , 15e $11/C 1N5234B 6.2y . ISc $11/C 1N5244B 14y. 15c Sll/C 1N5235V 6.Bv . 15c Sll/C 1NS245B ISv ISc SU/C 

VOLUME DISCOUNT SCHEDULE 
T«t«l IXKMM T«td NuaMl $ 0.00-$ 9.99 ... NET $ 100.CIO-$499 99l£SS IS* $ 10.00-$ 24.99 . IES5 5* I 500.00-$999 99 IBS 20* $ 2S 00-S 99.99 USS 10* $1000.001 up.. LBS 25* — Than Add th» Mandvd Oiivp* Xclow 

STANDARD SHIPPING/HANDLING CHARGE 
If raw TlfcwflH t«td Bfttr fiKOXErt ll 

$ 0.00-$ 4.99 . odd $2,00 $ 50,00-$99.99 odd SD.2S $ 5,0O-$24.99 , odd SO TS $100,00 & up Ho Chorgt $ K.0O-$49,99 .odd SO,50 lncMti ihfppinf $ Iwwc* l« USA 1 Canada 

REED RELAYS 
6 AMP SPST N.0. CONTACTS 

5 V. Coll 6 V. Coil 12V. Coil 24V. Coil 
$1.70 $125/C $1.70 $125/C $1.70 $125/C $1.70 $125/C 

HARDWARE 
2-56 1/4 Screw .. 99c/C $7.20/M 2-56 1 /2 Screw . 99c/C $7.65/M 4-40 1/4 Screw . 55c/C $a.60/M 4-40 1/2 Screw .. 60cyC $4.05/M 6-32 1/4 Screw , 6Sc/C $4.40/M 6-32 1/2 Screw 8-32 3/8 Screw 2-56 Hex Nut 4-40 Hex Nut 6-32 Hex Nut 8-32 Hex Nut . . 

75c/C $4.85/M 90c/C $5.8S/M SSc/C $3.60/M 55c/C $3.75/M 60c/C $4.00/M 60c/C $4.15/M No. 2 lockwoiher BSc/C $S.75/M No. 4 lockwosher 45c/C $3.00/M No. 6 Lockwoiher 45c/C $3.00/M No. 8 lockwnsher 4Sc/C $3.00'M 
I.e. SOCKETS 

8 Pin SoWer Tob. . 17e 14 Pin Solder Tob. 20c 16 Pin Solder Tob 72c 18 Pin Solder Tob. .. 29t 24 Pin Solder Tob. 38c 28 Pm Solder Tob . 45c 40 Pin Solder Tob. , 63c 8 Pin Wire-Wrop. . 34c 14 Pin Wire-Wrop . 52c 16 Pin Wire-Wrop. . 58c IB Pin Wire-Wrap . 60c 24 Pin Wre-Wrap, . . 96c 28 Pin Wire-Wrop $1.23 40 Pin Wire-Wrap $1.56 
Sawd far fret cwtdaf 
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(JtialitY C-o/n/tom-n/* So Id I" 
DIGI-KEY CORPORATION 

V^.O. Box 677 Thief River Follt, MN 5670iy 
Circle 85 on reader service card 

market 

center 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or 
services). $1.40 per word .. . minimum 15 words. 
NONCOMMERCIAL RATE (for Individuals who want to buy or sell personal items) 85^ per 
word ... no minimum. 
ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps. Additional bold face (not available as all 
caps) at 10c per word. Payment must accompany all ads except those placed by accredited 
advertising agencies. 10% discount on 12 consecutive insertions, if paid in advance. All copy 
subject to publisher's approval. Advertisements using P.O. Box address will not be accepted 
until advertiser supplies publisher with permanent address and phone number. Copy to be in 
our hands on the 26th of the third month preceding the date of the issue (i.e. August 
issue closes May 26). When normal closing date falls on Saturday, Sunday or a holiday, 
issue closes on preceding working day. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
OWN YOUR OWN PICTURE TUBE REBUILOfNG BUSINESS With Lakeside Industries 

re-buildmg equipment you can rebuild any pic- ture tube' 
For complete details send name, address, zip code to LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES 3520 W FutlRflon Avt Chicago. Ill 60647 Phona 312-342-3399 Mi 

UNLOCK your future. Become professional 
locksmith by spare time homestudy. $13 in 
an hour possible, All tools, equipment in- 
cluded. Facts free. Send name. LOCKSMITH- 
ING INSTITUTE (homestudy). Dept. 1339-115, 
Little Falls, NJ 07424 

ELECTRONIC assembly business. Big profits. 
Start home, spare time, investment knowl- 
edge, experience unnecessary. Free litera- 
ture from: BARTA, Box 248BZ, Walnut Creek, 
OA 94597 

PASS FCC EXAMS! Memorize, iludy—Tuti- Answers for FCC Isl and 2nd (toss Radio- telephone Ikenscs. Newly revised multiple choke questions and diagrams cover all orcos lested in FCC exams, plus Self-Study Ability Tesl, S9.9S postpaid. Money- 
back guaranlpe. 
ME 

'tts 
ifcfi 

Ska ft* i^dii 

HIGHLY 
PROFITABLE ONE-MAN 

ELECTRONIC FACTORY 
Investment unnecessary, knowledge not 
required, sales handled by professionals. 
Ideal home business. Write today for facts! 
Postcard will do. Barta-BZ Box 248, 
Walnut Creek, CA 94597. 

FREE educational electronics catalog. Home 
study courses. Write to: EDUKITS WORK- 
SHOP, Dept. 274G, Hewlett, NY 11557 

FOR SALE 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
DIGITAL electronic kits. Electronic games. 
From $7.75. Send stamp. NBL-R, Box 1115, 
Richardson, TX 75080 

LOCKSMITH 
You'll enjoy your work as i Locksmith * because It Is more fascinating than a ■ holiby—and highly paid besides! You'll | gu on enjoying the fascinating work, ■ year after year. In good limes or had ! because you'll be the man In demand I In an erergrowlng field offering big pay | Jobs, big profits as your own boss. . What more could you ask! 
Train at Home - Earn Extra Richt Away! j 
LOCKSMITHING INSTITUTE ■ 
Div. Technical Home Study Schools ' Dept. 1479-125Little Falls. N. J. 07424 ■ 

"I have already master keyed my Elks Lodge and 38 apartments. . so you see my locksmith course is practically paid (or." 
Adelindo Orsi, Jr. Azusa, Calif. 

LOW-cost digital/analog test equipment. 
Logic probes from $9.95. Free catalog. 
ELECTRO INDUSTRIES, 4201 Irving Park, 
Chicago, IL 60641  

PRINTED CIRCUIT 
EPOXY GLASS CIRCUIT BOARD STOCK; 
CARBIDE DRILL BITS; TAPE RESIST; 
ARTWORK; BUBBLE ETCHERS 
SEND S.A.S.E. FOR FLYER 

TRUMBULL 
833 BALRA DR.. EL CERRITO.CA. 94530 

COLOR video tape recorder $250.00. TV 
camera $150.00 Videotapes $5.00. Cartri- 
vision manuals, spare parts and bulk video- 
tape. DENNIS TRIMBLE, 5154 Roeder Rd., 
San Jose, CA 95111, 408-227-6330. 
RECONDITIONED test equipment. $0.50 for 
catalog. WALTER, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo. 
CA 94806 

Name . 

City/Stata/Zip . 
□ Check here if Eligible for Veteran Training f 

NEW ELECTRONIC 
SURPLUS COMPONENTS 
- SAME DAY SHIPMENT - 

Call 617-261-1100 
AMERICAN USED COMPUTER CORP. 

P.O. Box 68 
Kenmore Station, Boston, Mass. 02215 

member COMPUTER DEALERS ASSOCIATION 



My PakV 

100'S OF BARRELS 
PURCHASED! 

EXCLUSIVE'BARREL'     
THE BIGGEST INFLATION-FIGHTING VALUE EVER! TEST EM YOURSELF 'N SAVE! 
BARREL KIT HI 5N7400 DIP ICS 
75 for $1.98 Marked X4 ond/ur with 16 pin dips, may include gaten, reRiateri, flip flops, count- ers. Who knowsl Cl'ARAN. TEED SATISFACTION! Cat. No. 92CU2415 

BARREL KIT 92 ^ LINEAR OP AMPS, 
"'"75 lor 0 

$1.98 May Include 709-8, 741*8. 703-1, G60 series. 666 In eludes marked and un* marked. Cat. No. 92CU2416 

BARREL KIT S 3 1N4148/914 SWITCHING DIODES 
lOO for $1.98 You never saw this before. ImaRine famous switching diodes at these orices! Cat. No. B2CU2418 

BARREL KIT fl4 "4000" RECTIFIERS 
lOO for $1.98 

These are the famous micro miniature rectifiers of the 1N4000 series. May In- clude 26. 5 0. 100, 200. 400. 600. 800 and 1000 volters. Cat. No. 92CU2417 

BARREL KIT ffS i SCRS, TRIACS, QUADRACS 
40 for $1.9l 

All the famous plastic pow- er tab type. Raw factory stock! All the 10 amp typea. Cat. No. 92CU2419 

J rV • 'n barrafj p , * • • Mie|r over- i 
I thm \"n0- Th-^fore you*t do"» j 

BARREL KIT 07 VOLUME CONTROL BONANZA!( 
40 for 
$1.98 _ Singles, duals, variety of values, styles, big ones — small ones. 92CU2421 

BARREL KIT ft . SUBMINIATURE I IF transformers" 
60 for $1.98 Amazing, Includes 4&6kcs osc. antenna, who knows? From iraoaistor radio man- ufacturers. No> 92CU2422 

BARREL KIT 010 ROMS-REGISTERS 
50 for 
$1.98 

!8 to 40 pin devices, marked, internal factory numbers, elONo. 92CU2424 

%• 

BARREL KIT 0X1 POWER TAB TRANSISTORS 
40 for 
$1.98 

NPN, plastic T0220 type. Assorted 2N numbers. Cat. No. 92CU2425 

BARREL KIT 012 POWER TAB TRANSISTORS 
40 for 
$1.98 PNP, plastic 1^5220 type. Assorted 2N numbers. Cat No. S2CU2426 

BARREL KIT 01T LINEAR « 7400 DIPS 
lOO for 
$1.98 

Marked and unmarked, in- ternal numbers of raw fac- ory stock No. 92CU2431 

BARREL KIT 01« ZEHER-RECTIFIER MIX 
100 for $1.98 Subminiature. D07-8, in- cludes asst. zeners sod rectifiers. It's mixed st the factory, we cannot sepa- rate. Cat. Ho. 92CU2432 

60 for 
$1.98 

Finest capacitors made, shiny finish. Imagine facto- ry dumping 'em in barrels. Cat. No. 92CU2S97 
BARREL KIT 024 > BARREL KIT 025 HIGH VOLTAGE METAL CAN RECTIFIERS TRANSISTORS 

for 100 for RW 
.98y«^ 51-98 n' -T Includes TO-5. TO-1, TO- 

GO 
$1- Up to 12,000 volts. 4 mils, epoxy, axial leads. Cat. No. 92CU2602 

Includes TO-5. TO-1, T0- 18, etc., assorted 2N bers, unmarked etc. Cat. No. 92CU2eo-1 

BARREL KIT 02* PLASTIC TRANSISTORS 
100 for 
$1.98 

Type TO-ST (TO-18). all manufacturers, varietv of 2N 0-a. Cj|t No_ 92CU2604 
/ 

BARREL KIT 031 METALLIC rwrttV. RESISTORS —JJilr 
100 for $1.98 

Made mostly by Corning, the finest resistor made. Mostly Va waiters. 1 % to & % tok. A a barrel of Values. Cat. No. 92CU2e09 

BARREL KIT #32 TRANSISTORS WITH A HOLE IN IT 
50 for $1.98 Cat. No. 92CU2610 
Can't name factory but we bought barrels of 26 wall- ers with mtg. hole in mid- dle. PNP'S and NPN'S. 

» 

40 for 
$1.98 

BARREL KIT 0X4 PRECISION RESISTORS 
200 for 
$1.98 

BARREL KIT 0X5 MOSFET TRANSISTORS 

60 for $1.98 All 4 leaders TO-18 case, includes UiiF transistors tool Cat. No. 92CU2429 

200 for 
$1.98 

Marked and unmarked. Red case type asst. values. Cat. No. 92CU2430 

BARREL KIT 020 LONG LEAD DISCS 
too for 
$1.98 

Factory distributor stock "auction sale". Prime, msrked only. Long leads. Cat. No. 92CU2598 

200 fW 
$1.98 

lencto. ... cally perfect. With booklet. Cat. No. 92CU2599 

BARREL KIT 02 2 2e-MIL 'LIGHT' WIR^ 
100 ft. 
$1.98 '^3 Fiber optical apecial. Most popular of all. 20 mil. dia., used for light pipes, wands, displays, etc. With booklet. Optically perfect. •2CU2600 

75 for 
$1.98 

All in TO-5 cases, brand new. May include 908, 911. 912. 913. etc. 92CU2601 

100 for 
$1.98 Hi-Fi mfr's shelf inventory but he dumped "em in bar- rels. Preformed, for PC use. Mixed values tool Cat. No. 92C0260S 

BARREL KIT 02S CERAMIC CAPACITORS 
200 for^r««rw 
$i.98 

Not only do the barrels contain dogbones. but fac- tory dumped. Erie Centra- lab. molded types too! Cat. No. 92CU2606 

BARREL KIT 02* VITAMIN Q CAPS 
100 for 
$1.98 Every type of oil-impreg- nated caps, some worth S2. But the "ole barrel" sale gives you the bargain-of- a-iifetime. 92CU2607 

BARREL KIT 030 _ _ PREFORMED RESISTORS 
200 for $1.98 We got barrclH of Ve and Va" waiters for pc use. You'll get even amount. 100: Vs. 100 Va" waiters. Cat. No. 92CU2606 

100 for 
$1.98 Wi Good ole tube sockets, still in demand! Barrels and barrels: 4'a, fi's. 7, 8. 9, even computer types. Cat. No. 92CU2612 

BARREL KIT 035 NEON LAMPS 

BARREL KIT 030 2N3055 NOBBY TRANSISTORS 
15 for 
$1.98 From factory to you, these fallouts of the famous 2N305&. We have 10 bar- CaL No. 92CU2S17 

BARREL KIT 040 PNP NIGH-POWER TRANSISTORS 
20 for 
$1.98 Popular germanium TO-3 case units, now available at "good ole barrel" prices. 

Cat. No. 92CU2618 

30 for 
$1.98 - \ IMAGINE! The., popultr TO-66 case (mini TO-3), scrs, made up as barrel kit. 

BARREL KIT010 SIGNAL SILICON DIODES 
200 for $1.98 
Includes many, many typea of switching, signal silicon types, all axial leads. Some may be zeners. Cat- No, 92CU2628 

4^ 
BARREL KIT tfiXj NOBBY OPTO COUPLERS 
30 for $1.98 We bot 1,000's unknown both the sensor or transmit- ter may be good, or both. WE DON'T KNOW! We don't know the types. 1600V Iso- lation. Cat. No. 92CU2S29 

40 for 
$1.98 

Famous NG-2'a. All prime, but factory mads millions and barrel'ed 'em. Tour ad- vantage. 92CU2613 

BARREL KIT 035 GERMANIUM DIODES 
200 for 
$1.98 ^ Famous maker. populi item. Never grows old. But this is the way the RE- TESTERS huv 'em from the factories. 97CU2614 

BARREL KIT 037 1 AMP "BULLETT" RECTIFIERS 
100 for 
$1.98 Famous style, ssstd. volt- ages, silicon, axial includes all types of voltages to 1KV. Cat- No. 92CU26IS 

75 for 
$1.98 

"CYLINDER" type, silicon, Mallory, includes all volt- ages up to 1KV. Axial leads. Cat. No. 92CU2616 
BARREL KIT 042 100 ITT "GLASS 4000 RECTIFIERS 

Just in! 1N4000 silicon rectifiers in epoxy, now in glass encased at barrel prices 60 to lOOOv too! Cat. No. 92CU2620 

BARREL KIT 040 Q.E. 3.5 WATT a AMPLIFIERS 
25 for 
$1.98 

Hobby type, f act oryv fall- outs, we purchased them ! barrels. These are ui known*. B2CU2S24 

BARREL KIT 040 741 MINI DIP " "BONANZA1 

50 for 
$1.98 Barrels "n barrelt „   This ia a buyer's market. How many can we get teat ed. Cat. No. 92CU262e 

48^^^^ BARREL KIT 040 QUADSl QUADSj 

$1.98 LM 
.i. „«\1 .-T Imagine 4 mirror op amps in one package. Why the factory barrelled these we don't know. 92CU2627 

•s* BARREL KIT 052 ^ BARREL KIT 053 JUMBO RESISTOR PAK 
100-pc. $1.98 
No. 92CU2721  tllij— Asaortm metal films, preci- sionx, carbons, metal oxide powers, from Vs watt to 7 watts. Color coded & marked. Worth XI0. 

500 for $1.98 •2CU2630 The bargain of a lifetirast First time ever offered by Poly Pake for the economy- minded borgaka buntara. 

BARREL KIT 054 • DIGIT READOUTS 
10 for 
$1.98 f? 

Bargain of a lifetime) All we got was t barrel  the "blisdor digit" types. Multi- plexed. Cat. No. 92CU2722 

15 for 
$1.98 

National cleaned its ware- house . . . now we have barrels of NSN-33 type readouts. Cat. Ho. 92CU2723 

lOO for 
$1.98 

Large distributor cleaned house. Barrels of power resistors 3 to 7 watts. Cat. No. 92CU2724 

15 for 
$1.98 
80-Amp studs; 6. 12. 24. 48V. 100 "Xi material. Fac- tory rectifier "line" rejects. Cat. No. 92CU272S 

BARREL KIT 05S SLIDE SWITCHES 
30 for 
$1.98 All shapes, sires, spat. dpdl. momentarles. etc. Tremen- dous shop pak for 100's of switching projects. Cat. Ho. 92CU272S 

watt Bendix B-BOOO pellet transistors, npn. all good. purchased from a pretester. have mllliona of Cat. No. 92CU2727 

BARREL KIT 0«2 MIXED ICS 
100 for 
$1.98 

All ahapes; 7400 Series, HO00. 9000. ROMS. RTL'a, DTI/a. linears of all kinds. What a mix! Have fun — Cat. No. 92CU3730 

r 060 ^ BARREL KIT 060 DTL'S ICS 
75 for 
$1.98 

This is prime barrel mate- rial. Who wants DTL's? 930, 936. 04 6'b. Your gsin is our loss. They're msrked too. Cat. No. 92CU2728 

lOO for 
$1.98 

Finest caps made. As s gam- ble we bought 10 barrels from factory, mixed values; all good. Cat. No. 92CU2729 

20 for $1.98 Here's a bargain! This is n National "dump" . . . infia. tion is stopped here! Cat. No. 02CU2732 
2^  BARREL KIT 067 2-WATT AMPLIFIERS 

50 for 
$1.98 

Buy from the barrel "n save! LM-380 types in dip paks. Are they good? We don't want to find out We got millions. Cat. No. 92CU2734 

BARREL KIT 065 MIXED REAOOJUT! 
30 for 
$1.98 

Factory returns — such numbers as MAN-4's. MAN- 7's. MAN-3'a. II barrels & no time to seoorate. You test   0K7 92CU2733 

BARREL KIT 065 2 WATTERS 
100 for 
$1.98 

Nobody seems to want 'rnnl So many suppliers don't count, but throw 'em in the barrel. It's a UT gold mine. All marked. 92CU273S 

KIT 06S BARREL KIT 066 200-ft. 20-MIL FIBER 

> ft. $1.98 Shaped & not shaped. Color yellow. Make Ilte-pipes & fiber optic lamp displays. Cat. No. 92CU2736 

BARREL KIT 070 GIANT 'LIGHT PIPE" 
$1.98 -2^5 
Finished, with end-fittinga. Polished, all perfect. Mak- er's overstock. 10-fl. long. 800 glass fibers in bundle, Jacket, cat. No. 92CU2737 

BARREL KIT 07X CAPACITOR SPECIAI 
10O DCS. 
$1.98 Emptied stockrooms Into barrels of mylars, poly'a, micas, muldeda, plastics, ceramics, discs, etc. Nifty shop supply. 92CU2738 

BARREL KIT 072 TERMINALS. RECEPTACLES <58* 
150 for $1.98 
Maker of these dumped in- to barrels. You gel 2, 4, 6 strips It receptacles. What a buy! Cat. No. 92CU2739 

073^r BARREL KIT TRANSISTOR ELECTROS . 
50 for $1.98 W 
It "bugs" us why the fac- tories dump 'em in barrels. We don't wish to separate wide assl voltages St values j 300 mf. 92CU2747 

BARREL KIT 075 400MW ZENERS / / 
lOO for 
$1.98 Factory out of biz! Amazing offer: 6, 8. JO. 12 to 15V. You test. Hermetically sealed glass pak. Double plug. Cat- No. 92CU2740 

BARREL KIT 081 SUBMINI RESISTORS^ 
100 for 
$1.98 

PC, upright type, color cod- ed, Vs watt. Assl values. Came to us in a barrel. Cat. No. 92CU2746 

BARREL KIT 08 2 8000 SERIES ICS 
50 for 
$1.98 By National. From factory to you. Aasortment of pop- ular series factory fallouts, overruns, Who knows? Cat. No, 92CU2634 

100 for 
$1.98 Factory some as 400-mw'a. Never-to-nee-again offer. 6 ». 10. 12. 15V. undei glass. Double plug. Cat. No. 92CU2741 

BARREL KIT 077 "BROWN" BODY TRANSISTORS 
40 for $1.9£ 
G-E D-40 series: has" voltage. Darllnglons. hl- current. npn's. Factory line discontinued. Power Cat. No. 93CU2742 tabs. 

BARREL KIT 083 
15 for $1.9i 
LM-340T VOLTAGE REGULATORS Factory rejected them length of leads. May Include 5,6,8.12,15,18.24 volts. Power tab. 92CU2635 

IARREL KM 
25 for 

.98 MAN'-i THE CLAW". 5V 15 mils. LED hobby or experimental use. for understanding the working of "mini" or calcu- lator readouts. A segment may be missing. 92CU2679 

BARREL KIT 078 "RED" BODY TRANSISTORS flM 
40 for 91.98jlf 
D-42 series. You lest—go into your own biz! High current. hi-V. NPN. 
Cat. No. 92CU2743 

BARREL KIT 079 DARLINGTON POWER TABS. 
25 for ! 
$1.98 4 Brown body, powt., Darlingtons are mixed, raw fnctory stock. Why pay more? Cat. No. 92CU2744 

BARREL KIT 080 HOBBY CAPS 
200 for ( 
$1.98 Prudurtlon line stopped. Bnrrels of mylars, oils, lu- bularn, but unmorked with all kinds oi sizes. All good: you test. Cat. No. 92CU274S 

BARREL KIT 085 
TAPE REEL _ ^ , 
15 for (^*51 
$1.98 
For tape recorders using 3" reels. Fits any recorder us- ing these type plastic reels. 
Cat. No. 92CU2633 

Torma: add postuce Rated: net HO Phone Orders; Wakefield, Mnss. (617> 245-3829 Retail: 1G-18 Del Cannine St., Wakefield, Mass. (oft Water Street) C.0.D. S MAY UK PHONED 
□ 20c catalog on Fiber Optics, 'ICs', Semi's, Parts 

MINIMUM ORDER — $4.00 
POLV PAKS 

P.O.BOX 842R. LYNN FIELD, MASS. 01840 

Circle 86 on reader service card 



TTL S N 7400 7401 7402 7403 7404 7405 7406 7407 7408 7409 7410 7411 7412 7413 7414 7416 7417 7420 7421 7423 7425 7426 7427 7428 7430 7432 7433 7437 7438 7440 7442 7443 7444 7445 7446 7447 7448 7450 7451 7453 7454 7460 7470 7472 7473 7474 7475 7476 7480 7481 7482 7483 A 7484 7485 7486 7489 7490 7491 7492 7493 7494 7495 7496 74100 74104 74105 74107 74109 74110 74111 74116 74118 74120 

.34 .34 .18 .18 .15 .25 .30 .45 1.49 .33 .33 .15 .32 .27 .27 .24 .27 .39 .15 .24 .37 .29 .29 .15 .59 .85 .85 .79 .87 .87 

.15 .15 .15 .28 

.49 .35 .48 

.78 1.95 1.08 .34 2.35 .49 .79 .49 .49 .79 .74 .79 1.25 .43 .43 .34 >74 .54 ,74 1 98 1.35 1.40 

5N 74121 74122 74123 74125 74126 74128 74132 74136 74141 74142 74143 74144 74145 74147 74148 74150 74151 74153 74154 74155 74156 74157 74159 74160 74161 74162 74163 74164 74165 74166 74170 74172 74173 74174 74175 74176 74177 74178 74179 74180 74181 74182 74184 74185 74186 74188 74190 74191 74192 74193 74194 74195 74196 74197 74198 74199 74221 74246 74247 74248 74249 74251 74265 74273 74278 74279 74283 74284 74285 74290 74293 74298 74367 

.54 .54 .84 1.45 .64 .94 3.70 3.98 3.98 .98 2.30 1.90 .94 .69 

.79 .69 3.SO .99 .99 .99 .99 I.IO I.IO 1.35 2.25 8.75 1.35 1.15 .99 .79 .79 1.95 I 95 .79 2.40 .69 1.95 1.85 13 95 4.75 1.33 1.33 I.IO I.IO 1 OS .74 .99 .89 1.69 1.69 1 .SO 1.95 1.85 1.75 1.75 1.40 .85 2.75 2.45 .95 1,75 4.SO 4.50 .85 .85 

EXAR I.C.'s XR-100K XR'Chip Custom IC Design Kit XR-B101 NPN Transistor Array, Small Signal XR.B102 PNP Transistor Array XR.C101 NPN Transistor Array, Small Signal XR-C102 PNP Transistor Array. Lateral & Substrate XR-C103 NPN Transistor Array, Power & Schottkey XR-C104 Diffused Resistor Array XR-C105 Diffused & Pinch Resistor Array XR-C106 Balanced Modulator & NPN, PNP Current Source XR-S200 Multi-Function IC XR-20S Waveform Generator IC XR-205K Waveform Generator Kit XR-210 FSK Modulator Demodulator XR-210M FSK Modulator Demodulator XR-215 General Purpose PLL XR-320 Timing Circuit XR-55SCP Timing Circuit XR-556M Dual Timing Circuit XR-SS6CN Dual Timing Circuit XR-5S6CP Dual Timing Circuit XR-S67M Tone Decoder XR-567CP Tone Decoder XR-1310P Stereo Demodulator XR-1310EP Stereo Demodulator XR-1468CN +5V Tracking Voltage Regulator XR-1468CP +5V Tracking Voltage Regulator XR-1488N Quad Line Driver XR-1488P Quad Line Driver XR-1489AN Quad Line Receiver XR-1489AP Quad Line Receiver XR-1568M +15 Volt Tracking Voltage Regulator XR-1568N +15 Volt Tracking Voltage Regulator XR-1800P Stereo Decoder XR-2206N Monolithic Function Generator XR-2206P Monolithic Function Generator XR-2206CN Monolithic Function Generator XR-2206CP Monolithic Function Generator XR-2207M Voltage-Controlled Oscillator XR-2207N Voltage-Controlled Oicillator XR-2207P Voltage-Controlled Oscillator XR-2207CN Voltage-Controlled Oscillator XR-2207CP Voltage-Controlled Oscillator XR-2208M Operational Multiplier XR-2208N Operational Multiplier XR-2208P Operational Multiplier XR-2208CN Operational Multiplier XR-2208CP Operational Multiplier XR-2211CN FSK Demodulator/Tone Decoder XR-2211CP FSK Demodulator/Tone Decoder XR-2240M Programmable Timer/Counter XR-2240N Programmable Timer/Counter XR-2240P Programmable Timer/Counter XR-2240CN Programmable Timer Counter XR-2240CP Programmable Timer/Counter XR-2556IV1 Dual 555 Timer XR-2256CN Dual 555 Timer XR-2256CP Dual 555 Timer XR-'2567M Dual 567 Tone Decoder XR-2567CN Dual 567 Tone Decoder XR-2567CP Dual 567 Tone Decoder 

79.00 3.AS 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 20.95 6.25 24.50 3.89 7.75 4.91 1.13 .59 7.91 2.15 1.25 9.71 1.25 2.39 2.39 2.50 3.85 4.25 3.83 3 55 3.20 10-73 5.35 2.39 8.35 7.67 4.61 3.83 11.50 5.81 5.03 3.55 2.85 13.30 6.6S 5.93 4.19 3.89 5.67 5.15 14.63 6.59 5.39 4.67 3.59 7.91 2.63 2.39 12.70 5.92 3.88 

PLASTIC POWER 
TRANSISTORS 

C/MOS C D 4000 4001 4002 4006 4007 4008 4009 40 lO 4011 4012 4013 4014 4015 4016 4017 4018 4019 4020 4021 4022 4023 4024 4025 4026 4027 4028 4029 4030 

$ .24 .24 .24 l.SO .24 .99 .49 .49 .24 .24 -49 1.24 1.24 .49 1.24 1.24 .49 1.24 1.24 1.24 .24 .99 .24 1.95 .59 ,99 1.24 .49 

CD4033 4035 4040 4041 4042 4043 4044 4049 4050 4051 4052 4053 4055 4056 4060 4066 4069 4071 4076 4081 4507 4510 4511 4512 4516 4518 4520 4528 

1,95 l.SO 1.24 .89 .79 .79 .79 .49 .49 1.50 l.SO 1.50 1.99 1.99 1.99 .79 .35 .35 1.24 .35 1.25 1.24 2.SO 2.95 1.75 1.95 1.95 1.50 

TIP29A NPN 1A 60V $ .45 TIP30A PHP XA 60V .49 TIP31A NPN 3A 60V .52 TIP32A PNP 3A 60V .55 T1 PSA PNP 10 A 40V- .99 TIP35 NPN 2SA 40V 1.99 TIP36 PNP 25A 40V 2.25 TIP41A NPN 6A 60V .85 TIP42A PNP 6A 60V .75 TIP47 NPN 1A 250V .88 TIP48 NPN 1A 300V .96 TIP49 NPN 1A 350V .99 TIP110 NPN 2A 60V .92 tipisi NPN 5A 80V 1.64 TIP127 PNP SA XOOV 2.02 TIP2955 PNP ISA 60V .89 TIPSOSS NPN ISA 60V .85 

METAL 
TRANSISTORS 

I.C. SOCKETS 

2N696 2N697 2N708 2N708 2N709 2N718 2N910 2N1131 2N1303 2 N1304 2N1305 2N1420 2N1613 2N1711 2N1890 2N1893 2N2060 2N2102 2N2218A 

2N2222A 2N2369A 2N2484 2N2857 2N2904A 2N2903 2N2907A 2N30S4 2N3055 2N3137 2N3250 2N3253 2N337S 2N38fiR 2N4036 2N4234 2N4237 2N541S 2NS416 

LED's & OPTO 
ISOLATORS DL707 DL747 RL2 TIL209 TIL111 TIL220 I LI 5 IL16 TIL312 TIL313 

7 Seg 0.3" SI.70 7 Seg 0.63" 2.4S Red Led .19" .23 Red Led .125" .19 Opto-Coupler 1.20 Red Led .20" .24 Opto-Uol«tor 1.25 Opto-Isolator 1.40 7 Seg. 0.3" 1.70 7 Seg. 0.3" 1.70 

SCR's C106B1 C106D1 2N5061 2N5062 
2N5063 2N5064 TIC47 

LOW POWER 
SCHOTTKY 

LINEAR 
LM300H LM301AH LM304H LM305H LM307H LM307 mini LM309H LM309K LM310H LM324 LM339 LMS5S LM556N LM709CH LM709 mini LM709CN LM711CH LM723CH LM723CN LM741CH LM741 mini LM741CN LM747CH LM747CN LM748 mini LM1458H LM3046 LM3900 

I.C.'s 
Positive Voltage Regulator Hi Performance Op Amp Negative Voltage Regulator Positive Voltage Regulator Op Amp (Super 741) Op Amp (Super 741) 5V 1 Amp Voltage Regulator 5V 1 Amb Voltage Regulator Voltag-j Follower Op Amp Quad Op Amp Quad Comparator Timer Dual Timer Op Amp Op Amp Op Amp Dual Difference Comparator Voltage Regulator Voltage Regulator Op Amp Op Amp Op Amp Dual 741 Op Amp Dual 741 Op Amp Dual 741 Op Amp Dual Op Amp Transistor Array Quad Amplifier 

(metal can) (metal can) (metal can) (metal can) (metal can) (mini dip) (metal can) (TO-3) (metal can) (DIL) DIL) (mini dip) (DIL) (metal can) (mini dip) (OIL) (metal can) (metal can) (14 pin DIL) (metal can) (mini dip) (14 pin DIL) (metal can) (14 pin DIL) (mini dip) (metal can) 

.69 .35 .75 .78 .28 .28 .99 1.39 1.09 1.75 1.75 .54 .99 .29 .29 .29 .SO .54 .54 .29 .28 .29 .65 .75 .29 .65 .85 

PLASTIC 
TRANSISTORS 

MEMORIES 
AY5-1013P UART AY5-2376 Keyboard Encoder ROM IXOIAP 256 Bit Static RAM MOS 1403AT Dual 512 Bit Dyn MOS S/R 1404AT Single 1024 Bit Dyn MOS S/R 1702A 2048 Bit Erasable Elect. Reprogrammable Static MOS RAM 2102P 1024 Bit SUtic RAM MOS 8008R 8 Bit Central Processing Unit 8080 8 Bit Parallel CPU TMS4030NL 4K RAM 4096 Bit 

• 9.00 19.95 3.95 3.75 3.50 
23.95 3.95 44.OO 195.OO 19.95 

2N341S 2N3563 2N3564 2N3565 2N3566 2N3567 2N3568 2N3569 2N3640 2N3641 2N3643 2N3702 2N3703 2N3704 2N370S 2N3706 2N3707 2N3708 2N3709 2N3710 2N3711 2N3819 2N3820 2N3903 2N3904 2N390S 2N3906 2 N 4058 2N4059 2N4060 2 N 4061 2N4062 2N4123 2N4124 2N412S 2N4126 2N4250 2N427S 2N4401 2N4403 2N5400 2N5447 2N5449 2N5525 TIS43 

5.17 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 

.17 .17 .17 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .22 .16 .16 .39 .39 

SN74LS00 S .42 SN74LSt14 .68 74LS01 .42 74LS122 .68 74LS02 .42 74LS123 -84 74LS03 .42 74LS125 .68 74LS04 .47 74L5126 .68 74LS05 .47 74LSI32 1.58 74LS08 .42 74LS136 .68 74LS09 .42 74LS138 1.94 74LS10 .42 74LS139 1.94 74LS11 .42 74LS145 1.58 74LS12 .42 74LS151 1.58 74LS13 .84 74LS153 1.94 74LS14 2.22 74LS155 1.94 74LS15 .42 74LSI56 1.94 74LS20 .42 74LS157 1.58 74LS21 .42 74LS158 1.58 74L522 .42 74LS164 2.27 74LS2B .54 74LS170 5.36 74LS27 .47 74LS174 2.27 74LS28 .54 74LS175 2.27 74LS30 .42 74LS181 6.30 74LS32 .47 74LS190 2.87 74LS33 .S4 74LS191 2.87 74LS37 .54 74LS192 2.87 74L538 .54 74LS193 2.87 74LS40 .54 74L5194A 2.27 74LS42 1.25 74LS195A 2.27 74LS48 1.25 74L5196 2.27 74LS49 1.25 74LS197 2.27 74LS51 .42 74LS221 1.41 74LSS4 .42 74LS247 1.25 74LS5S .42 74LS248 1.2S 74LS73 .68 74LS249 1.25 74LS74 .68 74LS251 1.94 74LS75 .84 74L5253 2.27 74LS76 .68 74LS257 1.94 74LS78 -68 74LS258 1.94 74LS85 2.27 74LS261 5.36 74LS585 2.88 74LS266 .68 74LS86 .68 74LS279 .84 74LS90 1.2S 74LS283 2.27 74LS91 1.25 74LS290 1.25 74LS92 1.25 74LS293 1.25 74LS93 1.25 74LS295A 2.27 74LS95A 2.27 74LS365 .68 74LS96 1.94 74US366 .68 74LS107 .68 74LS367 .68 74LS109 .68 74LS368 .68 74LS112 .68 74LS375 .84 74LS113 .68 74LS386 .68 74LS670 6.30 

Active Electronic Soles Corp. 
P.O. BOX 1035 FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 01701 ■ 

Telephone Orders (617) 879-0077 New Catalogue available on request 
MINIMUM ORDER $10.00 ADD $1.00 TO DOVER POSTAGE & HANDLING 

LOW-noise resistors—ViW, 5%, carbon film 
from 10—3.3 megohms for 31/20 each. Fifty 
of one value for $1.25. 1N4148 diodes for 
60. 750 postage. Free samples/specifications. 
COMPONENTS CENTER-RE, Box 134, New 
York, NY 10038   

to ng'd MIL E-I 606 Specs. Good image pro- 
duced With as little as B KV Input. Price 

eposes. Berth lor 

Secret—Invisible Surveillance In TOTAL Darkness. 
LAMPS • TUBES 
FILTERS • PARTS We have the largest stock of surplus l-B materials. A 11 cash remittance sends you our latest Listing ol hard-to-find Military intrsred Parts & Equipment Includes a 11.00 Credit Certificate applicable to first order. Sorry. U SX — Canadian offer only. 

^1 

14- 

TERMS: Cash With Order Firms D&B Ratad (DD-U Or Better - No Expflit Orders — Except To Canada. 
McNEAL ELECTRIC A EQUIPMENT CO. 

4736 Olive St. -VB, St. Louis, Mo. 63100 
RADIO & TV tubes 360 each. One year guar- 
anteed. Plus many unusual electronic bar- 
gains. Free catalog. CORNELL, 4217-E Uni- 
versity, San Diego, CA 92105 

— econotroce — 
EQUIP YOUR UB OR SHOP WITH A CENUINI QUALITY SIMICONDUCIOR CURVE TRACER. MEA SURE BETA, LEAKAGE BVCEO, NOISE, MATCH PAIRS, ETC. USES LATEST CMOS CIRCUITRY COM PIETE WITH BATTERY COMPARES WITH TRACERS SELLING FOR SI 50.00 OR MORE AND EASIER TO is. OPERATL SEND CHECK FOR SW.Sfl PLUS P5TG, MONET BACK GUARANTEE, 
science po box 1973 

I BOULDER, COLO. 80303 

FREE catalog. IC's, Semis. CORONET ELEC- 
TRONICS, 649A Notre Dame W., Montreal, 
Que. Canada, H3C-1H8. US Inquiries. 
RECORDS-lapes! Discounts to 73%; all la- 
bels; no purchase obligations; newsletter; 
discount dividend certificates: 100% guaran- 
tees. Free details. DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, 
650 Main St., Dept. 3-125, New Rochelle, NY 
10801   
CANADIAN discount and factory clearouts 
catalog. Top brand stereo equipment, calcu- 
lators, test gear, CB & communications, tele- 
phones. Factory dumps—government surplus. 
Amazing bargains. Unusual items. Rush $1. 
ETCO-RE, 521 5th Ave., NYC, 10017   
FREE 06 Calibrator, volts, ohms, current to 
.01% with purchase of Digital Multimeter kit 
model 75B, SVz digits, Siliconix chips, send 
for free flyer. Limited offer. Both for $89.95. 
ROTO-KIT, Inc. Box 301, 415 Kay, Addison, 
IL 60101  
JAPANESE transistors. All transistors origi- 
nal factory made. Free catalog. WEST PACI- 
FIC ELECTRONICS, P. 0. Box 25837, W. Los 
Angeles, CA 90025  
BURGLAR alarm dialing unit automatically 
calls police. $29.95. Free literature. S&S 
SYSTEMS, Box 12375G, North Kansas City, 
MO 64116  
CHLORINE made at home. 80/gallon. In- 
structions. $3.00. GOLDEN ENTERPRISES, 
Box 1282, Glendale, AZ 85311   
HARD-to-get repair supplies for police radar. 
ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS, INC., Box 122- 
RE, Natick, MA 01760 

CASSETTES 
Plain white cassette labels. Norelco cassette clean- 
ers, famous brand cassettes. Send for open reel and 
cassette discount catalog. | 91() 9g ,00 100Q 10M 
Cassette Labels .02 .015 .01 .006 
Norelco Cassette Cleaner .65 .60 .55 .50 .45 
10" Metal, NAB, Used Reel 1.00 1.00 .90 .80 ,75 10" Fiberglass used Hole .50 .50 .40 .35 ,30 
Scotch Cassette SC90HE 2.72 2.55 2.44 COBALT 'Buy 2, SC90HE, get 1 free. 
Plus Postage by Weight and Zone. Minimum Order $5.00 

OPEN REEL STEREO TAPE BUYERS! 
At last! An open reel catalog, including titles, songs, etc. of 95 long 
play 2-3 hour albums by American Airlines or Ampex 4 track stereo tapes. Send $1.00—and we will also mail you a 140-page Harrison 
stereo tape guide —so you'll get both for $i .00—and this $1.00 is 
refundable on your first $10.00 purchase of open reel 
stereo tapes at our 30% discount. 

We've Bot the "Spirit" The Mess And The Address To Prove ft 
Saxitone's Bicentennial Tape Shoppe 

1776 Columbia Rd., N.W., Wash, D.C. 20009 ^ 
Circle 87 on reader service card 



5% OFF ON ORDERS OVER $50.00 10% OFF ON ORDERS OVER $1 00.00 15% OFF ON ORDERS OVER $250.00 

TTL I 
7451 .17 74154 1.25 

1 7400 $ .14 7453 .17 74155 1.07 
1 7401 .16 7454 ,17 74156 1.07 

7402 .15 7460 .17 74157 .99 
7403 .16 7464 .35 74158 1.79 
7404 .19 7465 .35 74160 1.39 
7405 .19 7470 .30 74161 1.25 
7406 .35 7472 .30 74162 1.49 
7407 .35 7473 .35 74163 1.39 
7408 .18 7474 .35 74164 1.59 
7409 .19 7475 .57 74165 1.59 
7410 .16 7476 .39 74166 1.49 
7411 .25 7483 .79 74170 2.30 
7413 .55 7485 1.10 74173 1.49 
7416 .35 7486 .40 74174 1.62 
7417 .35 7489 2,48 74175 1.39 
7420 .16 7490 .59 74176 .89 
7422 .26 7491 .97 74177 .84 
7423 .29 7492 .71 74180 .90 
7425 .27 7493 .60 74181 2.98 
7426 .26 7494 .94 74182 .79 
7427 .29 7495 .79 74184 2.29 
7430 .20 74% .79 74185 2.29 
7432 .23 74100 1.30 74187 5.95 
7437 .35 74105 .44 74190 1.35 
7438 .35 74107 .40 74191 1.35 
7440 .17 74121 .42 74192 1.25 
7441 .98 74122 .45 74193 1.19 
7442 .77 74123 .85 74194 1.25 
7443 .87 74125 .54 74195 .89 
7444 .87 74126 .63 741% 1.25 
7445 .89 74141 1.04 74197 .89 
7446 .93 74145 1.04 74198 1.79 
7447 .89 74150 .97 74199 1.79 
7448 1.04 74151 .79 74200 5.90 
7450 .17 74153 .99 

LOW POWER TTL 
74L00 $ .25 74151 $ .29 75L90 $1.49 74L02 .25 74LS5 J3 74L91 1.45 74L03 .25 74L71 .25 74L93 1.69 74L04 .25 74L72 .39 74L95 1.69 74106 .25 74173 .49 74L98 2,79 74L10 ,25 74L74 .49 74L164 2.79 74L20 J3 74L78 .79 74L165 2.79 74130 .33 74185 1.25 74142 1.49 74L86 .69 

HIGH SPEED TTL 
74H00 $ as 74H21 $ as 74H55 $ -25 74H01 .25 74H22 as 74H60 .25 74H04 .25 74H30 .25 74H6T .25 74H08 .25 74H40 .25 74H62 .25 74H10 .25 74H50 .25 74H72 .39 74H11 .25 74H52 .25 74H74 39 74H20 .25 74H53 .25 74H76 .49 

8000 SERIES 
8091 S .53 8214 $1.49 8811 $ .59 8092 .53 8220 1.49 8812 .89 8095 1.25 8230 2.19 8822 2.19 8121 .80 8520 1.16 8830 2.19 8123 1.43 8551 1.39 8831 2.19 8130 1.97 8SS2 2.19 8836 .25 8200 2.33 8554 2.19 8880 1.19 8210 2.79 8810 .69 8263 5.79 8267 2.59 
9000 SERIES 
9002 
9301 

5 .35 
1.03 

9309 
9312 

$ .79 
.79 

9601 
9602 $ .89 

.79 

CMOS 4016A .56 4050A .59 4 000 A $ .26 4017A 1.19 4066A .89 4001A .25 4020A 1.49 4068A .44 4002A .25 4021A 139 4069A .44 4006A 1.35 4022A 1.10 4071A .26 4007A .26 4023A ,25 4072A .35 4008A 1.79 4024A .89 4073A .39 4009A .57 4025A .25 4075A .39 4010A .54 4027A .59 4078A 39 4011A .29 4028A .98 4081A .26 4012A .25 4030A .44 4082A .35 4013A .45 4035A 1.27 4528A 1.60 4014A 1.49 4042A 1.47 4585A 2,10 4015A 1.49 4049A .59 

74C00 $ .22 74C74 $1.04 74C162 $2.93 74C02 .26 74C76 1.34 74C163 2.66 74C04 .44 74C107 1.13 74064 2.66 74C08 .68 74C151 2.61 74C173 2.61 74C10 35 74C154 3.15 74C195 2.66 74C20 35 74C157 1.76 80C95 135 74C42 1.61 74C160 148 &0C97 1.13 74C73 1.04 74C161 2.93 

TTL 
7442 $ .59 
7447 .69 
7489 1.99 
74153 .69 
74193 .99 

MEMORIES 
1702A $14.95 
2101 2,95 
2102-1 3.25 
2102-2 3.25 
5203 12.95 
5260 .99 
5261 .99 
5262 2.95 

DECEMBER SPECIALS 

9 DIGIT LED DISPLAY FNA 37 
On multiplexed substrate, comm. ca- 
thode compalable with all 8 digit 
calculator chips, 7 segment right hand 
decimal, red with clear magnifying lens. 
.12" character, 1 loJ MA, 1.8 V lyp 2'/." x 
V* x >/"" high   $3.95 

NINE DIGIT SPERRY 
GAS DISCHARGE DISPLAY 
SP-425-0S 1.25" x 3" overall — .25" digits — connects 
to 18 led edge connector — hi voltage — prime quality 
  $1.49 

DVM CHIP 4V:. DIGIT 
MM5330 — P channel device provides all logic lor 4V5 
digit digital volt meter 16 pin DIP with data SI 4.95 

LINEAR 
324 $1.19 
380-8 1.09 
565 1.49 
739 .89 
75491 .59 

CLOCK 
CIRCUITS 
5311 $3.95 
5312 2.95 
5314 3.95 

CALCULATOR 
CHIPS 
5001 $1.49 
5002 1.98 
5005 2.49 

NEW ITEM - EXCLUSIVE WITH IEU 

RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS 
SUPPLIED WITH CONVENIENT STORAGE UNIT 

DESIGNED FOR EXPERIMENTERS, TECHNICIANS AND SCHOOLS I 

Data sheets on request With order add 
$.30 for items less than $1.00 ea. 

RS 1 -25 $99.50 
AN ASSORTMENT OF 

2725 RESISTORS 
170 VALUES FROM 

.51 OHMS TO 5.6M OHMS 
QUANTITIES DETERMINED 

BY TYPICAL USAGE 
V4 WATT 5% 

CARBON FILM 

+ $1.00 SHIPPING 
& HANDLING 

SHIPPING VIA UPS OR 
PARCEL POST 

REPLACEMENTS IMMEDIATELY 
AVAILABLE AT LOW COST 

BY MAIL FROM IEU 

R.oiini 
oual/ty miABiurr 

v V. . f - * c 
* . fx C - $ 

A f r e ' \ Ax 
« * * * • V V V e ' V # V 
« i < i • - < s • € ^ ^ C. 
• i cc e* c 
♦ f # f # C f*# # * c ' 

#- c * t < 4 
C » ^ *■ f?s ♦ C 4 
f f t* 

RS 2-25 $114.50 
AN ASSORTMENT OF 

4000 RESISTORS 
100 EACH OF 40 

STANDARD VALUES 
1 OHM TO 3JM OHM 

y« WATT 5% 
CARBON FILM 

RS 3-50 $69.50 
AN ASSORTMENT OF 

2000 RESISTORS 
50 EACH OF 40 

STANDARD VALUES 
1 OHM TO 3.3M OHMS 

Vi WATT 5% 
CARBON FILM 

MV10B Red TO 18 $ 32 MEMORIES MV50 Axial leads .18 MV5020 Jumbo Vis. Red 1101 256 bll RAM MOS $ 130 (Red Dome) 32 1103 1024 bit RAM MOS 3.95 Jumbo VJs. Red 1702A 2048 bit static PROM 
(Clear Dome) 32 UV eras. 17.95 ME4 Infra red diff. dome 34 2102-2 1024 bH static RAM 435 MAN1 Red 7 seg. .270" 2.19 5203 2048 bit UV eras PROM 17.95 MAN2 Red alpha num 32" 439 5260 1024 bit RAM 2.49 MAN4 Red 7 seg. .190" 1.95 5261 1024 bit RAM 2.69 MANS Green 7 seg. .270" 3.45 5262 2048 bit RAM 5.95 MAN6 .6" high solid seg. 4.25 7489 64 bH ROM TTL 2-48 MAN7 Red 7 seg. .270" 1.19 8223 Programmable ROM 3.69 MAN3 Red 7 seg. .127" 
straight pins .29 

74200 256 bit RAM tri-slale 5.90 
MANS Yellow 7 seg, 370" 3.45 

3.75 1 MCT2 
.6" high spaced seg. 
Opto-iso transistor 3! 1 

J CALCULATOR A 
CLOCK CHIPS 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 
300 
301 
302 304 
305 
307 
308 
309K 
310 
311 
319 
320 
322 
324 
339 340K 

Pos V Reg (super 723) TO-5 
Hi Perl Op Amp mDIP TO-5 
Volt follower TO-5 
Neg V Reg TO-5 
Pos V Reg TO-5 
Op AMP (super 741) mDIP TO-5 .26 
Mciro Pwr Op Amp mDIP TO-5 .89 

$ .71 
.29 .53 
.80 
.71 

MULTIPLE DISPLAYS 
NSN33 3 digit .12" red led 12 pin 

fits IC ski. $1.79 HP45082 5 digit .11 led magn. lens 
7405 com. cath 3.49 HP5082 4 digit .11 LEO magn. 
7414 lens comm. calh. 3.25 FNA37 9 digil 7 teg led RH 

dec dr. magn. lens 4.95 SP-42S-09 9 digit .25" neon direct 
interface with MOS/LSI, 
180 VDC, 7 teg. 1.79 

SHIFT REGISTERS 
MMS013 
MMS016 
SLS-4025 

DTL 
930 S .15 
932 

5001 
5002 
5005 
MM5725 
MM5736 
MM5738 
MM5739 
MM5311 
MM5312 
MM5313 
MM5314 
MMS316 

1024 bit accum. dynamic 
mDIP 
500/512 bit dynamic mDIP 
QUAD 25 bit 

937 
944 
946 

949 
962 963 

$1.75 
1.29 

12 DIG 4 fund fix dec 
Same as 5001 exc 
btry power 
12 DIG 4 fuct w/mem 
8 DIG 4 fund chain & dec 
18 pin 6 DIG 4 fund 
6 DIG 5 fund K & mem 
9 DIG 4 fund (btry tur) 
28 pin BCD 6 dig mux 
24 pin 1 pps BCD 
4 dig mux 
28 pin 1 pps BCD 
6 dig mux 
24 pin 6 dig mux 
40 pin alarm 4 dig 

2.79 
2.99 
1.98 
4.45 
535 
535 
4.45 

4.45 
4.45 
5.39 

5V 1A regulator TO-3 
V Follower Op Amp mDIP 
Hi perf V Comp mDIP TO-5 
Hi Speed Dual Comp DIP 
Neg Reg 5.2, 12, 15 TO-3 
Precision Timer DIP 
Quad Op Amp DIP 
Quad Comparator DIP 
Pos V reg (5V, 6V, 8Vf 12V, 
15V, 18V, 24V) TO-3 
Pos V reg (SV, 6V, 8V. 12V, 
15V, 18V, 24V) TO-220 
AF-IF Strip detector DIP 
AM/FM/SSB Strip DIP 
Pos V Reg mDIP 
2w Stereo amp DIP 
2w Audio Amp DIP 
-6w Audio Amp mDIP 
lo Noise Dual pre amp DIP 
Lo Noise Dual preamp DIP 
Prec V Reg DIP 
Timer mDIP 
Dual 555 Timer DIP 
Phase Locked Loop DIP 
Phase Locked Loop DIP 
Phase Locked Loop DIP TO-5 
Function Gen mDIP TO-5 
Tone Decoder mDIP 
Operational AMP TO-5 or DIP 
HI Speed Volt Comp DIP 
Dual Difference Compar DIP 
V Reg DIP 
Dual Hi Perf Op Amp DIP 
Comp Op Amp mDIP TO-5 
741 Dual Op Amp DIP or TO-5 
Freq Adj 741 mDIP 
FM Mulpx Stereo Demod DIP 
FM Mulpx Stereo Demod DIP 
Dual Comp Op Amp mDIP 
Stereo multiplexer DIP 

LH2111 Dual LM 211 V Comp DIP 
3900 Quad Amplifier DIP 

Core Mem Sense AMPL DIP 
Voltage contr. osc. DIP 
9 DIG Led Cath Drvr DIP 
Dual Line Driver DIP 
Dual Perepheral Driver mDIP 
Dual Peripheral Driver mDIP 
(351) Dual Periph Driver mDIP 
Quad Seq Driver lor LED DIP 
Hex Digit driver DIP 

340T 
372 
373 
376 
377 
380 
380-8 
381 
382 
550 
555 
5S6A 
560 
562 
565 566 
567 
709 
710 
711 
723 
739 
741 
747 
748 
1304 
1307 
1458 
1800 

7524 
8038 
8864 
75150 
75451 
75452 
75453 
75491 
75492 

135 
1.07 
.95 

1.13 
1.19 
1.70 
132 138 

1.49 
2.93 
33 

2.42 
1.16 
1.13 
132 
132 
31 
.89 
.89 

1.49 
2.48 
2.48 
238 
2.25 
2.66 
36 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Shipment will be made via lirsl class mail in U3., 
Canada and Mexico within 3 days from receipt of order. Add $.50 lo cover 
shipping and handling for orders under $25.00. Minimum order $5.00. 
California residents add sales lax. 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 1708/ MONTEREY. CA, 93940 USA 

PHONE (408) 659-3171 

Circle 88 on reader service card 

O m 
o m 
DO m 
33 
CD 
C71 

99 



COMPUTER accessories, kits, surplus, semi- 
conductors—DIP TTL FF ten for $1,26, tele- 
communications, catalog $0.50. E/S LAB, Box 
738B, College Park. MD 20740 

Govt. SURPLUS 

ELECTRONIC 

EQUIPMENT 

New ITEMS... New BARGAINS! 
rprr upon request! 
■ fl C C If you haven't received our new 
Catalog, write for free copy loday.Address:Dept. RE 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
1016 E. EUREKA • Box 1105 • LIMA. OHIO • 45602 

QUALITY military and industrial surplus com- 
ponents. No j'unk or rejects. Free catalog. 
U.S. only. BRAND X SURPLUS ELEC- 
TRONICS, (Formerly X-TRONIX), Box 444, 
Baker, OR 97814  
HIGH fidelity, CB, radios, gadgets, guns. 64- 
page catalog now available from large mail 
order firm. PARKER WORLD OF ELEC- 
TRONICS, 123G Dutchess Turnpike, Rough- 
keepsie, NY 12603  

"ELECTRONIC MUSICIANS HANDBOOK 
And CATALOGUE" 
Only $5.95 only from: 

C. F. R. ASSOCIATES 
Box F.r Newton. N. H. 03858 

or Send 25^ or SASE for Info. 

SEMICONDUCTOR and parts literature, J. & 
J. ELECTRONICS, Box 1437R, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada, U.S. Inquiries Invited 

a 
< cc 

100 

INTEL 8080 CPU $139.00 8008 8 BIT MICRO PROCESS- 
ING CHIP (with Data Book) $ 35.00 2102-2 1024 BT RAM $ 2.95 5202A UV PROM $ 16.00 
MM5203 UV PROM $ 16.00 1702A UV PROM   $ 19.95 
5204-4K PROM $ 24.95 
MINIATURE TRIM POTS 100, 500 5K, 10K, 25K, 50K, 100K, 200K 
$.75 ea. 3/$2.00 
MULTI-TURN TRIM POTS Similar to 
Bourns 3010 style. X*" x * 
IVi"; 50. 100, 2000, 10,000 ohms $1.50 ea. 3 $4.00 
LIGHT ACTIVATED SCR'S 
TO-18, 200V 1A $1.75 
PRIHTED CIRCUIT BOARD 
AVa" x BVfc" single sided epoxy 
board, XS thick, unetched 
$.50 ea. 5/$2.20 
VECTOR BOARD 
.1" SPACING 4.5" x 6.5" SHEET 

$1.50 
4 WATT IR LASER DIODE $7.95 
2N 5460 P FET  $ .45 TIS 73 N FET $ .45 2N 4891 UJT $ .45 
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES 4/$1.00 2N 6028 PROG. UJT $ .65 

VERIPAX PC BOARD 
This board is a VI*" single sided paper epoxy board, 4V2"x6^'', 
DRILLED and ETCHED which will hold up to 21 single 14 pin IC's or 8, 16 or LSI DIP 
IC's with busses for power supply connector. $5.25 

MT-2 PHOTO TRANS  $ .60 RED, YELLOW, GREEN OR 
AMBER LARGE LED's . ea. $ .20 

14 PIN DIP SOCKETS $ .40 
16 PIN DIP SOCKETS $ .50 
MOLEX PINS 100 $1.00 1000/$8.00 
8 PIN MINI DIP SOCKETS $ .32 
10 PIN TO-5 TEFLON 
PC_ SOCKETS  $ .60 
10 WATT ZENERS 3.9, 4.7, 12, 18, OR 22V , ea. $ .75 I WATT ZENERS 4.7. 5.6, 10, 

12, 15. 18 or 22V ea. $ .40 
Silicon Power Rectifiers 

PRV 1A 3A 12A 50A 125A 
100 .06 14 .30 
200 .07 ,20 .35 1.15 4.25 
400 .09 .25 .50 1.40 6.50 
600 11 .30 .70 1.80 8.50 
800 .15 .35 .90 2.30 10.50 

1000 .20 45 1.10 2.75 12.50 
REGULATED MODULAR 

POWER SUPPLIES 
+ —15VDC AT lOOma 

115VAC INPUT  $24.93 
5VDC AT 1A. 115VAC INPUT $24.95 12V .5A $24.95 
IN 4148 (IN914) 15/$1.00 
1103, 1024 bit RAM .... $2.75 NEC 600 3 2048 bit RAM $6.00 1101 256 bit RAM $1.40 
8223 PROM    $2.50 7489 RAM  $2.30 CT7001 CALENDAR ALARM CLOCK CHIP $5.75 

Terms FOB Cambridge Mass. Serid 
Chech or Money Order. InMude Pusta e. Minimum Order $5.00. 
COD'S $20.00. 

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 
2N4901 PNP Si TO-3 $.85' 2N1546 PNP GETO-3 $.95 2N5086 PNP Si TO-92 4/$1.00 2N4898 PNP TO-66 .... $ .60 2N404 PNP GE TO-5 5/$1.00 2N3919 NPN Si TO-3 RF $1.50 MPSA13 NPN Si TO-92 3 $1.00 2N3767 NPN S, TO-65 $ .70 2N2222 NPN Si T0-I8 5/$1.0C 2N3055 NPN Si TO-3 $ .80 2N3904 NPN Si TO-92 5/$1.00 2N3906 PNP Si TO-92 5/$1.00 2N5296 NPN Si T0-220 $ .50 
2N6109 PNP Si T0-220 $ .55 2N3866 NPN Si TO-5 Si RF POW   $ .75 MJ2252 NPN Si TO-66 $ .90 2N3638 NPN Si TO-5 5/$l 00 2N6517 NPN TO-92 Si 3/$1.00 

C/MOS (DIODE CLAMPED) 
74C02— .26 74C10— .30 74C157—1.75 4001— .24 

4002— .24 4006—1.35 4C07— .24 
4009— .50 4010— .50 4011— .24 
4012— .24 

4013— .45 4026—1.90 4015—1.24 4027— .55 
4016— .50 4028— .95 4017—1.15 4030— .49 
4018—1.24 4035—1.50 4019— .50 4042— .75 4022—1.24 4046—2.75 4023— .24 4047—3.50 4024— .95 4050— .49 
4025— .24 4055—1.95 

MM5056—DUAL 256 BIT STATIC SHIFT REGISTER MM5058—1024 BIT 
STATIC SHIFT REGISTER 

$5.00 
$5.00 

CAPACITORS 35V at .47 uf TANT 5/$1.00 
35V at 5.8 uf TANT 3/$1.00 
20V at 150 uf TANT ..$ .40 6V 30 uf TANT  5/$1.00 
12V 200 uf ELEC $ .30 
2QQV 4.7 uf ELECT ....$ .30 

DO-33-A 3 DIG. LED ARRAY READOUT $1.65 
MAN-1 READOUT $1.75 MAN-3 READOUT $1.00 MAN-4 READOUT $1.30 
MAN-7 READOUT $1.25 DL 747 _$3.50 

Full Wave Bridges 
PRV 2A 6A 25A 
200 .95 1.25 4.00 
400 1.15 1.50 5.00 
600 1.35 1.75 6.00 

CD201 100x100 CHARGED COUPLE DEVICES $145.00 
FPA 711-7 LEVEL Diode Array 
Optical Tape Readers ....$5.95 
Low cost Digital Volt Meter Kit. KU contains Intee. Circuit Schem PC Boards. LED Dis- plays. Beeulator. Besistors. Ca- pacitors and Transistors. Outer case and battery not supplied. Accurate to + one count, has range of 1 mv to l.lliiy V DC. It feuturcs one .IV power supply + the oscillator Is built into the chin. Orerall iliiuensions l1*** x 3" x 5" $44.00 

TTL IC 
74L00— .26 7400— .14 
7401— .15 7402— .15 
7403— .15 7404— .18 7405— .18 
7406— .35 7407— .33 7408— .18 7409— .15 7410— .15 7411— .25 
7412— .30 7413— .45 7414—1.45 
7416— .33 7417— .33 7420— .15 
7425— .27 7426— .24 
7427— .27 7430— .15 7432— .24 7437— .29 
7438— .29 7440— .15 7441— .95 7442— .50 7445— .79 7446— .87 7447— .87 7448— .85 7472— .28 7473— .34 7474— .35 7475— .49 

SERIES 
7476— .35 
7480— .48 7483— .75 7485—1.05 
7486— .34 7490— .49 
7491— .79 7492— .49 
7493— .49 7495— .74 7496— .79 74107— .34 74121— .38 74123— -74 74125— .54 74126— .54 74150— .92 74151— .69 74153— .79 74154—1.05 74155—1.05 

74157— .75 74161— .95 74163— .95 74164—1.10 
74165—1.10 74173—1.35 
74175— .95 74177— .75 74181—2.30 74192—1.10 74193—1.10 
74195— .74 74196— .95 8267—1.95 
75324—1 75 75491—1.10 

CD 110 LINEAR 256 XI BIT SELF 
SCANNING CHARGED COUPLED 
DEVISE   $125.00 

SANKEN AUDIO POWER AMPS 
Si 1010 G 10 WATTS $ 6.90 SI 1020 G 20 WATTS $13.95 
Si 1050 G 50 WATTS $24.95 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 
LM 309K 5V 1A REGULATOR $1.35 
723 -40 -f 40V REGULATOR , $ .54 301/748-Hi Per. Op. Amp. $ .28 
320T 5, 12, 15. OR 24V NEGATIVE REG  $1.50 741A or 741C OP. AMP $ .31 
709C OPER. AMP $ .25 
307 OP AMP   $ .25 CA 3047 HI PERF. OP AMP $ .95 
CA 3089 FM IF SYSTEM $3.25 340T-5, 8. 12. 15. 18. 24V POS. REG. TO-220  $1.75 
101 OPER. AMP. HI PERFORM. ..$ .75 LM 308 Oper. Amp., Low Power $1.05 
747—DUAL 741   $ .65 556—DUAL TIMER  $1.30 
537—PRECISION OP. AMP $2.60 
540-70W POWER DRIVER $2.50 
LM 3900—QUAD OP. AMP $ .49 
LM 324—QUAD 741 $1.50 560—PHASE LOCK LOOP  $2.50 
561—PHASE LOCK LOOP  $2.50 565—PHASE LOCK LOOP $1.75 
566 FUNCTION GEN. $2.50 567—TONE DECODER $2.00 703—RF-IFAMP $ .41 
8038 IC VOLTAGE CONT. OSC. $3.90 LM370—AGC SQUELCH AMP $1.15 
555—2 MS—2 HR. TIMER ... $ .53 
553 QUAD TIMER  $3.50 FCD 810 OPTO-ISOLATOR $ .80 
1458 DUAL OP. AMP $ .65 LM 380—2W AUDIO AMP. $1.10 
LM 377—2W Stereo Audio Amp. $2.50 
LM 381—STEREO PREAMP. $1.50 LM 382—DUAL AUDIO PREAMP $1.50 
LM311—HI PER. COMPARATOR $ .95 
LM 319—Dual Hi Speed Comp. $1.10 
LM 339—QUAD COMPARATOR $1.25 

ALCO MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES 
MTA 106 SPOT $1.50 
MTA 206 DPDT $2.25 

TRIADS SCR'S 
PRV 1A IDA 25A 1.5A 6A 35A 
100 .40 .70 1.30 .40 .50 1.20 
200 70 1.10 1.75 .60 .70 1.60 
400 1.10 1.60 2.60 1.00 1.2O2.20 
600 1.70 2.30 3.60 1.50 3.00 
Send 20c for our catalog featuring 

Transistors and Rectifiers 
145 Hampshire St., Cambridge, Mass. 

SOLID STATE SALES 
P.O. BOX 740 
SOMERVILLE, MASS. 02143 
TEL. 617 547-4005 

WE SHIP CVER 95% 
OF OUR ORDERS THE 

•CAY WE RECEIVE THEM 

NEW Canadian Magazine, "Electronics Work- 
shop," $5.00 yearly, sample $1.00. ETHCO, 
Box 741 "A", Montreal    
ELECTRONIC components for the hobbyist. 
IC's, LED's, resistors, capacitors, etc. Top 
quality and fast delivery. Send 250 for cata- 
log. DIGI-CRAFT ELECTRONICS, P. O. Box 
94, Brookline, MA 02146 _ _   
ELECTRONIC parts! Newl Solid State de- 
vices! Free flyer: DARTEK ELECTRONICS, 
Box 2460, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada 
U.S. inquiries.  

FOR SALE*MINIS-dec • DG 

CAI • CASC • HP • HIS • IBM 
INT • LOCK • MICRO • SEL 

TEMPO • UNIVAC • VARIAN • XLO 
• PRINTERS • PAPER TAPE 

• CARD READERS 
• MAGNETIC TAPE 

SAME DAY SHIPMENT 
617-261-1100 

AMERICAN USED COMPUTER CORP. 
P.O. Box 68 

Kenmore Station, Boston, Mass. 02215 
member COMPUTER DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

SURPRISE! Build inexpensively, the most un- 
usual test instruments, futuristic gadgets us- 
ing numerical readouts! Catalogue free! 
GBS, Box 100B, Greenbank, WV 24944 

♦ electronics" 
DESIGN NEWSLETTER 

Logic Design Techniques 
^ Digital & linear Design fff/* ^ Theory A Procedures (*fAlOc 
★ Construction Projects j'*,""1 

Subuription S6 Sample fopy SI. 
t VALLEY WEST go, Sunnyyale^CA 94087 

DIGITAL 

CROSSHATCH 

Gives professional, accurate 
Color T.V. convergence. Digital 
IC's coupled with a crystal time- 
base oscillator provide sync for 
precise horizontal & vertical 
lines. Accurate8x7 dot or cross- 
hatch pattern A.C. power 2 x 33/4 
x 6 in. Wt. 24 oz. Fits in tool kit. 
COMES COMPLETE WITH ALL 
PARTS, CASE CRYSTAL AND 
GUIDE TO ASSEMBLY & USE. 

uit-Vi.rrm 
KIT 

$31.95 .... i 

COMPLETELY 
ASSEMBLED 
$41.95 

Shipping Prepaid in USA & Canada 
NY State Add Sales Tax 

PHOTOLUME CORP. 
118 EAST 28 STREET 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10018 

Circle 89 on reader service card 



(mf 7400N TTL 
SN7400N .16 SN7451N .27 SN74151N 125 SN740TN .16 SN7453N .27 SN74153N 135 SN7402N .21 SN7454N 41 SN74154N 1 25 SN7403N .16 SN7459A .25 SN74155N 1 21 SN7404N .21 SN7460N .17 SN74156N 1 30 SN7405N ,24 SN7470N 45 SN74157N 1.30 SN7406N .45 SN7472N 39 SN741 SON 1.75 SN7407N 45 SN7473N .45 SN74I6IN 1.45 SN7408N 25 SN7474N 45 SN74I63N 1 65 SN7409N .25 SN7475N .80 SN74164N 1 65 SN74I0N -20 SN7476N .47 SN74I65N 1 65 SN7411N .30 SN7480N 50 SN74I66N 1 70 SN7412N 42 SN7482N 1.75 SN74I67N 5,50 SN7413N 85 SN7483N 1 15 SN74I70N 3.00 SN74I4N 70 SN7485N 1.12 SN74I72N 1800 SN74I6N 43 SN7486N 45 SN74173N 1 70 SN7417N 43 SN7488N 350 SN74174N 1.95 SN7418N .25 SN7489N 3.00 SN74I75N 1.95 SN7420N .21 SN7490N .59 SN74I7GN .90 SN7421N ,39 SN7491N 1 20 SN74177N .90 SN7423N 37 SN7492N 82 SN74180N 1.05 SN742SN 43 SN7493N .82 SN7418IN 355 SN7426N 31 SN7494N 31 SN74182N 95 SN7427N 37 SN7495N .91 SN74184N 230 SN7429N .42 SN749SN 91 SN74165N 2 20 SN7430N 26 SN74100N 1.25 SN74187N 600 SN7432N .31 SN74107N 43 SN74190N ISO SN7437N 47 SN74121N 55 SN7413IN 1.50 SN7438N 40 SN74122N 49 SN74192N 150 SN7439A .25 SN74I23N 1,05 SN74193N 140 SN7440N 21 SN74125N 60 SN74194N 145 SN7441N 1 10 SN74I26N .61 SN74195N 1.00 SN7442N 1 08 SN74132N 3 00 SN74I96N 125 SN7443N 1.05 SN7414IN 1 15 SN74I97N 100 SN7444N 1.10 SN 741<2N 6.50 SN74I98N 2 25 SN7445N 1.10 SN74143N 700 SN74193N 2 25 SN744SN 1.15 SN74144N 700 SN74200N 7 00 SN7447N .89 SN74145N 1.15 SN7425IN 250 SN7448N .99 SN74148N 2 50 SN74284N 600 SN7450N 26 SN741SON 1 10 SN74285N 600 20% Discount for 100 Combined 7400'5 

C04000 CD40fll .25 75 CMOS 74CION 74C20N 65 65 CD4002 75 C04030 .65 74C30N 65 004006 750 CD4035 IBS 74C42N 2.15 CD4007 .25 C 04040 2.45 74C73N 1 50 C04009 .59 CD4042 1.90 74C74 1.15 CD40IO .59 CD4044 1.50 74C90N 3 00 CD4011 .25 C04046 251 74C96N 200 €04012 75 CD404 7 2.75 74C107N I 25 CD40t3 47 CD4049 .79 74CI51 2,90 CD40I6 56 C04050 .79 74C154 3.00 CD4017 1.35 CD4051 2.98 74C157 2 15 C04019 55 CD4053 2,98 74C160 3 25 C04020 1,49 CD4060 3 25 740161 3 25 004022 1.25 C04Q66 1.75 74CIB3 3 00 CD4023 75 C04069 45 74CI64 325 CD4024 1,50 C 04 071 45 74C173 2 60 CD4025 .75 CD4081 45 74CI93 2 75 CD4027 .69 74C00N .39 74CI95 2 75 004028 1.65 74C02N 55 80C97 150 C 04 029 790 74C04N 75 
LM100H LMI06H 15.00 2.50 LINEAR LM131DN LM1351N 2,95 1.65 LM171H 3.75 LM373N 3.25 LMI414N 1.75 LM212H 7 00 LM377N 4,00 LM1458C .65 LM300H .80 LM380N 1.39 LM149EN 95 LM301H 3/1.00 LM380CN (.05 LM 1556V 1.85 LM301CN 3/1.00 LM381N 1.79 LM2111N 1.95 LM302H .75 LM362N 1.73 LM290IN 295 LM304H 1.00 NE501K 8.00 LM3065N .69 LM305H .95 NE510A 6.00 LM3900N .55 LM307CN 35 NE531H 3.00 LM3905N 60 LM308H 1.00 NE536T 6.00 LM5556N 1 86 LM30fiCN 1.00 NES40L 6.00 MC55S8V 1 00 LM309H 1.10 NES50N .79 LM7525N 90 LM309K 1.25 NE553 250 LM7528N 2.20 LM310CN 1.15 NE555V .49 LM7534N 2.20 LM31IH .90 NE565H .99 IM7535N 1 25 LM3IIN .90 NE565N 1.25 80388 4 96 49 LM3I8CN 1.50 NE566CN 1.95 LM 75450 LM319N 1.30 NE567H 1.25 75451CN 39 LM319D 900 NE567V 1.50 75452CN ,39 LM320K5 1.35 LM703CN .45 75453CN 39 LM320K52 1.36 LM709H ,29 75454CN 39 LM320K 12 1.35 LM709N 29 75491CN .79 LM320K 15 1.35 IM710N 79 75492CN .89 LM323K5 10.50 LM711N 39 75494CN .89 LU324N 1.80 LM723N 55 RCA LINEAR LU339N 1.70 LM723H 55 CA3013 1.70 LM340K5 1.95 LM733N 1,00 CA3D23 2 15 LM340K 12 195 LM739N 1,29 CA3035 2.25 LM340K 15 1.95 IM741CH 3/1.00 CA3039 1.35 LM340K-24 1.95 LM741CN 3/1.00 CA3046 1.15 LM340TO5 1.75 LM741 14N 39 CA3059 2.46 LM34OT06 1,75 LM747H 79 CA30E0 2 80 LM340To 121.75 IM747N 79 CA3080 .85 LM340TO 151 75 LM748H 39 CA3083 1.60 LM340TO 24 1 75 IM748N .39 CA3086 .59 LM350N 1 00 LMI303N .90 CA3089 3.25 LM35ICN 65 LM1304N 1,19 CA3091 825 LM370N 1 15 LMI305N 140 CA3123 1 85 LM370H 1,15 LM13D7N 85 CA3600 1 75 

DATA HANDBOOKS 
7400 Pin-out & Description oJ M00/7400 ICS S2.95 
CMOS Pin-out & Description of 4000 Series ICS $2.95 
LINEAR Pin-oui & Functional Description of Linear Circuits S2.95 
6' POWER SUPPLY CORDS  

2 CONDUCTORS CDC/^IA^ 
3/$1.00 

THUMBWHEEL SWtrCHES 

JAMES CHRISTMAS SPECIALS DIODES IN4001 MV '' I Amp IS/SI. IN400? 100V 9 I Amp 15/SI. IN4003 200V P 1 Amp ISrSI. IN4004 400V P I Amp IS'Sl IN4I48 SwiKhmf 20/SI. 
TRANSISTORS 

2N 2907APNP Swilctimj B'SI 7N2222A NPN SMnlching B-'SI 2N3904 NPN Amp 6/Sl 2N 3906 PNPAmp B/SI 2N9I8 NPN RF 6/S1 2N5951 NJF.I 6/S1 CI06B1 3 6 Amp SCR 2/SI 

TTL/LINEAR .00 7400 GJIP .00 7447 OKUitfr .00 7490 Counicc .00 74100 8 Bit Lttch .00 741S4 Otcodti 74197 Counter LM301H-LM74IH LM324N -Omd 741- LM309H 5V Reg TO 5 LM309K SV Reg TO 3 
00 MM5262 DYNAMIC 

2K RAM $2.95 

CLOCK 81CALC. CHIPS HM5311N EOrgrt S235 MUS3I2N 4 Oifit 255 MU53I3N 6 Oigii 2 95 MM53I4N S Digit JSS MM53t6N BOigiiAlarm X95 MM572SN 8 Oigii-4 Funt 11; UM5736N S D151I-4 Funt 135 MMS738N 8 Oijn 5 Funt. 23S 
26 Awg RIBBON CABLE I ft. Mriwnipm 18 It. IBIl. 4 Cond. .29 ft .25 ft. 8 Cond. 59 f,. 4g 16 Cond. .89 ft, .79 ft. 32 Cond. i.agit. jBgf,. 

DJGJTflL-UQLinETEfl JEflQl 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The JE801 is a three and one half digit, auto polarity digital voltmeter, in a kit form. It features several options not available in any commercial digital voltmeter. Its low cost is perhaps the most important feature, which is achieved by offering it in a kit form. A kit allows the unit to be used by small OEM's where cost effectiveness isan important factor, 

$39.99 Per Kit 
SINGLE UNIT 

and by the hobbyist who has to be concerned with cost. The unit also features on card regulators, allowing it to be operated off a single plus and minus fifteen volt, unregulated power supply. The unit has a small size of three inches width, three and three quarters 
of an inch length, and one and a quarter inch height. 

DISPLAY LEDS FND70 Cum. Caih. .250 .59 MAN 1 Com. Ann. .270 SI 95 MAN 2 5x7 Matrix .300 3 95 MAN 3 Com. Cath. .125 39 MAN 4 Com. Cath. .187 1 95 MAN 7 Com. Ann. .30 1 50 DL33 Com. Cath. .125 1,95 DL747 Com. Ano. .625 1.95 
9 

DISCRETE LEDS 
MV 10 Red s-si.oo MV 50 Red 6/S1.00 MV 5024 Bed 5,SI 00 MV 5024 Gieen 451 00 MV 5024 Yellow 4/51.00 MV 6024 Orange 4 SI 00 MV 50' Red IX" Leadj 5,'SI.00 

IC SOLOERTAIL - LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS 
1-24 25-49 50 100 124 25-49 50 100 Spin S 17 16 .15 24 pm S 38 .37 .36 14 pm .20 .19 IB 28 pm .45 44 .43 16 pin .22 21 ZD 36 pm .60 .59 .58 18 pin .29 .28 .27 40 pm .63 .62 .61 72 pm 36 .37 .36 

SOLOERTAIL STANDARD (GOLD) 8 pm S 30 27 .24 24 pm S .70 .63 57 14 pm 35 .32 .29 28 pm 1.(0 100 90 16 pm .38 .35 .32 36 pm 1 55 140 1.26 18 pm .52 .47 43 40 pin 1 75 1.59 1.45 
WIRE WRAP SOCKETS(GOLD)LEVEL .3 10 pm S.45 41 37 24 pm SI.05 .95 85 14 pm .39 .43 .38 .37 28 pm 1.40 125 1.10 16 pm 42 .41 36 pm 1.59 1 45 1 30 18 pm 75 68 62 40 pm I 75 1.55 140 

50 PCS. RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS SI.7S per raort Each Mwnmnit conuim 50 pa. of K w»tl, 5% rmtton 
10 OHM- 12 OHM- 15 OHM- 18 OHM- 22 OHM 27 OHM- 33 OHM- 39 OHM- 47 OHM 56 OHM 
68 OHM 82 OHM-100 0HM-12O-OHM-15O OHM 180 OHM-220 0HM-270 OHM 330 OHM 390 OHM 

470 OHM 560 OHM-68O 0HM-820 OHM 

ASST. 1 SM: 
ASST. 2 5n: 
ASST.3 Sea: UK 1.5K t.8K 2.2 K 2.7 K 3.3K ASST. 4 5 aa: 8.2K 39K I0K 4.7K 12K 5.8 K 15K 6.8 K 18K 22K ASST. S 5 M; 56K 27K 6SK 33K 82 K 39K 100K 47K I20K ISOK ASST. 6 5n: 390K 180K 470K 220 K 560 K 270 K 680 K 330K 820K IM ASST 7 5 •«. 2.7M UM 3.3M 1.5M 3-9M 1.8M 4.7M 2JM 5.6M 

PRIME ASST 8 IM. SNMOO 5*7410 7401 7430 
INTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT 
ASSORTMENTS 

ASST S 
ASST, 10 3H 

5*7447 5*74145 
C04001 C040 IS 

7490 74175 
(007 401? 

14 PCS. POTENTIOMETER ASSORTMENTS S9.9S Eash »Bonm«m conuim 14 pa ol ID turn pott. 
ASST. A 2 •§: 10 OHM 20 OHM 50 OHM 160 OHM 200 0HM-250 OHM-500 OHM 
ASST. B 2 M: IK.2K.2.5*. 10K.20K, 25K, 50IC 
ASST. C 2 m: 50K, 100K, 20QK, 250K, 500K, IM, 2M All poo n« tvailabla in dngli uml quantilitt. $J9 M. 
DPST C & K ROCKER SWITCH 

They art rated at 125 Vac % 5A. They art txctllent in application such as Microcomputer Panel Swifches cq 
Dim: V'xl"x!6" 5 6 

7403 7484 7440 7472 74100 74121 74111 74193 
4012 
307T 4030 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. $5.00 Min. Order. U.S. Funds. 
California Residents — Add 6% Sales Tax 
Write for FREE 1976 Catalog - Data Sheets .25^ each 

C/4'VtSS 
P.O. BOX 822, BELMONT, CA. 94002 

PHONE ORDERS - (415) 592-8097 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS^ 
$19.95 2io2-$2.95 8008 

CFU'S 8008 I hit CPU 8080 S bit Super 81 4040 4 bn 8080 UAHTS AV- 5- 1013 

S'9.95 I 14995 39 95 

8773 1702A 57030 74S787 
37.8 Prom 2K E Prom 2>C E Prum IK.I Prom SB'S 7K OSR IK SSR 

1101 1103 7107 7107 7010 7489 8101 8111 8599 91102 74700 74LS670 93410 

IKil IK.I 4K.I IK.I 
Oimamrc Slatrc Oynvnic Mnmas Si»i« Suite SUIK Tniuit 
Suiit Rnjiiin 

Vector General Purpou Logic CARD Board 14.95 •Very High Noiu Immunity * Holdf 12 ea. 14 pm DIPS *44 pin Edge Connection 
THE KILOBYTE RAM CARD Per Kil $49.95 'Complete IKxB Memory * High None Immunity Components *Single 5v supply 'BOONS Access Time ft Kit includes sockeit. ICS ft Board 

4 PUT SWITCHES, 
HIGH QUALITY 
f B. TYPES .69 

KITS EXAR ICS 
XR Z206KA SPECIAL $17.95 
Includes monolithic function generator IC. PC board, and assembly 
instruction manual. 
XR 2206KB SPECIAL $27.95 Same as XR 2206KA above and includes exiernal components 
lor PC hoard. 
TIMERS 
XR 555CP SPECIAL XR-320P 
XR 556CP XR-2558CP XR 2240rP SPECIAL 

S .69 1.55 
1.85 3.20 3.25 

PHASE LOCKED LOOPS 
XR-210 5.20 XR-215 6.60 XR-567CP 1.95 
XR-2567CP SPECIAL 2.99 

STEREO DECODERS XR1310P $3.20 XR-1310EP 3.20 
XR-1800P 3.20 
WAVEFORM GENERATORS 
XR-205 8.40 
XR220BCP SPECIAL 4.49 
XR-2207CP 3.85 
MISCELLANEOUS XR22I1CP 6.70 XR-2261 3.79 

♦Special Requested Items* 
RC4194 Dwl Titdi V Rfi SS.95 RC4195 1ISV TiKk Rif 125 79368 Ovcodm 3.35 LOItO/llt OVH ChipStl 78 00 CA3I30 Super CMOS Op Amp 1.49 MCI4D8L7 A/0 s 95 F3341 FIFO 195 

M8T97 SI00 4074P 775 7513 11.00 7518 7.00 7574 3 50 7575 GOO 7527 500 

2533 S7.95 8753 5.95 82B7 7 75 8288 8826 3 00 8880 1.35 7497 500 
ZENERS—DIODES—RECTIFIERS 

TYPE VOLTS w PRICE TYPE VOLTS W PRICE IN746 3.3 400m 4/1.00 IN4003 200 PI V 1 AMP 10 IN751A 5.1 400m 4/1.00 iN4004 400 PIV 1 AMP ID IN752 5.6 400m 4/1.00 IN3600 50 200m 6/1.00 IN753 6.2 400m 4/1.00 IN4I48 75 10m 15/1 00 IN 754 6.8 400m 4/1.00 IN4154 35 10m 12/1.00 IN965B 15 400m 4/1.00 IN4734 56 Iw 28 IN5232 5.6 500m 28 IN4735 6.2 Iw 28 IN5234 62 500m 28 IN4736 6.8 Iw .28 IN5235 6.8 50Om 28 IN4738 8.2 Iw .28 IN5236 75 500m 28 IN4742 12 tw 28 IN456 25 40m 6/1.00 IN 4 744 15 Iw 28 mase 150 7m 6/100 IN 1183 50 PIV 35 AMP 160 IN485A 180 10m 5/1.00 IN 1184 100 PIV 35 AMP 1 70 IN4001 50PIV AMP 09 IN 1186 200 PIV 35 AMP 1 80 IN4002 oopiv AMP 10 IN1188 400 PIV 35 AMP 300 
MPS AO 51.00 TRANSISTORS 9*4749 45100 MRS AOS 5/SIOO PN35B7 3/51.00 PN4750 451 00 7W77I9A 1SI 80 PN3568 4/S100 2*4400 451.00 7W77Z1 4'S1.00 PN3569 4/SI.00 2*4401 451.00 7N7222A 551.00 A 2*3704 5 SI.00 (--» 2*4402 451.00 7*2369 5/5100 w 2*3705 5'SI.00 Jjj 7*4403 45100 7N7369A arSI.00 2*3700 5/SIOO JT 2*4409 5.51.00 FN24I5 VSI00 7*3707 5/S1.00 11 2*5086 451.00 7*7484 a/st 00 2*3711 5/SI.00 2* 5087 45100 7N 7906A 4/51.00 *1 2*3724 &B5 P I 2*5088 45100 W7907A 5^100 2*3725 SI 00 2*5089 451.00 2*7925 5/SI00 2*3903 VSI 00 2*5129 551.00 2*3053 2/SI 00 2*3904 4 SI 00 2*5138 55100 2* 3055 &89 2*3905 4/5100 2*5139 551.00 MJC3055 589 2*3906 4'$l 00 2*5709 551.00 7*3397 S«l 00 2*4013 3/SI 00 2*5951 55100 2*3398 5/$l 00 2*4014 35100 CI068I SCR 751.00 

CAPACITOR CORNER 50 VOLT CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS 
19 1049 50 100 19 1049 50 100 10pl .05 .04 03 .001 05 04 035 22 pi 05 04 03 0047 05 04 035 47 p< 05 04 03 .01 05 04 035 100 pi 05 04 03 02? 06 05 04 220 p« .05 .04 .03 047 .06 05 04 470 pi .05 04 035 .1 12 09 075 

100 VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS .OOlmf .12 .10 .07 .022ml .13 .11 08 .0022 .12 .10 .07 .047ml .21 17 13 .004 7mi .12 .10 .07 .Iml .27 73 .17 .01 ml .12 10 .07 .2?ml .33 27 .22 ♦ 20% DIPPED TANTALUMS (SOLID! CAPACITORS 1 35V .28 .23 17 1 5 35V 30 26 71 15 35V 28 .23 17 27 25V 31 .27 .27 22 35V 28 .23 17 3 3 25V 31 .27 22 33 35V 28 .23 .17 4 7 7SV 32 28 23 47 35V .28 23 .17 68 25V 36 .31 25 68 35V 28 .23 17 10 25V 40 35 29 1 0 35V 28 73 17 15 2SV 63 .50 40 MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS AxiM lead Radial Lead 47 50 15 13 .10 47 25 IS .13 10 1 50 16 14 II 47 50 16 14 11 33 50 15 13 10 1 16 15 13 10 4 7 25 16 14 12 1 25 16 14 11 ID 25 15 13 10 1 50 16 14 11 10 50 16 14 1? 4.7 16 15 13 10 77 25 17 15 12 4 7 25 15 13 10 77 SO .24 70 18 4 7 50 16 14 n 47 25 19 17 15 10 16 14 >2 09 47 SO 25 21 19 10 25 15 13 10 100 25 24 20 18 >0 50 16 14 12 100 50 35 30 78 47 50 24 21 19 220 25 32 28 75 100 16 19 15 14 220 50 45 41 38 100 25 24 20 18 470 25 33 29 .27 100 50 35 30 28 1000 16 55 50 45 220 16 23 17 IC 2200 16 70 67 55 470 25 31 28 y 
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120 VAC 

POTTER 
BRUMFIELD 

Type KHP Relay 
4 POT 3A Contacts 

VDC (650 coll) $1.50 Ea. 
(10.5 MA coil) $1.75 Ea. 

cnios 
CD4000 $ .29 CD4016 $ .69 
CD40O1 .29 CD4019 .69 
CD4002 .29 CD4023 .29 
CD4007 .29 CD4024 1.50 
CD4008 1.98 C04025 .34 
CD4009 .59 CD4030 .65 
CD4010 .59 74C20 .65 
CD4011 .29 74C42 2.00 
CD4012 .29 74C157 2.50 
CD4013 .69 74C161 3.00 
CD4015 1.98 74C195 2.00 

RCA 2010 

Numitrcn Digital Display Tube 
Incandescent 5-volt 7-seginent 
with .6" high numeral visible 
from 30 ft., standard 9-pin 
base (solderable), and left 
hand decimal point. 

EACH $5.00 5 FOR $20.00 

Numeric Display 
'/<" Single Digit 
GaAsP LED 

SUPER SPECIAL $ .59 
TEN for $4.95 

COfON CATHOOE WITH RH DtCIWL ACTUAL SIZE 
Coap«ct - 10 digits In 3" panel width Highly legible - bright red V character easily read within 10 feet over a wide viewing angle (HO*) low power - 12S ett per digit at typical brightness 

2102-2 MOS 1024 BIT MEMORY (DIP) 
FULLY DECODED STATIC RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY 
DIRECTLY TTL COMPATIBLE INPUTS AND OUTPUT 
SINCLE SV SUPPLY - - NO CLOCKS OR REFRESH 

44.00 EA. fi FOR SET-OS 

NEW! 
FULL WAVE BRIECE RECTIFIERS 

25 AMP SOD PIV 
EACH 42.00 10 FOR 41b.50 

CD-2 COUNTER KIT 
Unit includes board, 7490, 7475, quad 
latch, 7447 seven-segment driver, and 
RCA DR2010. 

• E- Ha laits 

COMPLETE KIT $10.95 
FULLV ASSEMBLED $15.00 
Boards can be supplied separately at 
$2.50 per digit. 

NPN T03 POWER TRANSISTORS 
410 (RCA) 200V - 10A 
2N3772 70V - 30A (~..i 

Each $1,75 10 for $15.00 
2N3055 Transistor (power): PD-115W 
VCE-60V; HFE-50; FT-30K; Case TO-3 

Each $1.15 10 pak $6.95 

See the bargains at our 

YEAR-END 

SALE! 

FREE!! CT5001 
With $25.00 prepaid order 

4 Function, 12 Digit Calculator IC 
With Data 

All IC's are new and fully-tested. 
Leads are plated with gold or solder. 
Orders for $S or more will be shipped 
prepaid. Add 55<J for handling and 
postage for smaller orders; residents 
of California add sales tax. IC orders 
are shipped within 2 workdays—kits 
are shipped within 10 days of receipt 
of order. $10 minimum on C.O.D.'s 

Mail Orders to: Phone: 
P.O. Box 41778 (916) 334-2161 
Sacramento, OA TW'L 

95841 910-367-3521 

BRBVLOn 
ELECTROnlCS 

HONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL GOODS'. 
SEND FOR FREE FLYER LISTING 100's OF 

MONEY-SAVING BARGAINS! 

TTL 
7400 $ .20 7453 $ .15 
74H00 .25 7454 .20 
7401 .30 74L54 .25 
74H01 .25 74L55 .25 
7402 .25 7460 .16 
7403 .25 74L71 .25 
7404 .25 7472 .40 
74H04 .30 74L72 .60 
7405 .30 7473 .25 
7406 .40 74L73 .75 
7408 .30 7474 .45 
7410 .15 74H74 .75 
7413 .75 7475 .80 
7417 .40 7476 .55 
7420 .20 74L78 .70 
74L20 .30 7480 .50 
74H20 .30 7483 .70 
74H22 .30 7489 3.00 
7430 .15 7490 1.00 
74H30 .30 7492 .45 
74L30 .30 7493 1.00 
7440 .20 7495 .65 
74H40 .30 74L95 1.00 
7442 1.00 74107 .25 
7447 1.50 74145 1.25 
7450 .15 74180 1.00 
74H50 .30 74193 1.50 
7451 .20 74195 .65 
74H51 .25 

Specials 

DIP TRIMMER 
-12 turn trimpots 
which plug into 
a DIP socket 

-5K and 200K 
-V X is" x Is" 
-4 leads spaced 

.3" x .2" 
Each S.65 10 for $4.95 

MEMORY CHIPS 
0223 PROU 

0 8IT-32 WORD    . . 
ncnoRY 

43.00 EACH 10 FOR 42H.D0 
UE PROGRAM FOR 45-00 EACH 

825121 SIGNETIC 
IDEM BIT-2Sb/M 

FIELD PROGRAMMABLE 
■CUE WILL NOT PROGRAMT 

EACH 45.00 8 FOR 43M.1S 

TRANSISTOR 
2N31DM - HEP73b 

T012 PLASTIC - NPN 
300 MU - bOV - 0100-300 

NEU - FAIRCHILD - MARKED 

EACH 4 .15 10 FOR 41.00 

8800 SOFTWARE! 
Ever dream of just turning on your computer and having its 

full power available instantly? The ALS-S Firmware Module 
gives you that kind of "turn on the switch" system with 4K of 
PROM's pre-programmed with a greatly expanded version of 
our Software Package No. 1. 

This powerful file oriented package is the finest Resident 
Assembly Language Operating System available today. 8080 
assembly language programs can be stored as named files (5 
letter names) and called at will to be assembled, edited, or 
listed by line number. Six files can reside in memory at once, 
or, they can be stored in either source or object code on paper 
tape, cassette or any other form of storage medium for re-input 
at a later time. Assembly of the source file can take place from 
a memory file or from any input device you choose. 

If you are new to computers, the manual included with 
each module not only explains how to use the program (with 
examples), but goes on to explain each routine of the System 
and how to call these routines from other programs. 

The ALS-8 Firmware comes complete with a module with 
all components capable of holding 8K of TURN ON THE 
SWITCH program. So why 8K? Because we wrote this system 
to be upward compatible with future software developments 
and the first of these, an interpretive simulator, is up and 
running now! 

INTERPRETIVE SIMULATOR??? Yes, an interpretive 
simulator that runs 8080 programs, in an interpretive mode, on 
the same 8080 that contains the Simulator. This isn't just a 
debug program, because the program thinks it's an 8080! 
That's right, all registers, flags, program counter, and stack are 
SIMULATED! The SIM-1 Simulator Expansion Firmware 
comes pre-programmed and ready to plug into the ALS-8 
module. The ALS-8 is an integral part of the simulator and 
must be available for its operation. 

Write for more details on these and other 
8800 plug in compatible modules. 

D Processor Technology 
2465 Fourth Street 
Berkeley,Ca.94710 
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COMPLETE STEREO AMPLIFIER CHASSIS 
This complete stereo amplifier has 2 push 
button selected inputs, with indicator lights, 

and one has adjustable sensitivity. It has 
transformer power supply, 15 watts per 

U r channel, and seperate Volume, Bass, 
•*» A i- Treble, & Balance controls with knobs. ji. Rugged steel chassis 11" wide, SV deep, 

314" high. Just needs 115v AC and speakers. Shipping weight 7 lbs. 
STOCK NO. R5286 Complete stereo amplifier $19.95 

*■ 

<«* A 

ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS 
We have had many requests for ultrasonic transducers, of the type 
used in burglar alarms, remote control devices, etc. We now have 2 
types, one operating at 23 Khz, the other at 41.5 Khz. Each can 
operate as a transmitter or receiver. We supply basic alarm circuits 
and data with each one. 
STOCK NO. R9272 23 Khz Transducer $2.00 ea. 4/7.00 
STOCK NO. R6000 41.5 Khz Transducer $3.00 ea. 2/5.00 

AUTOTRANSFORMERS 
120v to 240v step-up or 240v to 120v step-down autotransformer, 
150 watts. 3 lbs. STOCK NO. R9844 $3.50 each, 3/9.00 
2 KVA autotransformer. Taps at 105, 110, 115, 120, & 125 volts. 
Ideal for boosting voltage during brown-outs for TVs, etc. 
STOCK NO. R9861 11 lbs. $8.95 each, 2/16.00 
HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMER with 64 volt, center tapped, 4 
amp winding, with taps at 32v, CT. Also 17 volt, CT, 7 amp and 
380volt, CT, 400 ma. Ideal for 250 watt amplifier. True value 
over$50! STOCK NO. R9905 lOlbs. $11.95 ea, 2/22 

MINI MUM O R D E R $5.00, Include sufficient postage, excess 
refunded. Send for new 88 page Catalog 15. bigger than ever, 

n— BANKAMERICARD and MASTERCHARGE O 
now accepted, minimum charge $15.00. Please 

»3i Include all numbers. Phone nrders acrenteH 

A DELTA ELECTRONICS CO. 
JlHA BOX 1. LYNN. MASSACHUSETTS 01903 

Phon« (617) 388-4705 
Circle 93 on reader service card 
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iii DUAL IN LINE IC'S 
TfWf Made In U.S. T|1.« /C » •'• 

jlfW gn.ranlnad d»'*c'' , O J With diagram. Shpg. art. Vt lb. 
' As t3V r,aa TM7 BCD lo J-S.J-  7 inoui m»nt DacodaffD'l**'- w"h 

garnvi u® 
VUr. Wllh diagram. Slips. »t. ~ ... fcWV T,p. 7W BCD 10 7S.9- 

M Quad 2-tnpul 
sp.a,ro?.^H'8" 

TR^32. Reg 69c Sal* 29c twb w 4_B1| L<tch 
IZ'nlT. loTpower d.-" T^P store, P-nary coded 

Rea 79c Sale 29c TR-437 Reg l 89 Sale 7»c Typa 7410 Triple V.npu. ^TJPO^COd. ^ Poa. NANO Gate. Lo!'^j
u decimai counter with sym- put impedance, d.ooe- ® r|ca) dlvKje 

| Rer^c Sate 29c TR-«39 Reg I 89 Sale 79c 
Rechargeable 

a Battery 
* With Charaer 

guaranioou -i 
LOW AS 290 *"**ZZ 

r ^DouO.i."^ s soeed, diode-damped in- TR-435.R 

Va lb Reg. 1.00 iS&TiWjy XM-107 
DQ8« | AO0 W NIxU Numerical WW Readout Tube Indicator Tube "Miniature" numeric di's- ect heating cathode P'aV of digits 1-9. Min. mA @ 1.3VAC. 100- voltage; 170 VDC. Num- amberts. With specs. era': 5/16. 5/8". Tube. 13/4x9/16" 10 pin 

l?:SD 

KM-371 

, e-uigit nead • Sperry *425-08 • For UuHlpi»t Oparadon 
*. my Oaslgned for direct Interlacing >r'%? b'ck with MOS/LSI. Cathode segments' i,1! Internally bussed 25* high. Dis- Z. With. p|ay supply 180 VDC. 300 pA 3 1 J V. With 14. IK 

XM.314 Reg. 6.00 
250 

Pockat I Calculator Kayboard J« Oasfgnad for Handheld Unit* 
llS feather touch keys, on-oll ■switch and multiplexed for chip ■CT-5001-2or mostek 5010-12. Wt. It lb. ■ 20 Kayboard. Matches XM-364IC ■ Below. |XM-339. Wt. 1 lb 4.00 

250 
Reg. 79« 

Integrated 
CIRCUITS 

J IC's. Similar to Fairchild 703. For 10.7 MHz. RF or.F amps. Untested. Wt 

30c 
Beg. 49< 

Integrated 
CIRCUITS 

I IC's. Like Fairchild 717. Linear amp. 100 kHz to 50 MHz. 1-15V. Eight I leads. Untested. % lb. 

.<?)> 
fcafl 60o 

Integrated 
CIRCUITS I General industries 20(TBit I Shift Register IC. Pkg. of 5 I 8-lead TO-77. Limited I quantity. 

wearenm Gf) ** *** 1 O/cvwl A 

I ER-142^^^^^^ I ER-1432B' Reg- '5.00 1 8-Diglt Calculator Chip 
I Complete circuit on two matched J 40-pin IC'S. Has algebraic key I sequence, constant multiplier; 1 divisor, (loaling decimal, overflow T display, leading zero suppression 

k accessible memory ^Wlih specs.' 

LED 
T-Sagment 
Readout nuaaoui 

Easy Reading Tell for 

V? 

1.49 1.00 1.20 5 volt 1 amp regulator Zener diode Motorola HEP 103 1 watt 6.2 volts 25 Sylvania heat sinks for transistors  
250 asstd solder lugs best types and sizes. .. Color convergence assy universal type.— good Color-TV rectifier — Used in most color sots 65 2 colorburst quartz crystal for most color TV se 

1.00 
1.00 250 der lugs best types and sizes. .. 

lence assy universal type.— good most sets fier — Used in most color sets 6500 KV 
uartz crystal for most color TV sets 35 79.54 
crystals IN34 - IN48 • IN60 • IN64 etc 

1.00 2.49 —— x— ii ^vyi ivdi 'fjrji IL. Color-TV rectifier 2 colorburst quart 
10 asst. diode crvi 

3 for r......... 
79.545 KC sets 35 1.89 IN48 IN60 • IN 34 IN64 1.00 etc. 

RECTIFIERS 12A 
SILICON POWER LINEAR AMPS OP 50A LM 703CN 

LM 709H 100 .80 200 .07 1.15 .35 LM 709N 
LM 71 ON 

400 1.40 600 .79 .30 .70 1.80 800 2.30 1000 .20 1.10 2.75 

^ Integrated 
1 CIRCUITS 
_ Reg. 894 
45c tr-422 

IC Pkg. Pkg./10 integrated circuits: dual innnes.TO-S's. etc. Marked with mfr's no. Wt. % lb. 

50c 
Reg. 1.00 

Integrated 
CIRCUITS 

Fairchild UL-915-291C's. 10 - lead TO-77 case. /* ibs. 

6O0 
Reg. 1.00 

Integrated 
CIRCUITS Fairchild 914 Integrated Circuit. Pkg/2 Dual 2- rnput. NOR gate. TO-99 case. Wt. '/x fb. 

500-ft. 
Hook-Up 

Wir« For almost any type of printed 
Reg. Circuit or wiring 2 9a Project- 2 lbs. WW-579, Sale 1.69 

LOW AS 

3-6 VDC 
Motors 

Kit/5 Smell <7 lb M0-333. Sele 55c Kit I 4. Med. 1 lb, MO- 334 Sale 79c Kit r 4 Aaatd. 2 lbs MO-335. Sale 99c 

|59 

12-Digift IC 
Calculator Chip 40-pin DIP single CAL-Tech #CT- 5001 7 • seg de- coded display out- put. overflow lock- Reg. out Specs (ncl 5.98 XM-330. Sale 1.S9 

Over 400 54. %, 1 w All color 2% Ibs. RS-239. 

Kit ) pieces of watt sizes, coded. 
99c 

PNP Transistors Big 10 pc kit For general lo S hi- gam '4 audio 
QQA Germanium types 
OUT Untested '* lb V TR-445. Sale 39c Reg. 99c TR-444. NPN. 39c 

Throe 
60-Min. 

Cassattes Pkg./ 3 quality cassette recording; tapes. 60 min. each. V, fb, Reg. 1.49 TA.679 s>|# 

» 50-Pc. 1 Amp 
\ Diode Kit 

Polarity is un- 
m js , marked but easily IT Up identified with 
llOV ohm meter. 200 

, piv rated. 14 lb. REG. 1.69 01-051. Sale 69c 

Switching 
Diodes 
0 1N4140 

W 
for tow current ap- plications 10 mA- 75 PIV Vb lb 

80c 

Intbgratbd 
CIRCUITS 709 IC High Gain OP Amp. High input imped., swing 

isvVlIs ibemp' s,abi"tv' 

CD-407 
Capacitor 

KIT _ 
Pkg. of 50 axialgt'radial lead types. Low voltage, high capacity types. 

Reg. 1.29 XM-3e2. Sale 59c 

rR-443 Power 
Rectifier 
KT 

890 

8-T Blank Tape 
Famous manufac- turer's high qual- ity low priced tapes. 54 lb. TA-8S4. 40-Mln. 89c TA-855. Reg. 1.19 80-Mln. 99c 

Silicon 
Rectifiers t Amp Epoxy Type Pkg. 15. 4 oz- Reg Sale 01-028 50 PIV IN4001- B9c 39c DI-029 100 PIV IN4002 99c 39c 01-030 200 PIV IN4003 1 19 39c 01-031 400 PIV IN4004 1.39 39c 

gSgpQjj 
LED'S 2V 

10 mA 
MA. ua 111 um phos phide Large red. ■ hl9h quality LED wt Vi lb PkgiS. Reg 1.19 PL.233. Sale 5»c 

« Pkg. of 3 Reg. 1.00 
Asst. 6 -12 amps. Up to 50 PIV. Stud mount Un- tested. V* lb. 

SCR Assortment 
Reg 2.69 

IP 991 
TR-444 

"Hobby Pak" of asst. values 81 case types. Pkg. of 25, Untested. Wt 1 lb. 

TRIACS PRV 1A IDA Z5A 100 .40 .70 1.30 200 .70 1.10 1.75 400 1.10 1.60 2.60 600 1.70 2.30 3.00 

SCRs PRV ISA 6A 3SA 100 .40 .50 1.20 200 .60 .70 1.60 400 1.00 1.20 2.20 600 — — 3.00 

7 AMP POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si NPN Similar to SK-3054 90V, 

' 1 

TO-3 Case. 1 Amp 5V DC Voliage Regulator Brand New By National. 
SILICON POWER STUD. RECTIFIERS 

PIV 12A 55A 50 .29 .89 100 J9 .89 200 .45 1.25 400 .81 1.49 600 .79 1.80 BOO .90 2.30 1000 1.15 2.75 

71 IN LM 
LM 723 N 

723H LM 
RCA 

3013 CA 
CA-3023 
CA-3055 
CA-3039 
CA-3048 
CA-3059 CA-3060 
CA-3080 
CA-3083 
CA-3086 
CA-3089 
CA-3091 
CA-3123 
CA-3600 

1.70 
2.15 
2.25 
1.35 
1.15 
2.46 
2.80 

.85 
1.60 

.59 
3.25 
8.25 1.85 
2.75 

Capacitors 

5O0 

^60C 

50o 

Pkg. of 10 1 mfd. @ 600V. Reg. 98« Leads fit PC board. CD-413 3/4 x 3/4 x 7/16". 
Pkg. of 2 50 mfd. @ 100V electro- Reg. 1.29 lytics. Insulated with CD-414 full length leads. 
Pkg. of 10 .047 mfd. @ 100V, Reg. 98« Leads fit PC board. CD-415 3/8x5/8x3/16". 

HIGH ROWER SCRs 
PRV 100 AMPS 

3.95 
5.95 
7.95 
1.98 1000 

Reg. 1.80 
Mini 0-200 hA Meter 
• Edge Type Mounting 
For tuning meter In compact portable equipment. Two color scale, IVi* x H x r. V* lb. 

ME-203 ME-182 
00 00 

Cadmium 
Photocell 

of- tR^Sl 

!#590 
200 ohms — 1 meg. Sen. 500-600 Angstroms. VDC: 150 Max. 75 mW. 1" leads. 14 lb. 

m 
[□Next 7 Issues 
. of Olson Catalog 
CCB Catalog 

with Dealer Prices/ 

Mini 100-0-100 !M 

mA Meter 
For Easy Panel Mounting 

No current needle position is centered and Indicates polarity by direction ol movement, txl V. Meter lorearea: 1% x 4k'. 

Reg. 1.49 
0-1 mA Perwl Meter 100 ohms/volt sensitivity. 18k ohms internal resistance For VU 5 dB measurements. 14k' mlg hole Wt. 1 lb. Removed from equipment 

5 AMR GLASS AMP 
SILICON RECTIFIER 

22c 

Reg. 1.80 I 
Mini 0-150 pA Meter 
• Two Color Sealea Dial scale registers -10 lo -3 (or I tuning meter applications 1 x 1 x V. v. lb 

Standard 100 pA range. Vi lb. 
"Ssort electronics Dept. LE 260 S. Forge St.. Akron. Ohio 44327 I 

Reg. 2.39 
Tuning Meter 
• 700-0-100 mA Can read FM or AM signals Use I as strength or toning motor. 1H x 14k x 'V 1 lb. 

Name _ 

/Address 

City State 

Zip- 
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OPTICALLY COUPLED ISOLATOR 
Gallium Arsenide diode light source op- 
tically coupled to silicon NPN photo 
transistor. Mini dip package. 

#SOC$1.00 6/$5.00 
480 AMP THYRISTOR (SCR) 

Perfect for control of electric cars, hi 
current battery charging, plating, etc. 

480 amps 200 PIV $20 6/$100.00 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
Puts out 24-12-6 volt DC 2 amps. In- 
cludes xfmr, line cord, filter, silicon 
bridge. #PK-2B $9.00 
B & L HELIUM NEON GAS LASER 

Fully assembled, runs on 115 volts AC. 
Less Laser tube   $15.00 

POWER AMP TRANSFORMER 
$9.00 

115 volts input, output of 96 VCT 2 
amps. $9.00 each 3/$25 

1N1131 Sil. Signal Diode 0.3 amp. 
1500 PIV 2/$1.00 
2N2222 (HEP 555) 8/$1.00 
1103A 1024 bit RAM $2.50 each 5/$10 
MC 1440Q Sense Amp  2/$1.00 

Malm 
SURPLUS 
ELECTRONIC 

p o Box 62 MATERIAL 
19 ALLERTON STREET 
E. LYNN MASS. 01904 

Circle 95 on reader service card 

FREE catalog. Ultrasonic devices, LED's, 
transistors, IC's, keyboards, unique com- 
ponents. Low pricesl CHANEY'S, Box 15431, 
Lakewood, CO 80215   
TV picture tubes—over 1700 types of B-W and 
color at the lowest prices. ALLIED SALES, 
Pimento, IN 47866, 812-495-5555   
TEKTRONIX and Hewlett-Packard Oscillo- 
scopes. Free catalog. AMERICAN CALIBRA- 
TION SERVICES, Box 8104, Athens. GA 30601 

MICRO MINI MIKE 
WIRELESS 

Among world's smallest. Improved solid slate design. Picks up and transmits most sounds without wires thru FM radio up to 300 It. Use as mike, music amp baby sitter, burglar alarm, hot tine. etc. For fun. home and business. Ball. incl. Money back guar. 8/A. M/C cds COO ok. Only $14.95 plus 
50C Post and hdlg. AMC SALES. Dept. 19, Box 926. Downey. Ca. 90241. 

PLANS & KITS 
CONVERT any television to sensitive, big- 
screen oscilloscope. Only minor changes re- 
quired. No electronic experience necessary. 
Illustrated plans $2.00. SANDERS, Dept 
A-25, Box 92102, Houston, TX 77010 
BUILD that electronic organ you always 
wanted at a price you can afford. Third edi- 
tion of "Organ Builder's Guide," pictured 
product kit line, circuits, block diagrams, 
design rationale using 10 divider and inde- 
pendent generators with diode keying. $3.00 
Postpaid. Also, free brochure on keyboards. 
DEVTRONIX ORGAN PRODUCTS, Dept. B, 
5872 Amapola Drive, San Jose, CA 95129 

BUILD YOUR OWN TV CAMERA! \ 
 Ideal for home & business  

V V V* ■■ THE ECONOMICAL ANSWER TO HOME M0N- iTORlNG OF NURSERIES ENTRANCES DRIVEWAYS BUSINESS »t\i INDUSTRIAL jj SURVEILLANCE ITV AMATEUR TV PLUS 2 HUNDREDS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS ^ - MODEL XT-IA, SERIES D • KIT FORM SI85 ASSEMBLED S275- SOLID-STATE WORKS ON ^ ANY TV SET OPTIONAL SOUND KIT S38 fS 
/*\ P^ONE « WRITE fe catalog DiaU02-38T-377l 

box 4S3-re ATV Research dakota city, ni 68731 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC SYNTHESIS 
• COMPONENTS 
• CIRCUITS 
• DESIGNS 
• KITS AND PLANS 

For free info send SASE or 254 To: 
CFR ASSOCIATES POB F NEWTON, N. H. 

03858 

SPRAY etching equipment. Build your own 
and save. Etches two sided boards up to 10" 
X 14" in less than two minutes. Easy to ex- 
pand. 27 pages of detailed plans, parts list, 
and assembly instructions. $15.00. ELEC- 
TRONIC PRODUCTS CO., P.O. Box 637, West 
Sacramento, CA 95691   
TV-GAMES, more than just a ping-pong 
game. Plans—$5.00. Full descriptions and 
specs—$1.00. Many more exciting games to 
come. ADVANCE ELECTRONICS, P. O. Box 
1128, Cupertino, CA 95014    
UNIVERSAL TTL/DTL/CMOS IC tester. Set 
programming switches; plug in; press to test; 
errors displayed. Tests 16/14 pin digital IC's! 
Easy circuit construction with TTL. DS/PCB 
available. Illustrated inlo/plans; $2.50. 
NORTHSTAR ENGINEERING, 3617 North- 
crede Drive, Charleston, WV 25302  

WANTED 
QUICK cash ... for electronic equipment, 
components, unused tubes. Send list now! 
BARRY, 512 Broadway, New York, NY 10012, 
212 Walker 5-7000 

+ 

The American 
Red Cross. 
The Good 
Neighbor. 

OEM SPECIALS CB SPECIALS-R.F. DRIVEBS-ILF. POWER OUTPUTS-FETS 
2SC481 
2SC482 
2SC495 2SC502 
2SC517 
2SC614 
2SC615 2SC616 
2SC617 
2SC699 2SC710 
2SC711 
2SC735 
2SC756 
2SC765 
2SC766 

1.85 
1.75 1.10 
3,75 
4 75 
3.80 
3.90 
4.15 
4.25 
4.75 

.70 

.70 
.70 

3.00 
9.50 

10.15 

2SC767 15.75 
2SC773 .85 
2SC774 1 75 
2SC775 2.75 
2SC776 3.00 
2SC777 4.75 
2SC778 3.25 
2SC797 2.50 
2SC798 3.10 
2SC781 3.00 
2SC789 1.00 
2SC796 3.15 2SC799 4.25 
2SC802 3.75 
2SC803 4.00 
2SC839 .85 

2SC866 5.85 
2SC1013 1 50 2SC1014 1.50 
2SC1017 1.50 
2SC1018 1.50 
2SC1173 1.25 
2SC1226A 1 25 
2SC1237 4,50 
2SC1239 3.50 
2SC1243 1.50 2SC1306 4.75 
2SC1306-1 4.90 
2SC1307 5.75 
2SC1307-1 6.00 
2SC1377 5.50 
2SC1449 1.30 

2SC1449-1 1.60 
2SC1475 1.50 
2SC1678 
2SC1679 2SC1728 
2SC1760 
2SC1816 
2SC1908 
2SC1957 
2SF8 
HEP-S 3001 3.25 
2SD235 1.00 
MRF8004 
4004 
4005 
40080 

5.50 
4.75 2.15 
2.15 
5.50 

.70 
1,50 3.00 

3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
1.25 

40081 1.50 
40082 3.00 
40581 3.70 
SK3046 2.15 
SK3047 3.75 
SJ2095 3.50 
SK3048 3.25 
SK3054 1.25 
2SK19 1.75 
2SK30 1.00 
2SK33 1.20 
3SK40 3.50 
3SK45 3.50 
3SK49 3.50 

JAPANESE TRANSISTORS 

M 
o 
z 
o DC 
o 111 

o 
Q 

104 

2SA52 .60 2SB187 .60 2SC458 .70 
2SA316 .75 2SB235 1.75 2SC460 .70 
2SA473 .75 2SB303 .65 2SC478 .80 
2SA483 1.95 2SB324 1.00 2SC491 2.50 
2SA489 .80 2SB337 2.10 280497 1.60 
2SA490 .70 2SB367 1.60 2SC515 .80 
2SA505 .70 2SB370 .65 2SC535 .95 
2SA564 .50 2SB405 .85 2SC536 .65 
2SA628 .65 2SB407 1.65 2SC537 .70 
2SA643 .85 2SB415 .85 2SC563 2.50 
2SA647 2.75 2SB461 1.25 2SC605 1.00 
2SA673 .85 2SB463 1.65 2SC620 .80 
2SA679 3.75 2SB471 1.75 2SC627 1.75 
2SA682 .85 2SB474 1.50 280642 3.50 
2SA699 1.30 2SB476 1.25 280643 3.75 
2SA699A 1.75 2SB481 2.10 280644 .70 
2SA705 .55 2SB492 1.25 280681 2.50 
2SA815 .85 2SB495 .95 280684 2.10 
2SA816 .85 2SB507 .90 280687 2.50 

2SB511 .70 280696 2.35 
2SB22 .65 2SC712 .70 
2SB54 .70 2SC206 1.00 2SC713 .70 
2SB56 .70 2SC240 1.10 2SC732 .70 
2SB77 .70 2SC261 .65 280733 .70 
2SB128 2.25 2SC291 .65 280739 .70 
2SB135 .95 2SC320 .75 280756 2.00 
2SB152 4.50 2SC352 .75 280762 1.90 
2SB173 .55 2SC353 .75 280783 1.00 
2SB175 .55 2SC371 .70 280784 .70 
2SB178 1.00 2SC372 .70 280785 1.00 
2SB186 .60 2SC394 .70 280793 2.50 

2SC815 .75 
2SC828 .75 
2SC829 .75 
2SC830 1.60 
2SC839 .85 
2SC945 .65 
2SC1010 .80 
2SC1012 .80 
2SC1051 2.50 
2SC1061 1.65 
2SC1079 3.75 
2SC1096 1.20 
2SC1098 1.15 
2SC1115 2.75 
2SC1166 .70 
2SC1170 4.00 2SC1172B4.25 
2SC1209 .55 
2SC1213 .75 
2SC1226 1.25 
2SC1243 1.50 
2SC1293 .85 
2SC130S 4.75 
2SC1347 .80 
2SC1383 .75 
2SC1409 1.25 
2SC1410 1.25 
2SC1447 1.25 
2SC1448 1.25 
2SC1507 1.25 
2SC1509 1.25 

2SC1569 1.25 
2SC1756 1.25 
2SD30 
2SD45 
2SD65 
2SD68 
2SD72 
2SD88 
2SD151 
2S0170 
2SD180 
2SD201 
2SD218 
2SD300 
2SD313 
ZSD315 
2SD318 
2SD341 
2SD350 
2SD352 
2SD380 
2SD389 
2SD-390 
2SD437 

.95 
2.00 

.75 

.90 
1.00 
1.50 
2.25 
2.00 
2.75 
1.95 
4.75 2.50 
1.10 
.75 
.95 .95 

3,25 
.80 

5.70 
.90 
.75 5.50 

POWER-TRANSISTORS HIGH-VOLT. TV. TYPE 

1N270 .10 2N960 .55 2N2219A .30 2N2913 .75 2N3740 
1N914 .10 2N962 .40 2N2221 .25 2N2914 1.20 2N3771 

2N967 .50 2N2221A .30 2N2916A 3.65 2N3772 
2N173 1.75 2N1136 1.35 2N2222 .25 2N3019 .50 2N3773 
2N178 .90 2N1142 2.25 2N2222A .30 2N3053 .30 2N3819 
2N327A 1.15 2N1302 .25 2N2270 .40 2N3054 .70 2N3823 
2N334 1.20 2N1305 .30 2N2322 1.00 2N3055 .75 2N3856 
2N336 .90 2N1377 .75 2N2323 1.00 2N3227 1.00 2N3866 
2N338A 1.05 2N1420 .20 2N2324 1.35 2N3247 3.40 2N3903 
2N398B .90 2N1483 .95 2N2325 2.00 2N3250 .30 2N3904 
2N404 .30 2N1540 .90 2N2326 2.85 2N3375 6.50 2N3905 
2N443 1.75 2N1543 2.70 2N2327 3.80 2N3393 .17 2N3906 
2N456 1.10 2N1544 .80 2N2328 4.20 2N3394 .17 2N3925 
2N501A 3.00 2N1549 1.25 2N2329 4.75 2N3414 .17 2N3954 
2N508A .45 2N1551 2.50 2N2368 .25 2N3415 .18 2N3954A 
2N555 .45 2N1552 3.25 2N2369 .25 2N3416 .19 2N3955 
2N652A .85 2N1554 1.25 2N2484 .32 2N3417 .20 2N3957 
2N677C 6.00 2N1557 1.15 2N2712 .18 2N3442 1.85 2N3958 
2N706 .25 2N1560 2.80 2N2894 .40 2N3553 1.50 2N4037 
2N706B .40 2N1605 .35 2N2903 3.30 2N3563 .20 2N4093 
2N711 .50 2N1613 .30 2N2904 .25 2N3565 .20 2N4124 
2N711B .60 2N1711 .30 2N2904A .30 2N3638 .20 2N4126 
2N718 .25 2N1907 4.10 2N2905 .25 2N3642 .20 2N4141 
2N718A .30 2N2060 1.85 2N2905A .30 2N3543 .15 2N4142 
2N720A .50 2N2102 .40 2N2906 .25 2N3645 .15 2N4143 
2N918 .35 2N2218 .25 2N2906A .30 2N3646 .14 2N4220A 
2N930 .25 2N2218A .30 2N2907 .25 2N3730 1.50 2N4234 
2N956 .30 2N2219 .25 2N2907A .30 2N3731 2.75 2 N4400 

SILICON UNIJUNCTIONS 

2N2646 .50 2N4871 .50 
2N2647 .60 2N4891 .50 
2N6027 .55 2N4892 .50 
2N6028 .70 2N4893 .50 
D5E37 .25 2N4894 .50 
2N2160 .65 MU10 .40 
2N4870 .50 

'L& 

UA703C 
709C OP. AMP. 
741C OP. AMP. 
7400 
S7404n 
S7430 
S74100J 
S74h55n 

.40 

.25 

.25 

.15 

.18 

.19 

.35 

.35 

1.00 2N 4401 
1 75 2114402 
1.90 2N4403 3.00 2N4409 

,32 2N4410 
.70 2N441S .20 2N4441 
.85 2N4442 
.20 2N4443 .20 2N4852 
.20 2N5061 
.25 2N5064 3.75 2N5130 3.50 2N5133 

3.75 2N5138 
2.45 2N5198 
1.25 2N5294 
1.20 2N5296 
.60 2N5306 
.85 2N5354 
.20 2N5369 
.20 2N5400 
.20 2N5401 
.20 2N5457 
.20 2N 5458 
.45 C103y 
.95 C103d .20 010651 

cioedi 

.20 

.20 

.20 

.20 

.25 

.75 

.85 

.90 
1.20 

.55 

.30 .50 

.20 

.15 .15 3.75 
50 .50 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.40 
.50 
.35 
.30 
.25 
.40 
.50 
.75 

RECTIFIERS 
10 100 

IN4001 .60 5.00 
IN4002 .70 6.00 
IN4003 .80 7.00 
IN4004 .90 8.00 
IN4005 1.00 9.00 
IN4006 1.10 10.00 
IN4007 1.20 11.00 

New-Tone Electronics 
P.O. Box 1738 A 
Bloomfield, N.J. 07003 
Phone: (201) 762-9020 

ALL PARTS GUARANTEED AND TESTED ON PREMISES. 

\  

BU204 
BU205 
BU206 

1300V 3.90 BU207 
1500V 4.70 BU208 
1700V 5.90 2SC1170 

1300V 5.40 2SC1172B 
1500V 6.25 2SC1308 
1100V 4.00 2SC1325 

UOOV 4.25 
1100V 4.95 
UOOV 4.95 

Circle 96 on reader service card 

N.J. residents add 5% sales tax. Minimum order 15.00. All orders 
add $1.00 postage. Dealers write or phone tor discount prices. 



feature* line, triangle and square wave; THD 0.5% tVP.: AM/FM capability 
SPECIAL $16.95 

EXAR 
FUNCTION 
GENERATOR 
KITS 
XR-2206KA Includes monolithic function generator IC, PC board, and assembly instruction manual. XR-2206KB SPECIAL $26.95 Same at XR-2206KA above and Includes external components for PC board. TIMERS XR-555CP Monolithic Timer SPECIALS .68 XR-320P Precision Timer 1.50 XR-556CP Dual 555 Timer 1.70 XR-255GCP Dual Timing Circuit 3.10 XR-2240CP Programmable Counter/Timer SPECIAL 3.20 PHASE LOCKED LOOPS XR-210 FSK Demodulator 5.10 XR-215 High Frequency PLL 6.50 XR-567CP Tone Decoder (mini DIP) 1.90 XR-567CT Tone Decoder (TO-5) SPECIAL .99 STEREO DECODERS XR-1310P PLL Stereo Decoder 3.10 XR-1310EP PLL Stereo Decoder 3.10 XR-1800P PLL Stereo Decoder 3.10 WAVEFORM GENERATORS XR-205 Waveform Generator 8.30 XR-2206CP Monolithic Function Generator SPECIAL 4.39 XR-2207CP Voltage-Controlled Oscillator 3.75 OTHER EXAR ICS XR-1468CN Dual + 15V Tracking Regulator SPECIAL 2.90 XR-1488N Quad Line Driver 5.70 XR-1489AN Quad Line Receiver 4.70 XR-2208CP Operational Multiplier 5.10 XR-2211CP FSK Demodulator/Tone Decoder 6.60 XR-2261 Monolithic Proportional Servo IC System w/4 oa. Driver Transistor 3.70 

7400N TTL 
7400N $.13 7443N .95 74104N 1.20 74165N 1.30 7401N .16 7444N .72 7410SN .50 74166N 1.30 7402N .14 7445N .90 74107N .30 74170N 2.50 7403N .16 7446N .90 74109N ,90 74173N 1.50 7404N .19 7447N .77 74110N .72 74174N 1.10 7405N .20 7448N .80 74114N .93 74175N 1.20 7406N .29 7450N .16 74118N 1.52 74176N 1.25 7407 N .29 7451N .16 74121N .45 74177N 1.40 7408N .18 7453N .16 74122N .45 74180N .73 7409 N .20 7454N .16 74123N .70 74181N 3.00 741 ON 18 7460N .16 74125N .50 74182N 70 741 IN .26 7470N .30 74126N .50 74184N 2.00 7412N .33 7472N .30 74128N .90 71185N 2.20 7413N ,58 7473N .37 74132N 1.00 74188N 4.80 7414N 1.05 7474N .32 74136N .95 74190N 1.20 7416N .28 7475N .50 74141N 1.20 7419 IN 1.20 7417N .33 7476N .32 74145N 1.00 74192N 1.10 7420N 17 7480N .59 74147N 2.40 74193N 1.00 742 IN .33 7481N 1.18 74148N 1.80 74194N 1.15 7422N 50 7482N .89 741S0N 1.00 74195N .80 7423N .50 7483N .65 74151N .80 74196N 1.70 7425N 34 7484N 3.00 74162N 1.40 74197N .80 742 6N .25 7485N 1.20 74153N 1.00 74198N 1.75 7427N .31 7486N .35 74154N 1.40 74199N 1.40 7428N 50 7489N 2.25 74155N 1.00 74200NI5.60 7430N .20 7490N .48 74156 Ni 1.18 7422 IN 1.70 7432 N .24 7491N ,90 74157N 1.00 7425IN 2,00 7433N .60 7492N .55 74158N 1.20 74278N 2.95 7437N .35 7493N .68 74160N 1.30 74279N 90 7438N .33 7494N 80 74161N 1.20 74293N 1.00 7439N .38 7495N .80 74162N 1.40 74298N 2.20 7440N .16 7496N .78 74163N 1.40 7441N .95 74tOON 1.00 74164N 1.30 7442N .50 

HIGH SPEED TTL 
74H00N $.33 74H20N .33 74H53N 36 74H73N 90 74H01N .25 74H21N ,33 74H54N 36 74H74N .87 74H02N .30 74H22N .33 74M55N 36 74H76N .90 74H04N .33 74H30N .33 74H60N 36 74H101N .80 74H05N .33 74H40N .36 74H61N 36 74H102N .80 74H08N .40 74H50N .36 74H62N 36 74H103N 1.10 74H10N .33 74H51N .36 74H71N 80 74H106N 95 74H11N .33 74H52N .36 74H72N 74 

LOW POWER TTL 
74L00N $.31 74L10N .33 74L51N .34 74L90N 1.62 74L02N .33 74L20N .33 74L73N .69 74L93N 1.74 74L03N .39 74L42N 1.49 74L74N .90 74L95N 1.62 74L04N -33 

74 LS 
74LS00 .46 74LS27 .50 74LS112 .58 74LS170 5.80 74LS01 .58 74LS30 .46 74LS113 .92 74LS174 2.20 74LS02 .46 74LS32 .50 74LS138 2.06 74LS175 2.42 74LS03 .50 74LS38 .46 74LS139 2.06 74LS181 7.00 74LS04 .50 74LS51 .50 74LS151 1.92 74LS194 2.40 74LS08 .46 74LS54 .48 74LS153 1.92 74LS195A 2.40 74LS09 .58 74LS55 .58 74LS157 1.68 74LS196 2.76 74LS10 .46 74LS73 .58 74LS15ft 1 fifl 74LS251 2.06 74LS11 .46 74LS74 .58 74LS 751 ION; 74LS253 2.42 74LS15 .58 74LS76 .92 74LS161 3.06 74LS257 2.06 74LS20 .46 74LS78 .92 74LS162 3.06 74LS258 2.06 74LS21 .58 74LS107 .92 74LS163 2.90 74LS260 .58 74LS22 .58 74LS109 .92 

SCHOTTKY TTL 
74S00N $.44 74S51N .80 74S140N .80 74S189N 4.40 .60 74S64N .80 74S151N 2.20 74S194N 3.30 .75 74S74N 1.20 74S153N 3.40 74S19SN 3.30 .55 74S85N 6.10 74S157N 2.40 74S251N 2.20 .80 74S86N 2.50 74S158N 2.20 74S2S3N 2-40 .55 74S112N 1.00 74St60N 390 74S257N 2.40 

74S02N 74S03N 74S04N 74S08N 74S10N 74S11N 74S20N 74S30N 74S32N 74S40N 

9301PC 9304PC 9306PC 9308PC 9309PC 9310PC 9311 PC 9312PC 9314PC 9316PC 

.65 74S113N 1.60 74S161N 4.70 74S258N 2.40 .65 74S132N 3.60 74S174N 3.30 74S260N 1.20 .80 74S133N .80 74S175N 2.90 74S280N 5 70 .80 74S138N 2.20 74S181N 8.40 74S289 N 4 00 .65 74S139N 2.20 
9300 SERIES 

1-20 9321PC 1.50 9322PC 6.90 9324PC 

1.20 9341 PC 1.30 9342PC 1.50 9360PC 

2.30 9366PC 1.75 93L18 1 20 93L00 1.50 93L21 1.30 93L01 1.60 93L22 2.00 93L08 3.20 93L24 2.50 93L09 1 80 93L28 2.95 93 LI 0 2.80 93L34 4 00 3.30 93Ln 4.20 93L38 4.20 5.00 93L12 1,80 93L40 6.50 4.10 93L14 1.70 93L41 6.50 1.15 93L16 3.20 93L60 3 00 1.76 93L18 3.60 93L66 2.70 
AUDIO AMPS 

TYPE V w Q. PRICE 
LM3S2 6 16 1.15 ft 1.60 TAA611B12 6-15 1.15 ft TAA621A12 6 27 1.40 ft 2.00 TAA641B11 6-18 2.20 4 TBA800 6-30 4.70 8 TBA81OAS 4-20 2.50 4 TBA820 3-16 0.75 TCA830 5 20 2.00 4 2.20 TCA940 6-24 6.50 8 4.40 

SOLDER-TIN DIP 
PIN 1-24 25 100 

8 .21 19 .17 14 .25 .22 .20 16 .28 .25 .23 24 .67 .61 55 28 .88 .80 .72 3b 1.09 .98 ,89 40 1.24 1.12 .92 

.125" dia. 

209 RED $.25 209 YELLOW .35 209 GREEN .35 

IC SOCKETS 
WIRE-WRAP GOLD 
PIN 1-24 25 100 
14 45 .41 .37 16 .64 .49 -44 
SOLDER - GOLD 

.34 .37 .28 .31 

TEFLON TO-5 
3 PIN .55 EA 4 PIN .65 EA 6 PIN .90 EA 8 PIN 1.10 EA 10 PIN 1.40 EA 

LEDs 
.160".dia. 

$.25 220 RED f .30 220 YELLOW .30 220 GREEN 
LOW PROFILE 

226 RED $.25 5063 RED $.35 MV50 RED $.30 226 YELLOW .30 5053 YELLOW .40 226 GREEN 226 ORANGE .30 5053 GREEN .30 5053 ORANGE 

DISPLAYS 

216 5053 

LITRON1X 
DL80 RED DL81 RED OLIO RED DL10A RED DL101 RED , DL57 RED ; " DL61 3 60 OL33 DL44 RED DL402 RED DL701 RED 200 DL704 RED XANS2 GREEN 2.00 DL707 RED DL747 RED DL747 1-9 RED 2.50 

0PT0IS0LAT0RS MONSANTO LITRONIX IL1 1.30 IL74 MCT2 1.35 1L12 1.40 IL16 1.80 

MVS024 MV5053 

OPCOA 
SLA1 RED SLA11 GREEN 

XCITON 
XAN72 RED 

6.00 EP 9125 6.00 9-DIGIT DISPLAY 600 $7.90 4.00 1/8" Character Ht. 4.90 Compact, Thin PC 9.90 Pkg., Wide Viewing RED 12.00 Angle RED 4.00 6.00 4.00 3.40 2.25 2.35 2.50 lOup 2.40 

IL074 1.75 ILQ74 3.40 

ELECTRONIC ARRAYS 
EA1500AJ 1-24 $21.00 25 16.80 100 14.00 
EA 1500ASJ 1 24 $16.00 25 14.40 100 12.00 

PREMIUM QUALITY 
COMPONENTS 

We've been buying and selling top quality 
components for nearly ten years. Our 
annual volume exceeds $3 million. We 
handle only original parts, from the 
world's leading manufacturers and our 
customers include some of the largest 
and most quality-conscious companies. 
Now you can take advantage of our 
component buying skills and power 
and select from a broad range of 
advanced circuits. 

FIRST 

ONLY 

COMPUTER INTERFACE DMB820N 2.40 1402AN 3.80 DM8820AN 6.90 1403AH 4.00 DMB830N 2.40 1403AN 3.80 DM3831N 5.20 1404AH 4.50 DM8832N 6.00 1404AN 2.90 N8T26B 4.40 1405A 4.00 9600PC 1.30 1406 8.40 9601PC 1.20 1407 8.40 9602PC 1.95 1506 3.00 9614PC 2.30 1507 3.00 9615PC 2.40 1602 33.00 9616PC 5.00 P2101 5.00 9617PC 3.50 P2101-1 5.50 9620PC 4.00 P2101-2 4.90 9621PC 4.00 P2111 5.80 75107 P2111-1 6.00 751078N 2.60 P2111-2 5.90 75108BN 2.30 P2112 5.00 7S109N 2.20 P2112-2 5.90 751ION 2.20 P2401 9.90 75115N 2.25 P2405 9.70 75138N 2.95 2505K 3.30 751 BON 3.10 2512K 4.00 751B4N 4.10 2521V 2.50 75208N 2.70 2525V 3.50 75234N 2.50 2533V 7.90 75450N 1.25 2803PC 4.00 75451N 1.00 2804PC 4.00 75452N 1.00 2807PC 2.70 75453N 1.00 2808PC 4.00 

BIPOLAR 
MEMORY 

P3101 C3101A P3101A IM5501CDE IM5501 CPE MM5560D MM5560N DM8599N 93403PC 
MM 

MM404H MM406H MM4Q6H MM407H MM451H MM454F MM500H MM506H MM507H 

6.50 4.90 7.30 5.80 7.30 6.80 7.30 5. 5.80 6.80 

12.00 23.00 6.50 6.50 11.40 18.00 2.00 3.20 3.20 5.90 5.60 5.60 

TMS3114J TMS3120JC 
4 00 TMS3120NC 200 TMS3133NC 
425 3341ADC , 7- 3341APC 3347DC 3347PC 4102 7552 7552-1 

7520 SERIES SENSE AMPS 7520N 7521N 7522N 7523N 7524N 2.00 7525N 4.50 
TWO-PHASE MOSCLOCK DRIVER MH0026CN 5.50 DECODED MMJOSIS 

REAS2!.RITE 

PI 103 6 90 MM5025N 
• . MM5026N 2524V R®circulating MM5027N 512 Bit Dynamic Shift RagklBr 1-24 25 up 

1024-8IT N-Channal RAM 5.0O 2.85 6.00 3.90 6.00 3.00 8.00 9.50 6.00 4.00 11.40 3.80 4.40 

MM5055N MMS056N 2.40 MM50S7N 2.30 MMS058N 

9.40 P-2102 7.00 C2102-1 6.00 P-2102-1 7.50 C2102-2 8.00 P-2102-2 7.00 P-2102A 5.80 P-2102A-2 4.60 P-2102A-4 4.95 2601-1 4.95 2601-21 5.40 2 602B 5.50 2 602-10 12.00 2 602-2B 9.70 MK4102P 13.00 7552-1CPE 20.00 7S52-2CPE 20.00 TMS4033JL 20.00 TMS4033NL 5.50 TMS4034JL 5.50 TMS4034NL 5.50 TMS4035JL 5.50 TMS4035N L 

LOO 11.40 6.00 6.00 9.00 4.20 9.00 4.20 9.00 4.20 

H-TO-5 N-DIP LM114H $3.00 LM300H 1.20 LM300N 1.20 LM301AH 50 LM301 AM .80 LM301AN 1.10 LM301M .90 LM301H .90 LM3020 3.50 LM302N 1.30 LM302H 1.40 LM304H 1.20 LM30SH .85 LM305AH 1.05 LM305N 1.00 LM306H .95 LM307H .60 LM307M .95 LM307N 1.50 LM308H .85 LM308AH 5.00 LM308D 2.00 LM308M 1.20 LM309H 1.75 LM309K 1.50 LM310H 1.50 LM310M 1.80 LM311H 1.20 

LINEAR IC's 
M-MINI-DIP OCER-DIP K- .90 1.75 2.00 2.50 1.49 2.40 1.90 2.20 2.90 

LM3110 LM311M LM311N LM312H LM318H LM318M LM324N LM331N LM339N LM320-5K 2.90 LM3205T 2.50 LM320-12K 2.90 LM320-12T 2.50 LM336K 2.40 LM340-05K 2.60 LM340 06K 2.60 LM340 08 K2.60 LM340-12K 2.60 LM340-15K 2.60 LM340-18K 2.60 LM340-24K 2.60 LM555CM .70 LM556CM 1.30 LM567CM 1.70 LM709CH .45 LM709CN .45 LM710CH .90 LM710CN .90 

LM711CH LM711CN LM715CH LM71SCD UM723CH LM723CN LM723N LM725CH LM725CD LM733CH LM733CD LM733CN LM741CH LM741CD LM741CM LM741CN LM747CH LM747CN LM747CD LM748CM LM748CN LM777CH LM777CM LM3046CN LM3054CN SG4S01T SG4501N LM50OOK 

TO-3 .90 .90 3.50 4.60 .60 .65 .70 2.00 5.00 1.40 3.50 1.30 .40 1.25 .39 .70 .70 .90 2.50 .55 .55 2.15 2.10 .95 1.50 2.40 2.40 7.50 
C-MOS 

1-9 lOup 1-9 lOup 1-9 lOup 4000AE .26 .22 4022AE 1.11 1.00 4061 AE 1.34 1.13 4001AE .26 .22 4023AE .26 .22 4052AE 1.34 1.33 4002AE .26 .22 4024AE .90 .88 4053A E 1.34 1.33 4004AE 5.83 5.82 4025AE .26 .22 4055A E 2.68 2.00 4006A E 1.35 1.34 4026AE 3.72 3.70 4056AE 2.43 1.86 4007A E .26 .22 4027AE .60 .50 4060AE 1.50 1.25 4008AE 1.79 1.78 4028A E .98 .90 4066AE .90 .72 4009AE .60 .50 4029AE 1.27 1.16 4069A E .38 .34 4010AE .59 .50 4030AE .44 .37 4071 AE .26 .22 4011 AE .26 .22 4033AE 3.01 3.00 4076AE 1.68 1.48 4012AE .26 .22 4035AE 1.27 1.16 4081 AE .26 .25 4013AE .47 .40 4040AE 1.49 1.25 4508AE 2.30 2.20 4014AE 1.49 1.25 4041 AE 4.06 4.05 4510AE 1.98 1.46 4015AE 1.26 .90 4042AE .75 .64 4516AE 1.98 1.46 4016AE .56 .45 4043AE .60 .50 4518AE 1.28 .98 401 7AE 1.20 1.00 4044A E .60 .50 4520AE 1.28 .98 4018AE 1.49 1.25 4047AE 3.54 3.53 4528AE 2.30 2.20 4019AE .52 .44 4048AE 1.43 1.42 4901AE .43 .36 4020AE 1.49 1.25 4049A E .52 .50 4911AE .43 .36 4021 AE 1.34 1.25 4050AE .52 .60 
MICROPROCESSORS 1-9 10 up 8008 23.90 22.90 1702 17.00 8080 59.00 39.90 PrflOl 5.50 MC6800 89.00 79.00 P8101-2 6.00 P11C1A 2.20 2.10 P8102 4,00 PI 101A1 3.50 3.30 P8102-2 4.00 P2102-1 3.90 3.00 P8111 5.60 91L02 3.90 3.20 P8111-2 6.00 91L02-1 3.90 3.20 9102PC 4.00 

SPOT MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCH 
115V, 5A Rating Modal 105D .95 

EXAR XR205K $25.00 

WAVEFORM GENERATOR KITS 

Hara't a highly vartatila lab innrumant at a fraction of the costof convantlonal unit. Kit Include* 2 XR205 IC'«. data & applications, PC board (atched and drilled, ready for assembly) and detailed instructions. 

INTERSIL 8038 PRECISION WAVEFORM GENERATOR & VCO For simultaneous sine, square and triangular waveforms <^001 Hz to 1MHz. 
Part No. 1-9 IOui aoaaccPD $3.90 10 UP $3.70 

1-AMP RECTIFIERS 
10 100 1000 1N4001 1.00 7.00 60.00 11Y4002 1.10 8.00 70.00 IN4003 1.20 9.00 80.00 1N4004 1.30 10.00 90.00 1N4005 1.40 11.00 100.00 1N4006 1.50 12.00 110.00 1N4007 1.60 13.00 120.00 

HYBRID POWER HIGH VOLTAGE AMPLIFIERS TRANSISTORS BU204 3A 1300V $4.14 SI-1010G 10W $6.40 BU205 3A 1500V 4.95 SI-1020G 20W 9.90 BU206 3A 1700V 6.94 SI-1030G 30W 18.70 BU207 6A 1300V 5.85 SI-10S0E SOW 24.90 BU208 6A 1600V 6.93 SI-1050G BOW 24.90 BU209 6A 1700V 8.64 

PICO-PAC 
POWER SUPPLIES 

ADTECH 

THE SMALLEST AC/DC POWER SUPPLY EVER! Only 1.70"xl.00" x 0.85", output pre- set iS%. 9 models: 
5 140 8 115 10 100 

25 15 

Output Model No. Vdc Amps 1-4 5 up 
APS 5-3 5 3.0 APS12-1.6 12 1.6 APS15-1.5 15 1.5 $26.96 $25.60 APS24-1 24 1.0 APS 28-0.8 28 0.8 
APS 5-6 5 6 APS 12-4 12 4 APS15-3 15 3 $48.45 $46.05 APS24-2.2 24 2.2 APS28-2 28 2 
APS 5-10 5 10 APS 12-7 12 7 APS 15-6 15 6 $72.25 $68.66 APS24-5 24 5 APS28 4 28 4 

STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS 

Minimum order: $10,00. Add $1.00 to cover postage and handling. California residents add 6% sales tax. 
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

ANCRONACORR Msil order: P.O. Box 2208R, Culver City, CA 90230. Phone order: (213) 641-4064 Visit our Electronic Shop: 11080 Jefferson Blvd.. Culver City, CA (Studio Village Shopping Center) 

19 10 up 
COM2S02 $13.20 $10.60 COM2502P 8.00 6.85 COM2017 13.20 10.60 COM2017P 8.00 6.85 COM2502H 25.00 20.00 COM2017H 25.00 20.00 COM2601 30.00 24.00 COM5016 12.00 9.60 KR2376-ST 20.00 17.50 KR3600-ST 20.00 17.50 NMX5010 12.00 9.60 CAL1022 60.00 
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SOLID STUTB 

I KEEP TALKING ABOUT ONE OF THE 
most important virtues of integrated 
circuits—the closely matched thermal 
environment. I've run across a good 
clear-cut demonstration of this IC tech- 
nique in an application note by Pre- 
cision Monolithics. They've taken a 
couple of their monolithic (IC) prod- 
ucts and built a practical, accurate, 
remote electronic thermometer. A 
matched pair of transistors is the tem- 
perature sensor Compared to therm- 
istor, sensistor (silicon resistor), single 
diode or transistor sensors, the tech- 
nique demonstrates advantages you can 
put your finger on. 

All in all it's an excellent example of 
how two IC matched transistors use 
their intrinsic construction to do a rel- 
atively simple, but non-trivial job in a 
better way. 

by KARL SAVON 
SEMICONDUCTOR EDITOR 

Precision monolithics 
temperature meter 

The base-to-emitter voltage of a 
transistor is a logarithmic function of 
the current through it, and a more com- 
plicated function of the temperature of 

the junction: Vu 
KT 

Ln 

The K is Boltzmann's constant, T the 
absolute temperature, and q the charge 
of an electron. The saturation current, 
I., is itself dependent upon tempera- 
ture. 

What's needed is a more dependable 
mechanism. Somehow the annoying 
poorly behaved saturation current term 
must be eliminated. Instead of a single 
junction, PMI uses the difference be- 
tween two junction-voltages. If the cur- 
rents in the two transistors are the 
same, they will have equal junction 

voltages and the difference is zero- 
hardly usable. But if the current in the 
two transistors are forced to be differ- 
ent, say in a 2 to 1 ratio, a differential 
voltage is produced. At room tempera- 
ture it is about 18 millivolts. 

Figure 1 is the schematic of the ther- 
mometer circuit. IC1 is the sensor 
device. The transistors are diode con- 
nected by tying their bases and collec- 
tors together. Grounding these four 
elements results in a differential sensor 
output developed between the two emit- 
ters. 

Fabricating two transistors on the 
same chip makes their saturation cur- 
rent nearly identical. This cancels the 
effects of the saturation current. The 
output is smaller than the 2 mV/'C of 
the single junction and will need ampli- 
fication, but it is highly predictable. 

(continued on page 109) 
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OEflR CU6TOME/?, 

Your business one) support hove given us 

something to celebrate this season... 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH for a great year. 
ooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOdOOOOoo^oooo^ 

tnn-nf-n THFAD * OfK ^eas "Electronic Projects for Musicians (JUll III U WIlLMl WkUWIl • AN |D£AL book FOR PEOPLE INTO MUSICAL ELECTRONICS: contains 
WE HAVE A SUCCESSOR TO OUR POPULAR "CHEAP CLOCK ^ ^ chapters for beginners on practical electronics, so that 

even complete novices can create working devices. o 
o 

KIT, and here are some of the extras we've added: 
^ INCLUDES AIL PARTS 6 BRIGHT 
" NEEDED TO GET YOUR nir-rjo -- 

CLOCK WORKING (ex- U1U1IO. . . • 
6 hard- INCLUDES • 

SEG- • 

The book 

cept case 
ware) : PC board, both 

transformer, as- WENT AND 
serably instruc- driver 

tions, IC socket, TRANS 1S- 
components. 12/24 TORS, 
hr, 50/60 Hz. 

t-AJHip I C LC IIVJYIV 
_ — then gives information on 19 musicaI pro- 

W • • *0 jects suitable for any level of experi- 
" Bankamericard /Mastercharge ;call C415)#ence> such as a ring 

357-7007, 24 hr. Cat res add tax. No COD.»mi xer_ batt:ery el imir 

olfBlSfi 

I All for: tit sir0****** 
#Circle the 

BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS 
BOX 2355, OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 946UW#### 

Reader Service Card for our NEW FLYERII 

modulator, preamp, 
nator, miniamp, bass 

• fuzz, compressor, and 12 more. Also has 
•.sections on troubleshoot1ng 6how to find 
^more information, a forward by guitarist 
^Joe Walsh, plus a recording that demon- 
^strates the sounds of the projects. 
^Published by Guitar Player Productions 

WRITTEN BY CRAIG ANDERTON. 

$6.95 shpg 

> ft ^ 

' AND MAY 76 BE Y0UR BEST YEAR YET! 
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LB0-505, B" Dual Chann«l/Dual Traca Triggarad Scopa/Vactro- MOpa — Offan trlflgarad and au- tomatic twaap, AC or DC cou- pling par chan.; aaparata or *1- multanaoui diaptay (twaap modd of chan. 14 2, altarnatlng, choppad, addad algabralcally, and vactor (*-y); 15MH2 band- width; 100 nanoaac/cm max. •Paad (lOXmag.l. triggarad twaap ranga from 1^/»ac/cm to O.Btac/ cm, 17 ttap« callbratad; cont. •cala Illumination w/front panal control. 7-3/a-H x 9-7/B"W x 1B"D; 17 Ibt. $669.65 

LBO-301, Portabla, Solid Stata Triggarad Scopa/Vactortcopa - Vanlcal and horizontal calibra- tion. DC to 7MHz bandwidth and a nawly daalgnad aaty-to- uaa horizontal panal, tha LBO- 301 dallvart compact con van- lanca with all tha parformanca faaturat naadad moat for both flald and diop uaa. Magnifica- tion la B timaa. Swaap tlma la 0.2^18 to 60 mt/dlv In 16 rangaa. Graat for aarvlelng computer clr cuitry and color TV. Includaa dlract/lo-cap proba; larmlnal a- daptar; taat laada. x 8"W x 12"D; 9 Iba. $489.95 

BN 

LBO-506, Naw B" Dual Channal/ Dual Traca Triggarad ScopaA/ac- torscopa — Automatic Trigger. Automatic Hornzontal Sweep & Automatic Vertical Input — Of- fan taparata or ilmultanaoui awnap mode display of ch. 1 & 2 —aliarnata, choppad, automatic or normal trlggar. Including TV- V and TV-H compoalta; dlract RF algnal Input to 100MHz; DC to 10MHz bandwidth; 0.B fJLS/err, to 0.2S/cm twaap ranga, 18 ttapt caiib. Vart. aantltlwlty it 10mVp-p/cm to 20Vp-p/cm In 11 callb.atapa, &5/8-Hx 6-7/8" W x 15 'D - 12V4 lb. $569.95 

m *90 

LBO-5S2. 5" Horizontal, Dual Traca/Dual Chan. Otcillotcopa With Simultaneout Left/Right Waveform Display — Sanaltlvlty la 20mVpp/cm; Vart. B'width it DC or 2Hz to I.BMHz. Swaap tpaedi ara from 10Hz to IDOKHz In 4 rangaa with input Impadancs IMil thuntad by JOpF, Phata differancat on tha X-Y axis ara balow 2° at 20KHz and balow 8° at lOOKHz. Ac- curacy batwaen laft and right channalt i* ±3*. Thara Ft alto a O.IVp-p wart, callb. on-lina fra- Ouency for amplltuda corractlon. 9-B/8"H x 6-7/8"W x 15"D. $399^5 

LBO-G11, 5" Solid Stata, Gan- aral Sarvica Scopa/Vatoncope - Racurrant twaap with automatic tynch.; 0-140° phaaa control; a callbratad vartlcal input; and high tantltlvlty. Add to thi. a rock Ilka ttabllity dua to FET In- put ttaga* and claar, sharp dlt- P'avs through thausaof DC cou- pling and push-pull amplifiers. Bandwidth Is DC to 10MHz. while vanlcal tantltlvlty It 20 mVp-p/cm to lOVp-p/cm. In- cludes dlract 10/ cap proba; ter- minal adapter, tatt leads. 7-3/8" H * 9-7/8"W x D - 15 lbs, $299.95 

rfTin; 

LBO-302, Solid Stata, Dual Traca/Ooal Channal, 3" Trig- garad Oscitloscopa/Vactorscopa Bandwidth it lOMHrwlth vart. saositiwltv of lOmVp-p/dlv to 5Vp-p/dlv in 9 ttapt with tap. or tlmultanaout swaap dltplayt of eh 1 and 2 altarnatlng, choppad, algabrilcally addad & X Y vactor. Swaap ranga it from 1//i/div (0.2/Ji with 5X mag.) to 0.2i/div, 17 ttapt . . . plus polarity Invariton on ch 2 tor fast, aaty traca Identification. 10 Ibt; 4«"H x 8"W x 12,'D; with accattories. $699.95 

LBO-502, 6" Solid Stata Trig- 
tlplat of 1,2 or BI Pushbutton convanlanca for triggarlng tha source, tlopa. modal Parfor- manca capabllltiat includa; auto and triggarad twaap rangat from 1 tac/cm to O.Stac/cm, 17 ttapt; 10mVp p/cm to 20Vp p/cm van. tantltlvlty; IGMHz bandwidth and 3B nanotac rlta tlma. Mag- nification it 5X, max twaap 0.2 /itac/cm. And, you can use It at a vatoricopa at wall. Compact, llghtwalght with probe, adapter and laadt.7-3/8"H x 9-7/8"W x 1S"D - 15 Ibt. $449.95 

- ■| 

LCG-388. Color Bar Pattern Ganarator — Unique binary fra- quancy divider a^tt at a minia- ture computer and providat 15 panernt In RF and vldao fra- quanciat. Including tha 10 gated color bars, 3 color bars, single dot snd cross and absolutely square Crosshatch to check and adjust for convarganca. linearity and oln cushion affects, includes signal Injection composite and video output, output cable and test leads. 3-1/8"H x 7*"w x 7VD - 6 Iba $214.95 

LCG-391, Solid Slate Color Bar Ganarator - With White Posi- tion Purity Adjustment — 6 extra -Sharp paltarnt plus t white rat tar function for checking purity and white balance. Hat 2 twitch talectabla fraquanciaa; return traca blanking, wart, and h'z'fl; plus fllckerlatt h'z'fl lines and a square Crosshatch .for linearity adjustmantt. Employs offtat type color bart for tatting NTSC racaivart. With front panel RF output connactort. on/off rocker twitch. 2H"H x 6"W x 8"0 - 3 lbs. $129.95 

LSG-231. FM Multiplax/Starao Ganarator - Check balance, separation and alignment of mul- tiplex racaivart and tuners with solid stata itability. So praclta and accurate you may not want to use a tcopalf Tha audio sig- nal frequency has ±1* accuracy at 1KHz, and SOdB signal tapa- ratlon. Pilot signal frequency hat a ±2Hz accuracy at 19 KHz. Output voltage It 0 to IVrmt, continuoutly variable. 3H"H x 8"W x 12"D; B Blbti $324.96 

LMV-87A, AC Millivolt Matar Solid Stata — Checks voltage output from lOtyiV to 300V. Compact, sturdy. It can check amps or ptaamps. Or uta at a wldaband praamp. for oaelllg- tcopas. Unusually high IOmH Input Impadaoca. Frequency rang# Is 10Hz to 1MHz. Minlmtl sansitlvity Is 100//V. Complata with carry strap, for bench, lab. or production Una use. With In- put cable. 8"H x 6"W x 4V0; 6-8 lbs. SI84.95 

UAG-120, Slna/Squara Wave Au- dio Generator — Ganaratas sine and square waves from 10Hz to 1MHz. Pushbutton operation for easy frequency ranga twitch- ing. Tha built-in solid state clr- cuitrv keeps dlttortlon at a mea- ger 0.1V External trlggar. Tha twltchab la output generator rang- at from 0 to 20dB. continuoutly vtrlabla with traq. accuracy at ±3* (♦IHi). Built-in 20dB at- tanuttor. 5-7/8"H x 5-3/16"W x 9-t3/t6"D; BKIbt. $219.95 

LBO-310A. Naw 3" Solid State Oscilloscope with 4MHz Band- width-Offering AC/DC coupled vertical and horizontal inputi, the LBO-310A monitors wava forms to 4B0MHZ on direct con- naction. Swaap ranga Is 10Hz to tOOKHz, 4 rangat. cont. adjutt- able batwaan staps. Thara'i also a DC to 4MHz vart. bandwidth. Tha larga, aaty-io-raid display Is based on 8 x 10 divisions and there's a provision for DC volt- age level cheeks. 7-7/8"H x 6"W x 12"D. 10 lbs $199.95 

LCG-395A, Solid Stata Video Color Signal Source — With Staircase, Window. Convergence & White Purity Adjustments — Tan gated rainbow pattarnt. plus 3 gated bar patterns for 90° 160° and 270° tests. 6 step, ttair- cesa. modulation level signal; window, convarganca, white pur- ity raster adjustment facilities. Horlzontal/varf| Unas and dots within tha 80* safety margin. Adjustable composite video out- put, RF frequency control 2 switch selectable channels, video IF output, a responsive bright- nets/contrast control. 3VH x B"W x lO-'O; 6.6 lbs. $299.95 

LCG-384. Mini-Port abla, Bat- tery Operated Color Bar Pattern Ganarator — Powered by four 1.5V pen-lite cells, AC adapt- able. It offers 8 basic lest pat- terns Including gated rainbow. Features 2 push button select- able fraq'a and full protection against tamp and Una voltage changes. Progressive scanning pravants h'z'fl Una flicker. Dig! taf clock accuracy guarantees flip-flop atabUlty. Return traca blanking for vert, and h'z'fl tlgnalt. Complata with axtri battery comp't. carrying casa and accessaries. 2 lbs. 1-3/8"H x 5-W x 7*-D. $169.95 

Si 
m 

LMV-89, 2 Channel, Solid Stata AC Millivolt Mater - Measuring ranga Is 100/iV to 300V, 12 naps. It has two d8 scales: an oaty-to-read mater face; 2 scale readings, built-in dual powtr sup- ply. Accuracy It ±3* full scale (1 KHz). Channels operate IndU vldutlly, or In common at ch. 2. Scale calibration raadt affactive values. With Input cable. 8"H x 6"W x 10"D; 8 Ibt. $299.95 

LAV-190. Wide Band Audio Analyzer — With Audio Genera- tor. Attenuator & AC Millivolt Meter — Switch abla dual Impe- dance matchIno network of ei- ther 6 or 600S2 for easier maa turements. lOHz-IMMz fraq. ranga, 5 staps, tine wave; out- put is more than 2.5Vrms Into 600sL Harmonic dlttortlon It 0.3X at 200Hz 100KHz/w/mae- turements to 1MHz. Tha etten, uator It cont. variable with rangat of 1dB x 10 (±1X) from lOdS to 40dB. ISQflV to 500 VAC millivolt mater scale and tha Input Imped It lOMil BX" H x 12"W x 7.3"D - 8lbt. 8 oz. $499.95 

LPS-155, Trantistorizad Regu- lated DC Power Supply — Power source theft a mutt for tatting tttta of tha-art home entertain- mant product* — battery opar- atad units, tool Output It 35V, eont. variable, with 0,5A mtxl- mum currant. Faaturat nantls- torlzad overload protactlon; neg- ative or potltlva poltrity & 3mV/ p-p max. rlppla. Input It 116V, 60/60 Mi. 8"W x 10"D x 3*"H; 6.8 ibt $139.95 

LAG-12S, Low Distortion Au- dio Ganarator — Tot. harmonic distort, it 0.03%, 500Hz - 20 KHz. It alto offer* burst type signal* for loud^aakar tasting. The output matar has 2 scales: 0-1 & 0-3Vrms; full scale; and -20 to ♦2dB.0dB - 0.776Vrmt. Faaturat Include: pushbutton •witching for frequency rangat. S Reps fraq. tyoe. from external •ourea; 10Hz to 1MHz overall fraq. ranga with flat output re- sponse, o-SOdB callb. attanuater; tilt-up stand for easy operation. 6S"H x BVW x 11 •7/B"D - 9 Ibt. $499.95 

LFM-36A. Solid Stata Wow & Flutter Matar — Checks wow, flutter and drift quickly and ac- curately with taparata matart on the face panal for Immadiaia readout. For tapa recorders and similar devices. Overall accuracy '■ T5%. Includes tatt leads. 8"H x tOH-W x 8"D; 10 lbs.$749^5 

A Complete Line 

of Quality 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 

From ANCRONA 

LFC-943, TV Field Strength Matar (AH Solid Slate. VHP- UHF) — Bt nary-ope rated I Port- oblal Ideal for Installation and orientation of all TV antennat. It hat a combination dB/mV •cala. a precision dacada at- tenuator and a (aval Indicator. Equipped with an aarphona for audibla tlgnal check and nolaa tracking, it hat a punishment- proof carry cata plut a nack strap for "hands free" use. 4"H x 10" W x 7"D; 8 lbs. $449.95 

OSCILLOSCOPE MOUNTING RACKS 
MR-S025 — For mounting lead- aft 5" scope Models LB0-602 A 505 in a standard 19" rack. Rack faaturat sturdy steal construc- tion, tiida In beta assembly and light gray mask finish. Rack ht it 10H". dapt Is 16". $59.95 
MR-506 — For rack mounting Laadafs 6" scope Modal LB0- 506 in • standard 19" width. Features sturdy steal construc- tion, tllda in bate assambly and light gray mask finish. Rack ht. la IZK-, depth is 14-7/8-.$59.95 

MR-3012 — For mounting Laad- afs 3" scope Models LB0-301 & 302 In a standard 19" rack. The rack is made of sturdy durable steel and has a sllda In base as- sambly; finish It light gray. Rack height it 7*, depth it 12-.$49,e5 

rw 
A .• | 

LHM-81 A, Dual Scale mA/HV 40KV Test Probe - With 600 mA Capability — Maatura up to 600 mA and 40KV with this dual scaled, talf-containad CRT test proba ... on any TV tat. You will navar need battarlai, warm up time or an ex terntl power source. Voltmater it bullt- Into tha high Impact molded body that hat a tpaclal safety divider. Complata with ground Also available: LHM-80A, 40KV Teat Proba - ±3% full scale ac- curacy. BOOMS/ multiplier ratla- tanca. $34.95 

LDM-170, Stata-ol-tha-Art Dis- tortion Matar for Audio Circuits Tha LOM-170 maasuras dlttor- tlon tt low at 0.IX; datarmlnei tlgntl-to-nulsa ratio from 70dB and will read tlgnal levels from 10QUV to 300V In audio fre- quency circuita. It faaturat a highly seloctiva balancing circuit to tupprast fundamental fraq't In tha 20Hz to 20KHz ranga and has a wide band, hlgh-gtin am- plifier effective to 200KHz. 6H" H x 12VW x 12"D - 13.2 Ibt. $54995 

LEM-75, Battery & AC Opar- able Portabla, FET Multimeter Input impedance of tOMii; full tcalst Of 0.3V and 30jlA. AC/ DC. Minimum tantltlvltlas of 10mV 8> 1/iA on AC and DC. ±OC polarity twitch;6 AC/DC currant ranga* and paak-to-peak voltage from 0.4 to 2800 Volts. Tha 08 rings It 15 to *62dBm (OdB - 1mV/600). There ara 7 range* of retlttsnca from 0.2 to 500Mi4. 8%" H x 6"W x 5H"0 - BH Ibt. $149.95 

LSW-333. New All Channel Sweep-Maker Ganarator - Sweep section cover* TV ch's 2 to 13 & 14 to 83. Video twaap modula- tion. FM-IF and RF twaapt. Mar- ker section permits use of 100 KHz and IKHz tide markers on all marker slgnalt. Trap adjust- mants and alignments are easier thru tha use of 10 VIF markan with h'z't'l and vartT tilt plus a IKHz AM modulation signal. Po- larity reversal twitches for invert- ing both varfl and h'z'fl traces plut 3 blat'tuppllat. Vart. gain faaturat x 6 mag. while swaap output voltoga It over lOOmV/ RMS Into 7544 8>4"H x 13-1/8" W x 8M"D - 11 Ibt. $64995 

L DM 850, Solid State Digital MiHimatar — offers 3V1 digit display to 1.B99. With dual tlopa operating mode plut innant ra- tponta and manual range twitch for declmalt. Max. Input volu ara 10O0VDC & 350 VAC with IOmH Input Impad. Stn»lilvitv It from 100MV to IV; currant from 0.2mA to 1000mA. AC/ DC. Rasistanca It from 0.2k12 to 2000Kli with auto, polarity ravarsal and hold/lock display position. 10"W x 7%"D x 3%" H- 10 Ibt. $35995 

LAG-26, Low Distortion Sine/ Square Wave Ganarator — Fea- tures a low distortion, sine wave and fast rising. O.S^itec. square wave for transient response tasts You can alto use It for modula- tion and distortion checks. The LAG 26 tynchronlzas signals from an external source and has 
bands. Output Imped unbtlanced, calibration accura- cy Is ±3%. 6"H x 10"W x 5"D; SKIbs. $139.95 

LS-5, Solid Stata Electronic Switch - Converts any Single Trace Scope to Dual Traca Use Extends operation of any slgntl trace scope to a dual tracal "In- ttant-on" capability, triggered output for very fast and stable synch., plus a tpaclal, bullt-on mounting bracket for dlract placement on sny scope. There •re 2 channel Inputs. Frequency response It DC to 300KHz and 2Hz 10 300KHZ. AC. 3-1/B"H x 554 "W x 4"0; 3 lbs. $9995 

LCT-910. CRT Taster Rajuvana- tor — Checks color, B«iW CRT's without removing tuba from its ch assist Compares color gun •mission, grid cut-off; rajuva- natat picture tuba; "super ra- Juvanata" for addad tuba Ufa. Repairs shorts, opens and leak age. With cont. adjust, alemant voltages; auto, rajuv. rats con trol; RC timer; rapid, easy color track chackt. Has self-contained carry case plus 8 bumpers for vert or horlz. use. 13"H x 8)1" W x 6"D; 12 Ibt. $159.95 

® ANCRONA 

11080 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230 City, ( 

(Studio Village Shopping Center) 

Telephone: (213) 6414064 
Circle 99 on reader service card 

LSG-16, Solid Stata RF Wide- band Signal Ganarator — Faa- turat an FET oscillator for high stability parformanca plus an ac- curately callbratad frequency dial. Frequancy range Is lOOKHz to 100MHz; & up to 300MHz on harmonics. Tha LSG-16 also functiont as a marker generator whan used with a sweep genera- tor to check end align RF and IF circuits. Tha LSG-16 will alto •ccommodata a 1-16MHz range crystal to axtand its use and ver- satility 6"H x 10"W x S"D - 6% lbs. $10995 

44* 

LSB-41, RC Substitution Box — Obtain resistor, and capacitor values quickly and aasily. Has 24 EIA-Stsndard, 10%. 1W resis- tors subs from 1044 to lOMli Select eny of 22 stenderd capa- citors subs from lOOpfd to 1000 jtfd. Switch selectable for high or low resistance values. I ncludat tatt leads. 3>1"H x 9H"W x 6%" D; 3.5 Ibt. $7495 
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LOWEST PRICES IN 

THE COUNTRY! 

MODEL MM 
COMPLETE CLOCK KIT 

ONLY $22.50 
KIT INCLUDES MMSSU Clock Chip. Pow« Tr.n*foriw»f. tasy lo follow PC board, 6 0.4" graan colour raadoul*. ipacially datignad plaatic CM, all tatiatort, iiantittori. diodat. capacitors and wwitehat. 

MODEL CT 
CASE for CT 7001 

Cm Indudat- PC board with ■ehamatic for CT7001, alarm on/off twitch and tnoora twitch ONLY $9 50 
QUARTZ 

LED WATCH 
Shows Month, Data, Hour. Minute and Sacond. No moving parts, all Solid-State Exclusive Single Button Control 14 K Gold Plate One Year Fully Warrantaad ONLY $84.50 

LED READ OUTS 
DL 727 0.5" Common Anode Double Digits t, ed S 2.80 OL 747 0.6" Common Anode Red   2.20 DL 707 0.3" Common Anode Red 1.50 Fairchild FNO 500 0.5" Common Cathode 2.00 Fairehild FNO 70 0.25' Common Cathode .60 

FLOURESCENT READOUTS 
^RUfl NEC LD 8132 0.5" Com. Anod* 4 digits Multiplex with AM/PM Display. Green colour. Supply voltage 24 volt. (used .n i our CT 7001 PC boardl 1350 1 1 

CLOCK CHIPS 
MM 5311 28 Pin BCD & 7 teg. 6 digits MUX 3.80 MM 5313 28 Pin 1pps BCD & 7 teg 6 digits 3.80 MM 5314 24 Pin 7 seg 6 digits MUX 3.50 MM 5315 28 Pm BCD & 7 Sag Stopwatch 4 00 MM 5316 40 Pm Alarm AM/PM Direct Drive FNO 500 Led 4.50 CT 7001 28 Pm Alarm. Data AM/PM stopwatch 6.50 

1C SOCKETS 
Malex Pins SI0.00 per 100 14 Pins Wire wnp or solder .38 16 Pint W lie wnp or solder -38 24 Pin» Wue wnp 1.20 24 P.ns 28 Pint 40 Pint 

Solder Type Solder Type Solder Type 
Red Colour S 15 ea Green Colour .20 ea Orange Colour .20 ea Yellow Colour .20 ea Clear Colour JO ea Wide Angle Red .20 ea Mixed Colour Package Opto Isolator Mini Dip 

COMPUTER KEYBOARDS 
Modified ACS II Output with Decoders for Teletype Teletype Keyboard without Electronic Parts 

MEMORIES 
National 1702A Erasable Prom 

1.00 1.25 1.50 
S12.00 per 100 16.00 per 100 16.00 par 100 16.00 par 100 16.00 per 100 16.00 per 100 14,00 per 100 10 for S3 00 

Netionel 21021 1024 Bit Static Ram 10 pci. $3.30 each 20 pet. S3,00 each : 50 pes. up S2.Z0 each I pcs. S2.60 each 

1-9pcs lOpct i LM 309K 5V 1A Regulator 1.20 1.00 LM 340T Po». 1A V. Regulator 15V. 6V. 12V, 15V.1 1J0 100 LM 380 2W Audio Amp 1.00 .80 LM 381 Lo Niom Pre Amp 1 20 100 LM 555 Timer Mini Dip 65 .55 
LM 556 Dual 555 Tinter 1.00 .85 
LM 565 Phase Locked Loop 1 80 1.50 
LM 567 Tone Decoder 1.75 1.50 
UA 709 Operetional Amp J5 .20 UA 741 Comp Op Amp .30 .25 LM 747 Dual 741 Op Amp .65 .55 
LM 1458 Dual Comp Op Amp .65 .55 
LM39O0 Quad Oo Amp .60 .50 DM 6864 9 Digit Lad Driver 1.70 1.40 
74591 Quad MOS to Led Seg. Drivers .60 .55 
75492 HEX MOX to Led Digit Driven 60 .55 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
12 VAC 300MA output Wall Type Adapter (Designed lor Clock to limited space) 12V 012V or Z4V I Amp output 0 0 8V 12V 300MA output (For our LD 8051 Flourescent Tubes! 0 3V 12V 24V 500 MA output (For CT 7001 Drive Ld 8132 Reedouitl 0 15V ie0V 15DMA output (For Gas discharge Readouts) 

2.50 ea 
2.50 ea 
1.00 ea 
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MIN. ORDER $10.00 
Send Money Order for Mail Order 

California residents add 6% sales tax. 
Postpaid in Ca. Other states add $1.00 postage. 

FORMULA INTERNATIONAL INC. 
12603 CRENSHAW BLVD. 
HAWTHORNE, CA. 90250 

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 
(213) 679-5162 

BUSINESS HOURS 10-7 MON. - FRI. 

Circle 101 on reader service card 

ADVERTISING INDEX 

RADIO-ELECTRONICS does not assume 
responsibility for any errors which may 
appear in the index below. 
READER SERVICE CARD NO. PAGE 
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64 Alpha Electronics  79 
27 Amtroncraft Kits, Ltd 71 
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16 CIE, Cleveland Institute 

of Electronics ... 54-57 
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Education Center . 36-39 

20 Delta Products . 65 
21 Edlie Electronics 66 
10,80 Edmund Scientific 17,110 
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Inc. ...  87 
17 Elenco Electronics, Inc. . . 62 

EMC, Electronics 
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11 Electronics Technical Institute, 
Division of Technical Home 
Study Schools . , .18-21 

29 Empire Scientific Corp. 76 
63 Enterprise Development Corp. 79 
61 Fordham Radio Supply Co. 78 
65 General Electric Tube Division 80 
76 Grantham School of Electronics 89 
3 GTE Sylvania Electronic 
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75 International Crystal Mfg. Co. . 88 
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4 Jerrold Electronics Co  5 
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78 Mountain West 

Alarm Supply Co  78 
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Training Institute ... 86 
62 National Camera Co. 79 

National Technical Schools 72-75 
NRI, Division of McGraw-Hill 8-11 

69 PAIA Electronics, Inc  86 
77 Panavise Division of 

Colbert Industries 80 
23 Perma Power   69 
1 PTS Electronics, Inc. Cov. II 
5 Radio Shack ...... .... 7 

RCA Distributor and Special 
Products Accessories . . . 26,27 
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STATE OF SOLID STATE 
(continued from page 106) 

Back to the schematic. The system 
has four main components; the temper- 
ature sensor, the current sources, the 
differential amplifier and the output 
meter. The remote sensor connects to 
the rest of the circuit through a shielded 
cable less than 100 feet long. Maximum 
cable length is determined by the error 
that can be tolerated from the drop 

Calibration is easy and the adjust- 
ment is made at only one temperature 
in the meter range. The obvious cali- 
bration point is room or outdoor tem- 
perature. The meter is simply adjusted 
to coincide with a conventional mer- 
cury thermometer. One preliminary 
amplifier offset adjustment is made by 
shorting the sensor and turning the off- 
set potentiometer until the output reads 
zero. This is a real convenience after 
calibrating other types with both high 

mono 
MAT-01H 

I IC1 SENSING R1 
100K 
-vw 

R2 
eoon 
AW 

R3 
60012 
AW 

R4 
100K 
AW 

PAIR 
Q2 

OFFSET 
ADJUST 
 ^AAr-' 20K f 

+15V + 15V 
UP TO 100 

FEET 
SHIELDED 

PAIR 
CABLE 

r 

R >R8 
^ 133K 

mono 
OP-10CY 

L  __ 
: ^ 

o~15V 

DIFFERENTIAL 
AMPLIFIER 

-15V O \c CURRENT 
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10mv/ K O 
mono 

MAT-01GH R6 
I80K OUTPUT 

METER R5 
100K RATIO 

ADJUST 
-O-ISV 

FIG* 1—PRECISION MONOLITHICS temperature meter using new temperature sensor. 

across its resistance and by the allow- 
able noise pickup. 

Voltage divided R8~R9 biases the 
base of Q3 and Q4 at about —13.5 volts 
and- the emitters at 0.5 volt lower or 
— 14 volts. One volt across R5 sets up 
a current of 10 microamps in Q3, and 
R7 is adjusted for 5 microamps in Q4 
for the 2:1 ratio. 

Proportioning the system for a 10 
mV/0C coefficient at the output gives 
a direct temperature readout on a 10- 
volt full-scale 3-digit digital voltmeter 
or panel meter. The least significant 
digit of the readout represents hun- 
dredths-of-a-volt which will show de- 
grees. To end up with this temperature 
relationship, the differential output of 
ICI must be amplified by 10,000/59.73 
= 167.4. 

Take two instrumentation amplifiers 
and put them together right and you 
have a high input-impedance, accu- 
rately controlled gain, differential am- 
plifier. The dual monoOP-lOCY 
hooked up as shown has a common- 
mode rejection specification of 117 dB. 
Long term stable .01%.resistors in the 
amplified feedback network make gain 
trimming unnecessary. With .01% re- 
sistors the gain tolerance is .04%. 

and low range adjustments. The in- 
structions often suggest such fun as 
jumping back and forth between boil- 
ing water and a cup of ice cubes. 

A well regulated power-supply 
should be used since the output will 
change at about one degree-per-volt. 
When you're all finished, accuracy is 
better than ± 1 degree over a —55 to 
125°C temperature range. And the long 
term stability is very good. For those 
who want to read Fahrenheit-recall the 

9 conversion formula °F = y 0C + 32; 
the gain of the amplifier will have to be 
boosted 1.8 times. Economics may 
sway you to try a conventional meter 
movement. The best bet will be an ex- 
panded-scale type to cover a useful 
range. 

Based on 100 quantities, all parts 
minus the supply and readout meter 
can be purchased for $34.63. The most 
expensive of the thirteen components 
is the monoOP-lOCY amplifier at $16. 

Precision Monolithics Incorporated 
at 1500 Space Park Drive, Santa Clara, 
CA 95050 publishes application note 
AN-12. A number of other applica- 
tions including temperature controllers 
are shown. R-E 

NEW KITS! NEW KITS! 

JAMES ELECTRONICS 
P. O. BOX 822 BELMONT, CALIFORNIA 94002 (415) 592-8097 

WALL or TV. DIGITAL CLOCK 
12 or 24 Hour. 25' VIEWING DISTANCE. Walnut C8se-6"x3"x 1 
Hr. & Min.-6" High, Seconds-3" High 
Kit-All Comp. & Case - S34.95 
Wired & Assembled - $39.95 

POCKET CALCULATOR KIT 
5 function plus constant-addressable memory with 
individual recall-8 digit display plus overflow- 
battery saver-uses standard or rechargeable batteries- 
all necessary parts in ready to assembly form- 
instructions included. 3"x 5%" 
SPECIAL $12.95 each 
OPTIONS- 115VAC Transformer 4.95 each 

6 each "N" Alkaline Batteries .... 1.95 lot 
Tbe Logic Probe tt • unit which it for the mott pert indetpennble m trouble ihootmg logic femiliev TTL. DTL, 8TL. CMOS. It Uenvei the power it needt to opeiele directly olf of the drcuit under lett. drawing a Kant 10 mA ma*. It uset a MAN3 readout to indicate any of the following datet by lh«e tymbolf: IHII-l fLOWI-o IPULSEl-P. The Probe can detect high frequency puliet to 45 MHz. It can't be uted at MOS levelt or circuit damage will reiult. 

LOGIC PROBE 

printed circuit board $9.95 Per Kit 

MINI POWER SUPPLIES 
These power supplies oiler small site, wilh a wide choice 01 voltage outputs. They are all capable of delivering 3D0mA and have dimensions of 1" x 1" * 3". 
The voltages available ate +5V,-5V,+6V, -6V, +12V. -12V. Alt ol these units easily assemble in less than a half an hour, because ol the fiberglass printed 
circuit board construction. Please specify voltage when ordering. 

$9.95 per kit 

LOW COST DIGITAL CLOCK KIT 
Diher companies have offered a lew cost digital clock kit, but do not offer 
mportant extras such as, printed drcuit boards, power supplies cases, etc. We at James are doing just the opposite by offering a complete clock kit, that 

includes everything down to the line cord. This kit uses .25" FND 70 displays, for HOURS, MINUTES, and SECONDS, in conjunction with the MM5314 clock chip. The printed circuit board it of high quality fiberglass, which is plated. The case is a 6 x 1H x 1 walnut case with a plexi-glass front, and it similar to the one in our TV WALL Digital dock. It is evailable without the case lor S16.95. 
$19.95 per kit. 

ELECTRONIC ROULETTE 
Complete kit 
with all 
components 
case and 
transformer 

8" x 8" x 1" 
A 56 page book on the facts 
of Roulette included. 

lOULETTf ^ 

$29.95 Per Kit 

ELECTRONIC CRAPS 

5V X JSs" X 1 

m CRAPS 

Complete kit 
with all 
components 
case and 
transformer. 

A 56 page book on the facts —   
of Craps included. $19.95 Per Kit 

Sotisfoction Guaranteed. $5.00 Min. Order. U.S. Funds. 
Add $1.25 for Postage — Write for FREE 1976 Catalog 
California Residents — Add 6% Sales Tax 

OrfTttSS 
P.O. BOX 822, BELMONT, CA. 94002 

PHONE ORDERS - (415) 592-8097 

Circle 102 on reader service card 
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LIVE IN THE WORLD 

OF TOMORROW... TODAY! 
And our FREE 164 PAGE CATALOG is pacKed with 
exciting and unusual values in electronic, hobby 
and science items — plus 4.500 finds for tun. study 
or profit... lor every member of the family. 

A BETTER LIFE 

■07 WHEN YOU COME TO PHILADELPHIA BE SURE TO SEE 

^0 IN BARRINGTON. N.I. ONLY 10 MINUTES AWAY AT 

CA 

41/4" astronomical telescope 
See moon craters, rings of Saturn, 
double stars. New equatorial mount. 
f/10, 'A wave mirror (Pyrex®). 
Gives theoretical limit of resolution. 
Rack & pinion focusing. Aluminum 
tube, 6X finder. 1" F.L. 45X Kellner 
achromatic eyepiece and Barlow 
lens to double & triple power up to 
135X. Free Star Chart plus 2 Books. 
Stock No. 85,105EH . . . (Shipping Wf. 42 lbs). 
4V4" WITH CLOCK DRIVE #85, 
6" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE (48X to 360X) #85 6" WITH CLOCK DRIVE #85 
3" DELUXE REFLECTOR (30 to SOX) #80, 
STANDARD 3" REFLECTOR #85 
• •••••••••••• 

SEE MUSIC IN 
PULSATING COLOR 
New 3-Channel Color Organ adds 
to music listening pleasure, lets 
you modulate 3 independent 
strings of colored lamps with in- 
tensity of your music to create an 
audio "light show" They flash, 
vary in brightness related to ...... 
music's rhythm, pitch, volume—pulsating lighting perfor- 
mance to music! Fully assembled & priced half that of 
others, the Edmund Sound To Light Control is a terrific value. Plug in, turn on! . 
No. 42,309 EH (ASSEMBLED) HZ'SI EM' 
No. 42,336 EH (UNASSEMBLED) $13.95 Ppd. 

$159.50 FOB 
tOTEH $199.50 FOB 

,187EH $249.50 FOB 
.OSEEH $285.00 FOB 
1B2EH $ 89.95 Ppd. 
240EH $ 59.95 Ppd. 
• • • • • 

* 

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL 
RAIN GAUGE 
. . . never needs emptying, mea- 
sures rain up to 100-ft. away by 
tenths of an inch up to 999.9" and 
empties itself. Accumulate total 
rainfall count for hour, day, week, 
etc. Push reset button on indoor 
counter to start new counting 
period (no need to empty or check hermetically sealed out- 
door collector which you easily mount on fence, roof, deck, 
etc. w/2 ordinary screws). Includes 30-ft. of waterproof wire, 
runs on l-yr.-life 9v trans, battery, not incl. 
Stock No. 72,165 EH $44.95 Ppd. 
• ••••••••••••••••• 
50-150-300 POWER 
MICROSCOPE 
Amazing Value—3 Achromatic Ob- 
jective Lenses on Revolving Tur- 
ret! Color-corrected, cemented 
achromatic lenses in objectives 
give far superior results to single 
lenses usually found in this mi- croscope price range. Results are 
worth the difference! Fine rack and pinion 
ported! 
Stock No. 70,008 EH   
MOUNTED 500 POWER OBJECTIVE: 
Threaded achromatic lenses, 3mm F.L. 
Stock No. 30,197 EH   

L: 

focusing. Im- 

$45.00 Ppd. 

$9.75 Ppd. 

aaaanD 

He-Ne LASERS. . . $115.00 up! 
Top quality lasers feature TEMoo 
mode, internal mirror plasma tubes 
w/ IOjOOO hr. life, self-starting cold 
aluminum cathodes, low noise & 
ripple, guaranteed output power 
stability and more for demanding 
lab work. 18-mo. mfr. wty, 115v AC 

(A) 0.5mW . . . 0.88 Beam Dia., 1 mRad Diverg. 
- 79,070 EH (2.6x8.5x14.8")  $115.00 Ppd. 

(B) I.OmW ... (as above) ^79,073 EH  $150.00 Ppd. 
(C) 4.0mW ... 0.8 Beam Dia., 1.1 mRad Diverg. 

if 79,079 EH (3.9x5.5x15.6")  $485.00 Ppd. 
• ••••• • • ••••••••••• 

SUPER POWER 
FOR ANY AM RADIO 
New antenna assist turns a tiny 
transistor into a tiger, has pulled 
in stations 1000- miles away! Just 
set beside radio (no wires, clips, 
grounding) and fine-tune Select-A- 
Tenna's dial to same frequency— 
"gangbusters"! Great for clearing 

weak signals in radio depressed areas, off-coast islands, 
crowded frequency stations. Solid state—uses no electricity, 
batts., tubes. 
Stock No. 72,095 EH   $15.95 Ppd. 
Ultra Select-A-Tenna No. 72,147 EH 

Wi * • • • • • • . •$2.2'9«FV-. 

v./ - 

GIANT MAGNET, 
LITTLE PRICE! 
"Fish" with this powerful 1 lb. 
ceramic magnet. Lifts over 150 
fiounds, only costs $9.95. Tie a 
ine to its stainless steel handle, 

drop it overboard and your first 
treasure haul (anchors, tackle, 
ferrous metal valuables?) can pay 

more than its cost. 4 ceramic magnets, in series, between 4 
steel plates; develops fascinating strength. Great for "fish- 
ing," for scrap metal and tool recovery, too! 
No. 42318 EH (lxiy4x43/8") .... ... $9.95 Ppd. 

NEW! COMPLETE "KIRLIAN" LAB 
IWlnll Self-contained! Super sensitive! ■ Variable energy controls! All the 

most wanted electrophotography 
features in one compact unit to 
tak$ B & W, color prx, without 
camera or lens. Terrific value! In- 
cludes: classic ringing oscillator 
circuit; glass covered electrode 

w/ optimum dielectric isolation (sensitivity/safety); timing 
adjust, to assure quality pix; more! AC & 12v DC. 
No. 72,106 EH (8x10x4")  $145.00 Ppd. 
PRO MODEL: No. 72,053 EH $399.00 Ppd. 
"STARTER'S" KIT: No. 71,938 EH , $ 49.95 Ppd. 

KNOW YOUR ALPHA FROM THETA! 
For greater relaxation, concentration, 

^ listen to your Alpha-Theta brain- 
waves. Ultra-sensitive electrode head- 

^ band slips on/off in seconds—elimi- ! JL. nates need for messy creams, etc. 
Atch'd to amplifier, filters brain- r waves, signals beep for ea. Alpha 

  or Theta wave passed. Monitoring 
button simulates Alpha sound; audio & visual (L.E.D.) feedback. 
Reliable, easy-to-use unit—comparable to costlier models. Com- 
pletely safe. Comprehensive instruction booklet. 
No. 1635 EH (8x3x4"; 24 oz.)  $149.50 Ppd. 
LOW COST "STARTER" UNIT 
No. 71,809 EH $ 55.00 Ppd. 
DELUXE "ON" TIME MONITOR MEASURES & RECORDS % 
No. 1652 EH  $299.95 Ppd. 

MAIL COUPON FOR 
rnMTFiTTn 

CATALOG! 

COMPLETE AND MAIL WITH CHECK, M. O. OB CHARGE NO. 
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 

How Many Stock No. 
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, NJ. 08007 
Description Price Each Total 

PLEASE SEND GIANT 
FREE CATALOG "EH" 

O LU 

O 
Q 
< cc 

164 PAGES • MORE THAN 
UNUSUAL 
bargains 

Completely new 1976 edition. New items, categories, I n rhanrp nw RsnkAmArirard 
illustrations. Dozens of electrical and electromagnetic , a Charge my BankAmencara 

parts, accessories. Enormous selection of Astro- ' □ Charge my Master Charge 
nomical Telescopes. Unique lighting and ecological | . M (items. Microscopes, Binoculars, Magnifiers, Magnets, intetDanK no. 
Lenses, Prisms. Hard-to-get surplus bargains, Ingen-1 

| ious scientific tools. IDOO's of components. ■ 
I EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 1 

I 300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.i. 08007 
I Please rush Free Giant Catalog "EH", 
j ■ 30-0AY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. 
■ | You must be satisfied or return 
j Address  any purchase in 30 days .for full 
I City  State Zip ■ re'untl- *$15.00 minimum 

1 My Card No. Is 

Add Handling Chg.: $t.00, Orders Under $5.00 500, Orders Over $5.00 

Signature- 

tnclosa □chack Q money order tor TOTAL $ 

Card Expiration Date- Name  
Address. 
City  _State- . zip- 
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Fix it with SK. 

The RCA quality replacement. 

Count on top quality in SK replacement semi- 
conductors. Because they carry the name RCA, a top 
manufacturer of OEM devices. Same strict AQL stan- 
dards, same strict Director of Quality Assurance. That's 
how we protect you from callbacks, so 
you can make more profitable use of your 
time. RCA's higher-than-ever 410 to 1 
replacement ratio will help you save time 
too. Your key to fast, easy replaqement is i 

RCA's new 1975 SK Replacement Guide. 
Get your copy at the RCA distributor ^ enes 

where you buy SK parts. 

RCA Solid State, Box 3200. Somerville. N.J. 08876. 

8K3092 SiUcon Zmr Diode 
LIMIT CONDITIONS CAT-no* I PP (DEVtC€ CXSS.) IW VI (♦lOHRCQ. VOITAQO 11SV U (HEO. CURRENT; 31mA CHARACTtmSTICS 22 (BREAKDOWN IMPEDANCE) BO C'-WMt II-3 1mA 

RCAiSue o n N > anus 

It 

It's OK if it's Sk 
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CASTLE Timesavers t • t 

SUBBCR® TV signal circuit analysts 

Analyze the ENTIRE signal circuit system of any Color or Black 
& White Television receiver ... by signal substitution. 
Outputs at video i.f., sound l.f., video and audio. 
• Inbuilt monopole antenna • Inbuilt loudspeaker • Video 
carrier level meter • Battery Indicator meter 
Use on the bench or in the home . . . anywhere. 
Complete with 120vac wall plug-In transformer and matched 
test cables. 

MASTER SUBBEfC Analyst Mk V net $169.95 

MASTER SUB BLR 

for the 

Professional 

\ & IS 

UHf-VHf 
TV tuner and i-f 
signal analyst 

T20VAC* Battery 

Mark IV-CUV 
net $69.95 

* 
nun , 

TV tuner and i-f 
signal analyst 

no VAC + Battery 

Mark IV-C 
net $59.95 

» 

Q 
nmttt 

ME2ZER TV field Strength Meters 

Use for measurements of TV signals in: — 
a Antenna installation • Antenna evaluation • CATV 
• MATV • Output calibration of TV signal generators, 

TV Service VHP Field Strength Meter 

• Simple to operate TVS 
• Measures 300uV to 30,000uV. 
• Uses ordinary 9v transistor batteries net $69.95 

* it'} 

u 
I v ««/«r 

VUF field Strength Meter 

Range: 20 microvolts to 
100 millivolts. 

Attenuator: x 1, x 10, x 100. 
Inputs: 75 8.300ohms. 

120vac & batteries 

Model FSM-V 
net $119.95 

UHF Field Strength Meter 

Range: 20 microvolts to 
10 millivolts. 

Attenuator; x 1 andx 10. 
Inputs; 75 8. 300 ohms. 

120vac 8< batteries 

Model FSM-U 
net $99.95 

Castle products — advanced technology — modern styling — and they work! 

Ask your electronic distributor for them . . . or write for more details. 

CASTLE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
5715 N. Western Ave., Chicago, 

Ph. (312) 728-1800 
60645 

Circle 82 on reader service card 


